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ABSTRACT 

Sustainable environment is an immediate require to safeguard the planet from being 

exposed to vulnerabilities. Bio composites can minimize synthetic acquisition since they are 

easily degradable. The reinforcement material deployed is a plant fiber according to which the 

entire behaviour of composites are decided. Raw and steam treated fibers of Borassus 

flabellifer (Bf) peels are characterised to see its efficiency as a reinforcement material. 

Lowered density of 0.91 g/cc is achieved after steam treatment. Chemical analysis computed 

the cellulose content to be 58.3%. Crystalline parameters are found from XRD analysis. SEM 

studies gave a clear discrimination between fiber sufaces before and after treatments. Steam 

has brought about 19% hike in the tensile values from 58 MPa to 70 MPa. FTIR spectroscopic 

studies found the vibrations associated with different functional groups. TG- DTA and DSC 

studies graphed the change in mass with rising temperatures as well as the heat flow rate on 

the fiber surface. Thermal stability upto 240 ᵒC is registered during the degradation of 

cellulosic components with a maximum degradation peak at 410 ᵒC and 440 ᵒC for the raw and 

treated Bf. Elemental compositions of Carbon. Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Sulphur are 

calculated. All the above findings suggest that Bf fiber could serve as an effective reinforcement 

material for light weight composite applications. 

Keywords: Sustainability, fiber composites, low density, thermal behaviour 

1. Introduction 

Technological development fetches useful products along with waste which are mostly 

non biodegradable. Composite materials pairing natural fibers as reinforcement material could 

be the best solution to stabilize the production of synthetic waste. Lowered mass fraction and 

density are the key things that prioritise the role of natural fibers in reinforcements. Plant fibers 

contain crystalline and amorphous constituents. Cellulose which add up the crystallinity to the 

plant is responsible for tensile and thermal stability. Before considering it for any 

reinforcements, it is essential that the fiber must be properly brought out with lowered 

amorphous entity [1]. Various chemical treatments like alkalisation, benzoyl, carbonate, silane, 

permanganate treatments etc., can help on improvising the orderness of fibers [2]. They find 

applications in automotive parts, insulation equipment, shielding and construction materials.  

New bio-degradable material is a need of the hour for sustainability and the possibility to 

develop such material from waste is an added benefit to defend the resources that are scarcely 

mailto:phyprinag2017@gmail.com
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exist. The present work concerns on Borassus flabellifer (BP) to examine its Physical and 

chemical details along with characterisation studies such as X-ray diffraction analysis, 

morphological studies using SEM, Tensile testing, FTIR spectroscopic studies, 

thermogravimetric analysis and CHNS analysis. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Steam treatment 

Borassus flabellifer (BP) fiber locally called palmyra tuber are collected from 

Nagercoil, Kanniyakumari. The outer skin of BP tuber is generally treated as a waste and useful 

fibers can be separated from various layers. Selected fibers are washed in distilled water under 

room temperature and a part of it are subjected to steam treatment maintained at 110°C for 1 

hour. Fibers separated using needle are kept in vacuum descicationg for 2 days. Steam 

treatment can improve the intimacy between the matrix and reinforced fiber when scrutinizing 

for composite making [3]. Figure 1. Shows the fibers extracted from palmyra sprout.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Physical properties of Borassus flabellifer (Bf) fiber 

A detailed study on the physical aspects of Bf fiber is essential in knowing and tapping 

the potentials of fiber to the fullest. Linear density is a measure of fineness of the fibre and 

density is analyzed with liquid Pycnometer method using the equation [4,5]  

                            

Where, m1 is the mass of pycnometer (kg), m2 is the mass of the pycnometer filled with fibers 

(kg), m3 is the mass of the pycnometer filled with toluene (kg) and m4 is the mass of pycnometer 

filled with fibers and toluene (kg). The density of Bf fibers are much lower than Coccinia 

grandis stem (1.517 g/cc), Acacia leucophloea (1.385 g/cc), Thespesia populnea (1.412 g/cc) 

[6]. Steam treatment has scaled down the density to 0.9 g/cc, which is lower than synthetic 
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Fig. 1. Fibers from Borassus flabellifer (BF) tuber 
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fibers and it can have a good scope on light weight applications [7, 8]. An average of 30 fibers 

are chosen to measure its diameter using an air-wedge arrangement and the physical parameters 

are tabulated in Table.1 

Table 1. Physical parameters of Bf fiber 

Parameters Untreated fibers Steam treated fibers 

Length (cm) 15.03 15.26 

Diameter (µm) 225 219.5 

Aspect Ratio 668 695.22 

Linear density (tex) 52.63 50.46 

Density (g/cc) 1.31 0.9 

3. Characterisation studies  

3.1. Determination of Chemical composition 

Presence of cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose and wax content in the fiber sample is 

revealed through chemical analysis. Chemical analysis testing was done from Chemical 

Testing Laboratory, SITRA, Coimbatore. 

3.2. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis 

Crystalline nature of BP fibres was measured using Powder X-ray diffraction analysis 

using a Bruker AXS–D8 Advance Model diffractometer. 2θ values are recorded between 3˚and 

80˚ under 40 kV and 35 mA. Crystallinity index is calculated using the Segal Emphrical 

formula [9]. 

                                  CI   =   
𝐼200−𝐼𝑎𝑚

𝐼200
  *100                                                           (2) 

Where, I200-maximum intensity of the crystalline diffraction peak, Iam-minimum intensity of an 

amorphous peak  

The crystallite size was calculated using the equation Scherrer’s equation  

                                  CS = 
𝐾𝜆

𝛽200 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                                                                (3) 

Where K is Scherrer’s constant, λ is Wavelength of the X ray (0.154 nm), β200 is the peak’s full 

width at half maximum, θ is the Bragg angle. 

3.3 Single fiber tensile testing 

Single fiber tensile testing and elongation was computed using (Zwick/Roell) from 

Physical testing laboratory, SITRA, Coimbatore. All the tests were carried out at a temperature 

of 21˚C ± 1˚C with a relative humidity of about 65%.  
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3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Morphological features of fibers are studied using SEM studies. It was done by using 

a Jeal T220 scanning electron microscope, with the working voltage between of 5-20 kV. 

3.5 FTIR Analysis 

Vibrational bands of various functional groups of raw and steam treated fibres are found 

using the FTIR spectrometer (Model FTIR-8400S spectrum, SHIMADZU, Japan) in KBr 

matrix with a scan rate of 45 scans per minute. 

3.6 Thermogravimetric analysis 

Response of the fiber to a variety of reactions such as decomposition, degradation, 

adsorption, vaporization, oxidation, reduction etc., can be studied using thermogravimetric 

studies. Tg-dta and DSC analysis were taken using HITACHI-STA7300 in nitrogen 

atmosphere. A heating rate of 20˚C /minute was monitored between 40-700˚C.  

3.7 CHNS Analyzer 

Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Sulfur (CHNS) elemental analysis do a rapid determination 

of Carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur quantities in the biofiber. The analysis is made using 

the model Elementer Vario EL III with the Precision >0.1% absorbance. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Chemical analysis 

Presence of cellulosic and non-cellulosic constituents comprise the fibrillar 

arrangement. High cellulosic fraction with lower hemicellulose and lignin content enuciate a 

positive effect. The percent of wax is low around 0.35% which is a good impression since wax 

debonds fiber from matrix phase while making composites. Higher value of ash quantifies the 

improved cellulosic content in the fiber surface.   Chemical constituents of Bf fiber is compared 

with other fibers [7, 10, 11] in Table 2. 

Table 2. Chemical constituents in Bf fiber 

Fibre 
Cellulose 

(wt %) 

Hemi cellulose 

(wt%) 

Lignin 

(wt%) 

Wax 

(wt %) 

Pectin 

(wt%) 

Moisture 

(wt%) 

Ash 

(wt%) 

Raw BP 58.35 25.83 19.90 0.35 7.62 9.33 3.90 

Acacia 

leucophloea 
68.09 13.6 17.73 0.55 - 8.83 0.08 

Prosopis juliflora 61.65 16.14 17.11 0.61 - 9.48 5.2 

Arundo donax 35.52 26.81 19.80 - - 8.40 4.75 
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4.2 XRD Analysis 

Natural fibers itself is considered to be semi-crystalline, due to the presence of 

cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin etc. These components are composed of various linkages of 

hydrogen and carbon [6]. A major crystalline peak was seen around 22 degrees in the steam 

treated Borassus fiber, along with the amorphous peak at around 18 degrees. In the case of 

untreated fibers, the CI value was found to be 54.48%. Unexpectedly, crystallinity index (CI) 

for the steam treated fiber is found to be 41%, which is less than the untreated fibre.  

 

 

The steam action might be strong enough to abandon the cellulosic components along 

with the amorphous material which resulted in a drop of cellulose after steam treatment. The 

values of CI and CS of the experimental fibers are comparable with other natural fibers like 

Kigelia africana, Areca catechu L, Coccinia grandis L, Saharan aloevera cactus leaves, 

Furcraea foetida etc., [12- 14]. Crystallite size of raw and steam bath treated Bf fibre was 

found to be 0.59 nm and 0.78 nm. XRD diffractogram and crystalline parameters of raw and 

steamed Bf fibers are shown in Figure 2 and Table 3. 

Table 3. Crystalline, Tensile and CHNS values of raw and steam treated Bf fibers. 

 

Sample 
Crystallinity 

Index (%) 

Crystallite 

size (nm) 

Tensile 

strength (MPa) 
N% C% S% H% 

Raw Bf 54.48 0.59 57.56 0.61 43.95 - 7.01 

Steamed Bf 41 0.78 70.78 0.95 42.50 0.13 6.41 

Fig. 2 XRD diffractogram of raw and treated BF fibers 
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4.3 Single fiber Tensile Test 

Fiber strength predominantly gears on number of things like maturity of the plant part, 

habitat, fibers chosen for testing and so on [15]. The tensile values of steam treated fiber show 

an increment of 70.78 MPa than the raw Bf fiber (57.56 MPa), without subjecting to any other 

chemical treatments. A better orientation of cellulose micro fibrils along the fiber axis play a 

role in the fiber strength. An upsurge of 19% was seen in the steamed fibers. Smaller size, 

enhanced mechanical strength and lowered amorphous impurities influence an advanced 

adhesion between the matrix and reinforced material [16] 

4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Surface morphologies are diligent while considering fibers to be paired with matrix 

phase. SEM photographs of raw and steam treated fibers are displayed in figure 3: a,b,c,d and 

figure 4: a,b,c,d. Fibrils are seen to be clouded with impurities, wax, hemicelluloses and lignin 

on the surface of untreated Bf fiber [17]. Also a number of pores opening into long ridge area 

is visible in figure 3a. Large vacuoles created by impurities are marked in figure. 3d. However, 

deformities are largely replaced with more ordered and regular arrangements after steam 

explosion.  

Fig. 3 a,b,c,d: SEM image of untreated BF fibers 

 

It is predicted with the fact that steam treatment has broken the bonds between the 

cellular constituents of fiber and hence the disorganised hemicellulose might be cleaved off of 

the fiber surface with magnified, long fissures are visible and it might add up a hold on fiber 

towards the matrix arrangement [15]. 
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4.5 FTIR Spectroscopic studies 

The use of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has been considered to be 

one of the most effective techniques to study the chemical and surface chemistry of biofibers. 

Wavenumbers at 3428 cm-1 and 3435 cm-1 in the raw and steam treated fibers indicated the 

presence of O-H stretching of hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups in α-cellulose and /or in 

hemicelluloses. Strong peaks observed at 1643 cm-1 in both fibers attribute to C=O stretching 

vibration of keto carboxylic acid in lignin. Absorption peaks at 2920 cm-1 is due to the C-H 

stretching vibration of α-cellulose and hemicellulose [18]. Vibration of fibers at 1600 cm-1 is 

due to the stretching of C=C groups present in the lignin and medium absorption peaks visible 

around 1414.34 cm-1 is due to CH2 wagging [19]. Streaming has not inculcated a wide 

vibrational variations in Bf fibers. FTIR graphs of raw and treated fibers are shown in Fig. 4.   

 

Fig. 4. FTIR spectrum of raw and steam treated Bf fiber 

 

 

Fig. 4. a, b, c, d: SEM images of steam treated BF fibers 
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4.6 Thermogravimetric analysis  

 Heat resistance is very much needed for making composites [20]. TG plot shows that 

initial mass loss of 12% in the raw fiber at 110ᵒC, is due to the removal of moisture. [21, 22]. 

Apparent loss of weight between 230°C- 360°C is recorded due to the degradation of cellulose. 

On rising the temperature to 325℃, huge degradation was initiated due to the decomposition 

of hemicelluloses and glycosidic linkages of celluloses. Nearly 51% of weight got reduced in 

this stage. Beyond 400°C, lignin mass has got out of the fiber. Steam treated fibers also follow 

the same pattern with a slight variation of 42% mass loss between 250°C- 320°C. Clinical 

degradation of raw fiber was noticed at 230°C and eventually it has manifested to 240°C during 

the steam treatment. Figure 5. explains the TG-dta and DSC curves for the raw and steam 

treated Bf fibers. 

Fig. 5a. Tg-Dtg curve of untreated Bf  5b. Tg-Dtg curve of steam treated Bf  

5c. DSC curve of untreated Bf    5d. DSC curve of steam treated Bf 

DTG curves marks the maximum degradation temperature of raw and steam treated 

fibers at 302°C and 304°C, which is very much greater than most cellulosic fibers. Steam 

treatment has the capacity to bring variation and extend the thermal properties to a considerable 

level. Another degradation peaks at 420.8°C and 461.3°C in raw and steam treated fibers 

respectively, are possibly due to the disintegration of lignin and pectin. Similar peaks had 
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appeared in Coccinia grandis stem fibers [23] and pigeon pea plant fibers [24]. Enthalpy change 

connected with the fiber is enumerated in DSC curve. An endothermic peak appeared at 410°C 

in the raw fiber and preceded to 440°C in the treated fiber, clearly indicates a wide constructive 

discrepancy in the later one. TG data summarises that steam inclusioned Bf fibers can be opted 

for thermal applications considering the thermal standby temperature not more than 240°C.  

4.7 CHNS Analyzer 

Raw and steam treatead Bf fiber samples are combusted to generate compound gases 

of Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Sulfur. Purity is found along with this analysis. Presence 

of sulfur was detected in the steam treated sample. Table 3. shows the CHNS weight percent 

of fibre sample. 

5. Conclusion 

The suitability of Borassus flabellifer (Bf) fiber to be consumed for green composites 

were analyzed and the following conclusions were put forward. Density of steamed fiber show 

a massive change to 0.9 g/cc from 1.31 g/cc. Chemical composition of fibers witnessed a higher 

cellulose (58.35%) and ash (3.90%) content adjoined by lowered hemicelluloses (25.83%). 

Although the Crystallinity Index in the steam treated fiber has been declined, mechanical and 

thermal behaviour marked greater improvements. This is because the action of steam has 

cleaved the celluloses along with the amorphous entities. Fibrillar arrangement was more 

ordered in the steam treated fiber (70.78 MPa) which is 19% more than the raw Bf. FTIR 

spectroscopic assignments register a slight vibrational variation with the steamed fiber.  

The SEM images neatly portray the presence and absence of components on the fiber 

surface. Tg-dta and DSC plot show the mass loss of cellulosic components and adds that the 

maximum temperature upto which the fibers can stay active was marked at 240℃, with a 

maximum degradation peak on the steamed Bf at 461°C. CHNS analysis quantified the present 

of the elements. The findings give a positive way to introduce the fiber as reinforcement 

material in composite making. Overall study on Borassus flabellifer (Bf) indicated an 

augmented results and there is no less probability that different chemical treatments could 

enhance the properties for optimised composite applications.  
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ABSTRACT 

         Thin films have gained significant attraction because of their outstanding unique 

property for device applications. Thin film deposition can be done using a variety of methods, 

including chemical bath deposition, chemical vapor deposition, dip coating, sputtering, etc. 

The present article reveals the Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) 

deposition in detail. This method has the ability to regulate the morphology and optoelectrical 

properties of the films, its numerous benefits and drawbacks were explored. According to the 

experimental findings, the films have a lot of promise for use in optoelectronic applications, 

such as coatings and window materials for solar cells. This review paper aims to present up-

to-date knowledge on the synthesis, characterization, and applications of thin films deposited 

by the SILAR method in light of their current interest. 

Keywords: Thin Films, SILAR and Applications 

1. Introduction: 

       The study of matter's physical properties has advanced so much over the past century that 

physics is now separated into a huge number of specialized fields that are frequently quite 

different from one another. The physics of thin films is a recently created separate and 

significant field. This article discusses ways for analyzing systems that may differ in terms of 

all other physical characteristics but only have the commonality that one of their dimensions is 

extremely small [1]. When the two surfaces are so close to one another, they can have a 

significant impact on the substance's physical properties and processes, which differ 

significantly from those of bulk materials. By interacting with one another and reducing the 

space between the surfaces, new phenomena may emerge [2]. These are some of the reasons 

thin films have caught the interest of physicists, led to the creation of a separate branch of 

physics devoted to them, and led to the development of associated technical branches. Since 

the turn of the century, researchers have been examining the electric characteristics of thin 

films, including their conductivity, superconductivity, and electron emission [3]. Recent years 

have seen incredibly quick advancements in this field of study. Research in the field of thin 

films is still active and undergoing rapid change. Atom-by-atom solids are formed as a result 

of this process. Despite the enormous complexity of the interaction mechanisms involved in 

film development, there is a lot of room for creating new, more usable materials [4]. Large area 

arrays, solar selective coatings, solar cells, photoconductors, sensors, antireflection coatings, 

mailto:sonia.s@holycrossngl.edu.in
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interference devices, polarizers, narrow band filters, IR detectors, waveguide coatings, 

temperature control of satellites, photothermal solar coatings, etc. are all applications for thin 

films that are of particular interest. There are many ways to create thin films. Physical and 

chemical procedures can be distinguished from one another. In physical approaches, some kind 

of energy is used to transfer the film material from a target source to the substrate [5].  

      The successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) approach has been used for the 

past three decades to a method for depositing a range of complex compounds in thin film form 

that has recently appeared [6]. various methods are used for deposition include vacuum 

evaporation , sputtering, chemical vapor deposition , electrodeposition process , pulsed laser 

deposition , spray pyrolysis , sol–gel process , and chemical bath deposition (CBD), successive 

ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR). The SILAR approach is affordable, 

straightforward, and practical for large-area deposition. Since the deposition is performed at or 

close to room temperature, insulators, semiconductors, metals, and substrates that are sensitive 

to temperature (like polyester) can all be employed [7]. The successive ionic layer adsorption 

and reaction (SILAR) method, often known as a modified variant of chemical bath deposition, 

is one of the most recent solutions for the deposition of thin films. It is possible to perform it 

in glass beakers. The initial supplies are readily available and affordable [8]. Since it's a 

chemical process, a wide range of substrate types can be coated. By performing the deposition 

at or near room temperature, metallic substrates are protected from oxidation and corrosion [9]. 

Deposit in stoichiometry is simple to obtain. Since ions rather than atoms serve as the 

fundamental building blocks, it is simple to regulate the preparative conditions, resulting in 

enhanced grain orientation [10]. 

2. Fundamentals and Theoretical Background of SILAR: 

                           The SILAR method is based on the adsorption of a layer of ionic species onto 

a surface, followed by a reaction started by the subsequent adsorption of a different ionic 

species, as the acronym suggests [11]. The result of this reaction is the creation of an insoluble 

substance, which makes up the thin-film coating.  To raise the thickness of the deposited layer, 

the operation is then repeated [12].  A SILAR setup uses a sequence of phases that are shown 

in Figure 1 in order to properly manage the deposition process. 
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                        Fig. 1. Schematic representation of SILAR 

Rinsing solutions (DDW) are optional, although they are used to get rid of extra 

material from the substrate after each precursor dip and make sure there is only one ionic layer 

left before the substrate is submerged in the next solution.  We can anticipate faster but less 

manageable development without rinsing treatments. Without this phase of rinsing, 

uncontrolled material deposition may occur [13].  Furthermore, if too much precursor is trapped 

on the substrate's surface, it may be released into the solution containing the second precursor, 

resulting in the precipitation of the target molecule in the precursor solution [14]. 

  3. Preparation of thin films: 

                     Mahima Ranjan Das et al reported a straightforward, inexpensive, and 

environmentally friendly SILAR approach was used to successfully synthesize thin films 

containing NiO nanoparticles on glass and steel substrates. A supercapacitor electrode was 

made directly from a film on a steel substrate [15]. The zincite (hexagonal) structure of ZnO 

thin films produced by the chemical deposition method SILAR (successive ion layer adsorption 

and reaction) are also photoconductive and transparent in the visible and infrared regions (90% 

optical transmittance) was reported by A. Jim~nez-Gonzfilez et al [16]. The method of 

fabrication applies successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) to deposit SnS thin 

films onto uncoated and ITO-coated glass substrates [17]. On glass substrates, thin films of 

CuS, Cu0.6Zn0.4S, and ZnS were produced using the SILAR technique at room temperature. 

Investigations have been done into how the annealing temperature affects the crystal structure 

and optical band gap of thin films. For thin films, a 3-minute annealing period has been 

determined to be ideal. After being annealed at 400°C, the films have degraded. As a result, 

we can say that the SILAR method is a suitable method to deposit CuS, Cu06Zn04S, and ZnS 

thin films which was reported by M. Ali Yildirim et al [18]. N.G. Deshpande et al reported Tin 
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disulfide (SnS2) thin films have been created using the low-cost SILAR (successive ionic layer 

adsorption and reaction) approach. To produce high-quality films, deposition parameters 

including SILAR cycles (60), immersion duration (20 s), rinsing time (10 s), and deposition 

temperature (27˚C) were optimized. To investigate the structural, optical, and electrical 

properties, physical experiments were conducted [19]. Abhishek P. et al. stated that chemically 

synthesized NiO thin films produced by the SILAR Method were found to be amorphous in 

character. After being subjected to heat treatment up to 500˚C, the amorphous character 

remains unaltered [20].  

A low-cost method was used to successfully create NiO thin films by altering the 

deposition period at 5, 10, 15, and 20 min. and non-evacuated chemical spray pyrolysis method 

at 450 °C. M.M. Gomaa et al. revealed that films were examined and used to create an effective 

gas sensor for NO2 detection [21]. The development of layer-by-layer assembly of reduced 

graphene oxide (RGO) and MnO2 (MnO2-RGO SILAR) on a stainless steel current collector, 

for designing light-weight and small-size supercapacitor electrode, is demonstrated by Milan 

Jana et al. using the simple, affordable, and additive-free successive ionic layer adsorption and 

reaction (SILAR) technique [22]. Cu2O thin films were created using the SILAR (successive 

ionic layer adsorption and reaction) procedure, according to Soumya Chatterjee et al. They 

completely characterized the thin films produced using a non-vacuum method and developed 

them in ambient conditions. CuO thin films have been formed as a result of post-deposition 

annealing in an oxygen atmosphere [23]. It was reported by Tapio Kanniainen et al. that lead 

sulfide thin films were produced at room temperature using the sequential ionic layer 

adsorption and reaction (SILAR) approach on soda lime glass, IT0 and A1203 coated glass, 

SO2, (100) Si, and (11l) Si substrates. SILAR uses aqueous precursor solutions to sequentially 

treat the substrate. Triethanolamine (TEA) was also added to the lead precursor solution as a 

complexing agent, with a Pb: TEA mole ratio of 1:1. With 0.4 mol dm-3 thioacetamide solution 

and 0.2 mol dmP3 lead on glass, the growth rate was 0.12 nm each cycle. The films have a 

metallic aspect [24]. The traditional procedure of depositing Cadmium Sulphate (CdS) and 

Copper Zinc Tin Sulphate (CZTS) results in a Superstrate and Substrate configuration of a 

solar cell. The Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) approach, which was 

disclosed by Kaza Jasmitha et al., is modified to achieve the proposed method. For superstrate 

configuration, CdS thin film is coated on CdS deposited on FTO (Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide) 

substrate, while for substrate configuration, CdS thin film is coated on CZTS deposited on Mo 

(Molybdenum)/SLG (Soda Lime Glass) [25]. At room temperature and normal pressure, thin 

films of zinc peroxide, ZnO, were produced using the sequential ionic layer adsorption and 
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reaction (SILAR) method. Seppo Lindroos et al. stated that the thin films were formed on glass, 

quartz, silicon, poly(vinyl chloride), and polycarbonate substrates. Diluted aqueous solutions 

of ZnCl complexed with H O for the anion and ethylenediamine for the cation H 2 O2 

constituents of the film were utilized as the precursors for ZnO films. By annealing in air or in 

a vacuum, the zinc peroxide film could be converted to zinc oxide[26]. According to Ho 

Soonmin et al., two alternative deposition processes, spin coating and sequential ionic layer 

adsorption and reaction (SILAR), were employed to create nanostructured thin films. The 

merits and disadvantages of various strategies are briefly reviewed in this article. Finally, they 

review some experimental results in accordance with the literature review [27]. According to 

a paper by A.T. Ravichandran et al., successive ionic layers by adsorption and reaction 

(SILAR) were used to build copper oxide thin films onto a glass substrate over the course of 

30 cycles [28].  

According to J. Puiso et al., lead sulfide or PbS, thin films could be formed using the 

SILAR method on Si(100) and Si(111) substrates, and the shape and crystallinity of the films 

could be adjusted by altering the lead precursor. On both silicon substrates, PbS extremely thin 

films utilizing Pb(Ac)2 as a precursor were very well w200x oriented. The PbS extremely thin 

films had minor carbon and oxygen impurities but were stoichiometric [29]. 

 According to M.P. Suryawanshi et al., the SILAR process is used to synthesize 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) by sulfurizing layers of stacked sulfide precursors. Cu2SnS3 and ZnS are 

stacked in different orders, and this has an impact. It is discovered that the CZTS thin films' 

PEC performance is significantly impacted by the stacking order of the precursor thin films, 

which has a significant impact on the CZTS thin films' characteristics. For a stacking order of 

Mo/ZnS/Cu2SnS3, the structural analyses demonstrated the creation of a notable kesterite 

CZTS phase, and for a stacking order of Mo/Cu2SnS3/ZnS, they demonstrated the formation of 

a secondary Cu2-XS phase in addition to the prominent CZTS phase. The PEC device with the 

highest Jsc of 11.68 mA/cm2, Voc of 0.42 V, FF of 0.37, and power conversion efficiency of 

1.81% was made utilizing the sample with the stacking order of Mo/ZnS/Cu2SnS3 [30]. 

Dongzhi Zhang et al. reported on a high-performance liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) sensor 

based on a layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly and successive ionic layer adsorption and 

reaction (SILAR) technique-fabricated zinc oxide/polypyrrole/lead sulfide quantum dots 

(ZnO/PPy/PbS QDs) nanocomposite film. The as-prepared ZnO/PPy/PbS QDs sample was 

examined using the following techniques: FT-IR, XPS, TEM, SEM, EDS, and XRD. In 

comparison to the ZnO/PPy film sensor, the ZnO/PPy/PbS QDs film sensor showed higher 

responsiveness, acceptable repeatability, and better selectivity for LPG sensing. The findings 
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show that the ZnO/PPy/PbS QDs film is a potential raw material for making LPG gas sensors 

[31] . Tuba Ayr Taşdemirci reported that nickel oxide (NiO) thin films were produced on glass 

substrates using the Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction (SILAR) process at room 

temperature. Analysis was done on how the annealing temperature affected the structural, 

morphological, molecular, and optical properties. X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), Fourier transform infrared 

spectrophotometer (FTIR), and UV-vis spectrophotometer were each used to analyze NiO thin 

films [32]. According to Yunus Akaltun et al., the Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and 

Reaction (SILAR) approach was used to synthesize NiO thin films on glass substrates at room 

temperature. Investigations were done into how NiO thin films' structural, morphological, 

optical, and electrical properties are affected by the film's thickness [33]. Mahima Ranjan Das 

et al. stated that the successive ionic layer absorption and reaction (SILAR) technology, a 

straightforward, affordable, and low-temperature wet chemical procedure, has effectively 

produced NiO thin films [34]. According to Vithoba L. Patil Sharadrao A et al., nanostructured 

thin films of ZnO were created using the quick and affordable sequential ion layer adsorption 

and reaction (SILAR) method. Investigations were conducted into how SILAR cycles affected 

the structural, optical, surface morphological, and electrical characteristics of nanostructured 

ZnO thin films. The physical and chemical characteristics of the synthesized films were 

investigated using characterization techniques as XRD, UV-Vis, PL, FESEM, and Hall 

measurement [35]. Metal chalcogenide thin films were deposited by H M PATHAN and C D 

LOKHANDE using the sequential ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) technique. He 

discussed how to develop metal (binary, ternary, composite, etc.) chalcogenide thin films using 

the successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method. Conclusions: (i) Metal 

chalcogenide thin films can be prepared using the SILAR method; (ii) SILAR is a cheap 

method, making the process practical for commercial application; (iii) material waste is 

avoided because no precipitate is formed during this process; (iv) the materials are 

stoichiometric; and (v) semiconductor doping, desired type for device formation, etc., can be 

accomplished [36]. 

4. Structural Analysis: 

The film's crystallinity rises with each deposition cycle up to 40, after which it begins 

to trend in the other direction [15]. ZnO's as-prepared stoichiometry and crystal structure, as 

well as its optical and electrical characteristics, are considerably altered by heat treatments. The 

gas environment used during the treatment affects the dark conductivity of ZnO thin films [16]. 

SnS was identified as the predominant phase in the film by XRD. The corresponding strain and 
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crystallite size was calculated from the FWHM of XRD spectra [17]. The hexagonal crystal 

structure of the formed SnS2 thin films is demonstrated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 

[19].A strong (200) orientation of the films was discovered by X-ray diffraction examinations 

[24]. To examine further impurities and perfect the crystalline structure of CZTS and CdS 

orientation, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) is utilized [25]. According to X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), the nucleation process of the precursor solution (film immersion) increases 

as the crystallinity of the films does. The spherical grains gradually vanish and transform into 

nanorods with the film's dendrite structure. This is explained by the fact that the film becomes 

more crystalline with longer immersion times [28]. 

5. Morphological Analysis: 

 Surface morphology analyses demonstrated the formation of a highly porous 

nanoflakes-like network, with the 40-cycle deposited film exhibiting the highest levels of 

porosity. Additionally, a 40-cycle dipping NiO electrode exhibits the highest specific energies 

(64.38 Wh Kg-1) and powers (2305 W Kg-1) due to its ability to exploit quick electron transport 

and readily access electrolyte ions thanks to its porous nanostructure [15]. Nanometer-sized 

spherical grains were evenly scattered on the substrate's surface, as seen in SEM pictures [17]. 

SEM pictures of sprayed NiO layers at 5 and 10 min of deposition time reveal a porous structure 

with a randomly aligned honeycomb topology [21]. The MnO2-RGO SILAR contains RGO 

and MnO2 in a homogeneous distribution, as shown by pictures obtained using transmission 

and field emission scanning electron microscopy. Comparing the LbL (MnO2- RGO SILAR) 

to the hydrothermally produced MnO2- RGO (MnO2- RGO Hydro), the latter exhibits superior 

physical and electrochemical properties [22]. The films seemed relatively rough and contained 

grains whose diameters roughly matched the film's thickness, according to photographs from 

a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [24]. Images taken using scanning electron microscopy 

showed that the films were homogeneous and uniform [26]. Studies using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) revealed that all of the films exhibit 

polycrystalline structures and are well covered by glass substrates. With increasing film 

thickness, the crystalline and surface characteristics of the films improved [33]. XRD and 

FESEM were used to evaluate how the deposition cycle affected structural and morphological 

properties. An analysis of the surface's morphology reveals the development of a highly porous 

network, which offers more active sites and a path for the deposition of electrolyte ions [34]. 

6. U-V Studies and Thickness Measurement: 

As-prepared samples (of thickness 667) exhibit a dark conductivity of 1.50 X 10 -6 [fl-

cm]-I, whereas a maximum dark conductivity of 2.70 X 10 -2 [fl-cm]-I was attained after 
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successive heat treatments in 02 and H2 at 350°C. After annealing, the optical bandgap of the 

as-prepared ZnO, 3.38 eV, drops by 0.125 eV [16]. The optical direct bandgap was calculated 

from UV-Vis spectrophotometry to be 1.43 eV. Near band-edge emission and higher energy 

deep-level transitions were seen in photoluminescence reported by Biswajit Ghosh et al [17]. 

UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer is used to conduct individual optical research on CdS and 

CZTS. A 3A class solar simulator was used to assess the current-voltage (J V) investigations 

for Voc, Jsc, and fill factor under a single sun's illumination (1 0 0mW cm/2) [25].UV 

spectroscopy was used to characterize the films as well [26]. 

7. EDX and AFM Studies: 

 Tin disulfide (SnS (2.02)) was found to have elemental ratios that were similar to those 

found in energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed 

that the film is homogeneous and that the substrate surface is completely covered with tiny, 

overlapping spherical grains. 2.22 eV of direct band gap was attained[19]. AFM surface 

morphology investigations show that heat treatment causes the surface of the films to become 

smoother, as seen in the 2-D AFM images. According to estimates, annealed films have a 

surface roughness of roughly 320nm and unannealed samples have a roughness of 1.11m. The 

optical transmittance in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum for the annealed 

films is found to be higher than for the unannealed sample [20]. 

8. Applications: 

Because of this, the deposited NiO thin films' total capacitance performance makes it a 

potential contender for an advanced, highly effective energy storage system [15]. 

Measurements of photosensitivity have been conducted, and it has been discovered that while 

photosensitivity increases with light intensity, it decreases with increasing annealing 

temperature. These films are extremely light-sensitive. This is one of the first studies that led 

to the deposition of the CuZnS thin films by using the SILAR method and light effect (under 

150, 300, and 500W cm2 light emission) on I-V measurements of CuS and CuZnS thin films. 

As a result, we can say that the SILAR method is a suitable method to deposit CuS, 

Cu0.6Zn0.4S, and ZnS thin films which was reported by M. Ali Yildirim et al [18]. Two 

distinct peaks of photoluminescence (PL), corresponding to red and green emission, were 

visible. Ag/SnS2 junction had I-V characteristics akin to Schottky diodes. The predicted barrier 

height was 0.22 eV. Tin disulfide shows n-type conductivity, according to thermoelectric 

power (TEP) parameters [19]. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) detection performance was tested at 

various operating temperatures and NO2 concentrations. It was discovered that the sprayed NiO 

thin film exhibits good selectivity and stability with a maximum sensitivity of 57.3% for 20 
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ppm NO2 at 200°C after a 5-minute deposition time [21]. MnO2-RGO SILAR is used as the 

positive electrode in an asymmetric supercapacitor device, while thermally reduced GO 

(TRGO) is used as the negative electrode. The developed cell displays a high power density of 

23,200 W kg1, a high energy density of 88 Wh kg1, and 79% capacitance retention after 10,000 

charge-discharge cycles [22]. With the help of scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) 

measurements, we were able to pinpoint the materials' band boundaries in relation to their 

Fermi energies. The heterojunction devices made of NiO, Cu2O, ZnO, and SnO2 had an energy 

level that resembled a staircase. This allowed for easy passage of electrons and holes to the 

opposing electrodes, operating as all-oxide thin-film solar cells with an energy conversion 

efficiency of more than 1% [23]. The films Cu-O vibrated in the range of 484 cm-1, 499 cm-1, 

and 511 cm-1, according to FTIR results and confirmation [28]. The values of the energy band 

gap as a function of the film thickness were used to compute the values of the refractive index 

(n), optical static constant (eo), and high-frequency dielectric constant (e1). At normal 

temperatures, the films' resistivity ranged from 4.1 to 802.1 X cm as film thickness increased 

[33]. After 1000 cycles, the NiO electrode displayed long-term cycle stability with 90% 

capacitance retention. The produced electrode's appealing electrochemical performance is ideal 

for the production of high-quality supercapacitors for industrial use [34]. The gas sensing 

performance of the nanostructured ZnO thin films synthesized at 30 SILAR cycles is improved, 

and they show much greater responses (5% per ppm). The innovative nature of this study is 

demonstrated by the sensitive gas sensor employed to detect tiny levels of NO2 [35]. 

Table 1. Experimental parameters of selected SILAR-deposited binary metal oxides. 
  

Cationic 

precursor 

Anionic 

precursor 

Number of 

Cycles 

Rinsing Annealing 

[°C] 

Dipping time 

(cationic, 

anionic) 

Comment/outcome

s 

CuO       

0.05–0.15 m 

CuSO4 + 

NH3 

Water, 90 

°C 

– No – 15 s, 20 s Optical properties 

are affected by 

precursor 

concentration [5]. 

0.1 m 

CuSO4 

0.1 m 

NaOH 

– water 400 °C 20 s each Nanoflower-type 

morphology [6]. 

0.05 m 

CuSO4 

0.02 m 

NaOH, 45–

85 °C 

80 water – 10 s each Morphology is 

dependent on 

precursor 

temperature [9]. 
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0.1 m 

CuSO4 + 

NH3 

Water, 80 

°C 

10, 20, 30, 40. Water 

only at 

the end 

– 10 s,15 s Grain size is 

dependent on 

number of cycles 

[13]. 

0.1 m 

Na2S2O3 0.1 

m 

CuSO4 

0.1 m 

NaOH, 70 

°C 

90, 100, 110120. No 350 °C 5 s each Thickness and 

grain size are 

dependent on the 

number of cycles 

[17]. 

Cu2O       

0.1 m 

Na2S2O3 

0.1 m 

CuSO4 

0.2 m 

NaOH, 

40–80 °C 

– No – 10 s each Crystal quality and 

density of 

nanowires are 

dependent on bath 

temperature [12]. 

1 m 

Na2S2O3 1 m 

CuSO4 

1 m 

NaOH, 70 

°C 

10, 15, 20, 

25,30. 

No  5 s each Bandgap is 

dependent on cycle 

number [14]. 

ZnO       

0.01 m Zn 

(NO3)2 

0.02 m 

N2H4·H2O, 

75 °C 

60, 120, 180 water 350 °C 10 s each Crystal orientation 

is dependent on 

cycle number [15]. 

0.05–0.15 m 

[Zn 

(NH3)4]2+ 

1% H2O2, 

80 °C 

50, 100, 

150,200 

water 400 °C 20 s, 5 s Nanorod 

morphology.      

Diameter and 

thickness related 

 to Zn 

concentration [16]. 

0.025 m Zn 

(CH3CO2)2 

+ NH3 

1% H2O2 10, 20, 30, 40 water 300 °C 25 s, 30 s Particle size is 

related to cycle 

number [18]. 

0.1 m 

ZnSO4 + 

NH3 

Water, 

≈100 °C 

100 No 200 °C 2 s each Crystal size and 

orientation are 

dependent on the 

type of substrate 

[19]. 

9. Conclusion and Future Outlooks 

                Thin films play a significant role in numerous technologies, and the processes and 

procedures used to create them are themselves an expansive area of scientific inquiry and 
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technical advancement. There are two categories in this area: both physical and chemical 

depositions. The current review is concentrated on a particular chemical technique called 

SILAR, or Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption and Reaction, which has attracted attention 

recently due to the benefits it provides over other chemical techniques. The advantages of 

atomic layer deposition are combined. 

                   SILAR is appropriate for the deposition of complex multicomponent 

nanostructures with advanced functions as well as thin films of oxides, peroxides, hydroxides, 

sulfides, tellurides, and selenides. In this review, emphasis is placed on oxide systems and their 

applications as well as the impact of experimental parameters on the composition and 

characteristics of deposited films. More specifically, the use of oxide films created by SILAR 

for solar cells, photoelectrochemical water splitting, and energy storage devices 

(supercapacitors) is detailed in depth. For a device to be engineered precisely and intelligently, 

a thorough grasp of the links between processing, structure, characteristics, and performances 

is essential. One goal of a review is to gather sufficient data from the literature and attempt to 

correlate it in order to provide the clearest, most complete picture of these correlations. This 

review makes an attempt to do so, and while it can provide a persuasive scientific analysis for 

some elements, there are many others that require more in-depth research.  

We think that this work will help to shape future research on this technique, which is 

extremely intriguing and encouraging for the straightforward, affordable production of 

nanomaterials of excellent quality and with highly controllable functional characteristics. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Aldimines constitute a class of pharmaceutical and medicinally important molecules. 

The conventional methods for the synthesis of aldimines require long reaction times and use of 

organic solvents. The aim of the present studies to synthesise an aldimine from vanillin and p-

nitroaniline using bilimbi fruit extract.The aldimine synthesised from bilimbi fruit extract is 

characterized by UV-Visible and FT-IR spectral techniques. The antibacterial activity of the 

synthesised aldimine is tested against three bacteria and it shows slight activity on Escherichia 

coli, Bacillus subtilisandPseudomonas aeruginosa.Compared with traditional methods, this 

method is simple, more convenient, eco-friendly and shows maximum efficiency with reduced 

reaction time. 

Keywords: Green synthesis, Bilimbi fruit extract, Aldimine, Antimicrobial activity 

1. Introduction 

Green chemistry approach is an eco-friendly approach and has tremendous application 

for the synthesis of various organic compounds and key intermediates in recent past. This 

technique involves as an alternative reaction media to replace hazardous and expensive 

solvents routinely used in organic synthesis [1]. Organic reactions under solvent-free 

conditions have gained in popularity in recent years, since the majority of solvents are either 

toxic or flammable and add considerably to the cost of an overall synthesis. These solvent-free 

reactions usually need shorter reaction time, simpler and more efficient work up procedures, 

more improved selectivities and easier separations and purifications than conventional solvents 

[2]. Recently fruit juice is known to be potential organic solvents for the synthesis of 

compounds of pharmaceutical interest [3]. Fruit juice is being used on regular basis in various 

organic transformation reactions [4]. The widespread applications of different fruit juices are 

due to their non-toxic, safe, inexpensive and environmentally benign nature.  

Aldimines are important intermediates for the synthesis of various bioactive products 

and they are used as fundamental materials for the synthesis of various Schiff base ligands 

which are used as chiral auxiliaries in asymmetric synthesis [5]. Aldimines have been reported 

to show a variety of biological actions by virtue of the azomethine linkage, which is responsible 

for various antibacterial, antifungal, herbicidal and clinical activities [6,7]. Based on the 
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literature survey, the present work focusses on the solvent free synthesis of aldimine from 

vanillin and p-nitroaniline using bilimbi fruit extract. Bilimbi extract contains several chemical 

constituents like vitamins, tannins, alkaloids, terpenoids and polyphenols. The aldimine 

synthesised from bilimbi fruit extract is characterized by UV-Visible and FT-IR spectral 

techniques. The synthesised aldimineshows slight activity on selected bacteria Escherichia 

coli, Bacillus subtilisand Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Fresh and ripened bilimbi fruit were obtained from the local market. Vanillin and p-

nitroanilineused for the synthesis of aldimine were procured from Merck. Double-distilled 

deionized water was used for the preparation of the bilimbi fruit extract. 

2.1. Preparation of bilimbi fruit extract 

Ripened bilimbi was used for the preparation of the extract. 25 g of this ripened fruit 

was thoroughly washed with distilled water, dried and cut into small pieces. Grind the pieces 

by a pestle and mortar and the resulting extract was filtered using Whatmann filter paper. The 

filtrate was collected and then centrifuged for about 8,000 rpm for about 10 minutes. The 

supernatant extract was collected and used for the synthesis of aldimine. 

2.2 Synthesis of aldimine from bilimbi extract 

The equimolar amount of vanillin (0.1 mol) and p-nitroaniline (0.1 mol) was taken in a 

beaker. Add 1mL of bilimbi extract to the mixture and stirred at room temperature. The pale-

yellowproduct was formedimmediately after the addition of the extract. The product aldimine 

was washed with distilled water and purified by recrystallization with minimum amount of 

ethanol. The recrystallized sample was characterized by UV-Visible and FT-IR spectral 

techniques. 

2.3 Antimicrobial Activity 

Antimicrobial activities of synthesized aldimine against three bacteria Escherichia coli, 

Bacillus subtilisand Pseudomonas aeruginosawere assayed by Kirby-Bauer diffusion method. 

These antimicrobials were grown in LB broth for 24 h. Approximately 20 mL of molten and 

cooled Muller Hinton agar was poured into the Petri dishes. The tested organisms were 

swapped over the agar medium and the aldimine containing disks were kept over the medium 

using sterile forceps. Antimicrobial activity was evaluated by measuring the zone of inhibition 

for the test organisms. The diameters of zones were measured to the nearest millimetre with 

vernier calipers. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

The role of bilimbi extract in the synthesis of biologically active aldimine from vanillin 

and p-nitroaniline is reported in this section. The synthesised aldimine is characterized by UV-

Visible and FT-IR spectral analysis. The reaction for the formation of aldimine is shown in 

Scheme 1. This solvent-free approach is non-polluting and does not employ any toxic 

materials, quantifying it as a green approach for the synthesis of aldimines. 

 

Scheme 1 Synthesis of aldimine from vanillin and p-nitroaniline 

3.1 Absorption Spectral Analysis 

The formation of aldiminefrom vanillin and p-nitroanilineusing bilimbifruit extract is 

preliminary confirmed by UV-Visible spectrophotometric analysis. The absorption spectrum 

of aldimine is carried out in ethanol. The aldimine synthesised from vanillin and p-nitroaniline 

shows absorption bands at 232, 278, 308 and 392 due to π-π* and n-π* transitions (Fig. 1). The 

higher energy bandappearing at 278 nm is attributed to π-π* transition of the azomethine group 

[8]. 

 

Fig. 1 UV spectrum of aldimine from vanillin and p-nitroaniline 

3.2 FT-IR Spectral Analysis 

The FT-IR spectrum of aldimine synthesised from vanillin and p-nitroaniline using 

bilimbi extract shows absorption bands at 3213, 3091, 2921, 2843, 2360, 1610, 1509, 1417, 

1284, 1155, 1036, 961, 869, 759, 696, 548 and 474 cm-1respectively (Fig. 2). The band at 3213 

cm-1 is due to the O–H stretching of the hydroxyl group. Weak band at 3091 cm-1 is due to the 

stretching vibration of aromatic C-H group. The presence of weak bands at 2921 and 2843 cm-

1 correspond to the C-H stretching of alkene and the aromatic system. The weak absorption 
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band at 2360 cm-1 is due to the presence of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The IR band at 1610 

cm-1 is due to the presence of azomethine group, this confirms the formation of aldimine. The 

band at 1509 cm-1 represents the N-O stretching frequency of the nitro group. IR spectrum 

exhibits weak band at 1422 cm-1 due to the stretching vibration of aromatic C=C bond. The 

bands at 1284 and 1155 cm-1 indicate the C-O stretching of methoxy group. The band at 1036 

cm-1 is due to ring stretching. Aromatic C=C and aliphatic C-H bending vibrations occur at 

961, 869, 759, 696, 548 and 474 cm-1 respectively. The absorption spectral data and FT-IR 

analysis thus confirms the formation of aldimine.  

 

Fig. 2 FT-IR spectrum of aldimine synthesised from vanillin and p-nitroaniline  

3.3 Antimicrobial activity of Synthesised Aldimines 

Antimicrobial activity of the synthesized aldimineis tested against Escherichia coli, 

Bacillus subtilis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. It shows slight activity on the selected 

microorganisms (Table 1). Standard antibiotic disc streptomycinis used as the reference drug 

for the evaluation of antibacterial activity.Thus, the synthesised aldimine from vanillin and p-

nitroaniline using bilimbi fruit extract may have a potential use in the biomedical applications 

due to its antimicrobial activity. 

Table 1 Antimicrobial activity of aldimine synthesised from vanillin and p-nitroaniline 

Microbes Zone of Inhibition (mm) 

Control Activity 

Escherichia coli 27 8 

Bacillus subtilis 30 10 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 20 7 
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Conclusion 

An eco-friendly route for the synthesis of aldimine form vanillin and p-nitroaniline 

using bilimbi fruit extract has been investigated.  The role of natural catalyst like bilimbi fruit 

extract in the synthesis of biologically active molecules has been well demonstrated. The 

synthesised aldimine shows an absorption maximum at 278 nm. The IR band at 1610 cm-1 is 

due to the presence of azomethine group, this confirms the formation of aldimine.This solvent-

free approach is non-polluting and does not employ any toxic materials, quantifying it as a 

green approach for the synthesis of aldimine. The synthesised compound shows slight 

antibacterial activity. The biological activity of this compound will trigger more interest in 

thesynthesis of such compounds from the easilyavailable starting materials. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cyclodextrins aid in enhancing solubility, stability and bioavailability of various 

bioactive hydrophobic compounds by complex formation.  The aim of this work is to analyse 

the anti-inflammatory activity of stigmasterol inclusion complex with α–cyclodextrin.  The 

newly synthesised inclusion complex exhibit higher activity compared to pure stigmasterol. 

Absorption, NMR andDSC studies confirm the presence of inclusion.  This is a suitable method 

for designing a novel drug. 

Keywords: Cyclodextrin, Stigmasterol, Inclusion complex and Anti-inflammatory 

1. Introduction 

Stigmasterol is an unsaturated 6-6-6-5 tetracyclic phytosterol [1] with a polar hydroxyl 

group at one end and a large non polar lipophilic planar and rigid 6-6-6-5 skeleton at the other 

end. It has a flexible C10 branched-chain which makes it an interesting amphiphile.To augment 

the aqueous solubility of lipophilic moieties such as stigmasterol, researchers have developed 

traditional and novel approaches. A well recognised strategy in practice for more than a century 

is the formation of cyclodextrin inclusion complexes.It has been shown to be a promising 

technique for enhancing solubility, improving stability and bioavailability of poorly water-

soluble drugs. 

  Cyclodextrins are cyclic organic compounds obtained by enzymatic transformation of 

starch. Among the class of host molecules, the α-CD is one of the most abundant natural 

oligomers with 6 glucose units [2]. The inner cavity is hydrophobic [3] whereas the exterior is 

strongly hydrophilic [4]. This unique structure allows various substrates to be included in the 

cavity through non covalent bonds to form inclusion complexes. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.2 Reagents  

Analytical grade of stigmasterol and α-CD were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.Ethanol 

was purchased from Himedia. The chemicals were used as purchased. The solvents used were 

of analytical grade.  

mailto:francy.k@holycrossngl.edu.in
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2.3 Preparation of solid inclusion complex of stigmasterol and α-CD 

About 0.1238g of stigmasterol was accurately weighed and dissolved in 30mL ethanol. 

About 0.2919g of α-CD was dissolved separately in 30mL double distilled water. Both the 

solutions were mixed together in the beaker and put over electromagnetic stirrer to stir 

continuously for 48hrs at room temperature. The precipitate obtained after evaporation was 

dried and used for characterisation. 

2.4 Characterisation Techniques 

2.5 UV – VIS spectroscopy 

Absorbance values were recorded for the liquid inclusion complex of stigmasterol with 

α-CD using UV-1800, (Shimadzu) spectrophotometer. 

2.6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy  

1H NMR spectroscopy studies of the solid inclusion complex was recorded in Bruker 

400MHz FT-NMR spectrometer. For the samples CDCl3 was used as solvent and 

Tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal reference. The chemical shifts (δ) were reported in 

ppmrelative to TMS at 298K. 

2.7 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC analysis of the solid inclusion complex was carried out on NETZCH DSC 204 

calorimeter. A sample of approximately 1.4mg was weighed in aluminium pans. These samples 

were heated over a range of 25°C - 300°C at a constant rate of 10°C/mins in a nitrogen purge 

of 50 mL/minutes. An empty aluminium pan was used as reference. 

2.8  Anti-inflammatory Assay 

Inhibition of protein denaturation was evaluated by the method of Mizushima and 

Kobayashi (1968) and Sakat et al. (2010) [4] with slight modifications. 500 µL of 1% bovine 

serum albumin was added to the test samples with varied concentration (100, 90, 70, 50, 30, 

15, 10, 5, 1 and 0.5 µg/mL). This mixture was kept at room temperature for 10 minutes, 

followed by heating at 51°C for 20 minutes. The resulting solution was cooled down to room 

temperature and absorbance was recorded at 660 nm. The experiment was carried out in 

triplicates and percentage of inhibition for protein denaturation was calculated using the 

following formula 

% Inhibition = 100
(𝐴1−𝐴2)

𝐴0
 x100 

 Where A1 is the absorbance of the sample, A2 is the absorbance of the negative control 

and A0 is the absorbance of the positive control. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Absorption studies on α-CD: stigmasterol inclusion complex 

The absorption maxima of stigmasterol in varying the concentrations of α-CD are 

shown in figure 1. The λmax and the absorbances are listed in table 1From the figure and table, 

it is clear that the absorption maxima shift towards higher wavelength and the intensity of the 

peaks rises on increasing the concentration of α-CD. The absorption maxima exhibit a red shift 

in stigmasterol from λmax262 to λmax268nm. The shifting of absorption peak position is due 

to the complex formation between stigmasterol and α-CD and the complex is stabilized within 

the cavity of α- CD, through weak intermolecular forces.  
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Fig. 1Absorption spectra of stigmasterol at various concentration of α-CD 

Table . 1 Absorption spectral data of stigmasterol with α-CD 

S.No [α-CD] λabs Absorbance 
1

𝐴 − 𝐴0
 Log ɛ 

𝟏

[𝛂 − 𝐂𝐃]
 

1 0 262 1.0494 - - - 

2 0.002 263.5 1.2430 5.16 4.427 500 

3 0.004 264 1.2633 4.67 4.501 250 

4 0.006 265 1.4208 2.69 4.508 166.6 

5 0.008 266 1.5547 1.97 4.559 125 

6 0.010 268 1.8363 1.27 4.670 100 

3.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopic Studies 

Proton NMR is an important technique in analysing inclusion complexes of 

cyclodextrins in solid and liquid state [3]. The encapsulation of a guest molecule into the cavity 

of cyclodextrin is indicated by the changes in chemical shift of both guest and host NMR 
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spectrum (Panda et al., 2016). As shown in figure 2. H3, H5 and H6 protons are located near the 

wider and narrow rim of the CD cavity respectively. H1, H2 and H4 are located on the exterior 

of the cavity. Upfield shifts that are noted for H3, H5 and H6 internal protons of CD are due to 

the substitution of water molecules by the hydrophobic guest molecule [5]. WhenδH3≤ 

δH5complete inclusion of the guest into CD cavity occurs and δH3>δH5 denotes partial 

inclusion [6]. 

Table 2Chemical shifts of stigmasterol, α-CD:S inclusion complex 

Position of Hydrogen 

(Stigmasterol) 

δ of stigmasterol 

S 

δ of the complex 

α-CD :S 

Δδ 

(δ S -δ α-CD 

: S) 

C3-OH 2.285 2.285 0 

C6-H 5.027 5.027 0 

C18 0.839 0.839 0 

C19 0.788 0.788 0 

C21 0.855 0.840 -0.015 

C22 5.127 5.027 -0.100 

C24 2.271 2.263 -0.008 

C25 2.009 2.008 -0.001 

C26, 27 1.495 1.490 -0.005 

C28 1.998 1.984 -0.014 

C29 1.823 1.731 -0.092 

Table 3Chemical shifts of α-CD and the α-CD:S inclusion complex 

H δα-CD δα-CD : S Δδ 

1 4.00 4.00 0 

2 3.517 3.515 -0.002 

3 3.936 3.926 -0.010 

4 3.563 3.563 0 

5 3.605 3.600 -0.005 

6 3.914 3.914 0 

3.3 DSC Analysis 

DSC thermograms of stigmasterol and α-CD the inclusion complex is shown in figure 

2(a-c). The DSC thermogram of α-CD shows three exothermic peaks at 69.6°C. 102.6°C, 

108.6°C which correspond to the dehydration of α-CD. 
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DSC thermogram of stigmasterol exhibits a sharp exothermic peak at 169.6°C 

corresponding to its melting point, but in the case of stigmasterol:α-CD inclusion complex, a 

shift in the exothermic peak to the left at 167.2°C occur.  

These visible shifts in the thermograms of the complex serve as evidence for the partial 

encapsulation of stigmasterol in the CD cavity. The significant thermal peak of stigmasterol 

appeared at low temperature but intensity is reduced considerably in the complex. This could 

be attributed to the presence of inclusion complex in amorphous state. Thus, DSC analysis 

measures the existence of an interaction between guest and host in the inclusion complex. 

 

Fig. 2.a. Differential scanning calorimetric thermogram of stigmasterol 

 

Fig. 2.b. Differential scanning calorimetric thermogram of α-CD 

 

Fig. 2.c. Differential scanning calorimetric thermogram of stigmasterol:α-CD complex 
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3.4 Anti-inflammatory studies 

Table: 4 denote the IC50 values of the analyzed samples. Stigmasterol  

is effective in inhibiting heat induced albumin denaturation with the IC50 value  

25.60 μg/ml. Whileα-CD+S demonstrated lower activity with IC50 14.73 μg/mL. The dose 

response for the anti-inflammatory activity of the samples is displayed in figure 3a,b From the 

results obtained it is visible that the complex demonstrated good anti-inflammatory potential 

suggesting the possibility that it can be used to control pain and inflammation.  

Table .4 Anti-inflammatory property of stigmasterol and its inclusion complex 

Sample 
IC50 (μg/ml) 

Albumin denaturation assay 

Stigmasterol 25.60 

α-CD +S 14.73 

 

Table. 5 Percentage of albumin denaturation by stigmasterol and its inclusion complex 

Results are mean ± SD of three observation. S-stigmasterol; α-CD+S-stigmasterol: 

alpha cyclodextrin complex; The percentage of denaturation was calculated as a ratio of the 

OD of  stigmasterol and α-CD+S   treated cells and control cells  

(P ≤ 0.001).  

S. No 
Concentration 

(ug/mL) 
 

Albumin denaturation (%) 

S α-CD +S 

1. Control (10) 100  0 100  0 

2. 100 63.36 1.41 40.84 3.56 

3. 90 59.05 1.17 27.52 2.41 

4. 70 55.74 0.62 26.21 0.82 

5. 50 53.84 0.51 20.89 2.40 

6. 30 51.94 0.19 19.87 1.09 

7. 15 50.33 1.24 15.31 0.78 

8. 10 48.68 0.69 13.16 0.74 

9. 5 45.25 2.09 12.14 2.09 

10. 1 41.28 2.09 8.45 0.66 

11. 0.5 38.36 0.59 3.28 3.22 
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Fig. 3 (a,b) Percentage of albumin denaturation by (a) Stigmasterol (b) α-CD+S 

Conclusion 

The need to find alternate therapies has witnessed the revolutionary boom in the 

phytochemical market over the last decade as well as the increase in the amount of research 

done on them. Phytochemicals from the medicinal plants   have found applications as 

pharmacologically active agent in curing diseases.Stigmasterol is effective in inhibiting heat 

induced albumin denaturationwith the IC50 value 25.60 µg/ml. whileα-CD+S demonstrated 

better activitywith an IC5014.73 of µg/ml. Thus cyclodextrin inclusion complex can be used as 

effective agent in pharmaceutical industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

Let 𝑊 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺) be a 𝜒𝑠 - set of 𝐺 and let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a connected graph. If  𝑊 is the 

only 𝜒𝑠  - set that contains 𝑇, then a subset 𝑇 ⊆ 𝑊  is said to be a forcing subset of 𝑊 . A 

minimum forcing subset of 𝑊 is a forcing subset for 𝑊of minimum cardinality. The cardinality 

of a minimum forcing subset of 𝑊 is represented by the forcing Steiner chromatic number of 

𝑊, indicated by 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊). The forcing Steiner chromatic number of 𝐺 is represented by the 

symbol 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺), and it is equal to 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝐺) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊)}, where the minimum is calculated 

across all 𝜒𝑠  - sets of 𝐺 . Several common graphs forcing Steiner chromatic numbers are 

identified. These notions are examined for certain general properties. We characterise 

connected graphs with the forcing Steiner chromatic number of 0 or 1. It is demonstrated that 

there exists a connected graph 𝐺  such that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 𝑎 and 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏, where 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) is the 

Steiner chromatic number of 𝐺. This is true for all numbers 𝑎, 𝑏 with 0 ≤ 𝑎 ≤  𝑏, 𝑏 ≥ 2, and 

 𝑏 ≥ 𝑎 + 2. 

Keywords: chromatic number, Steiner number, Steiner chromatic number, forcing Steiner 

chromatic number. 

AMS Subject Classification: 05C12, 05C15. 

1. Introduction 

 Let 𝐺 =  (𝑉, 𝐸) be a graph having a vertex set 𝑉(𝐺) and an edge set 𝐸(𝐺) (𝑉(𝐺) or 

𝐸(𝐺) correspondingly). In addition, we state that a graph 𝐺 has size 𝑚 =  |𝐸(𝐺)| and order 

𝑛 =  |𝑉 (𝐺)|. We refer to [1] for the fundamental terms used in graph theory. If and only if an 

edge 𝑒 =  𝑢𝑣 ∈   𝐸(𝐺) exists, a vertex 𝑣 is next to a vertex 𝑢. If 𝑒 =  𝑢𝑣 ∈   𝐸(𝐺), then 𝑢 is 

neighbour, and the set of 𝑣 is neighbours is denoted by 𝑁𝐺(𝑣). The degree of a vertex 𝑣 ∈  𝑉 

is deg𝐺(𝑣) = |𝑁𝐺(𝑣)|. If deg𝐺(𝑣) =  𝑛 − 1, a vertex 𝑣 is said to be a universal vertex. The 

induced subgraph 𝐺[𝑆] is the largest subgraph of 𝐺 with the given vertex set 𝑆 for any set 𝑆 of 

vertices of 𝐺. If the subgraph induced by vertex 𝑣 is finished, then vertex 𝑣 is said to be an 

extreme vertex.  

 The length of the shortest 𝑢 − 𝑣 path in a connected graph 𝐺 is given by the distance 

𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) between two vertices 𝑢 and 𝑣. With a nonempty set 𝑊 of vertices in a connected graph 

𝐺 , the Steiner distance 𝑑(𝑊)  of 𝑊  is the minimum size of a connected subgraph of 𝐺 

containing 𝑊. In [2], the Steiner distance was investigated. Let 𝑆(𝑊) be the collection of all 

mailto:gleetass@gmail.com
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Steiner 𝑊- tree vertices. A set 𝑊 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺) is referred to as a Steiner set of 𝐺 if 𝑆(𝑊)  =  𝑉(𝐺). 

The lowest cardinality for a Steiner set, commonly referred to as a minimum Steiner set or 

simply an 𝑠 - set, is the Steiner number 𝑠(𝐺)  of 𝐺 . The Steiner number 𝑠(𝐺)  of 𝐺 

determines the minimal cardinality of a Steiner set, which is also known as an 𝑠 - set. 

In the event where 𝐺[𝑊] is connected, 𝑑(𝑊) = |𝑊| − 1 and 𝑆(𝑊) = 𝑊. The Steiner 

number concept was covered in [3-16]. 

 A k-coloring of 𝐺 is a function with the form 𝑐: 𝑉 (𝐺) →  {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘}, where 𝑐(𝑢)  ≠

 𝑐(𝑣)  for any two adjacent vertices 𝑢  and 𝑣  in 𝐺 . The vertices of 𝐺  are given 𝑝  colours, 

1, 2, . . . , 𝑝, and the colouring is considered to be correct if no two clearly neighbouring vertices 

share the same colour. The chromatic number of 𝐺, represented by, 𝜒(𝐺) is the bare minimum 

of colours required to colour the vertices of 𝐺. 𝐺 is said to as being 𝑝 - chromatic if 𝜒(𝐺)  =

 𝑝, where 𝑝 ≤  𝑘. If 𝐶 contains each of the unique colour vertices in 𝐺, then the set 𝐶 ⊆  𝑉 (𝐺) 

is referred to as a chromatic set. The lowest cardinality among all the chromatic sets of 𝐺 is the 

chromatic number. That is, 𝜒(𝐺)  =  𝑚𝑖𝑛{|𝐶𝑖|/𝐶𝑖 is a chromatic set of 𝐺}  denotes a 

chromatic set of 𝐺. In [17, 18], the chromatic number notion was explored.  

If 𝑊 is both a Steiner set and a chromatic set of 𝐺, it is referred to 𝑊 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺) as a 

Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺. The Steiner chromatic number of 𝐺, which is represented by the 

symbol 𝜒𝑠(𝐺), is the minimal cardinality of a Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺. [19] investigated the 

Steiner chromatic number theory.  

In [20], the forcing notion was first discussed and introduced. Further research is found 

in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Several authors have investigated the forcing notion in relation to various 

factors, including geodetic, Steiner, hull, diversion, monophonic, etc. The forcing idea in 

relation to minimum Stiener chromatic sets is examined in this article. The sequel makes use 

of the following theorems. 

Theorem:1.1[19]. Every Steiner chromatic set of a connected graph 𝐺 contains an extreme 

vertex that belongs to that set.  

Theorem:1.2[19]. The Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺  includes each universal vertex in the 

connected graph 𝐺. 

Theorem:1.3[19]. For the graph 𝐺 = 𝐾1,𝑎 (𝑎 ≥ 2), 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑎 

2. The Forcing Steiner Chromatic Number of a Graph 

Definition:2.1. Let 𝑊 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺) be a 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) set of 𝐺 and let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a connected graph. 

If 𝑊 is the only 𝜒𝑠 - set that contains 𝑇, then a subset 𝑇 ⊆ 𝑊 is said to be a forcing subset of 

𝑊. A minimum forcing subset of 𝑊 is a forcing subset for 𝑊of minimum cardinality. The 
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cardinality of a minimum forcing subset of 𝑊 is represented by the forcing Steiner chromatic 

number of 𝑊, indicated by 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊). The forcing Steiner chromatic number of 𝐺 is denoted by 

𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺), and it is equal to 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝐺) = min{𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊)}, where the minimum is calculated across all 

𝜒𝑠 - sets of 𝐺. 

Example:2.2. For the graph 𝐺 given in Figure. 2.1, assign the colors as follows: 

 

 

Let 𝑐(𝑣1) = 1, 𝑐(𝑣3) = 𝑐(𝑣5) = 2, 𝑐(𝑣2) = 𝑐(𝑣6) = 3, and  𝑐(𝑣4) = 𝑐(𝑣7) = 4.  

Then 𝑊1 = {𝑣1, 𝑣3, 𝑣6, 𝑣7} and 𝑊2 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣4, 𝑣6} are the only two 𝜒𝑠 - sets of 𝐺 such that 

𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊1) = 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝑊2) = 1 so that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 1. 

Definition:2.3. A vertex 𝑣 is said to be a Steiner chromatic vertex of 𝐺 if 𝑣 belongs to every 

𝜒𝑠 - sets of 𝐺. 

Remark:2.4. For the graph 𝐺 given in Figure. 2.1, {𝑣1, 𝑣6} is the set of all Steiner chromatic 

vertices of 𝐺. 

Observation:2.5. Let 𝐺 be a connected graph. Then 

(a) for any connected graph 𝐺, 0 ≤ 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) ≤ χ𝑠(𝐺). 

(b) 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0 if and only if 𝐺 has a distinct Steiner chromatic set with a minimum. 

(c)  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 1 if and only if 𝐺 has at least two minimal Steiner chromatic sets, at least one of 

which is a special minimum Steiner chromatic set containing one of its components. 

(d) If and only if no minimum Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺  is the only minimum Steiner 

chromatic set that contains any of its appropriate subsets, then 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = χ𝑠(𝐺). 

(e) The set of all the Steiner chromatic vertices of G is represented by the expression 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) ≤

𝜒𝑠(𝐺) − |𝜒 |. 

 

 

𝑣1 
𝑣5 𝑣6 𝑣7 

𝑣3 

𝑣4 

𝐺 

Figure: 2.1 

𝑣2 
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3. Some Results on Forcing Steiner Chromatic Number of 𝑮. 

The forcing chromatic number of a few common graphs is determined in the section 

that follows. 

Theorem:3.1. For a complete graph 𝐺 = 𝐾𝑛 (𝑛 ≥ 2), 𝑓𝜒𝑠
= 0. 

Proof: By Theorem 1.1, 𝑊 = 𝑉(𝐺) is the only set of 𝜒𝑠 for G. The conclusion then arises from 

Observation 2.5(b).  

Theorem:3.2. 𝑓𝜒𝑠
= 0 if 𝐺 is a connected graph with at least one universal vertex.  

Proof: This follows from Theorem 1.2 and Observation 2.5(b). 

Corollary:3.3. Let 𝐺 to be either a fan graph 𝐹𝑛 or a wheel graph 𝑊𝑛. Therefore 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0.  

Corollary:3.4 For the graph 𝐺 = 𝐾𝑛 − 𝑒 (𝑛 ≥ 4), 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Corollary:3.5 For the graph 𝐺 = 𝐾1 +∪ 𝑚𝑗𝑘𝑗  where ∑ 𝑚𝑗 ≥ 2, 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Theorem:3.6 For the path 𝐺 = 𝑃𝑛, (𝑛 ≥ 4), 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = {

0     𝑖𝑓 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
1      𝑖𝑓 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑

. 

Proof: Let 𝑉(𝑃𝑛) = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … … , 𝑣𝑛}. We have the following two cases. 

Case (i): 𝑛 is even. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘 (𝑘 ≥ 2). Assign the coloring as follows 𝑐(𝑣2𝑖−1) = 𝑐1 and 

𝑐(𝑣2𝑖) = 𝑐2, 1 ≤ i ≤ k . Then 𝑊 = {𝑣1, 𝑣𝑛} is the unique 𝜒𝑠 - set of 𝐺 so that  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Case (ii): 𝑛 is odd. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘 + 1 (𝑘 ≥ 2). Assign the coloring as follows 

                     𝑐(𝑣2𝑖−1) = 1, for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1, 

                     𝑐(𝑣2𝑘+1) = 𝑐3, 

                     𝑐(𝑣2𝑖) = 2, for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘. 

Then 𝜒𝑠 – set is not unique. Therefore 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) ≥ 1. Since 𝑊 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣𝑛} is the unique 𝜒𝑠 - 

set containing 𝑣2, 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊) = 1. Hence it follows that 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝐺) = 1. 

Theorem:3.7. For the cycle 𝐺 = 𝐶𝑛 (𝑛 ≥ 4), 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = {

0         𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 5
1      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

. 

Proof: Let 𝑉(𝐶𝑛) = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … … … , 𝑣𝑛}, we have the following cases. 

Case (i): 𝑛 is even. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘 (𝑘 ≥ 2), we assign coloring for each vertex as follows 

 𝑐(𝑣1) = 𝑐(𝑣3) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣2𝑘−1) = 𝑐1 and 

 𝑐(𝑣2) = 𝑐(𝑣4) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣2𝑘) = 𝑐2 . 

Then 𝑊 = {𝑣1, 𝑣𝑘+1} is a 𝜒𝑠  - set of 𝐺  so that 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 2. Since 𝑛 ≥ 4, the 𝜒𝑠  - set is not 

unique, and as a result, 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) ≥ 1. We have 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝐺) = 1 since 𝑊 is the only 𝜒𝑠 - set of 𝐺 that 

contains the value 𝑣1.  
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Case (ii): 𝑛 is odd. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘 + 1 (𝑘 ≥ 2). It is easily verified that no two element subset of 

𝐺 is not a Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺 and so 𝜒𝑠 ≥ 3. Let 𝑘 = 2. Then we assign the follows 

colors 

  𝑐(𝑣1) = 𝑐(𝑣3) = 𝑐1, 

  𝑐(𝑣2) = 𝑐(𝑣5) = 𝑐2 and 

  𝑐(𝑣4) = 𝑐3. 

 Then 𝑊 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣4} is the unique 𝜒𝑠  - set of 𝐺 so that 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 3 and 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

So, let 𝑘 ≥ 3. Then we assign the following colors 

     𝑐(𝑣1) = 𝑐(𝑣3) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘+3) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘+5) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣2𝑘) = 9, 

     𝑐(𝑣2) = 𝑐(𝑣4) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘+1) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘+4) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑘+6) =  … … … = 𝑐(𝑣2𝑘+1) = 5 and    

     𝑐(𝑣𝑘+2) = 𝑐3.  

 Then 𝑊1 = {𝑣1, 𝑣4, 𝑣𝑘+2} and 𝑊2 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣𝑘+2} are the only two 𝜒𝑠  – sets of 𝐺 so 

that 𝜒𝑠 = 3 and  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 1. 

Theorem:3.8. For the complete bipartite graph 𝐺 = 𝐾𝑟,𝑠 (1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑠), 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Proof: For 𝑟 = 1, 𝑠 ≥ 1, by Theorem: 3.1,  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. So let 2 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑠. Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be two 

bipartite sets of 𝐺. Then either 𝑋 and 𝑌 is a Steiner set of 𝐺. Since for 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌, 𝑥𝑦 ∈

𝐸(𝐺), each vertex of 𝐺 is assigned by distinct colors. Then it follows that 𝑊 = 𝑉(𝐺) is the 

unique 𝜒𝑠 - set of 𝐺 so that 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑟 + 𝑠 and 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Theorem:3.9. For the ladder 𝐺 = 𝐾2 × 𝑃𝑛 (𝑛 ≥ 3),  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = {

1     𝑖𝑓 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑
0     𝑖𝑓 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛

. 

Proof: Let 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … … , 𝑥𝑛 and 𝑦1, 𝑦2, … … , 𝑦𝑛 be the vertices on the path 𝑃𝑛 of the laph from 

the top to bottom on the left side and right side respectively. We have the following cases 

Case (i): 𝑛 is odd. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘 − 1; 𝑘 ≥ 2. Then assign the colors for each vertex as follows 

𝑐(𝑥2𝑖−1) = 𝑐(𝑦2𝑖) = 1 for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘  and 𝑐(𝑥2𝑖) = 𝑐(𝑦2𝑖−1) = 2 for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 . Then 𝑊1 =

{𝑥1, 𝑦2𝑘−1} and 𝑊2 = {𝑦1, 𝑥2𝑘−1} are the only 𝜒𝑠 – sets of 𝐺 such that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝑊1) = 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝑊2) = 1 

so that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 1. 

Case (ii): 𝑛 is even. Let 𝑛 = 2𝑘; 𝑘 ≥ 4. Then we assign the colors for each vertex as follows.     

         Let 𝑐(𝑥2𝑖−1) = 1 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1),  

    𝑐(𝑦2𝑖) = 1 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1), 

    𝑐(𝑥2𝑖) = 2 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 − 1), 

    𝑐(𝑦2𝑖−1) = 2 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘), 

    𝑐(𝑥2𝑘) = 3 and 𝑐(𝑦2𝑘) = 4. 

Then 𝑊 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2𝑘, 𝑦1, 𝑦2𝑘} is the unique 𝜒𝑠 – set of 𝐺 so that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 
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Theorem:3.10. Let 𝐺 be the graph formed by connecting the two complete graphs 𝐾𝑟,𝑟 and 

𝐾𝑟,𝑟 (𝑟 ≥ 2) along a path of any length 𝑟. Therefore 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0.  

Proof: Let 𝑋  and 𝑌  be the bipartite sets of first complete graph 𝐾𝑟,𝑟  and, 𝑈  and 𝑉  be the 

bipartite sets of the second complete graph. Let 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, … … , 𝑥𝑟}, 𝑌 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, … … , 𝑦𝑟}, 

𝑈 = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, … … , 𝑢𝑟} and 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … … , 𝑣𝑠}. Let 𝑃𝑟 ∶  𝑧1, 𝑧2, … … , 𝑧𝑟 . Let 𝐺 be the graph 

obtained from 𝐾𝑟,𝑟 , 𝐾𝑟,𝑟 and 𝑃𝑟  (𝑟 ≥ 2) by introducing the edges 𝑧1𝑦𝑟 and 𝑧𝑟𝑣1. We assign the 

colors for each vertex as follows. 

  𝑐(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖 (𝑖 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟), 

  𝑐(𝑦𝑖) = 𝑐(𝑢𝑖) = 𝑑𝑖 (𝑖 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟), 

  𝑐(𝑧1) = 𝑐1, 𝑐(𝑧𝑟) = 𝑑1, 𝑐(𝑧𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖 (2 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟 − 1). 

Then it follows that 𝑊 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, … … , 𝑦𝑟} ∪ {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … … , 𝑣𝑠} is the unique 𝜒𝑠 - set of 𝐺 so that 

 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0. 

Theorem:3.11. There is a connected graph 𝐺 such that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 𝑎 and 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏 for every 

pair of integers 𝑎, 𝑏 with 0 < 𝑎 < 𝑏, 𝑏 ≥ 2 and 𝑏 > 𝑎 + 2.  

Proof: For 𝑎 = 0, let 𝐺 = 𝐾1,𝑎 . Then by Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 1.3,  𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 0 and 

𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏. So let 𝑎 ≥ 1. Let 𝑃: 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑥 be a path of order 4. Let 𝑃𝑖: 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎) be 

a copy of path of order 3. Let 𝐻  be the graph obtained from 𝑃 and 𝑃𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎) by the 

introducing the edges 𝑣𝑢𝑖 , 𝑥𝑤𝑖, 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗  (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗)  and 𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑗  (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), (1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑎) . Let 𝐺  be the 

graph obtained from 𝐻 by adding the new vertices 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … … , 𝑥𝑏−𝑎−2 and introducing the 

edge 𝑥𝑥𝑖  (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑏 − 𝑎 − 2). The graph 𝐺 is shown in figure. 
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G Figure 3.1 

A graph 𝐺 with 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 𝑎 and 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏 

 

First we prove that 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏. Let 𝑋 = {𝑢, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … … , 𝑥𝑏−𝑎−2} the set of all end vertices of 

𝐺 by Theorem 1.1, 𝑍 is a subset of every Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺. Let 𝐻𝑖 = {𝑢𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖} (1 ≤

𝑖 ≤ 𝑎). Then it is easily seen that every Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺 contains exactly are vertex 

from each 𝐻𝑖(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎). Let us assign colors for each vertex as follows. 

  𝑐(𝑢) = 𝑐(𝑥) = 𝑐, 𝑐(𝑣𝑖) = 𝑐 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎), 

  𝑐(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑏 − 𝑎 − 2), 

  𝑐(𝑢𝑖) = 𝑐(𝑣𝑖) = 𝑑𝑖  (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎), 

  𝑐(𝑣) = 𝑐1 and 

  𝑐(𝑤) = 𝑑1. 

 Let 𝑍 = 𝑋 ∪ {𝑥} . Then 𝑍  is a subset of every Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺  and so 

𝜒𝑠(𝐺) ≥ 𝑏 − 𝑎 + 𝑎 = 𝑏. Let 𝑊 = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, … … , 𝑢𝑎}. Then 𝑊 is Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺 so 

that 𝜒𝑠(𝐺) = 𝑏. 

 Next we prove that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 𝑎. By Observation 2.5 (e), 𝑓𝜒𝑠

(𝐺) ≤ 𝑏 − (𝑏 − 𝑎) = 𝑏. 

Since 𝑍 is a subset of every Steiner chromatic set of 𝐺 and every chromatic set of 𝐺 contains 

exactly one vertex from each 𝐻𝑖  (𝑖 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎) , every 𝜒𝑠  - set is of the form 𝑊 = 𝑍 ∪

{𝑐1, 𝑐2, … … , 𝑐𝑎}, where 𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐻𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑎). Let 𝑇  be a proper subset of 𝑊  with |𝑇| < 𝑎 . 

Then for some 𝑖, 𝐻𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 = ∅. This shows that 𝑓𝜒𝑠
(𝐺) = 𝑎.  

Conclusion: 

 In this paper the concept of forcing Steiner chromatic number of some standard graphs 

some general properties satisfied by this concept are studied. In future studies, the same concept 

will be applied for the other graph operations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Let 𝑆  be a  𝜒′-set of 𝐺. A subset 𝑇   𝑆 is said to be a forcing subset for 𝑆  if 𝑆 is the 

unique 𝜒′ -set containing T. The forcing edge chromatic number 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆)   of  𝑆  in 𝐺 is the 

minimum cardinality of a forcing subset for 𝑆. The forcing edge chromatic number 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)  of 

𝐺 is the smallest forcing number of all 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺. In this article, some general properties 

satisfied by this concept are studied and the forcing edge chromatic number of some standard 

graphs are determined. Also, connected graphs of order n ≥ 2 edge chromatic number 0 or 1 

or  χ′(G) are characterized. It is shown that for a positive integer a ≥ 2, there exists a connected 

graph G such that fχ′(G) = χ′(G) = a. 

Keywords: Forcing edge chromatic number, Edge chromatic number, Chromatic number. 

AMS Subject Classification: 05C15. 

1. Introduction 

          By a graph 𝐺 =  (𝑉, 𝐸), we mean a finite,undirected connected graph without loops or 

multiple edges. The order and size of 𝐺 are denoted by 𝑛 and 𝑚 respectively. For basic graph 

theoretic terminology, we refer to [1]. Two vertices 𝑢 and 𝑣 are said to be adjacent if 𝑢𝑣 is an 

edge of 𝐺. Two edges of 𝐺 are said to be adjacent if they have a common vertex.  

           A 𝑘-coloring of 𝐺 is a function 𝑐 ∶  𝑉 (𝐺) →  {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘}, where 𝑐(𝑢)  ≠  𝑐(𝑣) for any 

two adjacent vertices 𝑢  and 𝑣  in 𝐺 . A 𝑝-vertex coloring of 𝐺 is an assignment of 𝑝 colors, 

1,2, . . . 𝑝 to the vertices of 𝐺, the coloring is proper if no two distinct adjacent vertices have the 

same color. The minimum colours needed to colour the vertices of 𝐺  is called chromatic 

number of 𝐺, denoted by 𝜒(𝐺).If 𝜒(𝐺)  =  𝑝, 𝐺 is said to be 𝑝 - chromatic, where 𝑝 ≤  𝑘. A 

set 𝐶 ⊆  𝑉 (𝐺) is  called chromatic set if 𝐶 contains all vertices of distinct colors in 𝐺. The 

chromatic number of 𝐺 is the minimum cardinality among all the chromatic sets of 𝐺.  That is 

𝜒(𝐺)  =  𝑚𝑖𝑛{|𝐶𝑖|/ 𝐶𝑖 is a chromatic set of 𝐺}. The concept of the chromatic  number was 

studied in [2,3,4]. A 𝑘 -edge coloring of 𝐺  is a function  𝑐′ ∶  𝐸 (𝐺) →  {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘} , where 

𝑐′(𝑒)  ≠  𝑐′(𝑓) for any two adjacent edges  𝑒  and 𝑓  in 𝐺 . A 𝑝 -edge coloring of 𝐺 is an 

assignment of 𝑝 colors, 1,2, . . . 𝑝 to the edges of 𝐺, the coloring is proper if no two distinct 

adjacent edges have the same color. The minimum colours needed to colour the edges of 𝐺 is 

called edge chromatic number of 𝐺, denoted by 𝜒′(𝐺).If 𝜒′(𝐺)  =  𝑝, 𝐺 is said to be 𝑝 –edge 

chromatic, where 𝑝 ≤ 𝑘. A set 𝐶′ ⊆  𝐸 (𝐺) is  called edge chromatic set if 𝐶′  contains all 

mailto:sujinflower@gmail.com
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edges of distinct colors in 𝐺. The egde chromatic number of 𝐺 is the minimum cardinality 

among all the edge chromatic sets of 𝐺.  That is 𝜒′(𝐺)  =  𝑚𝑖𝑛{|𝐶𝑖
′|/ 𝐶𝑖

′is a  edge chromatic 

set of 𝐺} . An edge chromatic set of cardinality 𝜒′(𝐺)  is called a 𝜒′ -set of 𝐺.The edge- 

chromatic number 𝜒′(𝐺)  of 𝐺 is defined to be the least number of colours needed to colour the 

edges of 𝐺 in such a way that no two adjacent edges have the same colour. The concept of the 

edge chromatic number was studied in [5,6,7]. The chromatic number has application in Time 

Table Scheduling, Map coloring, channel assignment problem in radio technology, town 

planning, GSM mobile phone networks etc.[8,9]. 

2. The forcing edge chromatic number of some standard graphs 

Definition 2.1.  Let 𝑆  be a  𝜒′-set of 𝐺. A subset 𝑇   𝑆 is said to be a forcing subset for𝑆if 𝑆 

is the unique 𝜒′-set containing T. The forcing edge chromatic number 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆)  of  𝑆in 𝐺is the 

minimum cardinality of a forcing subset for 𝑆. The forcing edge chromatic number 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)  of 

𝐺 is the smallest forcing number of all 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺. 

Example 2.2. For the graph 𝐺 given in Figure 2.1, 𝑆1= {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3, 𝑒4},𝑆2= {𝑒6, 𝑒2, 𝑒3, 𝑒4}, 

𝑆3 = {𝑒1, 𝑒5, 𝑒3, 𝑒4}, 𝑆4 = {𝑒6, 𝑒5, 𝑒3, 𝑒4}   are the only two 𝜒′ -sets of 𝐺  such that 𝜒′(𝐺) =

3, 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆1) = 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆2) = 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆3) = 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆4) = 2 so that  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2. 

 

The following result follows immediately from the definitions of the edge chromatic number 

and the forcing edge chromatic number of a connected graph 𝐺. 

Observation 2.3. For every connected graph𝐺, 0 ≤ 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤ 𝜒′(𝐺). 

Remark 2.4. The bounds in the Observation 2.3 are sharp. For the complete graph 

𝐺 = 𝐾3,   𝑆 = 𝐸(𝐺) is the unique 𝜒′-set of 𝐺  so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 0. For the graph 𝐺  given in 

Figure 2.2, 𝑆1 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3} ,  𝑆2 = {𝑒1, 𝑒4, 𝑒5 },  𝑆3 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒6}, 𝑆4 = {𝑒1, 𝑒4, 𝑒6} , 𝑆5 =

{𝑒3, 𝑒2,𝑒5}, 𝑆6 = {𝑒3, 𝑒4, 𝑒5}, 𝑆7 = {𝑒3, 𝑒2, 𝑒6}, 𝑆8 = {𝑒3, 𝑒4, 𝑒6}such that𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖) = 3  for 𝑖 = 1 
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to 8 and  𝜒′(𝐺) = 3so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺) = 3. Also the bounds are strict. For the graph in 

Figure 2.1, 𝜒′(𝐺) = 4, 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2. Thus 0 < 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) < 𝜒′(𝐺). 

                         

Definition: 2.5. An edge 𝑒 of a graph 𝐺 is said to be an edge chromatic edge of 𝐺 if 

𝑒 belongs to every 𝜒′-set of 𝐺. 

Example 2.6. For the graph 𝐺  given in Figure 2.3, 𝑆1 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3} , 𝑆2 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒4},  𝑆3 = 

{𝑒5, 𝑒2, 𝑒3}, 𝑆4= {𝑒5, 𝑒2, 𝑒4}  are the only 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺 such that 𝑒2 is a chromatic edge of 𝐺. 

 

 Theorem 2.7. Let 𝐺 be a connected graph of order 𝑛 ≥ 2 with ∆(𝐺) = 𝑛 − 1. Let 𝑥 be 

auniversal vertex of 𝐺 and 𝑒 be an edge incident with 𝑥. Then 𝑒 is a chromatic edge of 

𝐺. 

Proof. On the contrary, suppose that 𝑒 is not a chromatic edge of 𝐺. Then there exists 

a 𝜒′-set 𝑆 of 𝐺 such that𝑒 = 𝑢𝑣. Let 𝑐(𝑒) = 𝑐1.  Since𝑒 ∉ 𝑆, there exists 𝑓 = 𝑦𝑧 ∈ 𝐸(𝐺) 

such that 𝑐(𝑓) =  𝑐1 and 𝑦 ≠ 𝑥, 𝑣 and 𝑧 ≠ 𝑥, 𝑣. Hence it follows that 𝑥 is not a universal 

vertex of 𝐺, which is a contradiction. Therefore 𝑒 is a chromatic edge of 𝐺.   

Theorem 2.8. Let 𝐺 be a connected graph. Then  

(a) 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 0 if and only if 𝐺 has a unique𝜒′-set. 

(b) 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 1 if and only if 𝐺 has at least two𝜒′-sets, one of which is a 
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unique 𝜒′-set containing one of its elements, and 

 (c) 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺)if and only if no 𝜒′ -set of 𝐺 is the unique 𝜒′–set  

containing any of its proper subsets.  

Proof. (a) Let 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)  =  0. Then, by definition,  𝑓𝜒′(𝑆)  =  0 for some 𝜒′ -set 𝑆 of 𝐺 so 

that the empty set is the minimum forcing subset for 𝑆. Since the empty set  is a 

subset of every set, it follows that 𝑆 is the unique 𝜒′-set of 𝐺. The converse is clear. 

(b) Let 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  1. Then by Theorem 2.8(a), 𝐺 has at least two 𝜒′-sets. Also, since 

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)  =  1, there is a singleton subset 𝑇 of a 𝜒′-set  𝑆 of 𝐺 such that 𝑇 is not a subset 

of any other 𝜒′ -set of 𝐺. Thus 𝑆 is the unique 𝜒′ -set containing one of its elements. 

The converse is clear. 

 (c) Let 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  𝜒′(𝐺). Then 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺)for every 𝜒′-set 𝑆 in 𝐺. Also, by  

Observation 2.3, 𝜒′(𝐺)  ≥  2 and hence 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)  ≥  2. Then by Theorem 2.8(a),  

𝐺 has at least two 𝜒′-sets and so the empty set   is not a forcing subset for any  

𝜒′-set of 𝐺. Since 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆) =  𝜒′(𝐺), no proper subset of 𝑆 is a forcing subset of 𝑆.  

Thus no 𝜒′-set of  𝐺 is the unique 𝜒′-set containing any of its proper subsets.  

Conversely, the data implies that 𝐺 contains more than one 𝜒′ -set and no subset  

of any 𝜒′ -set  𝑆  other than 𝑆  is a forcing subset for 𝑆 . Hence it follows that 

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺).                                                                                                                              

Theorem 2.9. Let 𝐺 be a connected graph and 𝑊 be the set of all chromaticedges      

of 𝐺. Then𝑓𝜒′(𝐺)   ≤ 𝜒′(𝐺) – |𝑊|. 

Proof. Let 𝑆 be any 𝜒′-set of 𝐺. Then 𝜒′(𝐺)  =  |𝑆|, 𝑊 ⊆  𝑆 and 𝑆 is the unique 𝜒′-set 

containing 𝑆 – 𝑊. Thus 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤  |𝑆–  𝑊 |  =  | 𝑆| – | 𝑊 |  =  𝜒′(𝐺) – |𝑊|. 

In the following we determine the forcing edge chromatic number of some standard graphs. 

Theorem 2.10. For the complete graph 𝐺= 𝐾𝑛(𝑛 ≥  2), 

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  {

0      𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 2,3       
3     𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 4             
𝑛 − 1  𝑖𝑓 𝑛 ≥ 5        

 

Proof. For 𝑛 = 2 and 𝑛 = 3, 𝑆 = 𝐸(𝐺) is the unique 𝜒′-set of 𝐺, the result follows from 

Theorem 2.8 (a). For 𝑛 = 4, let 𝑒11 = 𝑣1𝑣2,  𝑒12 = 𝑣1𝑣3, 𝑒13 = 𝑣1𝑣4, 𝑒21 = 𝑣2𝑣3,  𝑒22 =

𝑣2𝑣4 , 𝑒31 = 𝑣3𝑣4.  Assign 𝑐′(𝑒11) = 𝑐′(𝑒31) = 1,  𝑐′(𝑒12) = 𝑐′(𝑒22) = 2, 𝑐′(𝑒13) =

𝑐′(𝑒21) = 3.  Then 𝑆1 = {𝑒11, 𝑒12, 𝑒13} ,   𝑆2 = {𝑒11, 𝑒12, 𝑒21 },  𝑆3 = {𝑒11, 𝑒22, 𝑒13}, 𝑆4 =

{𝑒11, 𝑒22, 𝑒21} , 𝑆5 = {𝑒31, 𝑒12 , 𝑒13}, 𝑆6 = {𝑒31, 𝑒12, 𝑒21}, 𝑆7 = {𝑒31, 𝑒22, 𝑒13} , 𝑆8 =
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{𝑒31, 𝑒22, 𝑒21} are the  𝜒′-set of 𝐺 such that  𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖) = 3  for 𝑖 = 1 to 8 so that  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 3. 

For 𝑛 ≥ 5,   let 𝑒1𝑗 = 𝑣1𝑣𝑗(2 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛), 𝑒2𝑗 = 𝑣2𝑣𝑗(3 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛) , 𝑒3𝑗 = 𝑣3𝑣𝑗(4 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛) , 

… , 𝑒(𝑛−1)𝑗 = 𝑣𝑛−1𝑣𝑛.  Assign 𝑐′(𝑒1𝑗) = 𝑐𝑗
′,  𝑐′(𝑒2𝑗) = 𝑐𝑗

′ − 1 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 − 1),   𝑐′(𝑒3𝑗) =

𝑐𝑗
′ − 2 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 − 1), … … … , 𝑐′(𝑒(𝑛−1)𝑗) =  𝑐𝑗

′ − (𝑛 − 2) (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 − 1),

𝑐′(𝑒(𝑛−2)𝑗) =  𝑛 so that 𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑛. Since 𝑒(𝑛−2)𝑗 is a chromatic edge of 𝐺, by Theorem 2.9, 

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤ 𝑛 − 1. Let 𝑆 be a chromatic edge set of 𝐺. We prove that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑛 − 1. On the 

contrary, suppose that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤ 𝑛 − 2. Then there exists a forcing subset 𝑇 of 𝑆 such that 

|𝑇| ≤ 𝑛 − 2. Let 𝑒 ∈ 𝑆 such that 𝑒 ∉ 𝑇. Then 𝑒 is not a chromatic edge of 𝐺. Without loss of 

generality, let us assume that 𝑐′(𝑒) = 𝑐1
′ .  Since 𝑛 ≥ 5,  there exists 𝑓 ∈ 𝐸(𝐺)  such that 

𝑐′(𝑓) = 𝑐1
′ . Let 𝑆′ = [𝑆 − {𝑒}] ∪ {𝑓}.  Then 𝑆′ is a 𝜒′-set of 𝐺.  Hence 𝑇  is a proper subset 

of a 𝜒′-set𝑆′ of 𝐺, which is a contradiction. Therefore  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑛 − 1. 

Theorem 2.11. For the star graph  𝐺 = 𝐾1,𝑛−1 (𝑛 ≥ 3),  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  1. 

Proof. Since 𝑆 = 𝐸(𝐺) is the unique 𝜒′-set of 𝐺, the result follows from Theorem 2.8(a)    

Theorem 2.12. For the double star graph   𝐺 = 𝐾2,𝑟,𝑠,  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  2. 

Proof. Let  𝑉 = {𝑥, 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑟} ∪ {𝑦, 𝑢1, 𝑢2, … , 𝑢𝑠}  be the vertex set of 𝐺. Let 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑥𝑣𝑖, 𝑒 =

𝑥𝑦, 𝑔𝑖 = 𝑦𝑢𝑗  be the edge set of 𝐺 for all ( 1 ≤  𝑖 ≤  𝑟) and ( 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤  𝑠)where 𝑟 + 𝑠 = 𝑛 −

2. Then 𝑆1 = {𝑒, 𝑓𝑖} ( 1 ≤  𝑖 ≤  𝑟) and 𝑆2 = {𝑒, 𝑔𝑗}( 1 ≤  𝑗 ≤  𝑠) are the only 𝜒′  -sets of 

𝐺  such that  𝑓𝜒′(𝑆1) =  𝑓𝜒′(𝑆2) = 2 so that𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  2. 

 Theorem 2.13. For the complete bipartite graph 𝐺 =  𝐾𝑟,𝑠 (1 ≤  𝑟 ≤  𝑠),   

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  {

0     𝑖𝑓 𝑟 = 1, 𝑠 = 1              
2    𝑖𝑓 𝑟 = 2, 𝑠 = 2               
𝑠      𝑖𝑓 2 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑠               

 

Proof. For 𝑟 = 1 and 𝑠 ≥ 2,  then the result follows from Theorem 2.11. For 𝑟 = 2 and 𝑠 = 2, 

𝑆1 = {𝑒11, 𝑒12},𝑆2 = {𝑒11, 𝑒21},𝑆3 = {𝑒22, 𝑒12}, 𝑆4 = {𝑒22, 𝑒21}   are the  𝜒′-sets of 𝐺 such 

that 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖) = 2   for 𝑖 = 1  to 4 so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) =  2.  So let 2 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑠.  Let 𝑋 =

 {𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑟}  and 𝑌 =  {𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑠 } be the bipartite sets of 𝐺 .Let 𝑒1𝑗 = 𝑥1𝑦𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤

𝑠), 𝑒2𝑗 = 𝑥2𝑦𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠) ,  … … … , 𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟)(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠).  Assign 𝑐′(𝑒1𝑗) =

𝑐𝑗
′(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠), 𝑐′(𝑒2𝑗) = 𝑐𝑗

′, 𝑐1
′ (2 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠), 𝑐′(𝑒3𝑗) = 𝑐𝑗

′, 𝑐1
′ , 𝑐2

′ (3 ≤ 𝑗 ≤), … … … , 𝑐′(𝑒𝑖𝑗) =

𝑐𝑠
′ , 𝑐1

′ , 𝑐2
′ , … … … , 𝑐𝑠−1

′ (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟)(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠).  Then 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = {𝑒11, 𝑒12, 𝑒13, … , 𝑒𝑘𝑠}  is a  𝜒′-set 

of 𝐺  such that  𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑠. By Observation 2.3, 0 ≤ 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤ 𝑠. Since  𝜒′ -set of 𝐺  is not 

unique 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≥ 1. It is easily observed that no singleton subsets or two element subsets of 
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𝑆𝑖𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟), (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠) is not a forcing subset of 𝑆𝑖𝑗 so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖𝑗) = 𝑠. Since this true 

for all  𝜒′-set  𝑆𝑖𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑟), (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑠) so that  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑠.  

Theorem 2.14. For the path 𝐺 =  𝑃𝑛 (𝑛 ≥  3), 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = {

0           𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 3
1           𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 4
2         𝑖𝑓 𝑛 ≥ 5  

 

Proof. Let 𝑃𝑛  be 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛  and let 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑖+1(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1).  For 𝑛 = 3, 

 𝑆 = 𝐸(𝐺) is   the unique 𝜒′ -set of 𝐺 , the result follows from Theorem 2.8(a).  

For 𝑛 = 4, 𝑆1 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2} and 𝑆2 = {𝑒2, 𝑒3}  are the 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺 such that 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆1) = 

𝑓𝜒′(𝑆2) = 1  so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 1. So let 𝑛 ≥ 5.  Then 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑒𝑖, 𝑒𝑖+1}(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) 

and 𝑆𝑗𝑘 = {𝑒𝑗 , 𝑒𝑘}(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) and |𝑗 − 𝑘|is odd are the only 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺 

such that  𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖) = 2 for  (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1)  and 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑗𝑘) = 2  for  (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 − 

 1)  so that𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2.         

Theorem 2.15. For the cycle 𝐺 =  𝐶𝑛 (𝑛 ≥  4), 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2. 

Proof. Let 𝐶𝑛 be 𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑛, 𝑣1 and let 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑖+1(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) and 𝑒𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛𝑣1. 

We consider the following two cases. 

Case(1) 𝑛 is even  

𝑐(𝑒𝑖) = {
1 ,    𝑖𝑓 𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑
2,    𝑖𝑓 𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 

 

Then 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑒𝑖, 𝑒𝑖+1}(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) and 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑘 = {𝑒𝑗 , 𝑒𝑘}  (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) 

and |𝑗 − 𝑘|is odd are the only 𝜒′-sets of 𝐺 such that 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑖) = 2 and 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆𝑗𝑘) = 2 

for (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1)  and (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 − 1) so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2. 

Case(2) 𝑛 is odd 

𝑐(𝑒𝑖) = {

1  𝑖𝑓 𝑛  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑         
2   𝑖𝑓 𝑛  𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛        
3      𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝑛             

 

Since 𝐸(𝑣𝑛𝑣1) is the set of chromatic edges of 𝐺, 𝐸(𝑣𝑛𝑣1)  is a subset of every 𝜒′-set of 𝐺. It 

can be easily seen that any 𝜒′ -set of 𝐺  is of the form 𝑆 = 𝐸(𝑣𝑛𝑣1) ∪ {𝑥, 𝑦}, where 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈

{𝑒1, 𝑒2, … , 𝑒𝑛−1} so that 𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑛 + 2. By Theorem 2.9,  𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≤ 𝑛 + 2 − 𝑛 = 2. Since 𝜒′-

set of 𝐺 is not unique 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) ≥ 1. It is easily observed that no singleton subsets of 𝑆 is not a 

forcing subset of 𝑆 so that 𝑓𝜒′(𝑆) = 2. Since this is true for all 𝜒′-set 𝑆 of 𝐺, 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 2. 

Theorem 2.16. For a positive integer 𝑎 ≥ 2,  there exists a connected graph 𝐺  such that 

𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑎. 

Proof. For  𝑎 = 2,  let 𝐺 = 𝐶4 . Then by Theorem 2.15, 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑎.  So, let 
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𝑎 ≥ 3.  Let 𝐺 = 𝐾2,𝑎.  By Theorem 2.13, 𝑓𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝜒′(𝐺) = 𝑎.                                          

3. Conclusion 

In this article, we discuss about a new concept namely, forcing edge chromatic number of a 

graph. Also, the relation between edge chromatic number and forcing edge chromatic number 

is found. The above concept is examined by some standard graphs with examples. 
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ABSTRACT 

 A vertex subset S of a connected graph G of order at least two is called a detour vertex 

cover if S is both a detour set and a vertex cover. The least cardinality of a detour vertex cover 

is the detour vertex covering number of  G denoted as 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). Any detour vertex cover of 

cardinality 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) is a 𝑑𝑛𝛼 -set of G. Some general properties satisfied by detour vertex 

covering number of a graph are studied. The detour vertex covering number of some standard 

graphs are determined. Some bounds for 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) are obtained and the graphs attaining these 

bounds are characterized. 

Keywords: Detour dominating set, Detour set, Detour vertex cover, Vertex cover 

AMS Subject Classification (2010): 05C12 

1. Introduction 

 We refer to Harary [1] for basic definitions. We consider finite, undirected, connected 

graphs without loops and multiple edges. The number of vertices and edges of a graph G are 

denoted as 𝑛 = 𝑉(𝐺)  and 𝑚 = 𝐸(𝐺)  respectively. A vertex 𝑣  is a simplicial vertex or an 

extreme vertex of 𝐺 if the subgraph induced by its neighbours is complete. A vertex of degree 

1 is called an end vertex. [2] 

 For vertices u and v in a connected graph G, the detour distance 𝐷(𝑢, 𝑣) is the length 

of a longest 𝑢 − 𝑣 path in 𝐺.  A 𝑢 − 𝑣 path of length 𝐷(𝑢, 𝑣) is called a 𝑢 − 𝑣 detour. These 

concepts were studied by Chartrand [3,4]. A vertex 𝑥 is said to lie on a 𝑢 − 𝑣 detour 𝑃 if 𝑥 is 

a vertex of a 𝑢 − 𝑣 detour path 𝑃 including the vertices 𝑢 and 𝑣. A set 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺) is called a 

detour set if every vertex 𝑣  in 𝐺 lies on a detour joining a pair of vertices of 𝑆 . The 

𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) is called a minimum order of a detour set and any detour set of order 

𝑑𝑛(𝐺)  is called a minimum detour set of  𝐺.  These concepts were studied by Chartrand [5]. 

 A subset 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺)  is called a vertex covering set or vertex cover of 𝐺 if every edge 

has at least one end vertex in 𝑆. A vertex covering set with minimum cardinality is a minimum 

vertex covering set of 𝐺. The vertex covering number of 𝐺 is the cardinality of any minimum 

vertex covering set of 𝐺 denoted as 𝛼(𝐺). The vertex covering number of a graph was studied 

in [6]. 

 A set of vertices in a graph 𝐺 is independent if no two of the vertices are adjacent. A 

subset 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺)  is a dominating set if every vertex in 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is adjacent to at least one 
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vertex in 𝑆. A detour dominating set of 𝐺 is a subset 𝑆 of vertices which is both a detour set 

and a dominating set. The minimum cardinality of a detour dominating set of a graph 𝐺 is its 

detour domination number. The concept of detour dominating set was introduced by Chartrand 

[7] and further studied in [8]. 

 In this paper, we define detour vertex covering number 𝑔𝛼(𝐺) of a graph and initiate a 

study of this parameter. We investigate about some general properties satisfied and some 

bounds attained by this parameter. We need the following theorems. 

Theorem 1.1  [9] Every end vertex of a connected graph 𝐺 belongs to every detour set of 𝐺. 

Theorem 1.2 [10]  If 𝐺 is a connected graph of order 𝑛 ≥ 2, then 𝑔𝛼(𝐺) = 2, if and only if 𝐺 

is either 𝐾2 or 𝐾2,𝑛−2(𝑛 ≥ 3). 

Theorem 1.3 [10] Let T be a tree of order 𝑛 ≥ 2. Then the following statements are equivalent. 

(i) 𝑔𝛼(𝑇)  =  𝑔(𝑇)  

(ii) 𝑇 is a star.  

(iii) 𝛼(𝑇) = 1 

(iv) The set of all end vertices of 𝑇 is a vertex cover of 𝑇. 

Theorem 1.4. [10]  Let 𝑇 be a tree of order 𝑛 ≥ 3. Then 𝑔𝛼(𝑇) = 𝑛 − 1 if and only if 𝑇 is 

either a star or a double star. 

2. Results and Discussion 

Detour vertex covering number of a graph 

Definition 2.1 A vertex subset 𝑆 of a graph 𝐺 is known as a detour vertex cover of 𝐺 if it is 

both a detour set and a vertex cover of 𝐺. The least cardinality of a detour vertex cover is called 

the detour vertex covering number denoted as 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). Any detour vertex cover of 𝐺 with 

cardinality 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) is called as a minimum detour vertex cover of 𝐺. A minimum detour vertex 

cover of 𝐺 is also known as 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set of 𝐺. 

Example 2.2 In this graph G, we observe that the set 𝑆 = {𝑣2, 𝑣5} is a minimum detour set but 

its vertices are not incidenting all the edges of 𝐺. Also note that 𝑆1 = {𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣4, 𝑣5} is both a 

detour set and a vertex cover of 𝐺. Hence it is a detour vertex cover of 𝐺. And there does not 

exist a detour vertex cover of cardinality 3. Hence 𝑆1 is a 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set of 𝐺. Thus 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 4. 
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     Figure 1      

  

Remark 2.3 Graph in Figure 1 has 𝑆 = {𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣4} as a minimum vertex cover but it is not a 

detour set. Thus, a vertex cover need not be a detour vertex cover of 𝐺. A graph 𝐺 can allow 

more than one 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set. For example, the graph 𝐺 in Figure 1 has both 𝑆1 = {𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣4, 𝑣5} and 

𝑆2 = {𝑣2, 𝑣4, 𝑣5, 𝑣6} as 𝑑𝑛𝛼-sets of 𝐺. 

Theorem 2.4 Let 𝐺 be any connected graph. Then 2 ≤ max  {𝛼 (𝐺), 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)}  ≤ 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺 ≤ 𝑛. 

Proof. At least two vertices must belong to any detour set and so 2 ≤ max  {𝛼 (𝐺), 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)}. It 

follows from the definition of detour vertex covering number of 𝐺 that a detour vertex cover 

must be both a detour set and a vertex cover of 𝐺 . Thus we have max  {𝛼 (𝐺), 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)}  ≤

𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). Also 𝑉(𝐺) is itself a detour vertex cover of 𝐺. Hence we have 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺)  ≤ 𝑛. Thus 

2 ≤ max  {𝛼 (𝐺), 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)}  ≤ 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺)  ≤ 𝑛. 

Theorem 2.5 Each detour vertex cover of a connected graph 𝐺contains each end vertex of 𝐺. 

Proof. Since every detour vertex cover is also a detour set of 𝐺 , the proof follows from 

Theorem 1.1. 

Corollary 2.6 Let 𝐾1,𝑛−1(𝑛 ≥ 3) be a star. Then 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐾1,𝑛−1) = 𝑛 − 1. 

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 2.5. 

Remark 2.7 It is not necessary that every extreme vertex of 𝐺 belong to every detour vertex 

cover of 𝐺. For example, the graph 𝐺 in Figure 2, has two extreme vertices namely 𝑣2, 𝑣3. Here 

the set 𝑆3 = {𝑣2, 𝑣3} is a minimum detour set of 𝐺. But it does not cover the edge 𝑣1𝑣4. Thus 

𝑆3 is not a detour vertex covering set of 𝐺 and the set 𝑆4 = {𝑣1, 𝑣4} forms a detour vertex cover 

of 𝐺. Hence in this case no extreme vertex belongs to the detour vertex cover of 𝐺. Consider 

the graph 𝐺 in Figure 3, it has three extreme vertices 𝑣1, 𝑣3, 𝑣6. Of that 𝑣6 is specifically an end 

vertex of 𝐺 . It is easily observed that 𝑆5 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣5, 𝑣6} is a 𝑑𝑛𝛼 -set of 𝐺 . Here the end 

vertex 𝑣6 of the graph belongs to the 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set 𝑆5 and the extreme vertex 𝑣1belongs to the 𝑑𝑛𝛼-

set 𝑆5 but the extreme vertex 𝑣3does not belong to 𝑆5. 
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         Figure 3 

Theorem 2.8 If 𝐺 is a connected graph of order 𝑛 ≥ 2, then 

(𝑖) 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 2  if and only if 𝐺 is either 𝐾2,𝑛−2(𝑛 ≥ 3) or there exists a hamiltonian path 

joining any two vertices 𝑢, 𝑣 of 𝐺 such that 𝑉(𝐺) − {𝑢, 𝑣} is either empty or independent. 

(ii)𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑛 if and only if 𝑛 = 2. That is,  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑛 if and only if 𝐺 = 𝐾2. 

Proof. (i) Let 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 2. Let 𝑆 =  {𝑢, 𝑣}. We show that either 𝐺 = 𝐾2,𝑛−2 or there exists a 

hamiltonian path joining the vertices of S such that 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is either empty or independent. 

Suppose that 𝐺 = 𝐾2,𝑛−2. Since in a complete bipartite graph, every edge joins a vertex of one 

partite set to a vertex of the other partite set, the shortest path joining any two vertices of 𝐾2,𝑛−2, 

is also the longest path joining the two vertices. Hence by Theorem 1.2, 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑔𝛼(𝐺) = 2 

and hence the proof holds. If not, assume that there exists a hamiltonian path joining any two 

vertices 𝑢, 𝑣 of 𝐺. Then 𝑆 =  {𝑢, 𝑣} serves as a minimum detour set of 𝐺 and so 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)  = 2. 

Since 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 2, it follows that each edge of 𝐺 has at least one end vertex in S, and so no 

two vertices in 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆  are joined by an edge in 𝐺 . Thus 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆  is either empty or 

independent. 

Conversely, let 𝐺=𝐾2,𝑛−2(𝑛 ≥ 3). Since in a complete bipartite graph, the shortest path 

joining any two vertices is also the longest path joining the two vertices, we have by Theorem 

1.2, 𝑔𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 2. Suppose there exists a hamiltonian path joining any two vertices 

𝑢, 𝑣 of 𝐺 such that 𝑉(𝐺) − {𝑢, 𝑣} is either empty or independent. Let 𝑆 =  {𝑢, 𝑣}. Then 𝑆 is a 

minimum detour set of 𝐺. Since 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is either empty or independent, no two vertices of 

𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 are adjacent in 𝐺. Thus 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is also a vertex cover of 𝐺. Hence 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is a 

minimum detour vertex cover of 𝐺and hence 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = |𝑆| = 2. 

(ii) Let  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑛. Suppose that the graph 𝐺 has a path of length at least 3. Then there must 

exist at least one vertex of 𝐺 which lies internally on this path and so  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) ≤ 𝑛 − 1. Since, 

 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑛, 𝐺 must not admit a path of length 3 or more and since it is a connected graph, 

the only possibility is 𝐺 = 𝐾2. 

Conversely, suppose that𝐺 = 𝐾2. Then clearly,  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 2 = 𝑛.  

Theorem 2.9 Let 𝐺 be a connected graph with 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) ≥ 𝑛 − 1. Then 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑑𝑛(𝐺). 

Proof. Let 𝐺  be a connected graph with 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) ≥ 𝑛 − 1 . By Theorem 2.4, 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) ≤

𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺)  ≤ 𝑛. If 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)  = 𝑛, then  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑛  and so 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) =  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). If 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) = 𝑛 −
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1, then let 𝑆 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛−1} be a minimum detour set of 𝐺. Let there exist a vertex say, 𝑥 

not in 𝑆 . Then 𝑥  lies on a detour 𝑃  joining any two vertices of 𝑆 . Then all the edges of 

𝐺 including the edges adjacent to 𝑥 are covered by the vertices of 𝑆. Hence 𝑆 is a 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set of 

𝐺. Thus 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) =  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). 

Theorem 2.10 Let 𝐺 be a connected graph of order 𝑛 > 2. Then 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑑𝑛(𝐺) if and only 

if there exists a minimum detour set 𝑆 such that 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is independent. 

Proof. Suppose that 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) = 𝑑𝑛(𝐺).  Let 𝑆 be a minimum detour set of 𝐺. Since 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺) =

𝑑𝑛(𝐺), 𝑆 is a detour vertex cover of 𝐺. Then each edge of 𝐺 is incident with at least one vertex 

in 𝑆 and so no edge of 𝐺 has two ends in 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆. Thus no pair of vertices of 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 are 

adjacent and hence 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is an independent set. 

If 𝑆 is a minimum detour set of 𝐺 such that 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is independent, then no pair of 

vertices of 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 are adjacent. Thus every edge of 𝐺 has at least one end in 𝑆. Hence 𝑆 is a 

minimum detour vertex cover of 𝐺 so that |𝑆| = 𝑑𝑛(𝐺)=𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐺). 

Theorem 2.11 Let 𝑇 be a tree of order 𝑛 ≥ 2. Then the following statements are equivalent. 

(i) 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝑇) = 𝑑𝑛(𝑇).    

(ii) 𝑇 is a star.   

(iii) 𝛼(𝑇) = 1  

(iv) The set of all end vertices of 𝑇 is a vertex cover of 𝑇. 

Proof. Since in a tree, there exists a unique path between every pair of vertices, the shortest 

path and the longest path connecting a pair of vertices are the same. Hence the result follows 

from Theorem 1.3. 

Theorem 2.12 Let 𝑇 be a tree of order 𝑛 ≥ 3. Then 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝑇) = 𝑛 − 1 if and only if 𝑇is either 

a star or a double star. 

Proof. Since in a tree, there exists a unique path between every pair of vertices, the result 

follows from Theorem 1.4. 

Theorem 2.13 For the complete graph 𝐾𝑛(𝑛 ≥  3),  𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐾𝑛) = 𝑛 − 1. 

Proof. Since in a complete graph, every pair of distinct vertices are adjacent, at least 𝑛 − 1 

vertices of 𝐾𝑛 are needed to cover the all the edges of 𝐾𝑛. Also any pair of adjacent vertices of 

𝐾𝑛  forms a minimum detour set of 𝐾𝑛 . Then by Theorem 2.4, 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐾𝑛) ≥ 𝑛 − 1. Also by 

Theorem 2.8 (ii), 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐾𝑛) ≠ 𝑛, since 𝑛 ≥ 3. Thus 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝐾𝑛) = 𝑛 − 1. 

Theorem 2.14  For the wheel 𝑊𝑛 = 𝐾1 + 𝐶𝑛−1(𝑛 ≥ 5), 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝑊𝑛) = ⌈
𝑛−1

2
⌉ + 1. 
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Proof. Let 𝐶𝑛: 𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛−1, 𝑣1 be the cycle of 𝑊𝑛 and 𝑥, the vertex of 𝐾1 in 𝑊𝑛. Then 𝑆 =

{𝑥, 𝑣1, 𝑣3, … , 𝑣
2⌈

𝑛−1

2
⌉−1

} is a 𝑑𝑛𝛼-set of 𝑊𝑛. Hence 𝑑𝑛𝛼(𝑊𝑛) = ⌈
𝑛−1

2
⌉ + 1. 

Theorem 2.15  Let 𝑆 be a minimum detour dominating set of a connected graph 𝐺. Then 𝑆 is 

a detour vertex cover of 𝐺 if and only if 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is an independent set. 

Proof. Let 𝑆 be a minimum detour dominating set of 𝐺. If 𝑆 is a detour vertex cover of 𝐺, then 

every edge of 𝐺 has at least one end in 𝑆. Hence no two vertices in 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 are adjacent so 

that 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 is independent.  

Conversely, let 𝑉(𝐺) − 𝑆 be an independent set of 𝐺. Then every edge of 𝐺 has at least 

one end in 𝑆 so that 𝑆 is also a vertex cover of 𝐺. Hence 𝑆is a detour vertex cover of 𝐺. 

3. Conclusion 

 In this paper, we introduced a new graph theoretic parameter, ‘The detour vertex 

covering number’ of a graph and discussed its properties. Detour vertex covering number of 

some standard graphs like complete graph, star graph, wheel graph are determined. Connected 

graphs of order 𝑛 with detour vertex covering number 2 and 𝑛 are characterized. The results 

given in this paper will be useful in the future study on connected detour vertex covering 

number, upper detour vertex covering number, open detour vertex covering number etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has emerged as a powerful approach for 

automating the translation of text between different languages. Unlike traditional statistical 

machine translation systems, which relied on complex linguistic rules and hand-engineered 

features, NMT utilizes deep neural networks to learn the translation patterns directly from 

large amounts of bilingual data. This paradigm shift has significantly improved the quality of 

more fluent and accurate machine translations. 

Introduction 

Neural machine translation revolutionizes the translation process by utilizing artificial 

intelligence to automatically convert text from one language to another, eliminating the need 

for human involvement. 

The main objective of NMT is to produce accurate translations that capture the essence 

of the source language and convey it effectively in the target language. Traditionally, human 

translators have been relied upon for this task, but now machine translation has made 

remarkable advancements and is making a positive impact worldwide. The days of depending 

on someone else to translate a text into your native language or any other language are 

diminishing. Thanks to smartphone applications, anyone can easily comprehend the content on 

signboards, books, and more.  

Machine translation employs various methodologies to achieve its goals 

Rule-based Machine Translation: RBMT systems rely on explicit linguistic rules to perform 

translations. These systems follow predetermined instructions on how words or phrases in the 

source language should be rendered in the target language. However, this approach demands 

significant manual effort and poses challenges when scaling to multiple languages. 

Statistical Machine Translation: This model relies on a large language resource 

containing extensive and structured sets of texts. These models are trained to identify the most 

probable translation based on the frequency of word sequences. 

Neural Machine Translation: Neural machine translation is an approach that utilizes 

artificial neural networks to predict the probability of a sequence of words. It has emerged as 

the predominant model in modern machine translation. 
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Principles of Neural Networks 

In a neural network, there exist three layers: the Input Layer, Hidden Layers, and Output 

Layer. The Input Layer consists of independent variables, denoted as X, which serve as 

predictors. These inputs are gathered from external sources like textual data, images, audio, or 

video files. In a neural network, these Xs represent information received from sensory organs. 

The Output Layer produces the result of the neural network. In regression problems, it 

can be a numerical value, while in classification problems, it can be a binary or multi-class 

label. 

Additionally, the output can include tasks such as handwriting recognition, audio or 

image classification, or text categorization. 

Apart from the Input and Output layers, Neural Networks incorporate Hidden Layers 

that extract features for the model. 

 

Deep Learning is an advanced technology founded on neural networks that aims to 

mimic the workings of the human cortex. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) serves as 

fundamental network architectures upon which other deep learning models are constructed. 

RNNs encompass a diverse range of deep learning architectures and possess the ability to 

process sequences of varying lengths using their internal state (memory). Let's consider that 

RNNs possess memory, capturing, storing, and utilizing processed information to compute the 

outcome.  

Currently, two types of RNN can be identified: 

❖ Bidirectional RNN: These operates in two directions, enabling the output layer to 

simultaneously gather information from past and future states. 

❖ Deep RNN: These consists of multiple layers, allowing the deep learning model to extract 

more hierarchical information.  

RNNs are primarily employed in text translation. 

In addition to RNNs, there exist other models in neural networks, including Long Short-

Term Memory, Convolutional Neural Networks, Deep Belief Network, and Deep Stacking 

Network. 
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Frameworks for constructing NMT applications 

Several popular frameworks are commonly utilized for building neural machine 

translation (NMT) applications. Here are a few examples:  

❖ TensorFlow 

❖ PyTorch 

❖ OpenNMT 

❖ Marian 

❖ Fairseq 

❖ Nematus 

These frameworks represent only a subset of the commonly used options for NMT 

applications. The choice of framework often depends on specific requirements and familiarity 

with the framework. 

How to Train Machine Translation Engine 

A machine translation engine offers many advantages, with reduced translation times 

and minimized use of human resources being the main benefits. AI-powered machine 

translation engines leverage data to identify correlations and structures, extracting information 

from vast amounts of data to tackle problems that would require thousands or millions of hours 

for a human to process.By incorporating machine learning and deep learning techniques, the 

capabilities of a machine translation engine are enhanced, allowing for continuous 

improvement in the results provided. However, achieving enhanced translation quality relies 

on effective training. 

The training process for a machine translation engine can be summarized in four steps:  

Incorporation of base data 

Training an engine requires high-quality data in the form of translated sentence 

examples from the source language to the target language. 

Data cleaning and normalization 

After collecting raw data, it is essential to clean and normalize it, which includes tasks 

like ensuring the correct use of quotation marks in both languages. Once this is done, the 

translation engine can be fed with appropriate data. 

Possibility of sentiment analysis 

Advanced technologies enable translation engines to analyze the sentiment of texts, 

understanding and considering the true meaning of a text or the speaker's intention during 

translation. This involves combining machine learning and NLP. 
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Maintenance 

Basic training can span several days, and measures such as a 'stop criterion' allow the 

engine to automatically determine when it has stopped learning anything new, thus avoiding 

wastage of time. Additionally, in the case of specialized models for a specific domain, training 

will be performed using the available data, with the level of specialization determining the 

aggressiveness or conservatism of the training. 

Achieving optimal results necessitates continuous training beyond the initial phase. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of NMT 

Let's begin with the advantages of using machine translation from the perspective of 

professional translators. 

❖ Speed: Provides nearly instant translations. 

❖ Scalability: Capable of handling vast amounts of content rapidly. 

❖ Flexibility: One system can translate content into multiple languages. 

❖ User-friendliness: Easy to use for both language professionals and everyday users. 

❖ Integration: Language professionals can use machine translation to expedite their 

workflow. 

❖ Automation: Automating the initial translation stage accelerates the entire process, making 

it more affordable for the end client. 

These advantages contribute to an efficient translation process, allowing translators to 

automate the first step and edit the output to deliver the final content faster. This reduces 

turnaround times and enables professional translators to deliver 100% quality at lower rates 

compared to translating without machine translation. 

The main disadvantages of machine translation are related to output quality: 

❖ Quality: Even the best AI translation tools are still far from matching the quality of 

professional translators. 

❖ Consistency: The quality of machine translation varies significantly based on the 

complexity of the input language and the linguistic gap between the source and target 

languages. 

❖ Word-for-word output: Despite advancements, algorithms still predominantly produce 

translations that closely resemble word-for-word equivalents. 

❖ Grammar: Although significant progress has been made in recent years, machine 

translation still faces challenges with grammar, particularly when dealing with languages 

that have substantially different grammatical systems. 
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❖ Context: While AI technologies have made significant strides in contextual 

understanding, the final results are still far from matching the capabilities of humans. 

❖ Nuance: Algorithms struggle to grasp and replicate the intricate nuances of human 

language. 

Despite the significant advancements in artificial intelligence over the past few 

decades, the quality of machine translation output has only seen marginal improvements 

compared to the abilities of professional translators. This demonstrates the complexity of 

language comprehension and why the human brain remains the most powerful "computer" 

when it comes to the subtle aspects of communication. 

The Future of NMT 

Lionbridge's R&D teams estimate that Neural Machine Translation is improving at a 

rate of 3-7% per year. Current machine translation systems often face difficulties in capturing 

context and generating translations that account for the surrounding text. Future models are 

expected to incorporate better contextual understanding and consider the broader context to 

produce more accurate and contextually appropriate translations. 

In the future, machine translation systems have the potential to translate spoken 

conversations in real-time, translate text within images or videos, and offer broader translation 

solutions across different forms of media. 

Effective cooperation between humans and machines holds the key to the future of 

machine translation. Human translators will remain essential in tasks such as post-editing, 

ensuring quality, and fine-tuning translations generated by machines. The development of user 

interfaces and tools will enable smooth collaboration between human translators and machine 

translation systems. 

Conclusion  

Despite its success, NMT still faces challenges such as handling rare or out-of-

vocabulary words, translating idiomatic expressions, and handling language pairs with limited 

parallel data. Ongoing research aims to address these challenges through techniques such as 

sub word modelling, transfer learning, and reinforcement learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, automatic glaucoma identification is done by feature extraction and 

classification techniques. In this paper, feature extraction in frequency domain 

technique is applied with the combination of wavelet transform with Harr functions 

and the concept of directional filter bank from contourlet transform are exclusively 

used for automatic Glaucoma identification. The feature extraction techniques achieve 

higher accuracy than those of the normal frequency domain methods, and traditional 

neural network-based classification algorithms used for better classification. 

Keywords: Glaucoma, Wavelet transform, contourlet transform, Support Vector Machines.  

Introduction 

              Glaucoma is an eye disease normally caused by the variations of Intra-Ocular Pressure 

in the eye, and it leads to blindness [1]. If the disease is not found in the early stage, the affected 

person may lose his vision. The anterior chamber of the eye is filled with liquid.  If there is no 

proper drainage, it leads to blindness. So, it should be identified in the early stages to cure the 

patient. Glaucoma is the second leading cause of peripheral blindness worldwide and results in 

the neuro-degeneration of the optic nerve, when the damage to the optic nerve fibers occurs, 

blind spots develop and blind spots usually go undetected until optic nerve is significantly 

damaged [2]. Early detection and treatment are keys to prevent vision loss from glaucoma. It 

is useful to identify efficient methods by research to detect glaucoma in the initial stages. The 

proposed system is used to reduce the processing time taken by the existing techniques of 

manual-based algorithm without compromising on speed, accuracy, sensitivity, cost and 

compatibility of the product with relevance to image processing concepts.  

              Glaucoma affects retinal nerve fiber, due to high intra-ocular pressure in the retina. 

Retinal nerve fiber is one which carries information from the eye to the brain. Glaucoma affects 

mainly peripheral vision [3]. Texture-based analysis plays a pivotal role for the diagnosis of 

glaucoma from fundus image [4]. A number of diagnostic tools and algorithms are being 

developed by the researchers to identify this disease. But developing an automatic diagnosing 

tool with accurate identification is quite challenging. This is because these tools need more 

accuracy and response compared to the diagnostic tools used for 
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other diseases [5]. A system was developed to diagnose glaucoma by automatically using the 

texture and higher-order features in the fundus images. The extracted features are classified 

using Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random forest and Naïve Bayesian classifiers. The 

three classifiers were compared and evaluated using some performance indices. Another 

system is proposed to find the fundus images in the optic disc boundary of the retinal images 

of the patients. The system is used to find Diabetic Retinopathy and Risk of Macular Edema 

from edge detection and optic disc detection techniques [6]. Gabor wavelet function is 

implemented for feature extraction using both time and frequency domains. The wavelet 

transform with Gabor filter bank function has got better result than other time domain functions 

[7]. Texture features are taken using frequency domain techniques such as Harr function, DWT 

transform and directional filter bank application using Contourlet transform [8,9]. 

          In this paper the proposed system, which automatically and accurately detects the early 

stage of glaucoma from the set of fundus eye images and extract the image features using 

Discrete Wavelet transform with Harr functions and Contourlet Transform. Then the 

classification is done using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) 

Preprocessing 

The preprocessed fundus image is retrieved after Region of Interest and high intensity 

point detection. ROI selection has a number of advantages which do not select the unwanted 

region of the image so that it reduces image size and the time consumption of the processing 

algorithms. Further, the fundus image contains brightness, and it is extracted by high intensity 

point selection. The unwanted noise is also removed by using this preprocessing technique. 

Methodology 

The block diagram of the proposed enhanced feature extraction and classification 

techniques of the system shown in Figure.1.The real fundus image database with and without 

glaucoma is collected from a nearby eye hospital. In the pre-processing stage, green plane 

extraction, highest intensity point detection, and region of interest detection are taken from the 

fundus images. 

     The spatial-based feature extraction techniques applied to the fundus images may not give 

better performance for automatic detection of diseases. Hence the texture features are extracted 

using frequency domain techniques such as Discrete Wavelet Transform and the Contourlet 

transform individually. 
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Figure. 1 Block diagram of the proposed system 

 

i) Feature Extraction Using Wavelet Transform 

Texture features using wavelet transforms in image processing are often employed to 

overcome the generalization of features. In DWT, the image is represented in terms of the 

frequency of content of local regions over a range of scales. This representation provides a 

framework for the analysis of image features, which are independent in size and can often be 

characterized by their frequency domain properties [10]. The aim of this work is to 

automatically classify normal eye images and glaucoma eye images based on the distribution 

of average texture features obtained from three prominent wavelet families of equations (1),(2) 

and (3). 

 

The fundus image is fed into high pass filter banks in row ways and fed to the down 

sampler. Then, the image is fed to low pass filter banks in column ways and also to own 

sampler. 

Thus, DWT is applied to image to get an approximate clean and detail information. 

Thus, the approximation of the image is found with clear details using multi frequency bands 

by applying low pass and high pass filter banks row-and column-wise. The image is subdivided 

into four sub bands using wavelet transform which are HH, LH, HL and LL (approximation), 

and Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a set of basis functions (wavelets). 
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     Figure. 2 Output of Discrete wavelet with Harr LL, HH, HL and LH component 

ii) Feature Extraction Using Contourlet Transform 

 The Contourlet Transform is one of the recent transforms in image processing for 

feature extraction applications. In this transform, the given input images are directed to various 

orientations in multiple scales with flexible aspect ratios. The dominant features in the given 

input image are easily captured by this transform using image contours. In this transform, 

different and multi-scale directional systems are used compared to other transforms. It allows 

different and flexible number of directions at each scale. It has a large number of filter banks 

which make this transform computationally more efficient. Classification involves the 

segregation of the extracted features into the relevant assigned classes.The real skill is to study 

the geometry in images derived from the discrete signals. The technique is fully developed with 

the discrete domain so that we can elaborately explore the images. Here, we have built the 

image with multiresolution and multi direction using cavities which are discrete in nature. The 

contourlet consists of two steps, namely multiscale decomposition and directional 

decomposition. Only directional decomposition is applied here by directional filter bank. The 

output of the directional filter bank contains the Hue moment feature, GLCM feature and 

energy feature. These features are used for classification of glaucoma. 

Classification 

The extracted features are loaded as dataset, and these datasets are used for classification of 

glaucoma fundus images. In this paper The Support vector machines,Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) are used. The classifier which produces the best result is used for classification 

in the final automatic glaucoma identification system.              

SVM classification 

SVM is an efficient classifier for the classification of complex data. It can be used for 

the classification of linearly separable and non-separable data. The classes in the training data 

are separated by a decision line or margin. The data points touched by this decision line are 
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called support vectors. Based on the majority of the support vectors, the class is assigned to the 

unknown query under analysis. Here, glaucoma and non-glaucoma are classified effectively 

with TPR and FPR. The ROC curve is drawn between TPR and FPR as shown in Figure.3. 

 

Figure. 3 ROC for Glaucoma classification using SVM 

 

 ii) LDA 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a traditional method used for data classification 

applications. This method handles the data easily where the frequencies of data in a class are 

unequal, and their performance are evaluated and tested by generating random test data. This 

method finds the ratio of between-class variance to the within-class variance in any particular 

dataset using maximization and there by guaranteeing maximal reparability. Linear 

Discriminant Analysis is mostly used for data classification for speech recognition. This 

method is also used for feature data classification. Here, Glaucoma and Non-glaucoma are 

classified with TPR and FPR. The ROC curve is drawn between TPR and FPR is shown in 

figure.4 
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Figure. 4 ROC for Glaucoma disease classification using LDA 

Conclusion 

The objective of this research paper is to develop a system which automatically 

identifies extracts and classifies glaucoma and non-glaucoma sets of fundus images. The image 

is preprocessed, extracted and classified. By applying frequency methods, a computer-based 

system is developed to automatically detect Glaucoma. Here, an Enhanced Feature Extraction 

technique is done by combining wavelet and contourlet transforms, and the classification is 

done by Support Vector Machine. The extracted features are taken efficiently and effectively 

by the proposed technique. 
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ABSTRACT 

The United Nations Organization came into existence on October 24, 1945. When the 

United Nations Charter had been ratified by a majority of the original 51 Member States. The 

day is now celebrated each year around the world as United Nations Day. The purpose of the 

United Nations Organization is bring all nations of the world together to work for peace and 

Development, based on the principles of justice, human dignity and the well-being of all people. 

It allows countries to balance global interdependence and national interests when addressing 

international problems.The League of Nations had been established by the European 

powers after the First World War in order to maintain permanent peace in the world 

and to prevent the danger of war. But this great organization utterly failed to achieve 

its ultimate aim due to the selfishness of different countries. The League of Nations 

was solely based upon the idea of international cooperation. But this idea failed and 

the Second World War raised its hydra-headed hood. It was the greatest failure of the 

League of Nations. 

Keywords: Charter Member State United Nations Security Council International 

Peace International Court of Justice 

Introduction 

The Second World War proved to be more destructive than the First World War. It 

brought in its train several destructive and disastrous results to the whole mankind. 

The destruction of both the material wealth and the human life was wrought during 

the course of the Second World War on the large scale. The people of the whole world 

were scared of the consequences of this war and, therefore, they wanted to get rid of 

the war for ever. Although they had failed in their first experiment which had been 

made to establish permanent peace in the world, yet they were not disappointed at their 

failures. In spite of the League of Nations, the politicians were hopeful that the world 

peace could only be established by the idea of mutual cooperation, harmony and the 

feeling of internationalism. This idea gave birth to the United Nations Organization. 

In the words of Prof. Mookerjee: 

              “……. in spite of past failures man’s optimism is irrepressible and he has 

looked forward even in the midst of moral perils of this hideous war, to the prospect 

of realizing the ideal of one ‘World State’ in which all nations may dwell together in 

unity. It is this ideal which gave birth to the United Nations Organization.” 
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The Atlantic Charter 

On the 14
th day of August in 1941, Roosevelt, the President of the United States of 

America, and Churchill, the Prime Minister of Great Britain met together on a ship in 

the Atlantic Ocean near Newfoundland. Both of them made a very important 

declaration, which contained the aims and fundamental principles for the reconstruction 

of the post-war world. It was called the ‘Atlantic Charter’ in which an idea was 

expressed with the hope of a better future for the world. In this charter, they made the 

declaration: 

  “We want to establish peace in the world, we accept the principle of self- 

determination and the formation of a state by every nation and we want the freedom 

of international trade for every nation. In the end, the hope was expressed that every 

state by renouncing the war adopt peaceful means to settle the national disputes and 

conflicts.” 

The Atlantic Charter contained eight principles, which were as follows: 

No territorial changes would be made without the freely expressed wishes of the peoples 

concerned. 

Every nation would have the right to choose its own form of government. 

The rights of sovereignty and self-government would be restored to those countries which 

were deprived thereof. 

All people would be guaranteed a life free from fear of external aggression and efforts 

would be made to enable  all  citizens  to  live freely within the boundaries of their 

respective nations. 

No country would be allowed to take any advantage from the war, i.e., the policy of 

the renunciation of aggrandisement – territorial or economic – would be adopted. 

All nations would have the right to get raw materials from any part of the world. 

All countries would have the right to enjoy the freedom to traverse the high seas   and 

oceans without hindrance. Efforts would be made regarding the abandonment of the use 

of force. These principles were accepted by twenty-six nations in the beginning. The 

representatives of these nations signed on this document on January 2, 1942. This 

document was known as the Declaration of the United Nations. 

Establishment of the United Nations Organization 

In this way, the Atlantic Charter of 1942 embodied a common programme of purposes 

and principles. It had suggested that an international organization must be established 
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after the war in order to preserve peace in the world. The Alies also thought it 

necessary to form a comprehensive organization for the maintenance of peace. For this 

purpose, the Foreign Ministers of four big powers, i.e., U.S.S.R., China, Great Britain 

and U.S.A. met at Moscow in November 1943. In this conference, they decided to 

establish at the earliest possible of sovereign equality of all those states which believed 

in peace. 

In October 1944, another conference was convened at Dumbarton Oaks, a place in the 

city of Washington. Representatives of Great Britain, Russia, china and America took 

part in this conference. They placed a comprehensive scheme of an international 

organization before other nations of the world. This scheme was fully discussed in the 

conference of San Francisco in which the delegated of fifty countries took part. This 

conference was convened in April 1945. After a long discussion, the delegates 

accepted the scheme and they published the United Nations Charter. About 48 nations 

signed on this charter. Thus, the United Nations Organization came into existence on 

October 24, 1945. 

Member States  

Currently made up of 193 Member States, the UN and its work are guided by the 

purposes and principles contained in its founding Charter. The UN has evolved over 

the years to keep peace with a rapidly changing world. 

Aims of the United Nations Organization 

The fundamental aims of the U.N.O were clearly explained in the preamble of the 

United Nations Charter. The founder nations of the U.N.O., indeed, intended to 

preserve peace and security in the whole world, to establish friendship and mutual 

cooperation among all nations, to solve the problems of different countries on the basis 

of international cooperation, to rectify the international disputes in a peaceful manner 

and to recognize the fundamental rights and freedom of all people without having any 

discrimination of caste, religion, sex, language and culture. However, it was not 

intended to intervene in the internal matters of any country. In the words of an eminent 

historian: 

“The United Nations is an association of states which have pledged themselves, 

through signing   the charter, to maintain international peace and security and to 

cooperate in establishing political, economic and social conditions under which this 

task can be surely achieved. Nothing is contained in this charter which shall authorize 
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the Organization to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic 

jurisdiction of any state”. 

In brief the fundamental aims of the U.N.O. as set forth in the Charter were: 

To maintain and preserve international peace and security. 

To develop friendly relations and harmony among the countries. 

To grant equal rights and self-determinations to all counties. 

To solve economic, social, cultural and humanitarian problems through international 

cooperation. 

To promote respect for human rights, dignity and freedom. 

Not to intervene in the matters which are directly related with the domestic 

jurisdiction of any country. 

Structure of the United Nations 

 The main parts of UN structure are; 

The General Assembly. 

The Security Council. 

The Economic and Social Council. 

The Trusteeship Council. 

The International Court of Justice. 

The Secretariat. 

All were established in 1945 when the UN was founded. 

The General Assembly 

It is a deliberative body of the United Nations organization. It may also be regarded as a 

parliament of nations. This body  consists  of  five  representatives  of each member-state. 

But  each  member-state  has  only  one  vote.  For  ordinary matters, a simple and bare 

majority is enough for decision  but  on  important questions, a majority of  at least two-

third vote  is necessary.  The  main  function  of this organ is to consider over the questions 

relating to international  peace  and security and to discuss other important international 

problems. It has no decisive power. It can only put  its  recommendations  before  the  

Security  Council.  The decisive power has been granted to the Security Council under 

the constitutions of U.N.O. Its general convention is convened in the month of 

September each year. But the General Secretary has a right to call a special convention 

on the request of the Security Council. The General Assembly is also an electing body. 

It has been empowered to elect the temporary members of the Security Council and 

all members of the Trusteeship Council and the Economic and Social Council. The 
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General assembly approves the yearly budget of the United Nations Organization and 

thus, it controls finances of this great institutions. 

The Security Council 

           It is the chief executive body of the U.N.O. It consists of eleven members-five 

permanent and six temporary. The ‘Big Five’ (Russia, China, U.S.A., France and 

great Britain) are the permanent members of the Security Council of U.N.O. The 

temporary members are elected by the General assembly for two-year term approved 

by a majority of two-third vote. Each member of the Council has only one vote. It is 

the most powerful organ of the U.N.O. Its main function is to preserve peace and 

security in the world. It has the right to final decision regarding every matter. It has 

been empowered to enquire and rectify international disputes, to prevent the 

possibility of war and to take effective steps against the aggressor. It can take 

diplomatic and economic steps against those nations which violate the constitution of 

U.N.O. But in special condition, it can also take military action against such nations. 

The decisions of the Security Council require the affirmative vote of any seven 

members of the council, but in case of substantive matters, the affirmative vote of all 

the five permanent members must be included in the majority of seven. In other words, 

none of its decisions can be implemented till it has the support of all the five permanent 

members. It is called the veto power that has been granted to the ‘Big Five’. The big 

powers misused the veto power on several occasions and, therefore, this factor has 

more or less made the Security Council ineffective. Moreover, it has also divided the 

world into two camps. 

The Economic and Social Council 

This council is composed of eighteen members (there are twenty-seven members at 

present). All members of this council are elected  by  the  General Assembly. It is directly 

responsible to the General Assembly and works under the direction of this organ. The 

fundamental principle of this body is to build a world of greater stability and well-being, 

to create a spirit of universal  respect  for  human rights and to promote a higher cultural 

educational standard. Its main function is to raise the standard of living of the people, to 

assure them of the human rights and employment, to promote social and economic 

standard and to encourage the spirit of fundamental rights and freedom. This organ  

believes  in  that  a  better  atmosphere can only be created for the maintenance of 

world peace when the people enjoy a high economic and social standard of living. In 
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this way, it has nothing to do with politics, but its work is to remove social and economic 

causes of the war in future. 

The Social and economic Council works through the cooperation of several special 

committees and commissions, such as , the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (U.N.E.S.C.O.), the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 

Administration (U.N.R.R.A.), Food and Agricultural Organization (F.A.O.), 

International Labour organization (I.L.O.), International Bank, World Health 

Organization (W.H.O.)  etc. The Council also appoints special committees and 

commissions work under the guidance of the Social and Economic Council. They study 

the social and economic problems of the world and put their reports and 

recommendations before the Council. The Social and Economic Council places these 

reports and recommendations before the General Assembly and also before different 

nations. This organ has rendered undoubtedly great services to the mankind in the 

course of the last few years. 

The Trusteeship Council 

This Council is composed of the representatives of permanent members of the Security 

Council, representatives of all those states which hold the administration of colonies 

and some other representatives elected by the General Assembly. The main function 

of the Trusteeship Council is to preserve the interests of the territories handed over to 

it and to help the General Assembly in the administration of those countries over which 

the U.N.O. holds Trusteeship. This council is directly related with those territories. 

which were formerly held under the Mandate system of the league of Nations; which have 

been snatched away from the enemy states as a result of the Second World War; which 

were voluntarily placed under the Trusteeship Council by the statesresponsible for 

their administration. Its main object is to raise the standard of administration of the 

colonial countries. The colonial countries place theadministrative report of their 

respective colonies before the Trusteeship  Council.   This   Council also listens to the 

complaints of the colonies. But it has no power to take any effective step to remove 

those complaints. 

The International Court of Justice 

It is the judicial organ of the U.N.O. It is the same organization which successfully 

worked as an integral part of the League of Nations. It is composed of fifteen judges 

elected by the General Assembly and the Security Council for nine years. Its main 

function is to solve the legal difficulties that arise between different states and to give 
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advisory opinions on any legal question referred to it by the General Assembly and 

the Security Council. 

The Secretariat 

It consist of the working staff of the U.N.O. The chief controlling officer of the Secretariat 

is called the Secretary General  who  is  appointed  by  the  General Assembly on the 

recommendation  of  the Security Council.  The function of this body is to assist all bodies 

of the U.N.O. The Secretary General is required  to  make  an annual progress report of  the  

U.N.O.  and place it before the General Assembly.  He has also the right to draw the 

attention  of  the  Security  Council  to  any  specific matter which, in his opinion, may 

create danger for world peace and security. 

Conclusion  

Since the inception of the U.N.O., these bodies have been doing their work with great interest 

and devotion, and though the U.N.O. may not have achieved any spectacular political success, 

these other organizations have made real contribution in their respective fields. In the political 

field, the United Nations was cooperation between big nations, specially between America and 

Russia. But this cooperation has been day by day going down and with it the utility of the 

United Nations Organization.  
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ABSTRACT 

In social set up, Tamils witnessed caste segregation, economic disparities and religious 

variations. Based upon Varna system, the Aryans divided the society into four classes, viz., the 

Brahmins, the Kshatriyas, the Vaiyas and the Sudras. With the coming of the Aryans into South 

India the already existing indigenous divisions and subdivisions,based upon occupation of the 

society came to be amalgamated with these fourfold divisions. The Brahmins who occupied 

good position in the society made their children to get all kinds of education. Coimbatore, 

Erode, Salem and Dharmapuri Districts belong to the west zone where Puplic are living in 

villages engaging in agriculture. The Puplic of Coimbatore District were the pioneers in 

introducing modern inputs in agriculture. 

Keywords: Society -  Brahmins – non Brahmins – Mudaliars- Vellalars -  Chettairs-  Nairs-  

Naidus-  Reddys-  Naicks and Kammalas. 

Introduction  

In social set up, Tamils witnessed caste segregation, economic disparities and religious 

variations. Based upon Varna system, the Aryans divided the society into four classes, viz., the 

Brahmins, the Kshatriyas, the Vaiyas and the Sudras. With the coming of the Aryans into South 

India the already existing indigenous divisions and subdivisions,based upon occupation of the 

society came to be amalgamated with these fourfold divisions. Yet this Aryan system did not 

completely overcome the existing class structure in the Tamil region. With the passage of time 

of the fourfold system which mingled with the social divisions, the Tamils came to be classified 

into three Primary divisions viz., the Brahmins, the caste- Hindus and the depressed classes. 

Classification of the Society  

 The Brahmins who were in upper strata of the society occupied an eminent position in 

the society. The Brahmins were only three percent of the population of the Madras Presidency 

and resided at the place known as Agrahara. They have a long tradition of Sanskrit learning. 

They were noted for highly conservative nature and supremacy. They were divided into a 

number of endogamous groups and were not evenly settled down in madras Presidency. Nearly 

half of the Tamil Brahmins lived in the three districts of Thanjavur, Thiruchirapalli and 

Tirunelveli. Thanjavur was considered to be the citadel of the community. About nine percent 

of the total population, of Thanjavur was   Brahmins. In Tamil Nadu there were two broad 
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categories of Brahmins, namely,Iyers and Iyengars and among the occupational Tamil 

Brahmins there were the Vedic Brahmins, domestic Brahmins and temple priests. In the 

Malabar region of the Madras Presidency, the Tamil Brahmins and the Malabar Brahmins 

better known as Nambudrisand enjoyed higher status. The temple priestsplayed a vital role in 

the society. They regulated religious life and mingled with the people in the day-to-day 

activities. 

 The Reorganization of the administrative system in the nineteenth century gave a lot of 

opportunities to the Brahmins to improve their standard of life. They becomethe elite and 

administrative groups of the Tamil society. In course of time, they occupied a dominant and 

privileged position in the social setup. They led a luxurious and convenient life at home while the 

other caste were tilling the soil or engaging in trade activities. The Brahmins gave their lands to the 

non-Brahmin tenants for lease and they also cultivated the lands with the help of the labourers. 

Thus the Brahmins got income from the landed property and temple assets. 

Brahmins 

 The Brahmins who occupied good position in the society made their children to get all 

kinds of education. As a result, they got postings in the administration, and their exodus, to 

towns started. Further, as they were considered an elite class, theygot involved in the political 

activities and influenced the masses highly. 

 All the socio- political and religious activities were dominated by the Brahmins which 

was highly responsible for the aggravation of the caste system in Tamil Nadu. The growth of  

anti-Brahmanism compelled the Brahmins to seek anonymity, which only large amorphous 

metropolitan crowds could provide. 

Non -Brahmins 

 The Caste- Hindus placed next to the Brahmins in the social strata. Among them, 

Mudaliars, Vellalars, Chettairs, Nairs, Naidus, Reddys, Naicks and Kammalas gained great 

influence over the society. They were called non-Brahmin caste – Hindus.  

Among the caste- Hindus, the Nairs were considered caste Hindus in Malabar region.  

The Vellala was highly respected and was an influential caste among the non- Brahmin caste 

– Hindus. 

 There are several categories of the Vellalas, such as ThondaimandalamVellalas 

(SaivaVellalas), karkartavellalas, NanchinaduVellalas, KonguVellalas,etc.Invariably,they 

were land. 
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Vellala 

 ‘Vellala’ the word in Tamil denotes ‘cultivator’. Simultaneously it also denotes a major 

caste spread out in all the areas of the Tamil country, i.e.,Thodaimandalam, Cholamandalam, 

KonguMandalam and Pandya Mandalam and subdivided on territorial basis, and then further 

divided into numerous sub- castes. The outstanding feature of this case is that the members are 

large scale landowners and cultivators whose ownership goes back in time. Historically, the 

Vellalas were linked to a group of chieftains and petty chiefs called Velir, the earliest references 

to whom are found in the Sangam anthologies. Since the beginning of the Christian era up to 

the Muhammadam invasion in the Fourteenth Century A.D. the vellalaa played roles of varying 

importance.  

 Even though the centralized political power in Tamil country weakened from the 

fourteenth century, due to alien invasions, the aliens associated themselves with the indigenous 

elite group – the Vellalas. The seventeenth century Mandala Satakampoems (5 or 7 of which 

are devoted to extolling the past glories of Vellalas) are interpreted as ideological statements 

of an ancient and continuing though challenged, dominance of Tamil Vellalas. A series of 

inscription at Vikramasingapuram, Courtallam, Kanyakumari, etc. point to yet another Vellala 

family associated with Government in Tirunelveli Principality. Vadamalaiyappa Pillaiyam, a 

KarkattaVellala from Kayanur in Madurai district is mentioned as Karyattu- K-Karttar (agent 

for administration) to TirumalNayak. Renovation and construction of temple at Tentirupperai, 

Titukkolur, Sankarankoil, Knyakumari, Tiruchedur and Courtallam are attributed to him. 

 The Vellalas, as administrative motif, recurs often in the family and state histories of 

the numerous Palayappattus and Zamins in this area. For example,Chokkampatti, Sivagangai, 

Ettaiyapuram, Panjalamkurichi, Ramanathapuram, etc. in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries the Vellalas were considered a powerful local caste. 

Maravas 

The Maravas were warriors casteand not interested in agriculture or trade. Their 

economic base is smaller vis-a-vis the hostilities between Telugu and MaravaPoligars, Vellalas 

were uniformly sought out by both blocs for key ministerial assignment. The SaivaVellalas 

known for vegetarianism occupied a decent place in the society. They had good education and 

entered the government jobs in various categories. Besides, they engaged in ploughing 

operation which fetched them a considerable income from agriculture and increased their 

economic and social status on par with Brahmins. They established their individuality and 

identity in their social ceremonies by not inviting the Brahmins, the usual practice of other 
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caste people. The other Vellals lived throughout Tamil Nadu but they were notof the status 

equal that of SaivaVellalas in the society. 

Mudaliars 

 Mudaliars are another example of the Indian penchant for diversity in community. 

There are the ArcotMudaliars, Vellore Mudaliars. PoonamalleMudaliars,SengunthaMudaliars. 

They were all grouped under the generic name of Vellalar at one time or another. In Tamil 

country,Vellalar was the common name for people who engaged in agriculture. They were next to 

Brahmins in hierarchical terms, though the ArcotMudaliars considered themselves decidedly 

superior to Brahmins. Perhaps they distinguished themselves in education and generally in 

Anglophilia it was a location (Vellore) or occupation (Seng- untha- silk weaving) that made 

for sub- divisions in course of time. 

 ‘Mudaliar’ is a term that means the first- rank person, the leader or  the chief. This 

community is not intimidated by the airs of those above or the assertions of those below. But 

they are subject to the same influences that impinge on all communities in India. The 

Thondaimandala Mudaliars belonged to Thondainadu, also known as Thondaimandalam. 

Kancheepuram was its capital city. The Ekambareswarar Temple there was the place of 

worship of the ThondaimandalamMudaliars. The story brogan with Karikalacholan clearing 

the dense forest area around Kancheepuram, and settled there about 48,000 Vellala families 

from the present Tiruchirappali, Thanjavur and South Arcot regions. 

 The Mudaliars were highly cultured and staunch Saivaites. One group among them 

tilled the fields with sweat of their labour. Another group employed labour to work in the lands 

owned by them. They were also given to intellectual pursuitssaints, spiritualists, chieftains, 

administrators and thinkers from their ranks. The social transformation that took place in this 

community over the years can be witnessed at the life histories of the outstanding figures it has 

produced. The spiritual scholars, Sekkilar, the author of Periyapuranam (a biographical account 

of sixty – three ShaivateNayanmars) was named Arulmozhi. What ArulmozhiSekkizhar was 

in the world of scholarship, AriyanathaMualiar was in the field of  warfare Thondaimandala 

Mudaliar was the Thalavair (Commander- in – chief and Prime Minister) of four consecutive 

Nayak kings. An area at Sholavandan called Mudaliar fort was constructed by him, and 300 

families of Thondaimandalam were settled there. He was responsible for the construction of 

the “Thousand Pillared Hall” at the Madurai Meenakshiamman Temple. 

 In the nineteenth century, Vellagal Subramania Mudaliar was gifted with the ability to 

compose poetry in English and Tamil. Milton’s ‘Paradise Lost- Book I’, was translated by him, 

using Viruthappametre. When the Justice Party was formed in 1917 a number of Mudaliars 
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joined it. When the party took power in Madras, P.T. Rajan from Mudaliar ranks became a 

Minister. He also held the post of Chief Minister of the Madras Presidency for some time. S. 

Muthaiah Mudaliar was responsible for the first Government Order which provided reservation 

and employment in Government. Viduthalai S. Gurusamy, was next in rank to Periyar E. 

V.Ramaswamy in the “self Respect” Movement. He was a well- known editor of ‘Viduthalai’ 

newspaper and worked incessantly to remove the cobwebs of superstition in Tamil Nadu. K. 

Baladandayutham Mudaliar, was a prominent member of the Communist Party of India in the 

mid 1990s. He was editor in charge of “Janasakthi” and Theozhilarasu, papers run by the party. 

M.Bhaktavatsalam Mudaliar another stalwart of the community was the Chief Minister of 

Tamil Nadu and a Cabinet Minister of the State for a long period. O.V. Alagesanwho  belonged 

to the Congress Party was the Deputy Railway Minister in the Jawaharlal Nehru Cabinet. 

Thondaimandala Mudaliar’s service in the field of education was noteworthy due to several 

distinguished educationists like the twin brothers of Arcot Ramaswamy Mudaliar and Lakshma 

masamy Mudaliar, N.D. Sundara vadivelu, T. Muthian and Shanmugam, T.K. 

Chidambaranatha Mudaliar endeavoured to popularize Tamil literature. He was a torch – bearer 

of Tamil cultural renaissance. I the twentieth century ThondaimandalaMudaliars are included 

in the list of forward communities. 

Kammas 

 The Kammas and Velamas were the two major sections of the Naidu community. The 

Kammas were originally warriors by occupation. They were mainly agriculturists. The leading 

aristocrats of the Madras Presidency and landed Zamindars hailed form Velama group of Naidu 

caste. The Baliji Naidus, the chief Telugu trading castes were found scattered throughout the 

Madras Presidency. In the Tamil districts, they were known as Vadugans and Kavarais. 

Reddis 

 The Reddis, otherwise known as Kapus were the largest Telugu speaking single caste 

in the Madras Presidency. The Chettiars or Chettiswere next to the Vellala caste involved in 

trade and commercial activities. There were numerous sub-divisions among them of them, the 

most significant and influential group were Nattukottai Chettis, Beri Chetttis, Komattai Chettis 

and Vaniya Chettis. The Nattukottai Chettis were the most enterprising commercial 

community. 

 They were mostly traders and moneylenders. They are known for pious and charitable 

activities. They contributed a considerable share inendowments of various temples. The Beri 

Chettis had origin later than the Natukaottai Chetis. They also claim themselves to be Vaisyas 

in Kumbakonam region. They are both vegetarians and non- vegetarians among the Beri 
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Chettis and  Komatti Chettis, known as mercantile class, settled mostly in Salem, Coimbatore 

and Madurai. The Vaniya Chettis, the popular trader in oil, used to carry on business in oil seeds. 

They pressed the oil seeds and produced oil of a variety. They made a remarkable contribution 

to commercial prosperity besides the agricultural occupation. They were well known for their 

fragility. 

Kammalas and Visvakarmas 

 The artisan castes were a homogenous group constituting not less than onetenth of the 

total population. They were called as Kammalas and Visvakarmas, supposed to be descended 

from Visvakarma, the architect among gods. They believed that they are even superior to 

Brahmins. They also call themselves Asarees and Pattarsand they claim knowledge of the 

Vedas. The Kammalas are well organized and they practiced vegetarian food. The five 

divisions among them are Goldsmith (Tattan), Bras Smith (Kannan), Carpenter (Tachchan), 

Stonemason (kaltachchan) and Blacksmith (Kollan or Karuman). They are called Panchalas. 

The goldsmiths are not having the practice of intermarriage with the Kollam or Karuman 

(Ironsmiths) whereas the rest of others do so. They shaped the woods as plough, house roofs, 

windows and doors. Plough is needed for agriculture. They wear the holy thread and call 

themselves as Vishwa Brahmins. They maintain a higher place in the society their services are 

highly indispensable and useful to the society. The Telugu language is the mother tongue for 

the 35%+ of the population of Tamil Nadu. There are more than 20 m Telugu castes living in 

almost all the Districts of Tamil Nadu. Among them Kammahave more population (40 lakhs) 

whose concentration is in three regions of Tamil Nadu. (The Northern region, west and 

Southern regions). These people are not able to read and write except the people of border area 

of Andhra, but they have been following traditional customs and cultural activities.  

 The Kammashad their migration from the earliest period but more people have migrated 

during the Vijayanagar rule. Today the Kammapeople are known as Kammavar Naidu in some 

areas and Nayakkars in some other regions of Tamil Nadu, since they were the warriors of Naick 

Chiefs  in those  days. ‘Vadugu’ in Tamil means Telugu language. All the Telugu speaking people 

in Tamilnadu are ‘Vadugar’ including Kammas. Kamma’s social, economic and cultural life differs 

from zone to zone due to the ecological conditions. 

Conclusion  

 Coimbatore, Erode, Salem and Dharmapuri Districts belong to the west zone where 

Kamma people are living in villages engaging in agriculture. The Kamma people of 

Coimbatore District were the pioneers in introducing modern inputs in agriculture. They have 

fitted diesel and electric pump sets  in their wells at first in Tamil Nadu. Agro based industries 
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were started by Kammasin this region. Further they have cultivated commercial crops like 

cotton, sugarcane and tobacco and other horticulture plants.This helped to start ginning mills, 

spinning mills and textile mills in the area. Most of the people are in agriculture successfully 

and interested in agro based small scale industries. Pallars, Parians, Chakkiliyars, Kuluvas and 

Valluvasearned their daily wages in grain and gifts on special occasions. Their work was also 

most arduous for men and they performed the whole work of cultivation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The word ‘museum’ brings up different kinds of thought to different people. For some, 

it is a storehouse of treasures and curios of the past, while for others it may be a centre of 

learning that provides knowledge on various cultures or a place where dust covered objects 

are dumped in endless number of galleries. In India, there is generally a lack of awareness 

among the public about the concept of museums and what is actually stands for, despite the 

nearly two – century old museum heritage. The milieu is gradually changing thanks to the 

initiatives of various individuals and institutions. 

Keywords: Museum, Archaeology, Anthropology, Inscriptions, Coins, Geology 

Introduction 

         The term ‘museum’ derives from the Greek root mouseion, which means the temple of 

muses -  the nine Greek goddesses, who are the daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne according 

to the Greek mythology. These goddesses were revered as deities of various arts and crafts. 

Gradually, the term began to denote the place where antiquities and objects of arts, crafts and 

science are exhibited.  

          The word museum is a Latin word. The word museum first appears in the Oxford 

Dictionary in 1671. A museum is given many things like academy, library, college common 

space, academic hall, collection of exhibits. In 1688, The Royal University of London began 

to call the place where the collections were kept called as museum. Murray in 1904 and Whitlin 

in1949 helped to bring the word ‘museum’ into English. In India, it was initially called Wonder 

House and Saraswati Salai. It was called by various names like Exhibition Hall, Art Gallery, 

Showroom, while in Tamil, Arumborudkkatchi, Arungkatsiyagam and Arumporul Kappakam. 

Brief History 

           The history of museums can be traced back to the Classical period. The ‘mouseion’ of 

Alexandria, dating back to third century BC is considered as the earliest museum. Though the 

Chinese, the Japanese and several other communities did have private collections of objects of 

cultural and natural heritage in the early periods, the modern public museum is a European 

brainchild. Thus the history of modern museums does not go beyond the 17th century. The 

Renaissance movement, exchange of goods and idea with the opening up of trade routes, 

colonization, the growth of the places of worship of different faiths and patronage by the 
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kingdoms and churches contributed tremendously to the museum movement across the globe. 

Many museums were thrown open to the public from the 17th century onwards, important being 

the Louver Museum, Paris; the British Museum, London, and the Museum of Metropolitan Art, 

New York. The collections of these early museums not only upheld the patriotic fervour, but 

also provided  a place of prominence to various objects acquired by the Western countries from 

their colonies. Several museums were also set up in the colonies in the 19th and 20th centuries, 

e.g. the Indian Museum of Calcutta (1814). 

          Over the years, the nature of museums has been changing. Earlier there were only 

archaeological or anthropological museums, but now there are museums for almost each and 

every subject or category of objects on the earth. Nowadays more private museums are coming 

up across the world. In the modern museums, education goes hand in hand with entertainment. 

Keeping this trend in mind, many museums across the world create interactive exhibits, which 

provide entertainment as well as knowledge about the objects and various subjects. 

Icom  

        The International Council of Museums, known as ICOM, was set up in the year 1946 at 

Paris, to create awareness among the world population about the need to sustain museums in 

the community. In the post – Second World war period, the very presence of museums was 

used as a symbol for a country’s heritage and culture.  

         The ICOM defined Museums as a non-profit making industry in the service of the society. 

Museum performs various functions, such as collecting objects, documenting the collected 

objects, educating people about the collected objects and finally preserving them for posterity. 

Importance of Museum 

• Museums play an important part in heritage management. 

• Museums help to promote and boost heritage tourism. 

• Museums will emerge as major centres of informal learning, especially in the context of 

globalization which has been demolishing traditional ways of life and cultural systems 

across the globe. 

• Museums are indispensable institutions for the promotion of cultural and natural integrity. 

Kanyakumari Government Museum 

           The first Indian Museum started in India was at Calcutta in 1814 A.D. Madras Museum 

was the second museum in India was started in 1851. Types and kinds of Museum are National 

Museum, Regional Museum, State Museum, District Museum, Archaeology site and 
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Institutional Museum. One of the earliest salvage site museums is at Nagarjunakonda in Andhra 

Pradesh. 

           Kanyakumari, the southernmost landmark of India where the sun rises and sets in the 

sea and where the three seas meet and merge is the centre chosen for the establishment of the 

tenth museum under the Directorate of Museums, Tamil Nadu. Kanyakumari District Museum 

was established on 30th January 1991 by Tamil Nadu State Government. Historically, it is rich 

in Pandyan relics and monuments.  

          This Government Museum of Kanyakumari is a multi-type object exhibits museum 

which contains many exhibit showcases on various fields like Archaeology, Anthropology, 

History, Numismatics, Zoology, Geology, Botany, Children Section and local history, etc,.          

Some important collections from Archaeology, Anthropology and History, Numismatics, 

Geology, Zoology and Botany, local history are Palaeolithic, Microlithic and Neolithic stone 

tools, terracotta images, original wooden temple car of Swamithoppu temple and wood 

carvings, Kani tribes and their objects, Travancore kings and family photos and paintings, Iron 

– cannon and cannon balls, British coins, Travancore Kingdom coins, Indian coins released 

after 1947, Rock and minerals, rare earth’s sands, stuffed birds and animals, wet preserved-

marine species, whale-bones, sample wooden pieces, Household objects of Nanjil Nadu, 

photos of Kanyakumari district, historical and tourist places, beaches and religious centres, etc, 

were exhibited. 

       The idols of Thirumangai Alwar, Manikkavasagar, Rama, Natarasar, Devi, Balakrishnan, 

Sivagnathan are on display in this museum belong to the 15th century A.D. The wood carvings 

extracted from a temple car of Ramanathapuram are exhibited. Eighteen feet wooden temple 

car of Swamithoppu Ayya Vaikundaswamy temple, received as a gift and exhibited in the 

special exhibition hall has exquisite wood carvings of saints, dancers, musician, nomadic girl, 

etc. The things of betel box, incense burner, hanging lamps, pavai lamp, gendi made of brass 

used by the people of Karaikudi in their day to day life were exhibited in the metal ware 

showcase. 

         Musical instruments such as urumi, tamuku, nadaswaram, panchagi and swaragut which 

are showcased in a display resemble the various type of musical tradition practised by the 

people in ancient times. Coins are the primary sources to know the history of a Country. With 

the help of coins, people get to know the chronology of the kings, the economic condition of 

the country and about the development of arts. A set of model metal-cast coins from 5th century 

B.C. right down through the age of Kushans, Guptas, Chalukyas, Mughals, Cholas, Pandyas, 

Vijayanagar and the East India Company adorn the numismatics showcase. 
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         Things like flint and stone, bamboo container for collecting honey, Kokkarai a musical 

instrument, betel-nut box, Bamboo fire making casket of the Kani tribes, a indigenous tribes 

community of Kanyakumari district are displayed in Diorama showcase. The ancient war 

weapons like sword of Kattabomman’s period, Iron-cannon and cannon balls collected from 

Udayagiri fort at Kalkulam taluk in Kanyakumari district are being displayed depicting the type 

of warfare of the ancient Tamils. A few oil paintings of western style and Indian themes are on 

display in the paintings gallery. The copies of paintings of famous artist, Raja Ravi Varma’s 

work, some important copy of paintings are titled such as Incontemplation, Mohini 

Rugmangada, Papa, a milkmaid, Sakuntala, lady with swarbat are adorned the painting gallery. 

Travancore gallery was inaugurated by Sri Uthiradam Thirunal Marthanda Varma on 

September 17th 2004, was set up to showcase the period of Kanyakumari district under the 

Travancore rulers before 1956. It displays the photos of the Travancore kings who ruled 

Kanyakumari highlighting their achievements. Travancore coins, Chakra stamps, first day 

covers, documents, Travancore emblem, palm-leaf manuscripts, some interesting wooden 

objects and few photos of the Diwan Sir C.P.Ramaswamy Iyer’s achievements in Travancore 

kingdom and Gandhiji’s travel to Tamil Nadu and costume dolls of the people.  

Conclusion 

         Kanyakumari Government Museum has come to join the ranks of the distinguished and 

proud of Kanyakumari district. Archaeology and Anthropology artefacts reflects the 

Palaeolithic, Microlithic and Neolithic age, Kani tribal people life style material evidences are 

exhibited in the museum Exhibits of wood carvings, temple car of Ayya Vaikundaswamy at 

Swamithoppu, paintings of Raja Ravi Varma, incidents of Dr. Ramaswamy Iyer, Gandhiji’s 

travel to Tamil Nadu and costume dolls of the people, exhibits of palm-leaf manuscripts, coins 

and sculptures of gods, goddesses, saints and animals, geological exhibits of rocks, minerals 

and sands which are acquired from earth, exhibits of marine species and physical form of humn 

being and other living organisms, posters and pictures of historical places, religious centres, 

occupations, life style of Kanyakumari district people. People knew from the wooden 

sculptures that Tamils are good at making not only stone and metal but also wooden sculptures. 

There are also specimens of coins issued from the 5th century BC to the Kushana, Gupta, 

Chalukya, Islamic, Chola, Pandya, Vijayanagara and East India Company. Musical 

instruments, war tools, etc., which illustrate the ancient Tamil Living culture, and the setting 

in the lush rubber plantation and bush forest environment have been designated this museum. 

Paintings in oil colours combine Indians in western style with principles. This unique museum 
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is a treasure house displaying the rare and interesting objects of times of yore, giving a rare 

opportunity for the onlooker to enrich the store of knowledge. 
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ABSTRACT 

Refugees are people who have fled from their motherland because of war, ethnic 

conflict and personal danger. They are extremely displaced people with a well-founded fear of 

persecution in their countries on the basis of race, religion, nationality, political beliefs and 

unable to return to their own countries. Ceylon Tamils, from time immemorial, were the 

original inhabitants of Ceylon and India.  Britishers also brought the Indian Tamils to Sri 

Lanka from the south Indian state of Tamil Nadu to work in rubber, tea and coffee plantation 

mainly as labourers.  At that time Indian Tamils has enjoyed all civil rights including voting 

rights. But Sinhalese formed the majority in the Ceylon Society, they feared the Tamils may 

overcome the Sinhalese in their own soil. In the meanwhile, the government enacted New 

Citizenship Act No.18 of 1948 and No.3 of 1965 designed to deny citizenships and voting right 

to the Indian Tamils.  As a result of Citizenship Act, the Tamil Women had lost their earlier 

voting right.  The Lankan Tamils were in better position than Sinhalese in the field of 

Employment and university education before and after independence.  During the election of 

1956, Sinhalese majority people began to complain to the then government and discriminated 

against the minority Tamils in their own country in the field of higher education and in the 

government employment sector.  The question of Sinhalese as Official Language Act also made 

many Ceylon Tamils including women to quit the job.  The serious problems mounted the 

pressure and created the civil war.  So they created unnecessary problems to start the civil war 

in 1983.  This paved the way for the Tamils women to migrate to India as refugees. 

Introduction 

 Sri Lankan Tamils who came to Tamil Nadu as refugees who lost their property during 

the civil war in Sri Lanka.  There are two types of Tamils in Sri Lanka 1. Native Tamils 2. Hill 

Tamils who were taken from Tamil Nadu during the British rule to develop and maintain tea 

plantations in the hilly areas of Sri Lanka.  But when the hill Tamils dominated the Tamil 

origins, there arose the problem that ended with civil wars. 

 In Kanyakumari District there are four active refugee camps namely Perumalpuram, 

Pazhavilai Gnaranvilai and Kozhivilai.  Perumal Puram refugee camp, to located in 

Agastheeswaram Taluk, it has 542 peoples, Pazhavilai has 211 people, Gnaranvilai has 125 

peoples and Kozhvilai has 320 people. The Srilankan refugees are protected by the Tamil Nadu 

government under various schemes. 
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Objectives of the Study 

The article entitled, Sri Lankan Refugees in the Rehabilitation Centres in  

Kanyakumari District with Special Reference to Women and Children, is very much  

helped to understand various things related to Sri Lankan Refugees in Kanyakumari  

District. 

• To analyse the causes and the various phases of the arrival of Sri Lankan refugees in Tamil 

Nadu, Specifically in Kanyakumari District. 

• To know about the rehabilitation campus in Kanyakumari District and understand the life 

condition of refugees who are in the rehabilitation camps. 

• To focus the miseries and the various needs of the refugees especially their demand about 

Indian Citizenship. 

• To access the government policy as well as the voluntary organizations towards the 

wellbeing of the refugees. 

• To examine the condition of women and children and their needs in the various aspects. 

Keywords 

 Lankan Tamils - Citizenship Act – Sri Lankan Refugees – Native Tamils – Hill Tamils 

- Rehabilitation Campus - Rehabilitation Department Office. 

Government administration 

 As for as India is concerned, the central government gets assistance for the refugees 

and the state government takes care of them.  The state government implement the action plans 

for the refugee’s population and submits them to central government to get the appropriate 

expenditure.  However in terms of the interests of the Sri Lankan Tamils, not only the central 

government is helping but also the state government is giving its full contributions in various 

projects.  

 The Tamil Nadu government Rehabilitation Department Office is located in the fourth 

flore of Ezhilagam, Chennai.  Commissioner of Rehabilitation Department and other officers 

are present here.  Under the Rehabilitation Department and other officers are present here.  

Under the Rehabilitation Department District Collector, Assistant District Collector, (general) 

special District Collector for refugees etc. are responsible for the refugee’s population in each 

district.  Also the camps will be under the supervision of the local authority of the taluk, where 

the campus are locating. 
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Identity Card 

 Sri Lankan Tamil refugees were issued identity cards with their basic details and family 

photograph.  Such identity cards will be issued immediately after registration at the refugee 

hall camp.  Since, 2007, the refugees in the camps have been given personal identity cards 

issued by the department of Rehabilitation and District administration, and also have been 

registered under the Aadhaar ID card scheme of the government of India. 

Censorship 

 In the early days, the refugee settlements functioned as protective zones.  Each camp is 

staffed with police officers and intelligence officers.  There are restrictions like returning to the 

location by evening.  Even though the restrictions have cased over time and refugee people are 

moving like the people of Tamil Nadu, even today, the system of census of refugees by 

government officials is in practice.  Census of refugee population is conducted on the first and 

third Sundays of every month by the camp Revenue Inspector and Intelligence Department. 

Even today these camps are surveillance by intelligence agencies, police etc. inside the camps. 

Aids related to Education 

 The government of Tamil Nadu have launched number of schemes for the development 

of education of the refugees.  

i) Anganwadi center in the camps itself. 

ii) Free coaching  

iii) In expensive bicycle 

iv) In expensive lap top 

v) Rs. 20000 tuition assistance for first generation engineering students. 

vi) Education assistance for higher education students 

vii) Allotment of five seats each in all government backward welfare hostels. 

Under these schemes 16 students from Perumal Puram and 11 students from Pazhavilai are 

benefited.  Though opportunities for engineering education have been available with the help 

of the Tamil Nadu government in the subsequent times, Sri Lankan Tamil refugees are not 

admitted in the government medical college till date.  Only few students are studying in private 

colleges.  The Tamil Nadu government has addressed that Sri Lankan refugee students 

completing their school education in Tamil Nadu can also participate in the general 

examination for engineering colleges under general category.  Following this, eligible Sri 

Lankan Tamil refugee students continue their engineering education by participating in the 

public consultation for engineering education. 
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Job Opportunity 

 No special employment opportunities, have been created by the government for the 

refugees.  In the early days there were restrictions on leaving the camp for employment.  Now 

they have gradually decreased.  Refugees are doing the job available to them according to the 

location of the campus.  Most of the refugees are involved especially is painting work. Some 

educated people worked in private companies. Refugees do not have government employments 

permits.  Some time there are causes of denial of employment in private companies on the 

grounds of being a refugee even if qualified charitable organizations working in the camps 

provide some vocational training and support for small business. 

Altra India 

 Altra India – This compulsory started working in refugee camps only after 2004. 

However the company carried out work with emphasis on the construction of toilet and 

permanent house in the area currently, it is implementing programs like training, credit 

assistance to improve livelihood.  

Leprosy India 

 Leprosy India implementing the child Nutrition programme. It is carrying old works 

such as providing nutritional food for children and providing educational equipment.  

Multipurpose social service centers are doing their best in the camps near their premises 

according to their financial resources.  Housing construction, toilet construction vocational 

training are provided to them. 

Charities and Aids 

 In case of working among the SriLankan Tamil refugees, the work can be continued 

with the permission of the Rehabilitation Department of the Tamil Nadu Government. In that 

way, various charitable organizations are doing rehablits taken work for SriLankan tamil 

refugees with the permission of Tamil Nadu Governments Rehabilitation Department notable 

among them are,  

Ezha Etheliyar Rehabilitation Corporation 

 Ezha Etheliyar Rehabilitation Association is a charity organization run by Sri Lankan 

Tamil for Sri Lankan Tamil refugees. It has been working in Sri Lankan refugee camps since 

it’s incept.  Its activities include grew up structures, educational assistance, formation of self – 

help group and awareness regarding certifications.  

Special care for women and children 

 The women and children from these camps were benefited by the various schemes like 

Marriage Assistance Scheme, Girl Child Protection Scheme, Scholarship for destitute, 
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Scholarship for the differently abled, Widow’s Allowance, Providing free sewing machine to 

women who know sewing, Chief Medical Insurance Scheme, Burial Scheme. 

Clothes, Utensils 

 One a year, the government used to provide cloths over been used to make it possible 

for people to pick up the clothes they need to Co-op Tax. Coupons are issued for purchase of 

dhoti, towel, Baniyan, mat, bed sheet, etc. for men and saree, skirt, jacket, bed sheet etc. for 

women at the price fixed by the government.  Similarly, children are given coupons to buy their 

cloths. Aluminium utensils worth Rs.250 are provided by the government. Once in two years 

apart from these, inset of the governments social welfare schemes implemented for the people 

of Tamil Nadu have also been extended to Sri Lankan Tamils. 

Conclusion 

 Thus the government as well as social organizations rendered meritorious services to 

the welfare of the refugees especially women and children.  But these are not fully satisfy the 

needs of them.  They need more care and measures.  The women and Children from the camps 

are not satisfied with their adequate facilities.  They need more facilities to run a healthy life. 

The demanded to provide Indian citizenship to them.  They argued then only they can get 

Ration Card and Government jobs to led a healthy life.  But the Indian Government not ready 

to provide Indian Citizenship to them because of fear and confusion.  The Indian government 

is ready to send them back to their own mother country but they are not willing.  So their life 

is a complex problem in the Rehabilitation camps. 
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ABSTRACT 

 The Gandhian Sarvodaya is an alternative to Western Socialism. It aims at the 

formation of a classless society and the destruction of the differences between the rich and the 

poor, it encourages individual labour, it encourages production by making use of manual 

labour and machines system of without hindrance to individual initiative and rural industries, 

it confirms minimum wage to all, it aims at the utilisation of private property and individual 

talent in excess of basic necessity as a trust for the public welfare, it is a social order in where 

all will work, it is a political system in which differences were resolved by discussion and it 

desires everyone to have faith in God and do service to people, children of God. 

Keywords: Sarvodaya, Truth, Non-violence, Western Socialism, Marxian Communism, 

Trusteeship, Village panchayat, Industries 

Introduction 

 The term Sarvodaya which means “The welfare of all” was coined by Mahatma Gandhi. 

To denote the ideal, social and economic order which he desired to be established in India, as 

well as in the other parts of the world. At first he used it as the title of the Gujarati translation 

of the book “Unto This Last” written by John Ruskin. He experimented with Ruskinian 

Socialism. For example he fixed the same wage for with all who worked in his farm irrespective 

of colour or nationality. Gandhiji was influenced by socialistic ideas coupled with his ideals of 

Truth and Non-violence shaped his final ideal called Sarvodaya. 

“Sarvodaya” is the Gandhian alternative to Western Socialism and Marxian 

Communism. Like all socialists he was also against private property, inequality of income and 

exploitation of the weak by the Strong. But he differed from Western Socialists only in the 

means that are to be used in achieving the ideals. He was essentially a man of religion and so 

his ideals were surcharged with ethical and religious principles. He envisaged a thorough 

change in the existing social order, economic organisation, political system and cultural values. 

All these revolutionary ideas of Gandhiji are denoted by the single term Sarvodaya. 

Classless Society 

Gandhiji wanted to establish a classless society, in which the people would be neither 

poor nor rich. He was against the capitalist system where wealth is accumulated in the hands 

of few persons. His goal was Sarvodaya, the welfare of all and this included not only the poor 

and the weak but also the capitalist and the landlord. The capitalist must swear not to use his 
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wealth for his personal ends but to spend for the society. The landlord must voluntarily give up 

his lands to the poor. The weaker sections must try to change the hearts of their masters by 

non-violent non-co-operation. The new social order must be based on truth and non-violence. 

Human Labour   

Gandhiji was against the use of machinery, large scale production, industrialisation and 

urbanisation vehemently. In his ideal state the villages would dominate the cities. Village 

industries would replace large scale industries. Machines would be used in the minimum. 

According to him large industries lead to mass unemployment in villages any exploitation of 

the weak by the strong. 

 He was a great advocate of manual labour. According to him each one must physically work 

and earn his livelihood. One should take up agriculture, weaving, Spinning, carpentry, smithy 

or any other work which needs manual labour. No worker is inferior to the other worker. 

Whether one does mental or manual work, it is the same and the wages must be equal.  

According to him all riches, material and intellectual, belonged only to God, and could 

be held by the individual as a trust. According to Gandhi “God alone is the sovereign of the 

material world. Humans may enjoy it as its trustees, renouncing any claim to absolute 

ownership” 

Trusteeship Principle 

 It is not by violent revolution or by State coercion. Social change brought about by 

force will not be permanent. Therefore he advocated the principle of Trusteeship, for effecting 

a peaceful change. One who acquires more wealth by chance he must consider himself as a 

trustee of the surplus wealth, holding his riches on behalf of the poor. He could increase his 

wealth not for his own sake but for the sake of the nation. The state will allow him to take a 

commission for the services rendered to the society. After the death of a trustee, his son may 

succeed to his trusteeship. 

If a capitalist does not behave as a trustee, the exploited people may adopt non-violent 

non-co-operation and civil disobedience to change the heart of the rich man. Thus Gandhi never 

adopted a hostile attitude towards emerging modern industries in India and rather advocated 

the concept of trusteeship wherein the capitalists were held as trustees for workers. In later 

years, Gandhi did try to give concrete shape to his social economic ideals by taking up the 

programme of Khadi, village reconstruction, welfare of Harijans, specially focusing on the 

abolition of evil practices of Untouchability. 
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New Political System   

In the political field also Gandhiji had novel ideas. He was not in favour of a monolithic 

state with enormous powers to control the individual. He was in favour of tiny village republics. 

He wanted every village to be self-sufficient. He dreamt of the Panchayat Raj in which village 

Panchayats would administer the affairs of the village without external pressures. Villages 

should also settle all the cases whether civil or criminal in Panchayat Courts. The village lands 

must be possessed in common by the village panchayat. Every villager must work for the 

village and not for himself. He should get a wage which would be equal to his elemental need. 

The villagers should use only non-violent methods such as non-co-operation and Satyagraha 

to achieve orderly civil life and also defence against external forces. Small autonomous village 

republics with small industries and agriculture were the dream of Gandhiji. 

Conclusion 

Gandhiji's ideology, teachings and principles still have great relevance in socio-

economic and political life of both the Indians and people across the globe by virtue of their 

universality and concern for the entire humanity. As contemporary society is a fragmented and 

polarised society with an absence of a basic consensus, in such scenario Gandhiji's prescription 

of tolerance and mutual respect is just more than relevant in today times. Today, when the 

whole world is facing crisis in terms of social, economic and environmental challenges such as 

poverty, racial discrimination, social disharmony, violence, terrorism, conflict, crime, religious 

bigotry, ethnic discord, communal frenzy, environmental degradation, pollution, global 

warming, and so forth, Gandhian philosophy can emerge as a game changer to provide 

equitable solution to all these issues and help in the providing an effective panacea for 

eliminating and eradicating the ills and evils of all these social and economic challenges that 

afflict contemporary societies and politics throughout the world. Through Gandhian techniques 

of Sarvodaya and decentralisation, the moral compass of today's degenerated politics can be 

effectively shifted back in the righteous direction of equitable and sustainable development 

along with good governance. It, therefore, seems that Gandhian philosophy is more relevant 

today than yesterday and will continue to have relevance throughout the coming ages. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Women workers has been an important and integral segment of work force in India. In 

The present Study comprises the analysis of the legal and constitutional Indian perspective of 

welfare status of women workers. These welfare legislations which stress upon socio-economic 

welfare of women workforce. With the changing socio-economic scenario and importance of 

working women’s productive roles have assumed new dimensions.During the preceding 

century, the parliament of India has come up with a number of legislative measures providing 

various safeguards and empowering the female workforce so that they can live with dignity 

and peace. 

Keywords: women workers, welfare legislations, constitution, Indian perspective, socio - 

economic and political. 

Introduction  

 The Supreme Court has stressed the working conditions at work places, better standard 

of life, hygienic, wages, insurance, health and safety, sexual harassment at workplace etc. to 

make their life meaningful. Most of the problems which working women beset are in reality 

rooted in the social and economic perspective of the position of women.The amendment has 

been a welcome measure, and has empowered women to a great extent both politically and 

socially. Within this constitutional framework of a democratic policy, our laws, growth, 

development policies, plans andprogrammes have repeatedly aimed at women’s advancement 

in different spheres of life.The legislative provisions for the protection and welfare of women 

workers are largely inspired by the International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions. 

Ilo and Conventions Concerning Women Labour 

 India is a member of International Labour Organisation (ILO) since 1919. Three years 

later the country became a permanent member of the ILO and in 1928 the first ILO branch was 

established in Delhi.The ILO standards concerning balance of work and family, health, 

equality, sex-based and discrimination in the employee-employer relationship; 

Laws Relating to Working Women 

 ILO prescribe minimum working hours, regulate the conditions, principle of non-

discrimination in wages, workers irrespective of their sex, region, ethnicity, physical ability or 

other attributes. The followings are the most important laws related to women workers, 
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The Prohibition of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act, 2013 

Procedural Requirements for Employers 

• Section 4 lays down the establishment of an Internal Complaints Committee (ICC). 

• If a workplace has less than 10 employees it is difficult to set up ICC. Local complaints 

committee (LOC) established at the district level. 

The Complaint Process 

• Section 9 requires that a complaint to be filed within 3 months of the date of incident. 

• This may be extended to another 3 months if the woman can prove that grave circumstances 

prevented her from filing at an earlier time although “grave” is not defined within the act. 

• The ICC is required to complete the inquiry within 90 days of receipt of a complaint then 

obliged to take action on the report within 60 days. 

• Employers are required to ensure timely submission of reports to the District Officer. 

• If a complaint is not proven, the ICC can instruct the employer or appropriate District 

Officer that no further action is required. 

The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 

• Article 42 of the Constitution of India imposes obligation upon the securing work and for 

maternity relief. 

• The maternity benefit is a payment of her actual absence immediately preceding and 

including the day of her delivery and for six weeks immediately following that day. 

• In the matters relating to maternity leave, economic benefits during absence of work. 

• Maternity protections more adequate in the following spheres: 

• More liberal provisions for extended or extra leave during child’s infancy, 

• More effective protection against dismissal during pregnancy, 

• Greater encouragement of breastfeeding and wider provisions of nursing breaks, 

• Establishment by social security schemes to care for infants of working parents. 

Maternity Benefits: A woman can get maternity Benefits, 

• During and after Pregnancy (during the early months of motherhood). 

• Government employed women are entitled for maternity leave with full pay. 

• Other working women are entitled for 16 weeks maternity benefits. 

• Even unmarried women are entitled for maternity benefits. 

• Only those Government employees can avail these benefits, which have less than two 

surviving children. 
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• If a woman wants she can avail few days before the delivery and the remaining leave after 

the delivery, or she can avail the entire leave at the same time. 

• The employer cannot make a woman do any heavy work in the last working month of 

pregnancy.  

• A woman is entitled to 45 days leave full wages in case of miscarriage. 

• The National maternity Benefit scheme was modified and new scheme called Janani 

SrakshaYojna was introduced. 

Complaint: Section 17 talks of complaint that can be made to the inspector appointed under 

the Act. Section 23 talks of complaint that may be lodged in a court of law after exhausting the 

remedies provided under the Act. 

Procedure to Seek Remedy 

• The inspector may enter any place where women are working, in exercise of powers given 

to him under the Act and records required to be maintained 

• The woman should have put 80 days of work before in a delivery period of one year to be 

able to claim the benefits under the Act. 

• Where she has failed to give such a notice, she may apply to the Inspector who shall make 

the necessary orders within 30 days from the date of the decision. 

• Where the employer is guilty of payment, he is punishable with imprisonment not less than 

3 months to one year and with fine for not less than Rs. 2000 to Rs. 5000 

The Factories Act, 1948 

Rights of Working Women in Factories 

• Women must have separate toilets and washrooms with doors. 

• If a factory has more than 30 women workers the employer must provide a creche for the 

workers children. 

• Women cannot be made to lift more than the prescribed weight. 

• Women cannot be made to work more than 48 hours in a week. 

• Women must get one day off in a week. 

• Women cannot be made to work for more than 5 hours at a stretch. 

• Women cannot be made to work only between 6 in the morning and 7 in the evening. 

• Shift can change only after weekly or other holiday and not in between. 

• Night shift for women 

• Factories Act has been proposed to be amended to allow night shift for women workers. 

• Section 66 to allow women workers between 7:00 pm and 6:00 am. 
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• To ensure occupational safety and adequate protection to the women workers. 

• For contravention of the provisions of up to 2 years or fine up to Rs. 1,00,000. 

• Contravention causing death or serious bodily injury- fine not less than Rs. 25,000 in case 

of death and not less than Rs. 5000 in case of serious injuries. 

• Continuation of Contravention – imprisonment up to 3 years or fine not less than Rs. 10,000 

which may extend to Rs. 2, 00,000. 

• On contravention of chapter IV pertaining to safety or dangerous operation. 

The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 

• If two workers are doing the same work, they should be paid equal wages. 

• Even Article 39 of the Constitution envisages that the state shall direct its policy, among 

towards securing that there is equal pay for equal work for both men and women. 

• Advisory committee:Committee shall consist of not less than ten persons of which one-

half of women. 

• Power of appropriate government to appoint authorities for hearing and deciding claims 

and complaints: 

• Every authority appointed shall have all the powers of a civil code under the Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908), for the purpose of taking evidence and of enforcing the 

attendance of witnesses and compelling the production of documents. 

• An appeal within 30 days but not thereafter is allowed. 

Remedies under the Act 

 The Magistrate may take up the case on its own or on receiving a complaint either from 

the appropriate Government or the aggrieved person or any recognized Welfare Institution or 

Organization and even Public Interest Litigation may be filed for discrimination in payment on 

grounds of gender. 

Complaint Process 

• Either of the parties may appeal to the appellate authority as notified by the Government 

under the Act within 30 days of the original order. 

• Alternatively, a Public Interest Litigation may be filed in the court of law or the Legal 

Services Authority may be approached for getting appropriate relief and legal aid. 

Minimum Wages Act, 1948 

• Every woman must be paid the same wage as a man for the same kind of work i.e., equal 

to the man and not less. 
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• Even if a person agrees to work on less wages then prescribed by the government, the 

employer is bound to pay the minimum wages. 

• Minimum wages must be fixed on:Daily basis,Hourly basis andMonthly basis. 

Remedy / Procedure under Act 

• If the employer is not paying the Minimum Wages then the labour can complaint to the 

labour inspector. 

• The employer cannot make the labour work for more than 9 hours which includes the time 

for rest also. 

• If the labour works for more than 9 hours he/she will get the extra money which is doubled 

the wages. 

• Every weak there should be one day paid rest. 

• The Presiding Officers of the Labour court and Deputy Labour Commissioners hear and 

decide claims arising out of payment of less than the minimum rates of wages.  

Complaint Process 

• Every application under this Act must be presented within 6 months from the date on which 

the minimum wages become payable. 

• A single application may be filed on behalf of any number of employees. 

• No appeal shall lie against the decision of the authorities under the Act. 

Review of Literature 

 Andre Bateille’s (1999) article on “Empowerment” the article explains the 

empowerment process through the expansion of the civil, political and social rights of citizens 

and says it a laborious and unexciting process. 

 Dr.G.Q.Mir, (2001)“Women Workers and The Law” analyses the present scenario of 

working population in India with regard to Employees State Insurance Act and Maternity 

Benefit Act although are covering the same field of maternity benefit yet they are not uniform 

in contribution periods and benefits provided and implications for the growth and development. 

 Dr. Kamini B. Dashora (2013) in their article “Problems faced by Working Women in 

India”, analyse the Indian society makes itdifficult for a working woman to balance her 

domestic environment with theprofessional life and family.  

Statement of the Problem 

 Discrimination against women in employment and disparity in wages is a universal 

phenomenon. However, empowerment and equality are the concepts based on the gender 

sensitivity of society towards their problems. The intensification of women’s issues and rights 
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movement all over the world during the last few decades is reflected in the form of various 

conventions passed by the Nations.  

Objectives 

• To analyse the present constitutional labour welfare andlegislations relation to women. 

• To analyse the law relating to empowerment of working women in India. 

Methodology 

 The Study comprises of review and evaluation of secondary sources information from 

the office of Registrar General & Census Commissioner of India, as per Census 2011, the 

National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO) these are two main sources of data on women’s 

employment andarticles, journals, internet sources were used. 

Data Analysis and Interpretation  

Table 1 - The Number of Female Workers 

 

Country  

Total No.of 

Female 

Workers 

 (million) 

female workers 

 

Rural 

(million) 

Urban 

(million) 

Organised sector 

(in lakh) 

Unorganised 

sector (in lakh) 

 

India 

 

 

149.8 

 

121.8 

 

28.0 

 

59.54  

 

32.14 

 Source: Census of India-2011, Government of India 

 From table 1, it is evident that the total number of female workers in India is 149.8 

million and female workers in rural and urban areas are 121.8 and 28.0 million respectively.  

Table 2 - The Work Participation Rate for Women in India 

Year  Work Participation Rate (per cent) 

1981 19.67 

1991 22.27 

2001 25.63 

2011 25.51 

 Source: Census of India-2011, Government of India  

 Table 2 shows that the Work Participation Rate of Women has reduced marginally in 

2011 but there is an improvement from 22.27 per cent in 1991 and 19.67 per cent in 1981.  

Findings 

❖ 149.8 million are the total number of female workers in India. 
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❖ 121.8 and 28.0 million are female workers in rural and urban areas. 

❖ As per Census 2011, the work participation rate for women is 25.51 per cent as compared 

to 25.63 per cent in 2001. 

Suggestions 

➢ Providing vocational training courses and certification to women to meet the trained skill 

workforce to the industry and service sector etc. in the country.  

➢ Fully utilize the allotted funds were utilised in the allotted time. 

➢ Proper determinant, planning and execution of the women workers welfare legislation.   

➢ Increase the awareness levels towards securing the working women with rights. 

➢ Reduce the loopholes present in these enactments of laws have been in operation. 

Conclusion  

 To encourage the women in India to equally participate with men in every sphere there 

needs to be a sea change in the mind-set of the people of the country. Not just the women 

themselves need to be aware, but the men have to wake up to a world that is moving towards 

equality, equity and towards shunning gender disparity. The status and dignity of women is 

very much associated with their contribution towards the economic activities and growth of the 

nation. Women an epitome of power, and once given an exalted status, are in need of 

empowerment-legal, social, political and economic.So that women workers enjoy a unique 

position in every society and country. 
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ABSTRACT 

 The COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown in India have had a significant 

impact on migrant workers. This study examines the challenges faced by migrant workers 

during the pandemic, particularly during the lockdown and reverse migration. We explore the 

meaning of migrant workers and the trends and patterns of internal migration in India. We 

also examine the push and pull factors that influence migration, as well as the economic, social, 

and mobility impacts of the pandemic on migrant workers. Additionally, we investigate the 

unexpected lockdown and the government's neglect of stranded migrant workers during this 

time. Finally, we discuss the complicated transportation policies during the pandemic and their 

effects on migrant workers. This study highlights the need for policy changes to better protect 

the rights and welfare of migrant workers in India, particularly during times of crisis 

Keywords: Migrant workers, Internal migration, COVID-19 lockdown, Reverse migration, 

Challenges 

Introduction 

 Migrant workers play a crucial role in India's economy, contributing to various sectors 

such as agriculture, construction, and manufacturing. However, they face numerous challenges 

in their daily lives, including social exclusion, limited access to basic services, and precarious 

employment conditions. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought these issues to the forefront, 

highlighting the urgent need for policy interventions that address the concerns of migrant 

workers. The outbreak of COVID-19 has brought unprecedented challenges to the world, and 

the pandemic's impact on vulnerable populations, such as migrant workers, has been 

particularly severe. India, with its vast population of migrant workers, has faced significant 

challenges in addressing the needs of this vulnerable group during the pandemic. The sudden 

and unplanned lockdown imposed by the Indian government in March 2020 left millions of 

migrant workers stranded, struggling to access basic necessities like food, shelter, and 

healthcare. This situation led to the largest reverse migration in India's history, with millions 

of migrant workers returning to their home states in search of safety and security. This study 

aims to explore the challenges faced by migrant workers in India during the COVID-19 

lockdown and reverse migration, including economic, social, and mobility impacts. 

Additionally, this study will examine the causes of migration, both push and pull factors, as 
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well as the Indian government's response to the crisis. By understanding the challenges faced 

by migrant workers during this unprecedented time, we hope to identify potential solutions to 

better support this vulnerable population in the future. 

Statement of the problem 

Migrant workers in India have a number of issues, which have been compounded by 

the COVID-19 pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent lockdown in India 

have created an unprecedented crisis for migrant workers, who have been among the worst 

affected. In India has resulted in the displacement and distress of millions of migrant workers. 

The sudden loss of livelihoods, coupled with the lack of social security and support systems, 

has forced these workers to embark on a perilous journey back to their home states.The sudden 

and unplanned lockdown left millions of migrant workers stranded in cities, without jobs or 

income, and with limited access to food, shelter, and medical care. The lack of transportation 

and the closure of borders made it difficult for them to return to their hometowns, leading to a 

mass exodus of migrant workers on foot. The reverse migration has exposed the multiple 

challenges faced by migrant workers in India, including economic, social, and mobility issues. 

This study aims to investigate the challenges faced by migrant workers during the COVID-19 

lockdown and reverse migration, and to identify the underlying factors contributing to these 

challenges. 

Objectives of the Study 

1. To explore the push and pull factors involved in migrant workers. 

2. To investigate the causes of reverse migration among migrant workers in India during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

3. To examine the impact of the COVID-19 lockdown on migrant workers in India, in their 

economic, social, and mobility challenges. 

Research Methodology 

This study utilizes a qualitative research approach, relying solely on secondary sources, 

and gathered relevant data from existing sources, such as government reports, surveys, and 

news articles.  

Limitations of the study 

1. There is a possibility of missing relevant literature due to search criteria and the lack of 

primary data collection. 

2. Secondary sources may not provide enough context for the findings, limiting the ability to 

understand the nuances and complexities of the challenges faced by migrant workers in 

India during the pandemic. 
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Meaning of migrant workers 

A migrant worker is a person who migrates within a home country or outside it to pursue work. 

Migrant workers usually do not have the intention to stay permanently in the country or region 

in which they work. 

Internal Migration in India: Trends and Pattern 

The Census of India distinguishes between two types of migration: Migration by Birthplace 

and Migration by Place of Last Residence. If a person is counted in the Census at a location 

different from their place of birth, they are considered a migrant by Birthplace. On the other 

hand, if a person has previously lived in a location other than their current Census location, 

they are considered a migrant by Place of Last Residence. 

In India, there were 454 million migrants as of the 2011 Census, a huge increase from the 220 

million and 315 million figures recorded in 1991 and 2001, respectively. Between 2001 and 

2011, 74.7% of all migration was tied to marriage and families, with other family-related 

migration replacing marriage migration. Marriage migration accounted for 40% of rural-to-

rural migrants while interstate marriage migration accounted for only 4.8%. In contrast, inter-

state migrants made up 43% of the rural to urban migration for employment and enterprise. 

Interstate mobility was essential to a commercial and labour migration. 

Causes of Migration: Understanding the Factors 

A thorough investigation finds that there are many factors that influence migration, which can 

be broadly categorised into four categories: environmental, economic, cultural, and socio-

political. These variables can be categorised as push or pull variables. 

Push Factors: Factors that Force Migration 

Push factors are circumstances that push people to migrate because of the risk they face if they 

stay in their current area. Poverty, a lack of job possibilities, unemployment, 

underdevelopment, poor economic conditions, natural disasters, and a lack of fertile land are 

examples of push factors. 

Pull Factors: Factors that Attract Migration 

The conditions in the destination country that entice people or groups to leave their homes are 

referred to as pull factors. These characteristics contribute to place utility, or the appeal of a 

location that entices people to relocate. Better employment and education opportunities, higher 

wages, better facilities, and better working conditions are examples of pull factors. 

Confronting Multiple Challenges During Reverse Migration 

Due to the loss of jobs and income in the cities brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

millions of migrant workers in India have begun to move back to their original states. However, 
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obstacles like limited mobility, a lack of access to social security and healthcare, and 

weaknesses in the unregulated labour market have made their return to their home country 

difficult. The challenges that both categories of migrant workers faced during reverse 

migration, repatriation, and reintegration have emphasised the urgent need for legislative 

measures to address their concerns. 

The economic impact 

 The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the economic conditions of 

migrant workers in India, especially those with low-income backgrounds. Due to the sudden 

lockdown, many of them lost their jobs and were not paid their wages, which compelled them 

to return to their home states in search of work. Wage theft emerged as a common issue reported 

by both internal and international migrants, which further worsened their economic struggles. 

The lack of employment opportunities and basic facilities such as electricity and water provided 

by their employers forced them to return to their villages, where they faced a lack of immediate 

governmental support. The economic challenges faced by migrant workers underscore the need 

for policy interventions to address their concerns and enhance their well-being. 

The social impact 

 Before and after the government repatriation efforts during the COVID-19 pandemic, 

migrants in India faced social difficulties. On their return trip, at quarantine facilities, and in 

their villages, migrants reported experiencing discrimination and being held responsible for the 

virus's spread. In addition, a large number of migrants had little literacy skills and minimal 

ability to bargain with their employers. They also lacked the financial means to pay for housing, 

food, and return tickets. The necessity for Governmental measures to alleviate discrimination 

and advance the social welfare of migrants in India. 

The migrant worker’s mobility impact 

         The central government of India was initially hesitant to save stranded migrants at the 

onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. These migrants consequently encountered numerous 

challenges as they attempted to cross state boundaries, including instances of police brutality 

and even fatalities from exhaustion and dehydration. The pandemic had an especially negative 

impact on low-wage workers in sectors like restaurants and construction; many of them lost 

their employment and were left stranded on the streets without assistance. All foreign 

newcomers were required to undergo a 14-day quarantine by the Ministry of Health & Family 

Welfare, the first seven of which were spent in institutional quarantine. International migrants 

had to cover the costs of quarantine facilities and COVID-19 testing on their own, whilst 

internal migrants got state sponsorship. 
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An Investigation of India's Lockdown Practises 

An unexpected lockdown 

The Indian government implemented a lockdown with very short notice of only four hours, 

which was an unexpected and rare phenomenon in a democracy. The public had not been given 

any warning, despite the first case of COVID-19 being reported in January 2020 and its 

numbers increasing by mid-March. The government officials had assured the public that the 

virus had not yet taken the form of an epidemic and that there would be no lockdown in the 

near future. However, on March 24, 2020, the Prime Minister announced a three-week 

nationwide lockdown effective from March 25, 2020. This sudden lockdown led to panic 

buying of essentials and the return of migrant workers to their hometowns, which could have 

been anticipated and taken into account by the government. The United Nations Human Rights 

Commissioner and the National Human Rights Commission of India expressed deep concern 

over the plight of affected migrant workers, and human rights violations were reported during 

the lockdown. 

Government neglect of stranded migrant workers during lockdown 

In the lockdown, the Indian government made a second mistake by doing minimal to help the 

stranded migrant workers. Most migrant workers in India are neither permanent employee nor 

paid much. The government demanded that firms pay their full wages, but many small 

enterprises lacked the funds necessary to accede. Indian Inc. also demonstrated a disregard for 

workers by implementing measures like layoff and non-payment of dues. Many workers lost 

their jobs and were unable to support themselves without help. The government assured that 

food supply would be uninterrupted during the lockdown, but most migrant workers didn't have 

ration cards and couldn't benefit from the free ration scheme. A survey revealed that 96% of 

stranded migrant workers didn't receive rations, 70% didn't receive cooked food, and 89% 

didn't receive payment from their employers during the lockdown. 

The Plight of Migrant Workers During COVID-19 Lockdown in India 

During the lockdown in India due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many migrant workers were 

left stranded without transportation and had to travel on foot or by other means to reach their 

hometowns. Sadly, some of them died due to hunger, accidents, or even suicide. Despite the 

dire situation, the government did not provide adequate assistance to the migrants and failed to 

set up food and water stations for them. Instead, police and paramilitary forces were relied 

upon to enforce the lockdown, resulting in some instances of brutality towards the migrants. 
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Complicated Transportation Policy During COVID-19 Pandemic 

The Indian government allowed migrant workers to return home during the COVID-19 

lockdown, but the process was complicated. Migrants had to obtain a medical fitness 

certificate, register online with their home state, and secure a travel pass from the local police 

station. However, many migrants did not have access to smartphones or internet facilities, and 

the websites frequently crashed. Meanwhile, middle and upper-class passengers were able to 

travel more easily. This disparity in treatment compromised the migrants' rights and reflected 

a larger issue of injustice. 

Findings of the study 

1. Migration in India is influenced by various factors, including push factors like poverty, lack    

of job opportunities, and natural disasters, and pull factors like better employment      and 

education opportunities, higher wages, and better facilities. 

2. There has been a significant increase in the number of migrants in India, with 454 million 

migrants as of the 2011 Census. The majority of migration is tied to marriage and families, 

with other family-related migration replacing marriage migration. 

3. There is a higher percentage of inter-state migration for employment and enterprise, 

particularly in rural-to-urban areas. 

4. Many lost their jobs and were not paid their wages, which forced them to return to their 

home states in search of work. Wage theft emerged as a common issue, which further worsened 

their economic struggles. 

5. Migrants in India faced social difficulties, including discrimination and blame for the 

virus's spread, highlighting the need for government measures to address these issues. 

6. The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the vulnerability of migrant workers in terms of 

their mobility, with many facing significant challenges when attempting to return to their home 

states. 

7. The sudden lockdown led to panic buying of essentials and the return of migrant workers 

to their hometowns, which could have been anticipated and taken into account by the 

government. Human rights violations were also reported during the lockdown. 

8. There is an urgent need for the government to address the lack of social security and basic 

facilities for migrant workers, especially during times of crisis like the COVID-19 pandemic. 

9. The COVID-19 pandemic exposed the vulnerabilities and neglect of migrant workers in 

India. The lack of adequate transportation, food, and water stations resulted in the tragic deaths 

of many workers 
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10. The complicated transportation policy during the COVID-19 pandemic in India 

disadvantaged migrant workers who did not have access to smartphones or internet facilities, 

and favoured middle and upper-class passengers. 

Suggestions 

1. The government needs to take policy measures to address the economic challenges faced 

by migrant workers, such as providing better access to social security and healthcare and 

creating more employment opportunities in their home states. 

2. It needs to address the issue of wage theft among migrant workers to implement strict legal 

measures and regulations to ensure that employers pay their workers fairly and on time. 

3. To alleviate discrimination and advance the social welfare of migrants in India to promote 

social integration through awareness campaigns and community programs 

4. To improve the mobility of migrant workers during crises like the COVID-19 pandemic, 

governments should establish clear guidelines and procedures for safe and efficient 

transportation, including provisions for food, water, and medical assistance during the 

journey. 

5. The government should provide more notice and preparation time before implementing any 

future lockdowns to prevent panic and minimize the negative impact on the public. 

6. The Government to implement a comprehensive plan for the welfare of migrant workers, 

including access to food, shelter, and healthcare during such crises. 

7. The Indian government should prioritize the welfare of migrant workers during future 

crises and establish better systems for their protection and support. 

8. The Indian government should have provided better access to registration facilities and 

streamlined the transportation process to ensure that all migrant workers had equal access 

to travel back home during the pandemic. 

9. The Government should work towards addressing larger issues of injustice and inequality 

in the country. 

Conclusion 

The study identified various factors influencing migration patterns in India, including 

economic and social factors. It also revealed the vulnerability of migrant workers, with many 

facing economic struggles and social discrimination. Additionally, the study highlights the 

government's neglect of migrant workers, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, and 

the urgent need for policy measures to address their welfare, including access to social security, 

employment opportunities, and healthcare. The study suggests several measures to alleviate the 

challenges faced by migrant workers in India, including addressing wage theft, promoting 
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social integration, establishing clear guidelines for safe transportation, and addressing larger 

issues of injustice and inequality in the country. Overall, the study emphasizes the importance 

of protecting the rights and welfare of migrant workers in India, particularly during times of 

crisis. 
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ABSTRACT 

  An entrepreneur is an individual who creates a new business, bearing most of the risks 

and enjoying most of the rewards. The entrepreneur is commonly seen as an innovator, a 

source of new ideas, goods, services, and business or procedures. Women entrepreneur is a 

person who accepts challenging role to meet her personal needs and become economically 

independent. A strong desire to do something positive is an inbuilt quality of entrepreneurial 

women, who is capable of contributing values in both family and social life. With the advent of 

media, women are aware of their own traits, rights and the work situations. The challenges 

and opportunities provided to the women of digital era are growing rapidly that the job seekers 

are turning into job creators. They are flourishing as designers, interior decorators, exporters, 

publishers, garment manufacturers and still exploring new avenues of economic participation. 

This study focuses on problems and challenges faced by women entrepreneurs. For this 

purpose, both primary and secondary data were collected. For collecting data, convenient 

random sampling technique was used. This study concludes that, inspite of various difficulties 

the women entrepreneurs face, they are courageous enough to face the situation bravely and 

try to flourish in the business world. 

Keywords: Entrepreneurs, entrepreneurship, constraints, challenges 

 Introduction 

An entrepreneur is an individual who creates a new business, bearing most of the risks 

and enjoying most of the rewards. The process of setting up a business is known as 

entrepreneur. The entrepreneur is commonly seen as an innovator, a source of new ideas, 

goods, services, and business or procedures. Women entrepreneur may be defined as the 

women or a group of women who initiate, organize and  run a  business  enterprise. 

According to Schumpeter, “Women who innovate, imitate or adopt a business activity 

are called women entrepreneurs.” 

Women entrepreneur is a person who accepts challenging role to meet her personal needs 

and become economically independent. A strong desire to do something positive is an inbuilt 

quality of entrepreneurial women, who is capable of contributing values in both family and 

social life. With the advent of media, women are aware of their own traits, rights and also the 

work situations. The challenges and opportunities provided to the women of digital era are 

growing rapidly that the job seekers are turning into job creators. They are flourishing as 
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designers, interior decorators, exporters, publishers, garment manufacturers and still exploring 

new avenues of economic participation.  

In India, although women constitute majority of the total population, the entrepreneurial 

world is still a male dominated one. Women in advanced nations are recognized and are more 

prominent in the business world. But the Indian women entrepreneurs are facing some major 

constraints like identifying the available resources, lack of confidence in their strength and 

competence, socio-cultural barriers, market-oriented risks etc.  

Statement of the problem 

Women entrepreneurs are very important for social development of a nation. 

Entrepreneurship plays the biggest role in women's life. In the current emerging market 

scenario, the Government of India and the State Government are providing lot of assistance 

and support to the women to empower them through self-entrepreneurship. 

Entrepreneurship has a direct relationship with the economic growth and development. With 

regard to Nagercoil, the study area, there are many sectors that provide entrepreneurial 

opportunities to women. Hence the researcher has conducted a study on the topic “A study on 

Problems and challenges faced by women entrepreneurs” in Nagercoil. 

Objectives of the study 

1. To know the demographic profile of the entrepreneurs. 

2. To find out the problems and challenges faced by the entrepreneurs. 

3. To give necessary suggestions for improvement. 

Methodology 

 The present study intends to analyse the problems and challenges faced by women 

entrepreneurs in Nagercoil.  The methodology of the study includes selection of sample, 

method of data collection and analysis. For this study 50 women entrepreneurs are selected as 

samples using convenient random sampling technique. Primary data were collected from the 

sample women entrepreneurs using a well-structured questionnaire. Secondary data were 

collected from Websites, magazines and Journals. 

Review of literature 

Singh Surinder Pal, (2008) in his study identified the reasons and influencing factors 

behind entry of women in entrepreneurship. According to him the obstacles for the growth of 

women entrepreneurship are lack of interaction with successful entrepreneurs, social un-

acceptance as women entrepreneurs, family responsibility, gender discrimination, missing 

network, low priority given by bankers to provide loan to women entrepreneurs. He suggested 
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the remedial measures like promoting micro enterprises, unlocking institutional frame work, 

projecting and pulling to grow and support the winners etc. 

Meenu Maheshwari, Priyasodani (2015) presented a paper on Women Entrepreneurship. 

The purpose of this paper was to look at the literature around women entrepreneurship in 

general. Lack of access to finance, technological constraints, environmental and societal issues, 

insufficient supply of labour and tax policies are providing a restrictive environment in which 

women entrepreneurs are finding it difficult to succeed, despite having clear motivations and 

goals.  

Mala Mahanta (2016) found in her research on "Importance and challenges of women 

entrepreneurs" that development of entrepreneurship among women leads to greater 

empowerment of women. At present, women are coming to start their business in both 

traditional and non - traditional activities with support from their family, society, banks and 

government. Infrastructure facilities like power supply, building, space, family problems, lack 

of recognition and appreciation, non - availability of skilled manpower, lack of skill and 

financial support, adequate marketing are the major challenges for women.  

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

Table: 1 
Demographic Profile 

Sl. 

No. 
Variables Particulars 

Number 

of 

Responde

nts 

Percentage 

I Age 

18-25 

26-35 

36-50 

Above 50 

Total 

21 

10 

11 

8 

50 

42 

20 

22 

16 

100 

II 
Educational 

qualification 

HSC 

UG 

PG 

Professional 

Total 

13 

17 

7 

13 

50 

26 

34 

14 

26 

100 

III Marital Status 

Married 

Unmarried 

Total 

29 

21 

50 

58 

42 

100 

Majority of the respondents belong to 18-25 age category and most of the respondents are 

qualified with UG degree. More than 50 percent of the respondents are married. 

 Motive behind starting the business 

      There will be some motivating factors that trigger the women to take decision to become 
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an entrepreneur. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse these factors. The factors motivating the 

respondents to start a business is given in Table 2 

Table 2 

Motive behind starting the business 

Motivating 

factor 

No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Status 3 6 

Passion 12 24 

Livelihood 6 12 

Ambition 12 24 

Government 

Subsidy 

1 2 

Independence 11 22 

Market 

opportunities 

2 4 

Others 6 12 

Total 50 100 

      Source: Primary data 

 The table 2 shows that “Passion and Ambition” to start business is a motivating factor 

to 24 per cent of the respondents and “Government subsidy” is the motivating factor to 2 per 

cent of the respondents. So, it is understood that majority of the respondents are motivated by 

“Passion and Ambition” to start a business. 

Source from where women entrepreneurs borrow money 

 Money is the life of blood of any business. No single business can survive without 

making investment. Availability of finance is an important prerequisite for establishing any 

entrepreneurial activity. Table 3 shows the source from where the respondents raise finance.  

Table 3 

Source from where women entrepreneurs borrow money 

Source No. of respondents Percentage 

Friends and Relatives 21 42 

Private money lenders 8 16 

Loan from commercial banks 17 34 

Loan from development banks 4 8 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

The Table 3 shows that 42 per cent of the respondents borrow money from friends and 

relatives, 16 per cent of the respondents borrow money from private money lenders, 34 per 

cent of the respondents borrow money from commercial banks and 8 per cent of the 
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respondents borrow money from Development banks. This infers that majority of the 

respondents borrow money from friends and relatives.  

Problems faced by women entrepreneurs while applying for loan 

While applying for loan women may face lot of problems. This is shown these in Table  4 

Table 4 

Problems faced by the respondents while applying for loan 

Problems No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Lack of proper security 13 26 

Lack of convincing power 8 16 

Lack of proper knowledge 12 24 

Others 17 34 

Total 50 100 

       Source: Primary data 

The Table 4 shows that “Lack of proper security” is the major problem faced by 26 per 

cent of the respondents, “Lack of convincing power” is the major problem faced by 16 per cent 

of the respondents, “Lack of knowledge” is the major problem faced by 24 per cent of the 

respondents. 

The sector women entrepreneurs are doing business 

There are many sectors that provide employment opportunities. Of them, the sector that 

provides employment in large is depicted in table 5 

Table 5 

The sector women entrepreneurs are doing business 

Sector No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Manufacturing 23 46 

Service 16 32 

Others 11 22 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

Table 5 clearly shows that 46 per cent of the respondents are doing business in 

Manufacturing sector, 32 per cent of the respondents are doing business in service sectors and 

22 per cent of the respondents are doing business in various other sectors.  

 Sources of finance selected by women entrepreneurs to solve their financial problem 

Women entrepreneurs face lot of financial problems in their business field and they try to solve 

their financial problems in many ways. Table 6 shows how they solve their financial problems. 
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Table 6 

Sources of finance 

Source No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Bank loan 14 28 

Family support 21 42 

Private money lenders 13 26 

Others 2 4 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

Table 6 shows that 28 per cent of the respondents solve their financial problem by 

borrowing money from banks, 42 per cent of the respondents solve their financial problems 

by borrowing money from family members, 26 per cent of the respondents solve their problems 

by borrowing money from private money lenders and 4 per cent of the respondents solve their 

financial problems by other sources. 

Reason for the inability to survive in the business field by women 

Even though an entrepreneur has all capacities, there are some difficulties that always 

stand on the way. There are some difficulties that affect the growth of entrepreneurship. The 

reasons for the inability to survive in business field is given in table 7. 

Table 7 

Reason for the inability to survive in the business field by women 

Reasons No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Family problem 10 20 

Financial problem 15 30 

Negative socio-cultural 

attitude 

8 16 

Lack of self confidence 9 18 

Lack of support from the 

family 

8 16 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

Table 7 shows that 30 per cent of the respondents are unable to survive in the business 

field because of “Financial problems”, 20 per cent of the respondents are unable to survive in 

the business field because of “Family problems” and 16 per cent each of the respondents are 

unable to survive in the business field because of “Negative socio cultural attitude” and “Lack 

of support from the family” respectively, majority of the respondents are unable to survive in 

the business field because of “Financial issues”.  
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Challenges women entrepreneurs have experienced 

The challenges and opportunities available to the women of digital era are growing 

rapidly that the job seekers are turning into job creators. Table 8 shows the challenges faced 

by women entrepreneurs. 

Table 8 

Challenges women entrepreneurs have experienced 

Challenges Garrett means 

score 

Rank 

Gender perspective 38.9 V 

Family issues 60.7 I 

Fear of failure 48 III 

Lack of financial 

support 

60.5 II 

Lack of confidence 41.8 IV 

Source: Primary data 

 Table 8 shows that “Family issues” ranked first with the mean score of 60.7, “Lack of financial 

support” ranked second with the mean score of 60.5 and “Gender perspective” ranked fifth 

with the mean score of 38.9. So, it is clear that Family issue is the major challenge faced by 

women entrepreneurs.  

Challenges faced by women entrepreneurs during the start-up phase  

Every start up founder knows from the outset that they have to face various challenges. This 

table shows the challenges faced by women entrepreneurs during the start-up phase. 

Table 9 

Challenges faced by respondents during the start-up phase 

Challenges 
No. of 

respondents 
Percentage 

No obstacles 4 8 

Doubt of self 

confidence 
9 18 

Financial issues 24 48 

Lack of information 11 22 

Combining domestic 

and 

business life 

2 4 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

 Table 9 shows that the main challenge for 48 per cent of the respondents is “Financial 

issues” while starting their business, and for 22 per cent of the respondents the challenge is 

“Lack of information” and for 4 per cent of the respondents the “Combining domestic and 
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professional life” is the challenge faced by them.  

Present status of the business 

 Status is an accepted or official position, especially in a social group.  Table 10 shows 

the current status of women entrepreneurs. 

Table 10 

Present status of the business 

Status of the business 
No. of 

respondents 
Percentage 

Its blooming 13 26 

Running normally 15 30 

Good enough to survive 20 40 

Undergoing loss 2 4 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 

Table 10 shows that 40 per cent of the respondents said that their business is good enough to 

survive, 30 per cent of the respondents said that their business is running normally and 4 per 

cent of the respondents said that their business is undergoing loss.  

Suggestions 

Based on the findings of the study, the following suggestions are made which can help the 

women entrepreneurs. 

➢ Due to family issues many of the respondents are hesitated to start their business, so the 

family members of women entrepreneurs should come forward to support the women to 

achieve their goal. 

➢ Steps may be taken to make the family members aware of the potentialities  of women and 

their dual role in society. At the same time negatives social attitude towards women should 

be changed. 

➢ Guidance cell for women entrepreneurs can be set up to handle the problems of women 

entrepreneurs. 

➢ Housewives should be motivated to learn the technique of earning additional income. 

➢ Better educational facilities and schemes should be extended to women folk by the 

government. 

➢ Adequate training program on management skills can be provided to the women 

community. 

➢ Encourage women's participation in decision-making.  
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Conclusion 

Entrepreneurship among women, no doubt improves the wealth of the nation in general 

and of the family in particular. Women today are more willing to take up activities that were 

once considered the sole right of men, and have proved that they are shining like men with 

respect to contribution to the growth of the economy. Women entrepreneurship must be molded 

properly with entrepreneurial traits and skills to meet the changes in trends, challenges global 

markets and also be competent enough to sustain and strive for excellence in the entrepreneurial 

area. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this study is to determine how impact of digitalisation and other factors, 

such as Important Skills, Impact of Digitalization, Skills to perform in Digitization and changes 

after Digitalization are related to these factors. The authors used convenient sampling 

technique, structured survey instrument, 64 respondents from bank employees of private and 

public sector banks were surveyed, and the data were analysed after checking the instrument's 

psychometric properties by performing t-test analysis and garret rank. SPSS tools for analysis. 

Paperless transaction help to do the work faster has been changed after digitalization and 

Cyber Security knowledge should be development more for bank employees. Self-report 

measures, like all survey studies, suffer from common technique bias and social desirability 

bias. However, the authors have taken sufficient precautions to minimise these restrictions. 

This study contributes to both practicing bank employees and the literature on digitalization 

banking. This study provides a new light to Impact of Digitalisation in bank. 

Keywords: Digitalization, Banking and Employee. 

Introduction 

The recent wave of Digitalization has generated an intense debate among economists, and 

attracting both strong supporters and opponents. On 14th august 1991, the Government of India 

(GOI) appointed a committee headed by Mr.M.Narashimham to suggest the modus operandi 

for reforms of the banking Sector. Digitalization means the transformation of data and 

information into digital structure with the reception of innovation.Now in day-to-day life most 

of the people in over country has smart phones and smart gadgets, and they have great 

knowledge about technology.In Digital society, the banking sector has been passing through a 

massive transformation due to growing economic reform and technology. Digitalization 

concept is given end-to-end service online through mobile, Tablets and the Internet. Traditional 

Banking operations include voucher posting, accounting, and consolidating the general ledger 

in manual, but after digitalization the works are done by using digital mode. 

Statement of the Problem 

After the banking sector underwent a rapid digital transformation characterised by the 

widespread adoption of technology-driven solutions and cutting-edge digital services, there is 

an increasing need to thoroughly research and comprehend the complex effects of digitalization 

mailto:annieriyamichael@holycrossngl.edu.in
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on banking employees. To understand how banking employees feels about the transition from 

traditional to digital banking. The researcher is motivated to select the title “Digitalisation 

Transformation: How It Impact Banking Employee in kanyakumari”. 

Research Gap 

While many studies have looked into how digitalization is affecting the banking industry and 

its customers, there is still a substantial knowledge vacuum regarding the complex effects of 

digitalization on banking workers. Even though this topic has been briefly touched upon in 

several research, a thorough study is required to fill in the information gaps that currently exist. 

So to fulfil this gap I am going to study about Digitalisation Transformation: How it Impact 

Banking Employees in Kanyakumari 

Objectives 

• To explore the digitalization in the banking sector in India. 

• To study the Impact of digitalization on banking employees 

Research Methodology  

The study is indented to understand the digital transformation in banking employees. For this, 

64 bank employees accessing digital banking were selected in the kanniyakumari using a 

convenient sampling technique. The primary data were collected through interview and 

secondary data from secondary sources is collected from Journals, websites, and bank data. 

REVIEWS of Literature 

Arunangshu in his paper focuses on the digitalization of the rural banking system in India. 

Digital banking systems have enormous potential to change the landscape of financial 

inclusion. They found that with the features of low cost, ease of use of digital banking can 

accelerate the integration of the unbanked economy to the maintenance 

Jeevanandham depicts, the impact of digitalization on the Indian banking sector among 50 

samples of males and females in the Dindigul. This paper covers the implications of the 

digitalization exercise for banks and their customers,the convenience sampling method for 

collecting data. The study found that lack of education leads to ignorance of digital banking. 

After digitalization people can check their bank account details, pay their bills Online, and 

transfer money to other accounts. All these things can happen only through education.  

Rajeshwari in his research paper found that digital banking increases the expectations of 

customers from banks. With the help of secondary data, they analyze that digital banking 

become a milestone in Indian banking system. It enhances the growth and progress of the Indian 

banking. It found that due to digital banking the operating cost of banks has been reduced 
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rapidly. Lower operating cost means more profits for the banks. According to him, digital 

banking has the power change the banking structure. 

Digital Payments in India 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) installed its first computer in 1968, and a larger one in 1979. 

But the United Commercial (UCO) Bank, the Standard Chartered Bank, Lloyds' Bank, Grind 

lays, and others had installed accounting and other machines before 1966. Operations such as 

payrolls had been computerized fairly early on. Some head offices began to use computers by 

the beginning of the 1980s. Instead of increasing the bookkeeping and MIS (Management 

Information System). 

The SBEI Committee was constituted by the Reserve Bank of India in September 1988 to draw 

up a perspective plan for computerisation in banks, during 1990-94, and to consider other allied 

issues. The Committee was headed by Dr. C. Rangarajan, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of 

India, and had members drawn from Government and banks as well as financial, 

software/hardware, and training institutions. The Committee appointed a Technical Group to 

assist it in its deliberations. The Group was headed by Dr. S. Ramani, Director, NCST, with 

members from RBI, DOE, MTNL, NlBM, IIM, Consultants, and banks. 

Digital Payment Methods 

Banking Cards (Debit/ Credit/ Cash/ Travel/ Others), Unstructured Supplementary Service 

Data (USSD), Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS), Unified Payments interface (UPI), 

Mobile Wallets, Banks Pre-Paid Cards, Point of Sale, Internet Banking and Mobile banking 

and Mirco ATM. 

Digital Payments Volume and Value (2010-2020) 

Fig:1 

 

Source (RBI data)  

Fig 1 shows the growth of digital payment from 2010-2020. In 2010-2011 Digital payment was 

only 96 Crore but in 2020 it was 3435 Crore it’s was massive growth. 
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Data Analysis and Intrepretation  

Table 1 

Demographic Profile of Respondents 

Variables Parameters Frequency Percentage 

Gender Male 

Female 

36 

28 

56 

44 

Total 64 100 

Age Below 30 

31-40 

41-50 

Above 51 

14 

16 

26 

8 

22 

25 

40 

13 

Total 64 100 

 

 

Designation 

Assistant Manager 

Branch Manager 

Cashier 

Clerk 

12 

18 

21 

13 

19 

28 

33 

20 

Total 64 100 

 

 

Education 

SSLC 

UG 

PG 

Professional  

13 

18 

16 

17 

20 

28 

25 

27 

Total 64 100 

 

 

Bank Name 

Canara Bank 

IDBI 

Karur Vysya Bank 

SBI 

Union Bank of India 

10 

14 

13 

15 

12 

16 

22 

20 

23 

19 

Total 64 100 

(Source: Primary data) 

Table 2 

Impact of Digitalization 

Particulars Yes No 

Way of working easier after digitalization 64 0 

Digitalization has changed the way of working of employees 64 0 

Digitization has great impact on banking sector  64 0 

Employment trends in banking has changed after digitalization 58 6 

(Source: Primary data) 

Table 2 revealed that 64 respondents given yes to the impact of digitalization as way of working 

easier after digitalization, digitalization has changed the way of working of employees and 
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digitization has great impact on banking sector. Only 6 respondents have given no for 

employment trends in banking have changed after digitalization. 

Table 3 

Skill to perform in Digitization 

Particulars No. of 

Responses 

Percentage 

High demand for a digital specialist 9 19 

Increased in data driven decision 

making 

4 6 

Compliance handling talent 15 23 

All the above  35 52 

Total 64 100 

(Source: Primary data) 

Table 3 show that 52 per cent of respondents given preference to all the above has great impact 

on banking employment, 23 per cent respondent give preference to Compliance and security 

handling talent, 19 per cent respondent give preference to digital specialist and 6 per cent of 

respondents given preference to Increased in data driven decision making. 

Table 4 

Important Skills needed after Digitization 

(Source: Primary data) 

*-Significant at one per cent level 

It is observed from the table 4 that among the 5 variables identified, “Cyber Security” is the 

most important variable that is expected by the employees which is ranked first with the mean 

score of 4.45, followed by the variable “Data Visualisation” which is ranked second with the 

mean score of 4.20,”Data Visualisation”, and “Data Visualisation” have been given third and 

SI 

No. 

 

Variables 

 

Mean Score Total Rank F- 

Statistics 

Sig 

Below 

30 

31-40 41-50 Above 

51 

1 Cyber 

Security 5 4.5 3.88 3.25 4.45 I 50.02 .000 

2 Cloud 

Computing 3.64 3.87 3.84 4 3.82 IV 1.66 .202 

3 Managing 

Risk in the 

Digital 4 3.81 3.84 4 3.89 III .03 .848 

4 Data 

Visualisation 5 3.56 4.53 5 4.20 II .88 .350 

5 Learning 

Technology 3 3.06 4.26 5 3.78 V 77.64 .000 

Average Score 3.76 4.07 4.25 4.03     
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fourth ranks with the mean source of 3.89, 3.82 respectively. The last important need after 

digitalisation is to “Learning Technology” which is ranked fifth with the mean score of 3.78  

Table 5 

Variables changed after Digitalization 

SI. 

No. 

Variables Garret Mean Rank 

1 Helping in reducing work stress level 51.10 III 

2 Paperless transaction help to do the 

work faster 

52.92 I 

3 Increased interest in work  52.37 II 

4 Do work more efficiently  46.60 IV 

5 Increased job Satisfaction  45.98 V 

(Source: Primary data) 

It is evident from the table 1.5 reveals that out of five identified Variables that changed after 

digitalization “Paperless transaction help to do the work faster” is the most import factor which 

is ranked first with the mean source of 52.92. The Variable “Increased interest in work” is 

ranked second with the mean source of 52.37 followed by the Variables “Helping in reducing 

work stress level”, “Do work more efficiently” and “Increased job Satisfaction” with the mean 

source of 51.10, 46.60, 45.98 are ranked third, fourth and fifth respectively by the sample 

respondents. 

Findings 

The major finding of the study is stated as blow: 

• Out of 64 respondents 100 per cent have given digitalization changed their way of working, 

made it easier and it has a great impact in banking sector. Only 6 respondents have given 

no for employment a trend in banking has changed after digitalization. 

• 52 per cent of respondents give preference to all the above has a great impact on banking 

employment, 23 per cent of respondents give preference to Compliance handling talent, 19 

per cent of respondents give preference to Digital specialist and 6 per cent of respondents 

given preference to data is increasing Increased in data driven decision making. 

• Out of 64 respondents the important skills needed after Digitalization among below 30 and 

above50 age group has significant difference have been identified in the case of two 

variables Data Cyber Security and Data Visualisation, since their respective ‘f’ statistics at 

one per cent level. 

• Out of five identified variables that changed after digitalization “Paperless transaction help 

to do the work faster” is the most impact factor which is ranked first with the mean source 
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of 52.92. The Variable “Increased interest in work” is ranked second with the mean source 

of 52.37 followed by the Variables “Helping in reducing work stress level”, “Do work more 

efficiently” and “Increased job Satisfaction” with the mean source of 51.10, 46.60, 45.98 

are ranked third, fourth and fifth respectively by the sample respondents. 

Suggestions 

• Create thorough training programmes that address compliance, digital skills, and data 

security, and provide staff with the freedom to specialise in certain areas based on their 

preferences. 

• Create specialised training courses in data cyber security and data visualisation to meet the 

demands of workers under the age of 30 and over the age of 50, maximising skill growth 

in these important areas for both age groups. 

Conclusion  

Post-independence lot of changes have been happened in India in all the sector, like banks also 

developed an in massive level, first in banking process there was only were vouching methods 

and a ledger for the banking process. Day by day it got changed and in 1990s banking process 

digitalization has been introduced in India. In 1998 E-banking has been started then in 2003 

multi-channel integration and Omni channel and now the internet of everything. Electronic 

banking is a modern technology offered by banks to their customers so that they can 

conveniently conduct their banking transactions at a time that suits them and can access their 

bank account 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. During the pandemic period digital banking 

was so useful. Banking employee’s works is also done easily after digitization, so they are 

happily doing their work and the stress level of the employees is also reduced and due to that 

employees are satisfied with the job. If the “Employees in the banks are happy the customers 

who come to the bank also happy”. Banks plays an important role in Indian economy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Google LLC is an American multinational technology company that specializes in 

Internet-related services and products, which include online advertising technologies, search 

engine, cloud computing, software, and hardware. It is considered one of the Big 

Four technology companies, along with Amazon, Apple and Face book. More than 70 percent 

of worldwide online search requests are handled by Google, placing it at the heart of 

most Internet users’ experience. Its headquarters are in Mountain View, California. Google 

has become one of the fastest growing networks among today’s generation. A project or 

assignment without Google’s involvement has become impossible for students. In our country, 

Android phones are used highly compared to iPhone and these android based phones are 

completely controlled by Google Services likely Google play store, Google maps, Google play 

music etc. Therefore, Google plays a very important role in our day-to-day life. And these 

services are highly used by IT employees compared to us. Though Google holds lot of merits 

but it has some unspoken barriers which set it back. Google plays a very important role in our 

day-to-day life. And these services are highly used by IT employees compared to us. Though 

Google holds lot of merits but it has some unspoken barriers which set it back. So, this study 

is made on understanding the customer satisfaction level towards Google’s well-known 

services. The study has been made to find out the customer’s satisfaction towards Google’s 

services with special reference to Chennai City. The most popular applications provided by 

Google are Map and YouTube. YouTube holds a wide number of celebrities and it even helped 

many people in increasing their passion. But to catch a promissory position in future world, 

Google must try to introduce most attractive and easily accessible services to its customers. 

This study is carried out on the basis of both primary and secondary sources. The total number 

of samples is 50 IT people and they were selected in the area of Chennai city. The relevant data 

were collected through online questionnaire through Google drive. The researcher used the 

method of convenient sampling technique. 

Keywords: Google, Services, Information Technology, Employees, Search engine 

 Introduction 

Google was founded in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin while they were Ph.D. 

students at Stanford University in California. Together they own about 14 percent of its shares 

and control 56 percent of the stockholder voting power through super voting stock. They 

incorporated Google as a privately held company on September 4, 1998. An initial public 

offering (IPO) took place on August 19, 2004, and Google moved to its headquarters in 

Mountain View, California, nicknamed the Google plex. In August 2015, Google announced 
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plans to reorganize its various interests as a conglomerate called Alphabet Inc. Google is 

Alphabet's leading subsidiary and will continue to be the umbrella company for Alphabet's 

Internet interests. Sundar Pichai was appointed CEO of Google, replacing Larry Page who 

became the CEO of Alphabet. Google.com is the most visited website in the world. Several 

other Google services also figure in the top 100 most visited websites, 

including YouTube and Blogger. Google is the most valuable brand in the world as of 2017, 

but has received significant criticism involving issues such as privacy concerns, tax avoidance, 

antitrust, censorship, and search neutrality. Google's mission statement is "to organize the 

world's information and make it universally accessible and useful", and its unofficial slogan 

was "Don't be evil" until the phrase was removed from the company's code of conduct around 

May 2018. Information Technology in India is an industry consisting of two major 

components: IT services and business process outsourcing (BPO). The sector has increased its 

contribution to India's GDP from 1.2% in 1998 to 7.7% in 2017. The United States accounts 

for two-thirds of India's IT services exports. 

Statement of the problem 

Google has become one of the fastest growing networks among today’s generation.  

Google plays a very important role in our day-to-day life. Now a days a project or assignment 

without Google’s involvement has become impossible. In our country, Android phones are 

used highly compared to iPhone and these android based phones are completely controlled by 

Google Services likely Google play store, Google maps, Google play music etc. And these 

services are highly used by IT employees compared to us. Though Google holds lot of merits 

but it has some unspoken barriers which set it back. So, this study is made on understanding 

the customer satisfaction level towards Google’s well-known services. The study has been 

made to find out the customer’s satisfaction towards Google’s services with special reference 

to Chennai City.  

Objectives of the study 

• To find out the effects of Google services in our day-to-day life. 

• To analyse the usage of Google among IT employees. 

Methodology 

This study is carried out on the basis of both primary and secondary sources. Primary 

data were collected by means of systematically prepared questionnaire in Google drive. 

Secondary data has been collected from various Books, Journals, Thesis and Websites. 
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Sampling design 

  Study is descriptive and analytical. It is descriptive in the sense it exists at present and 

it includes facts and findings. It is analytical in the sense it involves analysis of the collected 

data and information. The total number of samples is 50 IT people and they were selected in 

the area of Chennai city. The relevant data were collected through online questionnaire through 

Google drive. The researcher used the method of convenient sampling technique. Convenient 

sampling comes under the non- probability sampling method, which means, it does not provide 

equal opportunity to all the IT people in Chennai city.  

Analysis and interpretation 

Experience of the respondents 

Experience always makes a person perfect. Experience in the field of work always increases 

the competency and the level of performance. So here the experience plays a very important 

role in knowing customer’s viewpoint on the services of Google. The experience level of the 

sample respondents is given in Table 1. 

      Table 1 

Experience of the Respondents 

Experience No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

1-5 years 19 38 

5-10 years 10 20 

10-20 years 19 38 

Above 20 years 2 4 

Total 50 100 

             Source: primary data 

    Table 1 shows that 38 per cent of the sample respondents are having 1-5 years and 10 -20 

years of experience, 20 per cent are having 5-10 years and 4 per cent of samples respondents 

are having above 20 years’ experience. So, it can be said that, mostly Google services are used 

by the people with less experience. 

 Gadgets used by respondents 

 The usage of any service by the customers directly or indirectly depends upon the 

source they have with them. So, the gadgets used by the sample respondents are given below 

in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Gadgets used by Respondents 

Gadgets No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

Tablet 7 14 

Smart watch 3 6 

Smartphone 24 48 

Laptop 16 32 

Total 50 100 

              Source: primary data 

      Table 2, it shows that 48 per cent of the sample respondents use Smartphones, 32 per cent 

of them use Laptop, 14 per cent of them use Tablet and only 6 per cent of the respondents use 

Smartwatch. So, it clearly proves that respondents who use smartphone and laptop use Google 

services to the maximum. 

Effects of google service among respondents  

          The services offered by Google have offered many types of services to the IT employees. 

They have answered to its Merits and inefficiencies, in terms of Time, Energy, and Money etc. 

the following table will present you with the required details: 

Table 3 

Effects of google service among respondents 

Particulars Yes No Maybe 

Time 35(70%) 5(10%) 10(20%) 

Energy 30(60%) 5(10%) 15(30%) 

Any charge 8(16%) 34(68%) 8(16%) 

Easy Accessibility 50(100%) - - 

Multitasking 41(82%) 5(10%) 4(8%) 

Secured Transaction 20(40%) 8(16%) 22(44%) 

Relevant results 13(26%) 37(74%) - 

Table 3 clearly signifies that 70 per cent of the sample respondents agree that their Time 

consumption have been reduced due to Google’s services, 60 per cent of the respondents agree 

that their energy consumption on work have been reduced due to Google’s services, 68 per cent 
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of the respondents say that they don’t pay any kind of charges for the Google’s services used 

by them, 100 per cent of the sample respondents agree that they have an Easy accessibility 

towards Google’s services, 82 per cent of the respondents agree that their multitasking 

capability have been increased due to Google’s services, 44 per cent of the respondents say that 

maybe Google’s service-based transactions are secured, and 74 per cent of the sample 

respondents complain that Google search engine does not provide relevant result.  

Usage of google services 

 Google and its services play an important role in our day to day life. In case of IT industry; it 

plays a very important role. The following table shows its importance among IT employees. 

Table 4 

Answer No. of respondents Percentage 

YES 36 72 

NO 6 12 

MAYBE 8 16 

Total 50 100 

    Source: primary data 

In the Table 4, 72 per cent sample respondents agree that Google plays a very important role 

in their day to day life.  

Usage of search engine  

Google search engine is widely used for every purpose. And how many times it is used by IT 

employees at their workplace is represented in the following table. 

Table 5 

Usage of search engine 

Usage No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

2-3 times 6 12 

3-6 times 13 26 

More than 6 times 26 52 

I don’t use at all 5 10 

Total 50 100 

Source: Primary data 
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In the table, 52 per cent of the respondents use Google’s Search engine for more than 6 times 

in a day at their workplace, 26 per cent of the respondents say that they use nearly 3-6 times in 

a day, 12 per cent use 2-3 times in a day and 10 per cent say that don’t use at all.  

Opinion regarding the services of google 

Ranking plays a very important role while considering an opinion. So here the ranking has been 

allotted to the Google applications as per the opinion given by the sample respondents. 

Table 6 

Opinion regarding the services of google 

 

Applications 

Highly 

Satisfied 

 

Satisfied 

 

Neutral 

 

Dis 

satisfied 

Highly 

Dis 

satisfied 

 

Total 

 

Mean 

score 

 

Rank 

 

Google Maps 

37 

(185) 

10 

(40) 

3 

(9) 

_ _ 234/50 4.68 I 

 

Google 

Chrome 

35 

(175) 

12 

(48) 

3 

(9) 

_ _ 232/50 4.64 II 

YouTube 30 

(150) 

20 

(80) 

_ _ _ 

 

230/50 4.6 III 

Google Play 29 

(145) 

12 

(48) 

6 

(18) 

2 

(4) 

1 

(1) 

216/50 4.32 IV 

Gmail 21 

(105) 

19 

(76) 

9 

(27) 

1 

(2) 

_ 210/50 4.2 V 

Google 

Drive 

13 

(65) 

25 

(100) 

7 

(21) 

_ 5 

(5) 

191/50 3.82 VI 

Google cloud 4 

(20) 

18 

(72) 

15 

(45) 

6 

(12) 

7 

(7) 

156/50 3.12 VII 

Google 

Business 

3 

(15) 

6 

(24) 

16 

(48) 

7 

(14) 

18 

(18) 

119/50 2.38 VIII 

Google Duo 2 

(10) 

8 

(32) 

22 

(66) 

10 

(20) 

8 

(8) 

136/50 2.72 IX 

Google Plus 1 

(5) 

6 

(24) 

13 

(39) 

10 

(20) 

20 

(20) 

108/50 2.16 X 

Sources: Primary data 

 Table 6 depicts that Google maps hold first rank with the mean score of 4.68. Google Chrome 

holds second rank with the mean score of 4.64. YouTube holds third rank with the mean score 

of 4.6 and Google plus holds the 10th rank with mean score of 2.16. Therefore, the ranking 

clearly represents the importance of Google maps in our day to day life. 

  Suggestions 

The suggestions proposed here are mainly based on the measures suggested by the sample 

respondents. Suggestion only makes a chance for the growth of any business. Hence the 

researcher suggests the following as important suggestions for this study. 

•    The YouTube trending section must have worldwide videos. 
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• Tracking of user’s location must be chosen by them itself. 

• YouTube videos should have a smaller number of advertisements. 

•     The user’s search history must be deleted permanently as per the request of the 

concerned person. 

• Unsecure websites must be blocked. 

• The security must be strengthened (non-hackable). 

 Conclusion 

Now-a-days there are number of service providers in internet. In the present time, each 

and every people in the world are using internet at high scale and depended over it for their 

own purposes. Google plays an important role in our day-to-day life and Google is the biggest 

service provider in the Internet. The most popular applications provided by Google are Map 

and YouTube. YouTube holds a wide number of celebrities and it even helped many people in 

increasing their passion. But to catch a promissory position in future world, Google must try to 

introduce most attractive and easily accessible services to its customers. These suggestions 

bound to pave the way for greater success.  
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ABSTRACT 

The main aim of the study is to know the factors behind for the adoption of green 

banking practices of commercial banks and identify the relationship between factors 

influencing the adoption of green banking practices and demographic profile of employees. 

Banks can play a crucial role in ensuring environmentally sustainable and socially responsible 

investments in the economy. It is at the interest of the banks to practice green banking and 

thereby avoiding the aforesaid risks involved in the banking sector. Thus, now a days, banks 

are gradually coming to realize that there is an immediate need for a shift from ‘profit, profit 

and profit’ motive to ‘planet, people and profit orientation’ for sustainable development in the 

long-run. In this context, an attempt has been made to study the factors influence for the 

adoption of green banking practices of commercial banks in Thiruvananthapuram District. The 

research was undertaken on the basis of data collected from both primary and secondary 

sources. The primary data were collected from employees who are working in commercial 

banks with the help of questionnaire. Survey method has been followed for the study. The simple 

random sampling method has been selected for the purpose of this study. It is found that 

reputational risk and credit risk are the important nature of problems faced while operating 

with green banking among the bank employees who are Manager. The study discloses that 

start-up face and reputational risk are the important nature of problems faced while operating 

with green banking among the employees who are executives.   

Keywords: Green banking practices, Commercial Banks, Gain energy efficiency and 

Employees 

Introduction 

 Green banking practices are the new innovation the field of banking sector. Green 

banking pertains to the business of banking sector were managed in a most significant manner 

that helps for the overall diminution of external carbon emission and internal carbon footprint. 

Green banking not only promotes environmental sustainability but also the social 

responsibility. Green Banking covers both internal and external aspects. Internal in rapports of 

its day by day working i.e. paperless banking which includes use of newer technologies to save 

the paper and so the environment. Replacing daily courier services with scans and electronic 

deliveries, electronic transfer of salary and reimbursements, implementation of the online 

banking system, use of ATM’s for cash withdrawals and deposits, e-statements of accounts, 
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electronic fund transfer through RTGS can lead to an increase in customer convenience, 

reduction in costs incurred by the banks and an improvement in the banking performance. 

External aspect of Green Banking includes change in the habit of its industrial customers to 

protect and sustain the environment.   

Statement of the Problem 

 Innovation refers to introducing something new in the economy. Green banking is a 

new term to the banking sector as well as to the customers. At the introduction stage of this 

system faces lot of problems like lack of awareness of employees. This problem creates a 

hindrance to the installation process. However it is very good and very effective and approvable 

to the sector for the protection of the environment. It is an eco-friendly system so everyone can 

accept it with pleasure. Extremely it is a new concept so the people are not too much aware 

about these practices adopted by the banking sector. 

 Banks in India are playing a vital role towards sustainable development by introducing 

various green banking practices. Adoption of these green banking practices by the customers 

will result savings of energy, fuel, paper and other natural resources. During their day to day 

business banks heavily contributes towards the carbon emission in terms of use of paper, 

electricity, stationary, lighting, air conditioning, electronic equipment, etc. even though this is 

moderate compared to other carbon sensitive industries like steel, oil and gas, etc. In the case 

of banks, the direct interface with the environment has considerably increased due to rapid 

growth of the banking industry. Being a major source of fund provider, banks can play a crucial 

role in ensuring environmentally sustainable and socially responsible investments in the 

economy. It is at the interest of the banks to practice green banking and thereby avoiding the 

aforesaid risks involved in the banking sector. Thus, now a days, banks are gradually coming 

to realize that there is an immediate need for a shift from ‘profit, profit and profit’ motive to 

‘planet, people and profit orientation’ for sustainable development in the long-run. In this 

context, an attempt has been made to study the factors influence for the adoption of green 

banking practices of commercial banks in Thiruvananthapuram District. 

Objectives of the Study 

i) To identify the nature of problems faced by employees while operating with green banking 

ii) To identify the relationship between factors influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices and demographic profile of employees 

Hypotheses 

Null Hypothesis (H0) : “There is no significant association between the age group of the sample 

employees and factors influencing the adoption of green banking practices”. 
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Null Hypothesis (H0) : “There is no significant association between the marital status of the 

sample employees and factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices” 

Methodology 

 The research was undertaken on the basis of data collected from both primary and 

secondary sources. The primary data were collected from employees who are working in 

commercial banks with the help of questionnaire. Survey method has been followed for the 

study. Questionnaires were constructed to collect primary data from the employees who are 

working in commercial banks. The secondary data were collected from the reports of the 

commercial banks, related agencies, seminars, workshops, proceedings, magazines, journals, 

and websites etc. 

Sampling Design 

 The simple random sampling method has been selected for the purpose of this study. 

There are 3402 public sector commercial banks branches in Kerala, 459 public sector 

commercial banks branches and 12 public sector commercial banks located in 

Thiruvananthapuram District. Among them only 5 public commercial banks are taken for the 

study. These five public sector commercial banks have 370 branches in total, 50 percent of the 

branches are taken for the study and only one employee is taken from each branch for analysis 

(i.e., 185 employees).  

Table 1 

Sample public sector commercial bank branches taken for the study 

Sl. 

No 

 

Name of the Bank 

No. of 

Branches 

No. of 

Branches 

Taken 

Sample 

Employees 

Taken  

1. State Bank of India 154 77 77 

2. Canara Bank 90 45 45 

3. Union Bank of India 54 27 27 

4. Indian Overseas Bank 43 21 21 

5. Indian Bank 29 15 15 

 Total 370 185 185 

Source: Secondary data: Lead Bank, Thiruvananthapuram  

Analysis and Interpretation   

Association between age group of the sample employees and factors influencing the 

adoption of green banking practices  
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 To find out the association between age group of the sample employees and factors 

influencing the adoption of green banking practices, analysis has been made with the following 

null hypothesis. 

Null Hypothesis (H0) : “There is no significant association between the age group of the sample 

employees and factors influencing the adoption of green banking practices”. 

 To test the above null hypothesis, one way ANOVA test has been used and the result is 

presented in the following table. 

 Table 2 

One Way ANOVA for Factors influencing the adoption of green banking practices 

based on Age group of Employees 

Factors  Age group Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

Environment 

Factor 

Between Groups 537.802 5 107.560 

5.359 .000 Within Groups 12525.069 179 20.072 

Total 13062.871 184  

Economic 

Factor 

Between Groups 821.931 5 164.386 

6.028 .000 Within Groups 17017.410 179 27.271 

Total 17839.341 184  

Policy 

Guideline 

Factor 

Between Groups 25.348 5 5.070 

.706 .619 Within Groups 4478.341 179 7.177 

Total 4503.689 184  

Legal Factor Between Groups 210.714 5 42.143 

3.314 .006 Within Groups 7908.960 179 12.715 

Total 8119.674 184  

Source: Computed Data  

 The ANOVA test shows that there is a statistically significant relationship between age 

group of the employees and environment factor influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices. Therefore, H0 is rejected (p-value 0.000 < 0.05) at 5% level of significance. That is 

the sample employees differ significantly in the environment factor influencing the adoption 

of green banking practices when they are classified based on their age group. Hence it is 

inferred that the environment factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices is 

differ among the different age group of the employees in the study area.  
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 The ANOVA test shows that there is a statistically significant relationship between age 

group of the employees and economic factor influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices. Therefore, H0 is rejected (p-value 0.000 < 0.05) at 5% level of significance. That is 

the sample employees differ significantly in the economic factor influencing the adoption of 

green banking practices when they are classified based on their age group. Hence it is inferred 

that the economic factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices is differ among 

the different age group of the employees in the study area.  

The ANOVA test shows that there is a statistically significant relationship between age 

group of the employees and legal factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices. 

Therefore, H0 is rejected (p-value 0.006 < 0.05) at 5% level of significance. That is the sample 

employees differ significantly in the legal factor influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices when they are classified based on their age group. Hence it is inferred that the legal 

factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices is differ among the different age 

group of the employees in the study area.  

 The ANOVA test further shows that there is no statistically significant relationship 

between age group of the employees and policy guideline factor influencing the adoption of 

green banking practices. Therefore, H0 is accepted   (p-value 0.619 > 0.05) at 5% level of 

significance. Further it is found that the policy guideline factor influencing the adoption of 

green banking practices is not varied among different age group of the employees. 

Association between marital status of the sample employees and Factor influencing the 

adoption of green banking practices  

 To find out the association between marital status of the sample employees and factor 

influencing the adoption of green banking practices, analysis has been made with the following 

null hypothesis. 

Null Hypothesis (H0) : “There is no significant association between the marital status of the 

sample employees and factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices” 

 To test the above null hypothesis, ‘t’ test has been used and the result is presented in 

the following table. 
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Table 3 

‘t’ test for Factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices  

based on Marital Status of Employees 

Factors  Levene's Test for Equality of Variances 

 

t-test for Equality of 

Means 

 F Sig. 

 

t 

 

p Value 

Environment 

Factor 

Equal variances 

assumed 
.860 .354 1.224 .222 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

  
1.209 .227 

Economic 

Factor 

Equal variances 

assumed 
1.000 .318 2.542 .011 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

  
2.567 .011 

Policy 

Guideline 

Factor 

Equal variances 

assumed 
.246 .620 .709 .479 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

  
.728 .467 

Legal Factor Equal variances 

assumed 
.003 .960 .910 .363 

Equal variances not 

assumed 

  
.967 .334 

Source: Computed data 

 The ‘t’ test shows that there is a statistically significant relationship between marital 

status of the employees and economic factor influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices. Therefore, H0 is rejected (p-value 0.011 < 0.05) at 5% level of significance. That is 

the sample employees differ significantly in the economic factor influencing the adoption of 

green banking practices when they are classified based on their marital status. Hence it is 

inferred that the economic factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices is differ 

among the different marital status of the employees in the study area.  

 The ‘t’ test further shows that there is no statistically significant relationship between 

marital status of the employees and environment factor influencing the adoption of green 
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banking practices. Therefore, H0 is accepted (p-value 0.222 > 0.05) at 5% level of significance. 

Further it is found that the environment factor influencing the adoption of green banking 

practices is not varied among different marital status of the employees. 

 The ‘t’ test further highlights that there is no statistically significant relationship 

between marital status of the employees and policy guideline factor influencing the adoption 

of green banking practices. Therefore, H0 is accepted (p-value 0.479 > 0.05) at 5% level of 

significance. Further it is found that the policy guideline factor influencing the adoption of 

green banking practices is not varied among different marital status of the employees. 

 The ‘t’ test further highlights that there is no statistically significant relationship 

between marital status of the employees and legal factor influencing the adoption of green 

banking practices. Therefore, H0 is accepted (p-value 0.363 > 0.05) at 5% level of significance. 

Further it is found that the legal factor influencing the adoption of green banking practices is 

not varied among different marital status of the employees. 

Category of job level of Bank Employees and Nature of problems faced while operating 

with green banking 

 In order to find the relationship between category of job level of bank employees and 

nature of problems faced while operating with green banking, ‘ANOVA’ test is used. The 

hypothesis is framed as follows, 

The null hypothesis (H0) - “There is no significant difference among different category of 

job level of bank employees with respect to the nature of problems faced while operating 

with green banking in Thiruvananthapuram District”.  

 The result of ‘ANOVA’ test for nature of problems faced while operating with green 

banking among different category of job level of bank employees is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Nature of problems faced while operating with green banking among different category 

of job level of sample bank employees 

Nature of Problems Category of job level (Mean Score) F 

Statistics Manager Executives  Officers Clerks 

Start-up face 4.1181 4.6818 4.3333 4.0833 3.510* 

Higher Operating Cost 4.0551 4.5455 4.3704 4.0794 2.717* 

Reputational Risk 4.3622 4.6385 4.6296 4.4167 1.624 

Credit Risk 4.2598 4.5159 4.4074 4.2917 0.908 

Brand Risk 3.7323 3.8182 4.0741 3.5833 1.740 
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Source: Primary data 

*-Significant at five per cent level 

 Table 4 discloses that reputational risk and credit risk are the important nature of 

problems faced while operating with green banking among the bank employees who are 

Manager as their mean scores are 4.3622 and 4.2598 respectively. It further discloses that start-

up face and reputational risk are the important nature of problems faced while operating with 

green banking among the employees who are executives as their mean scores are 4.6818 and 

4.6385 respectively.   

 Table 4 reveals that Reputational Risk and Credit Risk are the important nature of 

problems faced while operating with green banking among the employees who are officers as 

their mean scores are 4.6296 and 4.4074 respectively.  Further indicates that Reputational Risk 

and Credit Risk are the important nature of problems faced while operating with green banking 

among the employees who are clerks as their mean scores are 4.4167 and 4.2917 respectively. 

Regarding the nature of problems faced while operating with green banking among different 

category of job level of bank employees, start-up face and higher operating cost are statistically 

significant at 5 per cent level.   

Suggestions 

✓ It is found from the study that there is a significant difference between educational 

qualification of employees and challenges faced by employees while adopting green 

banking services of commercial banks. It is suggested that the banks may concentrate on 

different educational qualification of employees regarding challenges faced while adopting 

green banking services namely start-up face and higher operating cost.   

Conclusion 

 Green Banking is the emerging concept in India; globally it is being accepted on huge 

level, while Indian banks are still having big way to go. Green Banking may be seriously 

considered as a solution to the crucial situation of global warming growing due to rapid 

corrosion of global climatic modifications. On the overall basis, it may be concluded, the 

concept of Green Banking is a need of an hour looking at the current pollution and harmful 

effects of Global Warming. At least it will contribute to environmental conservation which 

makes the citizens’ to breath fresh air and stay healthy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, social media platforms are widely used by people of all ages for various 

purposes. However, it is observed that the younger generation is mainly utilizing these 

platforms for both educational and entertainment purposes. As a result, the  study focuses on 

individuals who use social media for online shopping. The study investigates  the consumer 

online buying behaviour and  the positive conversations, also known as eWOM which 

subsequently influence consumers to make purchase decisions. Compared to traditional 

advertising costs, Electronic Word Of Mouth (eWOM) is a cost-effective approach that can 

reach a large audience and earn more profit in a shorter period. This study concentrates on 

young users of social media. The data were collected from 200 respondents who is involved in 

online shopping. A Stratified random sampling method is used to collect the data and SPSS 21 

is used to analyse the data. The findings of the study shows that there is a strong relationship 

between  eWOM  and consumer  buying behaviour while purchasing online. 

Keywords: Social media, eWOM, Online shopping, Buying behaviour. 

Introduction 

Social media platforms provide people with the opportunity to express their opinions 

about retailers, products and services through Electronic Word-Of-Mouth (e-WOM).  Many of 

the largest online retailers like Walmart, Amazon, Costco, Home depot enabling customers to 

leave online reviews of the products they sell. Trust forms the foundation of online shopping 

and is established through the credibility and reliability demonstrated by E-retailing companies. 

In traditional brick-and-mortar stores, consumers have the opportunity to examine products, 

interact with sales people, and assess the overall credibility of the establishment. However, in 

online transactions, these elements of personal interaction and physical inspection are absent. 

Reviews, comments, and discussions from customers on the internet can be referred to as 

Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM). E-WOM refers to the spread of information, opinions, 

and recommendations about products, services, or brands through electronic channels such as 

online reviews, social media platforms, forums, blogs, and other online communities. E-WOM 

on the internet, such as online consumer reviews, ratings, comments, posts etc.  offers some 

advantages over traditional word-of-mouth. One of the key differences is that E-WOM is 

measurable since comments and reviews are written and available on websites, making it easier 

to track and analyze. Furthermore, marketers have more control over certain types of eWOM 
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messages. For example, in platforms like Amazon.com, marketers can decide whether to allow 

consumer reviews to be displayed or not. They can also offer specific review formats or 

guidelines to guide consumers in posting their opinions in a desired way. This level of control 

provides marketers with opportunities to strategically manage and shape the eWOM 

surrounding their products or services. By encouraging positive reviews, addressing negative 

feedback, and guiding the overall sentiment of eWOM, marketers can leverage eWOM as part 

of their marketing strategies. They can also analyze the content of eWOM messages to gain 

insights into consumer perceptions, preferences, and areas for improvement. However, it is 

important to note that while marketers have some control over eWOM, it is ultimately a 

dynamic and organic form of communication. Consumers have the freedom to share their 

opinions and experiences, and their authentic feedback can significantly impact the perception 

and reputation of a product or brand. 

Therefore, while marketers can strategically apply marketing strategies for eWOM, it is  crucial 

to maintain transparency, authenticity, and ethical practices in managing online consumer 

reviews and other forms of eWOM. Building genuine trust and fostering positive customer 

experiences should remain at the forefront of any eWOM strategy. 

Review of literature. 

• The emergence of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) can be attributed to the growing 

number of internet and social media users who utilize online technologies to seek out 

relevant information (ACNielsen, 2008). WOM has been consistently found to exert a 

considerable influence on consumer decision-making (Katz and Lazarfeld, 1955). In line 

with the findings on WOM, studies have demonstrated that eWOM (electronic Word-of-

Mouth) tends to possess greater credibility, empathy, and relevance for customers 

compared to information generated by marketers on the Web (Bickart and Schindler, 2001). 

Trust is established when buyers have certain expectations that the seller will act in a 

reliable, ethical, and socially appropriate manner, without taking advantage of the situation. 

It involves the seller fulfilling their commitments and behaving in a dependable way, even 

in situations where the buyer may be vulnerable or dependent on the seller (Gefen et al., 

2003). Indeed, consumers' perceptions of trustworthiness play a significant role in shaping 

their ultimate purchasing decisions when interacting with sellers (Gupta et al., 2009). Trust 

plays a crucial role in online commerce. In order to encourage consumers to make purchase 

decisions and complete transactions, sellers must establish a level of trust that surpasses the 

threshold for trustworthy behavior. When consumers trust a seller, they are more likely to 

feel confident in buying their products and transferring money. By focusing on these trust-
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building factors, sellers can create an environment where consumers feel confident and 

comfortable making purchase decisions and transferring money online. Building trust is an 

ongoing process, and consistently delivering on promises and maintaining a positive 

reputation are key to fostering long-term customer trust and loyalty (Bente et al., 2012). 

• Consumer Behavior involves examining individuals' needs, motivations, and cognitive 

processes when deciding between products and the tendencies related to purchasing various 

goods and services (Orji et al., 2017). Hence, it is of utmost importance for the marketing 

team to comprehend the elements that impact customers' purchasing processes and 

decisions (Noel, 2017). 

• Most studies indicate that social earned media, such as recommendations and discussions 

on social platforms, can exert a more profound influence on consumer behavior compared 

to paid and traditional earned media. Information obtained from social sources, including 

online communities, tends to be more persuasive in shaping consumer perceptions and 

driving purchasing decisions (Trusov et al., 2009). There exists a positive correlation 

between social earned media and online buying behavior, with noteworthy impacts on 

sales, particularly stemming from online community engagement. The cumulative effect of 

ongoing social earned media activity ultimately results in a substantial, long-term influence 

on sales outcomes (Stephen & Galak, 2002). When consumers come across positive 

electronic word-of-mouth (e-WoM) messages regarding a product or service, they are more 

inclined to express their intention to share these positive sentiments with others, especially 

in comparison to situations where they encounter negative messages (Sozer, 2019). 

Types of Consumer Buying Behaviour 

Habitual Buying Behavior:  

Habitual buying behavior refers to a type of consumer behavior where individuals make 

purchases out of habit or routine without much conscious thought or evaluation. In this buying 

behavior, consumers have established repetitive buying patterns and tend to buy the same 

products or brands consistently over time. Habitual buying behavior is commonly observed for 

low-cost, frequently purchased items such as everyday household products, food items, or 

personal care items. Marketers often target this type of behavior by focusing on brand 

recognition, loyalty programs, and creating convenient purchasing experiences to reinforce the 

habit and encourage repeat purchases. 
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Dissonance-Reducing Buying Behavior:  

Dissonance-reducing buying behavior refers to a type of consumer behavior that occurs when 

individuals experience post-purchase dissonance or cognitive dissonance. Cognitive 

dissonance is the uncomfortable feeling of psychological tension or doubt that arises when a 

consumer has conflicting thoughts or beliefs about a purchase decision. 

Complex Buying Behavior:  

Complex buying behavior refers to the process in which consumers engage in extensive 

research, evaluation, and decision-making when making complex purchases online. It involves 

high-involvement products or services that are typically expensive, have a significant impact 

on the consumer, or require careful consideration due to their complexity 

Variety-Seeking Buying Behavior:  

Variety seeking buying behavior refers to a consumer's tendency to actively seek out new and 

different products or brands, often driven by a desire for novelty, variety, or stimulation. 

Consumers exhibiting variety seeking behavior are not loyal to a particular brand or product 

and are open to trying out different options. 

Relationship Buying Behavior:  

Relationship buying behavior refers to a consumer's preference for establishing and 

maintaining long-term relationships with specific brands, products, or service providers. It is 

characterized by a strong sense of loyalty, trust, and emotional connection between the 

consumer and the brand. 

Statement of the Problem 

Due to technological advancements, people are increasingly embracing a modern lifestyle.  

First of all, the widespread use of technology has prompted many businesses and entrepreneurs 

to turn to social media as a means to promote their products. Secondly, consumers now dedicate 

a significant portion of their time to social media and often make purchases through these 

platforms, a trend that has been accelerated by the global pandemic. Thirdly, while in the past, 

businesses primarily relied on TV, magazines, and newspapers for advertising, today, even 

small-scale businesses are recognizing the value of advertising on social media pages, resulting 

in substantial profits in a short timeframe. Fourthly, today's consumers are well-informed and 

discerning; they no longer blindly trust all advertisements. Instead, they rely on websites and 

other media platforms to post reviews, which provide information about product ratings in the 

form of likes, comments, and reviews. This information influences their trust about  a brand or 

product, making customer reviews more critical than ever. Fifthly, compared to traditional 

advertising costs, electronic word of mouth (eWOM) is a cost-effective approach that can reach 
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a larger audience in a shorter period. Most existing literature emphasises on the EWOM but 

only studies is made on relationship between the both variables in order to fill this gap the study 

is undertaken. These  factors have motivated the researcher  to conduct a study on this topic.  

Objectives of the Study 

1. To study the demographic profile of the respondents on contemporary social media users.  

2. To gain insights into different types of buying behaviour. 

3. To explore the relationship between EWOM and consumer online buying behavior. 

Methodology 

 Data are collected  from 200 sample respondents in Nagercoil. A stratified random 

sampling method is adopted to analyse the data. Secondary sources such as journals, internet 

sources, and websites can provide a comprehensive understanding of consumer buying 

behavior and EWOM among online users. Secondary data sources offer a wide range of 

information and insights from various perspectives, allowing for a thorough analysis of the 

subject matter. Journals often provide in-depth research studies conducted by scholars and 

experts in the field of marketing, consumer behavior, and online commerce. These studies will 

explain whether there is any relationship between relationship between online buying decisions 

and EWOM., the impact of eWOM on consumer choices, the role of online reviews in shaping 

perceptions, and the effectiveness of different marketing strategies in the digital space. The 

internet and websites are rich sources of information as well. Online platforms, social media 

networks, and e-commerce websites host a vast amount of user-generated content, including 

reviews, comments, discussions, and testimonials. Analyzing these sources can provide 

valuable insights into how consumers express their opinions, the factors they consider when 

making purchasing decisions, and the influence of eWOM on online shopping behavior. By 

combining and analyzing data from the data collected and from the  secondary sources, 

researchers and analysts can gain a comprehensive understanding of consumer buying behavior 

in the online context. This knowledge can help businesses shape their marketing strategies, 

improve customer experiences, and leverage eWOM effectively to build brand reputation and 

drive sales. 
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Table 1 

Demographic profile of the respondents 

Category Profile Total 

number 

Percentage 

Gender Male 79 39.5 

 Female 121 60.5 

Age Less than 18 54 27 

 18-25 146 73 

Educational 

qualification 

Basic/Secondary 27 13.5 

 Undergraduate 72 36.0 

 Graduate/Master 

degree 

60 30.0 

 Others 41 20.5 

Position Students 72 36.0 

 Employee 76 38.0 

 Other 52 26.0 

Frequency of 

buying (Per 

month) 

None or one time 22 11.0 

 2-3 times 81 40.5 

 4-5 times 59 29.5 

 Over 5 times 38 19.0 

Source: Primary data 

Data Analysis 

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 21. Both descriptive and inferential statistics were 

used as presented in the Results section, in responding to the research objectives. 

Results: 

Internal Reliability of the Scales 

Two major scales were used for the study: Consumer online buying behavior (7 items) and 

Electronic word of mouth (5 items).. The internal reliability of other scales was tested using 

Cronbach’s Alpha, as Table 2 shows have showed to have a very high reliability as they score 

above .888. 
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Table 2 

                                                  Internal Reliability of the Scales 

Internal Reliability of the Scales 

  No. of Items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Consumer online buying behavior 7 .97 

Electronic word of mouth 5 .88 

 

                                                                Table 3 

Testing the relationship between the consumer online buying behaviour  

and Electronic Word of Mouth 

Testing the relationship between the consumer online buying behavior and 

Electronic Word of Mouth 

Model Sum of 

Squares 

Df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

1 

Regression 5.106 1 5.106 5.186 .024 

Residual 194.963 198 .985   

Total 200.069 199    

a. Dependent Variable: Online buying behavior 

b. Predictors: (Constant): Electronic word of mouth  

 

Table 4 

Coefficients from Regression Analysis 

Coefficients from Regression Analysis 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 2.580 .391  6.592 .000 

EWOM .221 .097 .160 2.277 .024 

Source: Primary data 

The table 4 clearly shows that there is a relationship between EWOM and consumer online 

buying behavior because the P value is less than (0.05) which is (0.02). Hence, it is proved. 

Results and Discussion 

• It is widely recognized that consumers are unique individuals with varying buying patterns 

influenced by factors such as their standard of living, preferences, and personal desires. 

While consumer behavior can encompass various types, it is important to acknowledge that 
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external circumstances, such as the pandemic period, can significantly impact consumer 

behavior and lead to more constrained or compulsory buying behavior. 

• During the online consumer buying behavior journey, it has been observed that retailers 

play a vital role in ensuring customer satisfaction. One of the key ways retailers can achieve 

this is by actively engaging with customer recommendations and feedback in the form of 

comments and reviews on their official website or within the shopping environment. 

• It is found that electronic word-of-mouth (e-WOM) plays a crucial role for retailers in 

aligning their product launches with the needs and demands of consumers. This is achieved 

through the continuous flow of information provided on the retailer's website. 

• The purpose of the research is to find the impact of electronic word of mouth. Hence the 

results support that there is strong relationship between the EWOM and online buying. 

Suggestions 

• Retailers should actively engage with consumers through social media platforms, online 

reviews, and customer feedback to shape and influence E-WOM. 

• It is important to conduct retailer-initiated E-WOM campaigns, such as influencer 

marketing or brand ambassador programs, on consumer buying behavior. 

Conclusion 

The landscape of marketing has significantly shifted with the advent of EWOM in 

online shopping, disrupting the traditional profit generation model reliant on advertisements 

and discounts. As social media gains global prominence, online sellers face the daunting task 

of establishing a reputable presence to attract customers. To achieve success in the online 

marketplace, retailers must specifically target the ever-growing population of active young 

adult netizens. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that female consumers exhibit higher engagement 

and purchasing behavior in the online realm compared to their male counterparts. 

Consequently, my study centres on understanding the online shopping preferences and 

behaviors of consumers. The landscape of marketing has significantly shifted with the advent 

of eWOM in online shopping, disrupting the traditional profit generation model reliant on 

advertisements and discounts. As social media gains global prominence, online sellers face the 

daunting task of establishing a reputable presence to attract customers. To achieve success in 

the online marketplace, retailers must specifically target the ever-growing population of active 

young adult netizens. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that female consumers exhibit higher 

engagement and purchasing behavior in the online realm compared to their male counterparts. 
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Consequently, my study centres on understanding the online consumer behaviour and Word of 

Mouth reflections among the social media users. 
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ABSTRACT 

Culture of Nagaland is centered on nature, myths and religious beliefs. Easterine Kire 

acts as a poignant literary voice of Nagaland. Her writings open up the unique Indigenous 

tradition and culture of the Nagaland to the entire world. She has been awarded Governor’s 

Medal of excellence in Naga literature in the year 2011. This paper titled “Hidden Loveliness 

of Naga Woods: An Eco-perspective Reading of Easterine Kire’s When the River Sleeps” 

attempts a nature walk-through to understand the lifestyle of the Naga people. The aim of 

this paper is to conduct an eco–perspective reading of Kire’s novel When the River 

Sleeps to understand the lifestyle and deep bound between the Naga people and nature. 

It sheds light to the unique relationship between the nature and the Naga people. Nature 

is an indispensable component in the life of every human being. When nature is given its own 

importance and protected by the human beings, it showers prosperity on human beings. The 

importance of growing trees and conserving nature must be explained to the younger 

generation. Kire explains the deep bond nature has with the human beings. The culture bound 

people consider nature as a sibling. They have a large number of clans and they live a life 

without any stress or tension of the corporate world. They have their own myths and dreams 

and they go behind their dreams to succeed in their life. 

Keywords: Native people, culture, nature, dreams, modernity. 

Introduction 

 Nature is one among the greatest blessings showered upon earth by God. When there is 

a coherent relationship between the nature and human beings, which would lead to the physical 

and mental affluence of the human beings. The objective of this paper is to analyse the profound 

relationship between the Naga people and nature and to create awareness regarding the 

importance of nature in the hearts of every human being. Reviewers have reviewed the writing 

of Kire as a delight. And her novel When the River Sleeps has been reviewed as the book which 

takes the readers deep into the woods of the Nagaland. It also focuses on the myths and legends 

of the state which has been deeply related to the nature. The relationship between the human 

beings and nature has been discussed by the eco critics and the theory eco criticism has been 

developed. 

Eco criticism 

Eco criticism is an interdisciplinary field connecting writers, historians, natural scientists, 
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anthropologists, literary critics etc. It acts as a medium to connect the human beings with the 

world around them. Greg Garrard defined Eco criticism as “the study of the relationship 

between human and the non- human, throughout the human cultural history and entailing 

critical analysis of the term ‘human’ itself” (Magade 113). 

The term Eco criticism has been coined by William Reuckert in his article titled Literature 

and Ecology in the year 1978. Cheryll Glotfelty, father of Eco criticism, in his work The Eco 

criticism Reader states that “Just as feminist criticism examines language and literature from 

a gender-conscious perspective, and Marxist criticism brings an awareness of modes of 

production and economic class to its reading of texts, environmental critics explore how much 

nature and natural world are imagined through literary texts” (qtd in Roy, 14). In short it can 

be stated that, Eco criticism is a relationship between nature and literature or the relationship 

between literature and physical environment.  

Easterine Kire 

Easterine Kire who has written novels, volumes of poetry and short stories, is one of the 

greatest literary voices of her region. She opens up her Naga tradition and culture throughout 

the world using her literary works as a tool. She has woven the plot of the novel miraculously 

that it takes the reader to the situation where the relationship of nature with the human beings 

and the prominence of conserving nature have been clearly explored. 

Through When the River Sleeps, Kire takes her readers to remote mountains of Nagaland in 

the north eastern part of India. There are a number of natural and supernatural wonders which 

amuses the readers as well as explains the importance of the nature in human life. She invites 

the readers to know the lives and the minds of the people of Nagaland especially the rituals, 

traditions, culture, beliefs, life style etc. This novel is jam-packed with supernatural elements 

such as spirits, sleeping river, dirty forest, stone with powers etc. In addition to it, she unveils 

the beauty of the woods of Nagaland. The heart of the human beings has been suppressed 

by various tensions, stress either from their work space or from their loved ones. There is 

no treatment for the wounded hearts. But Nature’s beauty is the virtuous beauty that 

soothes the mind of such human beings. Kire portrays this beauty of nature in her novels.  

Plot of the novel 

Vilie, who is the protagonist of the novel, takes a journey to make his dream come true. He 

has already heard the story of the sleeping river and the stones with power in it. That was the 

dream that disturbs Vilie often. According to him, the forest is his wife. “THE FOREST IS 

MY WIFE” (Kire 7). He lives in the forest lonely with trees and animals as his companions. 

He is also accompanied by some Nepali families as his neighbours who live in some distance 
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to Vilie. Many men from various tribes come to Vilie just to hear from him. He has a dream 

in which he takes the heart stone from the sleeping river. He travels to make his dream true. 

On his way, he faces a lot of obstruction. But his positivity, oneness with nature and the help 

from some people helped him to get the stone from the sleeping river. Through his journey 

Vilie takes every reader to the Naga woods and the hidden beauty of the Naga woods have been 

revealed. 

Medicine and seers   

The ancient human beings lived one with nature. They know every movement of nature 

including the change in monsoons and climates. Similarly, the people of Nagaland still live 

one with nature and they understand the importance of nature as well as every movement of 

it. Mother Nature is filled with answers for every question within her. She carries medicine 

for every disease just to save living organisms. Kire cleverly brings out certain medicinal herbs 

which the tribes of Nagaland use and which is available for plenty in the woods of the 

Nagaland. Vilie on his way to the sleeping river meets an old man who explains him about the 

importance of two herbs named Ciena or Bitter wormwood, ginsing, vilhuunha, senyiega, 

tsomhou and Tierhutiepfu which are considered to be the best remedy for many ailments. “He 

recalled the names of the herbs that he should not be without, Ciena or bitter wormwood 

and Tierhutiepfu, a soft leafed plant with a rather unpleasant smell” (Kire 32). Similarly, 

Kire brings out how the seers cure viral fever using herbs “He thought of the people from his 

village who used to fall sick when they wandered into the Rarhuria while out hunting or cutting 

wood. To cure them the seer would give them a drink made of ginseng and tsomhou, the wild 

sour seeds that grew on trees” (Kire 54). These incidents prove how nature becomes the best 

healer. In another incident, Vilie used the herb named ginsing to smear its paste and drink the 

juice of its root to protect him from the insects and the climatic condition of the forest in which 

he stays for that night. The leaves of the neetle plants are also used as medicine. Nature acts as 

a best healer for most of the diseases of the human beings. 

Trees 

Jesus uses Fig tree in his parables to teach human beings about life. Similarly, Kire used fig 

tree to explain the relationship of Nagas with nature. The Angami tribes consider the fig trees 

as their brothers. “Along the way, he saw many fig trees. The Zeliangs did not like to cut 

down the fig tree. They called it their brother - tree” (Kire 116). Considering the trees as 

one’s sibling prevents him/her from cutting down the trees. When nature is considered as 

Mother Nature, the trees, plants, birds and animals which she bore must be considered as her 

children. There is a deep relationship between the human beings and nature due to which 
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without nature, human beings cannot survive. But Nature is immortal. So, even without human 

beings, nature can survive. Nagas depends entirely on Nature. They build their houses using 

the bamboos and other logs taken only from the thickly dense forest. This in turn never affects 

the Ecosystem. Children are sent to the forests to collect herbs. This practice helps the children 

to get connected with the nature. Their festivals and feasts are also connected with the Nature. 

So, these people lead a happy life without worrying about anything. The woods of Nagaland 

are filled with resources. It feeds everyone who approaches it. No one is left in hunger. Vilie 

carries food only for few days of his travel. And for the remaining days, it is the forest which 

provides food and shelter for him. 

Man’s psychological dependence on nature 

Nature is the best healer in every situation of human life. The interdependency is evident as 

“No human beings can claim to survive without getting influenced by some sort of external 

environment” (Myles 2). In certain situation, nature also becomes the subaltern because, it is 

voiceless and it has to face the oppressions by human beings. But when nature comes out of 

its oppressions and reacts against the oppressors, human beings suffer as they can’t face the 

anger of nature. It is the work by the eco-friendly writers that gives voice for the nature. John 

Charles Ryan (2018) in his article “The year’s work in Critical and Cultural Theory” focuses 

on the Climatic change which is the major problem the world is facing today. According to 

him, the publications on Eco criticism mainly focus on the ways to create awareness among 

the people. When the advantage of the lovely woods of the Nagaland has been preached through 

the writings of the Indigenous writer, the readers would be tempted to conserve the woods and 

to plant more trees. This might prevent deforestation and might pave way for afforestation. 

River 

River must be given much importance as; water is the major source of life. Kire through her 

writing brings out that the heart stone in the sleeping river acts as a boon that gives whatever 

one asks for. Through the heart stone of the river, she explains river as a source of fertility, 

life and happiness. Where there is river, there is fertility and life. The river also acts a source 

of income to the people around the river. The people, who belong to the village of weavers, 

collect fishes and frogs from the river. No one returns empty handed from the river. The 

mothers collect frogs from the river and dry them and save t for later because, frog is considered 

as the best medicine for many diseases. These days many rivers have disappeared due to the 

climatic changes, rise in temperature and aggression of river by human beings. This may lead 

to the drought in the future generation. 
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Neetle plants 

The life of Nagas is totally dependent on nature. The nettle plants, that grows at the heart of 

the forest acts as the major source of income for the Angami tribes. This plant has been 

transformed into various forms by the people and sold. Even the protagonist Vilie once tried 

to knit using the nettle fibers. Woods of Nagaland plays a major role in the life of the people 

in Nagaland. It is the journey of Vilie into the woods lights up the truth that, nature acts as the 

life source of the human beings. Kire acts as the first woman writer from Nagaland to bring 

out such information which clearly portrays the relationship between the human beings and 

nature. 

Conclusion 

There must be awareness among the people regarding the importance of nature. This awareness 

never occurs without stimulations. Kire through the heart stone stimulates the heart of every 

human being regarding the importance of nature and the relationship nature has with human 

beings. It is well known that, when one hand is put in the effort to create a new environment, 

the gain would be less. But with the initiative of the single hand, when other hands come 

together, then the result would be great. With the narration of the Kire, one can have a clear 

picture of the beauty and fertility of the woods in the Nagaland and the oneness of nature by 

the people on Nagaland. The damages created by the human beings to the nature can be 

rectified by the preventive measures such as afforestation, not using the agricultural 

lands for other purposes such as building houses or other buildings, maintaining the 

rivers and ponds by cleaning it regularly and taking care of the plants, trees and animals 

around us. To conclude, it can be stated that, the woods mentioned in the novel can be 

considered as a mere example for understanding the importance of nature. So, with the deep 

understanding, let’s be happy by living in communion with nature. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper entitled as, “Fibrillation and Flutter in Hoover’s Duology: A Post 

Structuralist Outlook on the Psyche and Scenario” is the study of Post Structuralism through 

the lens of Colleen Hoover’s tiktok and bookstagram famous duology, It End With Us and It 

Starts With Us. Both the book carries the same story which resemble the past and present 

simultaneously but the centre in every structure of the chapter differs and changes its 

centerism. Focal point of the narration in the novel changes continuously changing through 

different perspective. As motifs and symbols constantly recur, the focal point of the narration 

varies resulting in transition towards the next segmented subplot. The social structure, 

characters, perception and the reader’s standpoint can be considered as the heart of the story. 

The former book oscillates between the past and the present reasoning the characters whereas 

the latter proceeds with the present and future pondering of the characters, instead of 

maintaining its center and structure in one touch point, it incorporates different radical point 

in every structure it creates. Though the perspective of readers commence with the changing 

nucleus of the novel, the characters dealing inside the fiction undergo a shift in significant state 

of characters life’s structure. Here, post structuralism takes its turn by the characters 

psychological mindset and starts re-establishing its own core point according to its way of 

processing. The phenomenological structure of the novel is concrete, with variation in the 

centre of individual sphere of actions in accordance to the reader’s perspective. 

Keywords: focal point, structure, plot, conflict, variables. 

 

Cutting down its ties from structuralism there arises the new concept of post- 

structuralism, where it started to discover margin and varied centres in concrete structures. 

Most post structuralist’s critique is involved with figuring out the presence of binaries and 

dichotomies. Jacques Derrida argues that the very shape of idea inside the western lifestyle 

deemed to have been drawn from such binary oppositions. Colleen Hoover’s duology 

collection It Ends With Us and It Start With Us has its binary views where the former book 

involves the past and present and the latter implies the impending inevitability of present and 

future. In the novel, the characterisation of the characters are built by the past and present 

incidents. The binary view of both the life in an oscillating mode have been brought and it 

represents the margin in that structure. The structure has a strong and mounted background 
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along with the foundational margin, but the focal point tends to change its position retaining 

the thought process and the point of view of the readers. 

The margin takes a restrictive role but the centre differs according to the angle of the 

perspective of the readers. In the book of Pramod K. Nayar, he says that, 

The very term structure presupposes a unity, a centre and margins. There is never a 

center without a margin. In fact, if we did not have margins, we cannot locate a centre. This 

means the existence of the centre is never defined and unified, it depends on the existence of 

the margin. The centre is identified in its difference from the margin. And, however the 

meaning of the center is deferred until we explain the term ‘margin (51). The domain of the 

structure of this particular novel is derived from the plot of the fiction, where it is evolutionary 

and it evolves front and back of both the books. The story is linear in structure thus taking its 

path attentively throughout its end. It begins with the characterisation of the characters from an 

individual perspective and waves towards its zenith in a progressive manner. Both the books 

constitute the same story and the way of dealing is different. It moves in correspondence to the 

binary oppositions on present, past and future respectively. 

The novel opens with the Lily Bloom, a young college graduate living in Boston. She 

finds Ryle Kincaid, a resident surgeon and falls in love with him. The couple has chemistry but 

it becomes clear that both have different aims when it comes to relationship. Ryle wants a 

casual fling while Lily is looking for a serious relationship. They both part ways but again meet 

after six months, when Lily hires Allysa, Ryle’s sister to work at a flower shop, she has recently 

opened. Ryle and Lily end up in the serious relationship and plans for their wedding. 

Throughout this time, Lily finds herself revisiting her past but she never mourns for the death 

of her father, who was abusive towards her mother. In order to relive her past, she rereads old 

journals that she wrote when she was 15. Those journals narrate her encounter with Atlas 

Corrigan, a homeless, 18 year old boy. The structure (ie, story) moves in a linear and stable 

way but the center changes to the journal when she starts to read it. The journal is the foremost 

way for the initial destruction in their marital life but later the magnet in fridge and the tattoo 

in her collar bone take the role of the centrism respectively. The center changes according to 

the structure it adapts. 

Lily in her past witnesses her dad abusing her mother, she knows the way her mother 

was treated and she always hesitated to think of that and she wanted her life to be happy without 

the physical struggles her mother faced in her life. But when Ryle knows about the diary, he 

starts tormenting her. At this point of the story ( ie, structure), the center changes from the diary 

to domestic violence. “I can feel his breath against my ear as he mutters something inaudible. 
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My heart is racing, my whole body is still shaking my tears are still somehow falling and I am 

gasping for words”. (ISWU 266) 

After moving out of their home for training purpose, Ryle comes back and discovers 

Lily’s pregnancy, he wishes her forgiveness. However, Lily maintains her silence and distance 

between them. Despite, accepting his help during pregnancy she avoids his presence near her, 

she always made sure that he was out of sight. After Emerson's birth, she asked Ryle to give 

her divorce. And here in this plot (ie, structure) the center changes to the new born baby. The 

second book that starts with her after months of her divorce, there starts a new relationship 

between Atlas and Lily, she holds it private for few months and then she makes it public. Atlas 

feels mysterious and the way then his story starts to unwrap, the center here changes to from 

the baby to trauma. “Maybe the idea of love ending being a negative thing is simply a matter 

of perspective. Because of me, that idea that a love came to an end means that, at some point, 

there was love than existed” (IEWU 318). 

The phenomenological structure of this novel comprises the overall plot which varies 

in accordance to the perspective of the main characters taken into focus in a particular sphere, 

for example, in It Ends With Us, Lily Bloom’s perspective which remains as a constant gives 

birth to other variables that form temporary spheres of action constituting more than one centre 

at a time. In the second novel It Starts With Us, Atlas Corrigan is at the centre of focus, with 

various other spheres of action. In both the novels, through certain probable centres, it tends to 

vary in accordance to the perception of the reader, for example, in It Ends With Us, the major 

cause for Lily and Ryle are many. Some may perceive that Ryle’s anger disorder resulted from 

his insecurities and partially narcissistic behaviour as the root cause, while some may shift the 

blame on Lily for having things that are related to her past that are irrevocably affecting her 

present (thus resulting in the binary opposition). Others may relate the root with that of the very 

existence of Atlas himself, while in reality many variables happen to contribute to this conflict 

in varying degrees. Further the characters themselves are transitionary in their position as short-

term variables, for example, in It Starts With Us, Atlas transitions from a mere moral support 

to Lily to a lovelorn, world renowned typical book- boyfriend. 

The established structure or the margin of the novel, is concrete in its domain in both 

the novels. The center of the particular sphere of action in a given novel is transitory as the 

characters are not static in their position and are partially evolutionary in the course of action 

of the plot and highly depends on the way in which the reader perceives something to be the 

fundamental cause of a certain effect in a sphere of action. There is no chance for a tangable, 

absolute, all-encompassing center owing to ephemeral varaibles and constants. Despite the 
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internal turmoil that influences every action of the characters in the novel, especially that of 

Lily, Ryle and Atlas, the course of the plot is steady and linear, just like a fabrillating heart 

amidst the flutter of life. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tradition and modernity are dynamic forces that shape societies, belief systems and 

personal identities. They represent contrasting yet interconnected aspects of human existence. 

Throughout history, societies have witnessed the interplay between tradition and modernity 

which serves as a microcosm for a broader global dilemma. The chapter entitled, “Unveiling 

the Dichotomy of Jewish Tradition and Modernity in My Jewish Year: 18 Holidays One 

Wondering Jew by Abigail Pogrebin” investigates a dynamic interplay between tradition and 

modernity in My Jewish Year by Abigail Pogrebin. The clash between preserving age-old 

customs and embracing contemporary values has been a recurring theme in literature which 

is exquisitely portrayed in My Jewish Year. Drawing upon the theoretical framework of New 

Historicism, this study examines how the memoir explores the tensions arising from the clash 

between preserving traditional practices and the forces of modernization. Through a close 

reading of the narratives, this chapter highlights the author’s nuanced portrayals of Jewish 

identity, cultural heritage and the complexities inherent in negotiating tradition and modernity. 

Keywords: tradition, modernity, custom, heritage, identity, history 

 

New Historicism or Cultural Poetics emerged in America in 1980s as a reaction towards 

the historical approach of the New Historicism. This literary theory was proposed by Stephen 

Greenblatt in the twentieth century and its main tenet is the interpretation of literature in terms 

of the milieu from which it emerged. New historicism insists on “the historicity of texts and 

the textuality of history” (Woolfreys 169). Colebrook argues that New Historicism studies the 

relation between text and history. New historicist believes that history is a matter of 

interpretation and not fact. 

Abigail Pogrebin’s thought provoking memoir, My Jewish Year: 18 Holidays, One 

Wondering Jew provides a deeply personal account of her exploration of Jewish holidays over 

the course of a year. Pogrebin, a self-described wondering Jew embarks on a journey to 

reconnect with her Jewish roots, seeking a deeper understanding of her cultural and religious 

identity. The Jewish tradition is rooted in centuries-old customs, rituals and beliefs that have 

been passed down from generation to generation. Pogrebin’s exploration of the Jewish year 

highlights the power of Jewish holidays and the profound meaning they hold for individuals 

and communities. These celebrations provide a sense of continuity and connection to a shared 
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history emphasizing the importance of preserving and honoring one’s cultural heritage. While 

tradition and modernity may seem contradictory at times, Pogrebin’s narrative emphasizes the 

importance of finding a balance between the two. She demonstrates that embracing modernity 

does not necessarily mean abandoning tradition. Instead, it entails reinterpretation, innovation 

and the integration of contemporary values while staying true to the core principles of Judaism.  

Pogrebin’s memoir takes the readers on a journey through the Jewish year 

encompassing various holidays, festivals and observances. Each celebration is a thread 

connecting past, present and future. Pogrebin delves deep into the historical roots of the 

traditions while simultaneously experiencing them in her contemporary life. This juxtaposition 

exemplifies the ongoing negotiation between tradition and modernity that Jewish people 

navigate. By embracing her identity as a wondering Jew, Pogrebin not only captures her 

individual journey but also underscores the complexity of Jewish identity in a diverse world. 

One of the central themes in Pogrebin’s memoir is the interplay between tradition and 

modernity. This echoes throughout Jewish literature, with authors like Chaim Potok exploring 

similar tensions in his work The Chosen. In the context of My Jewish Year, the balance between 

ancient rituals and contemporary life becomes apparent. For instance, the observance of 

Passover is steeped in millennia-old traditions, yet Pogrebin’s personal account reveals the 

ways in which she navigates these customs in a modern context.   

Tradition often rooted in historical practices provides a sense of continuity and identity 

for communities. Jewish holidays, like many other religious observances are steeped in 

traditions that carry profound significance. However, the evolution of society and the influence 

of modernity challenge these age-old customs. Modernity, characterized by rapid societal 

change, technological advancements and evolving worldviews challenges established 

traditions by questioning their relevance in contemporary life. Pogrebin’s exploration 

illustrates how modern interpretations of rituals can infuse vibrancy into these celebrations 

while staying true to their essence. This notion resonates well beyond the context of Jewish 

holidays; it exemplifies the broader societal challenge of maintaining heritage in a world that 

constantly evolves.  

Hanukkah often referred to as the Festival of Lights symbolizes the triumph of light 

over darkness. Pogrebin’s examination of this holiday offers insights into the struggle faced by 

American Jews in maintaining their traditions amidst a predominantly Christian society. She 

describes how she incorporates Jewish rituals into her daily life such as lighting candles on 

Friday nights or observing fasts. These practices help her feel connected to her Jewish heritage 

even as she lives in a society that is increasingly secular. Pogrebin encounters a wide variety 
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of Jewish communities throughout the year from ultra-orthodox to secular. She learns that each 

community has its own unique traditions and practices. In the realm of cultural and social 

dynamics the interplay between tradition and modernity remains a perennial topic of 

discussion. The tension between honoring the past and embracing the present is a crucial aspect 

when it comes to religious practices and observances. Abigail’s memoir, My Jewish Year 

provides a valuable lens to examine this dichotomy.  

New Historicism as emphasized by Woolfreys insists on understanding the historicity 

of texts recognizing that they are products of a specific time and place. Pogrebin’s memoir 

embodies this notion as she documents her personal journey through the Jewish calendar 

exploring the meaning and significance of each holiday. By examining the historical context 

in which these traditions emerged Pogrebin unravels the layers of cultural, social and religious 

influences that have shaped Jewish customs over time. The interplay between historicity and 

textuality is evident in My Jewish Year. Pogrebin navigates the historical roots of Jewish 

holidays while examining their evolving significance in contemporary Jewish life. By giving 

voice to individuals who have reinterpreted Jewish holidays, Pogrebin emphasizes the 

importance of multiple narratives and the ongoing negotiation of historical meanings within 

the Jewish community. 

Pogrebin’s memoir can be seen as a realm of retrievable facts grounded in historical 

and cultural contexts. In My Jewish Year, Pogrebin serves as the human interpreter weaving 

together personal anecdotes, interviews and reflections to create a narrative that reflects her 

own experiences and perspectives. Pogrebin’s position as an author and a member of the Jewish 

community gives her a certain authority in shaping the narrative of the memoir. She also 

acknowledges the multiplicity of voices and perspectives within the Jewish community 

incorporating interviews and conversations with individuals who offer diverse interpretations 

and experiences. The memoir also addresses the social implications of observing the Jewish 

holidays. Pogrebin’s interactions with different Jewish denominations reveal the tensions and 

variations in practices reflecting the broader diversity within the Jewish community. 

Pogrebin’s journey highlights the concept of the textuality of history where history 

itself can be viewed as a collection of narratives, interpretations and experiences. As Pogrebin 

engages with various Jewish holidays, she encounters diverse perspectives and interpretations 

from the individuals she interacts with including rabbis, scholars and ordinary practitioners. 

Each person brings their own understanding and meaning to these ancient traditions weaving 

their personal narratives into the larger tapestry of Jewish history.   
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In addition to My Jewish Year, Pogrebin’s memoir can be contextualized within a 

broader framework of literature and cultural discourse. Books like The Sabbath by Abraham 

Joshua Heschel and This Is Real and You Are Completely Unprepared by Alan Lew provide 

further insights into the spiritual and cultural significance of Jewish holidays. These works 

emphasize the importance of mindfulness, ritual and community in celebrating these occasions.  

Tradition forms the bedrock of cultural and religious identity. It binds generations 

together providing a sense of belonging and continuity. In My Jewish Year,“Mom and Dad 

arrive on time; and my sister’s and brothers’ families rush in late from the office and school … 

We always end up racing to say the blessings and scarf food before the sun sets and the urgent 

hour arrives when we have to start fasting as we clamber into cabs to get to Kol Nidre services” 

(My Jewish Year 51). In the context of Pogrebin’s account the Kol Nidre service represents an 

ancient Jewish ritual that holds deep significance. It is a time for introspection, repentance and 

reconciliation. The tradition of observing this service is an intrinsic part of preserving Jewish 

heritage and spirituality. Living in a rapidly changing world, Pogrebin and her family find 

themselves torn between traditional customs and the demands of modern life. The pressures of 

work, school and other commitments encroach upon the time and attention is required to 

engage fully in religious observances. Pogrebin’s mention of her sister and brother’s families 

highlights the struggle of balancing traditional obligations with the demands of a hectic 

contemporary lifestyle. Despite their tardiness they actively participate in the Kol Nidre service 

which demonstrates their commitment to preserve their Jewish heritage while acknowledging 

the constraints of their modern lives.  

In My Jewish Year, Pogrebin opines, “My siblings and I wrote new Hanukkah-

appropriate lyrics to a medley of Broadway show tunes. From West Side Story: ‘When you’re 

a Jew all the way from your first little bris, to your bar mitzvah day….’ From Evita: ‘Don’t cry 

for me, Antiochus… the truth is I burned the latkes….’” (My Jewish Year 7). Pogrebin’s act of 

writing Hanukkah lyrics to a medley of Broadway show tunes reflects her desire to bridge the 

gap between tradition and modernity. By infusing modern elements into the celebration she 

seeks to engage younger generations and make the holiday more accessible and relatable to 

their experiences. The fusion of traditional themes with modern artistic expression opens up 

avenues for engagement sparking conversations and creating connections between Jewish 

tradition and the wider world.  

Sukkot known as the Feast of Tabernacles is a Jewish holiday that commemorates the 

Israelites’ journey through the wilderness and their dependence on God for sustenance. One of 

the central features of Sukkot is the construction of sukkahs, temporary huts or booths. These 
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structures serve as a reminder of the Israelites’ dwellings during their time in the desert. 

Traditionally, sukkahs are built with simple materials such as branches and foliage embodying 

a sense of humility and impermanence. 

Pogrebin avows, “For an hour, I am given proud house tours of sukkahs with 

chandeliers and velvet walls, with silky tablecloths and verdant roofing. I receive tutorials on 

how to build a solid-but-porous roof, how many guests a sukkah can accommodate” (My Jewish 

Year 84). Pogrebin witnesses an intriguing divergence from traditional sukkahs. The 

descriptions of chandeliers, velvet walls, silky tablecloths and verdant roofing demonstrate a 

departure from the modesty typically associated with this observance. The traditional sukkah 

emphasizes the value of simplicity and detachment from material possessions reminding 

individuals of the transitory nature of physical existence. The extravagant sukkahs with their 

opulent adornments reflect a more modern approach to Jewish holiday observance. This shift 

can be seen as an attempt to bridge the gap between tradition and modernity accommodating 

the desires and preferences of contemporary Jews while still honoring the religious significance 

of Sukkot. By incorporating luxury elements, these sukkahs attract younger generations who 

are more accustomed to opulent surroundings.  

While modernity offers opportunities for reinterpretation and creativity it also raises 

questions about the preservation of religious authenticity. By embracing modern designs and 

embellishments there is a risk of diluting the core messages and symbolism inherent in 

traditional practices. Striking a balance between innovation and the preservation of religious 

integrity becomes crucial to avoid losing the essence of the holiday. The line describing the 

tutorial on building a “solid but porous roof” (My Jewish Year 71) encapsulates the essence of 

navigating the tension between tradition and modernity. The solid roof signifies the importance 

of maintaining the foundational values and teachings passed down through generations. 

Simultaneously, the porous nature of the roof suggests an openness to change, new perspectives 

and contemporary expressions of faith. This imagery embodies the ongoing dialogue between 

tradition and modernity within Jewish holiday observance. 

Pogrebin explores the intricate relationship between tradition and modernity within 

Judaism. One particularly intriguing aspect is the evolving nature of rabbinic decrees 

surrounding the observance of Shabbat. It is the Jewish day of rest which has been a 

cornerstone of Jewish observance for millennia. The prohibitions and guidelines surrounding 

Shabbat observance have been shaped by centuries of rabbinic interpretation. One such 

prohibition is the ban on kindling a fire on Shabbat. This prohibition rooted in the biblical 

commandment aims to preserve the essence of rest and refrain from work during the sacred 
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day. As modernity and technological advancements have emerged Jewish communities have 

faced new challenges in upholding Shabbat observance while embracing progress.  

In My Jewish Year, Pogrebin limns, “I once attended a Jewish conference where making 

hot tea was prohibited, even if the water was on a burner that had been turned on before 

Shabbat, because the tea bag leaves would be transformed by the hot water in a way that 

constituted cooking” (My Jewish Year 114). The ban on making hot tea illustrates this evolving 

landscape. Historically, kindling a fire required physical effort making it a clear violation of 

Shabbat. The advent of electric kettles, electric burners and the act of turning a knob or pressing 

a button to generate heat has raised further questions about the interpretation of the prohibition. 

As these devices do not involve direct human intervention in generating heat, it prompts some 

to argue that they are not in violation of traditional laws. However, others argue that the 

underlying principles of Shabbat observance extend beyond the technical aspects and should 

consider the broader intent of refraining from work.   

Tradition holds a significant place within Jewish culture and religion. Rooted in 

historical and religious teachings traditions act as a guide for Jewish individuals preserving 

their heritage and connecting them to their ancestors. As society progresses and new 

technologies emerge adherence of religious faiths are often faced with the challenging of 

adapting age-old traditions to the modern world. In the case of Judaism, technological 

advancements have raised numerous questions regarding the interpretation and application of 

ancient laws and prohibitions. Pogrebin’s memoir demonstrates how rabbinic decisors have 

grappled with these issues particularly in relation to the prohibition on making hot tea on 

Shabbat.  

Throughout the centuries, Jewish legal authorities known as rabbinic decisors have 

continually engaged with the impact of modernity on religious practices. The prohibition on 

making hot tea on Shabbat serves as an example of this evolution. Initially, the rabbinic 

decisors put a ban on kindling a fire on Shabbat, as it is considered a violation of Shabbat laws. 

However with the advent of gas burners and electric kettles debates arose regarding whether 

these forms of heating water constituted the same level of transgression. Pogrebin’s memoir 

sheds light on how these decisors assess the permissibility of various practices such as the use 

of pre-existing heat sources or non-sparking heating elements. 

The broader implications of the interplay between tradition and modernity extend 

beyond Jewish holidays. This theme transcends religious boundaries and resonates across 

cultural, social and geographical divides. In a globalized world, where cultures interact and 

intertwine, the tension between tradition and modernity becomes a universal concern and is 
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present in various facets of life, including family dynamics, education, governance and artistic 

expression. The dynamics of change and continuity influence how societies grapple with 

globalization, technological advancements and shifting values. In a world characterized by 

rapid transformations, societies often find themselves at crossroads, needing to redefine the 

relevance of tradition in the context of modern realities. Different societies grapple with 

preserving cultural roots while embracing contemporary ideals. This dynamic is particularly 

evident in phenomenal evolution and transition of the authentic culture which is recorded in 

many of the books of Tanakh and other Second Temple literature books like Sirach, Tobit, etc. 

As societies evolve institutions must strike a balance between venerating the past and adapting 

to new paradigms. Finding this equilibrium fosters resilience, allowing societies to draw 

strength from their roots while fostering innovation and progress. The struggle between 

retaining authenticity and accommodating change extends to domains such as education, 

gender roles and technology adoption. The interplay between tradition and modernity is far 

from static; it is a dynamic process that requires ongoing dialogue and understanding.  

The literary work, My Jewish Year: 18 Holidays, One Wondering Jew by Abigail 

Pogrebin sheds light on the complex interplay between tradition and modernity within the 

Jewish community. Through rich storytelling and personal introspection, Abigail Pogrebin 

captures the complexities and challenges faced by individuals seeking to maintain their cultural 

heritage in a rapidly changing world. My Jewish Year serves as a reminder that tradition and 

modernity are not irreconcilable forces but rather intertwined aspects of a vibrant and evolving 

cultural tapestry. By embracing the essence of the traditions while adapting to the demands of 

the present, individuals can forge a path that acknowledges their past while embracing the 

possibilities of the future.   
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ABSTRACT 

 Historic fiction, in general is a blend of both historic figures and non-historic fictional 

characters, re-telling a story from either a narrator’s point-of-view or a character’s 

perspective. In this re-telling, in order to spice things up and display more realistically, the 

author tends present a probable alternative reality that oscillates between actual history and 

the past according to the writer, presenting a credible account of what must have really 

happened. In such a case, it is necessary to dissect the text, isolating history from speculations 

and fantasy and trace it to its roots, enabling the reader to be aware of the influence and 

background of a particular history and possible historic allusions in the text. This paper 

entitled “Segregating Antiquity from Fantasy: An Inspection on Tracy L. Higley’s The Queen’s 

Handmaid” traverses through the novel and displays the perception in which history is 

portrayed, delineating historic facts from that of the author’s fictional narration. 

Keywords: history, fiction, facts, literature, scrolls. 

 

History is a subject that deals with facts recorded by men from the past who were 

entrusted by emperors and royalties to write about their achievements and conquests. 

Recording of events has been done at the behest of the victors and hence it could not be neutral 

or unbiased at times. However, no matter the slant or bias, history is always treated as facts and 

information from the past. From ancient times, there has been a tradition to record all events 

of a place. This tradition to record events has been in practice much before the arrival of 

printing press as there have been rare manuscripts written on paper, leaves and dried skins of 

animals. It shows the propensity of the people of earlier times to record information in written 

form for future generations. 

The main connection between literature and history is that literature is used to report 

and represent history. The two are, therefore, intertwined with one another. The biggest 

difference between literature and history is the latter posits itself as fact, while the former is 

taken to be an artistic form. The twin ideas of fact and entertainment intertwine often within 

literature and history to produce historical fiction and narrative non-fiction. 

Historical fiction is a popular form of literature. It shows the deep connections between 

history and literature by having the writer study a particular era from the past in order to write 
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a story. These stories may be wholly fictional or they might be fictionalized accounts of real 

people and real events. Popular authors of historical fiction include Bernard Cornwell who 

wrote books on Napoleonic Europe, the Dark Ages and the Battle of Agincourt, and Hilary 

Mantel, who wrote “Wolf Hall,” a book about Thomas Cromwell. 

Tracy Higley’s The Queen’s Handmaid belongs to the genre of historic fiction that 

explores the lives of Herod and his family as well as the changing times of Israel, Rome, and 

Egypt. Higley has not only presented facts but has also infused fictional narrations that give an 

antique appeal to the readers, taking them back to the worlds of kings and queens. So it is 

necessary to discern and isolate facts from fiction and deliberate upon how the author has 

inculcated historic incidents to form a work that belongs to the genre of literature. New 

historicism theory can be of great assistance to do this analysis. 

New Historicism is a literary theory based on the idea that literature should be studied 

and interpreted within the context of both the history of the author and the history of the critic. 

Based on the literary criticism of Stephen Greenblatt and influenced by the philosophy of 

Michel Foucault, New Historicism acknowledges not only that a work of literature is 

influenced by its author's times and circumstances, but that the critic's response to that work is 

also influenced by his environment, beliefs, and prejudices. 

New historicism basically takes into account that literary work or rather any literature 

work has time, place and thus a historical event as its key components and that these key 

elements can actually be deciphered from the literary text following keen analysis of the text 

even if these elements are not clearly depicted by a writer in his or her work. With this as base, 

this paper entitled “Segregating Antiquity from Fantasy: An Inspection  Tracy L. Higley’s The 

Queen’s Handmaid” traverses through the novel and displays the perception in which history 

is portrayed. 

Before exploring the historic facts, it is necessary to be aware of the circumstances and 

the background of the story. In Egypt, Cleopatra ruled and had successfully seduced Mark 

Antony, who then married Octavius Caesar’s biological sister named Octavia. Both Egypt and 

Judea were under the control of Rome, which was ruled by the triumvirates Mark Antony, 

Lepidus and Octavius Caesar. Marc Antony’s growing allegiance to Cleopatra alienated him 

from Octavius Caesar and from Rome. By the summer of 30 BC, he and Cleopatra were both 

dead at their own hands. 

In Jerusalem, the Maccabean revolt that placed the Hasmonean family on the throne 

occurred 120 years before the start of The Queen’s Handmaid, and eventually that feuding 

family invited Rome into the conflict in hopes of settling it. Instead, in 63 BC, the Roman 
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general Pompey nearly destroyed Jerusalem and made Israel a client kingdom of the Roman 

Republic. Pompey restored the Hasmonean Hyrcanus (Alexandra’s father) as High Priest, but 

placed the Idumean Antipater (Herod’s father) on the throne as king.  

Antipater was a shrewd politician, a friend to Julius Caesar, and he paved the way for 

his son Herod to eventually become king. Factions within Jerusalem were still supporting the 

dethroned Hasmoneans, in the person of Hyrcanus’s nephew Antigonus. Antipater was later 

assassinated in a political rival and Antigonus took charge, imprisoning Antipater’s family. But 

Herod managed to escape. 

The very opening of the story begins with the meeting of two great incredibly powerful 

leaders: Cleopatra and Herod the Great. In original history, Herod fled from Judea to 

Alexandria and he was well received by Cleopatra, who offered to appoint him as commander 

of her army. Anxious to reach Rome, Herod declined. In the novel, the meeting between Herod 

and Cleopatra is narrated briefly focusing more on their possible conversations and how she 

tried to seduce and win Herod. When all her efforts go futile, she tries to force a kiss on him, 

which Herod delightfully returns with coldness. Then she proceeds to talk business about 

providing him ship to travel back to Rome. There is no of mentioning of army or political 

alliance. Unable to hold it any longer, Herod blurts out that he may inform Antony about her 

advances. She then sends him away and plans what to do next. However fictionalized, Higley 

never fails to display the calculative mind of Cleopatra: “Inside her own chamber, she slammed 

the door on his guards and collapsed against it. It would be a delicate business to destroy one 

of Antony’s closest friends without incurring her lover’s wrath. But she had not ruled Egypt 

alone for nearly twelve years without learning how to make convenient deaths appear as 

accidents” (ch. 4). 

After Herod became king of Judea, enmity developed between them, for his accession 

had frustrated Cleopatra's plans to annex Judea. Cleopatra incited Antony against Herod. She 

also lent a ready ear to the complaints of Alexandra, Mariamne’s mother had quarrelled with 

Herod for refusing to appoint her son Aristobulus as high priest. In the novel, Alexandra sends 

a portrait of her son and daughter along with a letter to Cleopatra asking her to show it to Marc 

Antony, thus, urging her to persuade Antony to favor Aristobulus. Antony requested 

Aristobulus to come to Egypt and Herod panicked, and he refused to Antony’s request, with 

the reason that Aristobulus was too popular that his departure could cause riots. To keep 

Aristobulus in Judea and away from Antony, Herod makes him High Priest, deposing Ananel, 

who had been appointed for life. But unfortunately, by chapter 19, Aristobulus and Alexandra 
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were caught red handed while trying to sneak out by one of Herod’s eunuch and their plan gets 

foiled. 

Cleopatra openly supported Alexandra and it was as a result of her intervention that 

Herod was required to account Antony for the death of Aristobulus. Though Herod succeeded 

in saving his throne, he was compelled to cede Cleopatra Jericho and its environs together with 

certain areas of Arabia. These he subsequently leased from her; but this did not improve their 

personal relationship. In the novel, the conversations exchanged between Mariamme and 

Aristobulus delineates Cleopatra’s attempt to pressurize Herod and show him who the boss is: 

“All I have seen of Cleopatra’s actions since Herod took the throne tells me she wants only to 

restore her Ptolemaic kingdom of old—including Syria and every bit of Judea. Look at all she 

has convinced Antony to grant her already—the rights to collect bitumen tar from the Salt Sea, 

the date-palms and balsam of Jericho—” (ch. 18) 

The next historic incident that Higley has used is, the Battle of Masada. The siege of 

Masada was one of several historical events recorded by Roman-Jewish historian Flavius 

Josephus during the First Jewish-Roman War. The site of the siege is the ancient Masada 

fortress. The siege occurred between 73 and 74 CE, after the fall of Jerusalem. The siege of 

Masada was a pivotal event in the First Jewish-Roman War as it brought an end to the first 

revolt by the Jewish people against the Roman Empire in Roman-controlled Judea. Flavius 

Silva led fifteen thousand men and women to the area surrounding Masada. This group 

included about eight thousand fighting men. The Roman legion surrounded the plateau and 

built many camps and a large circumvallation wall. The novel too presents all these incidents 

through the eyes of the protagonist Lydia, but it presents something more: the reason for Herod 

to fight zealously in this siege: because Herod’s mother Cypros, his sister Salome, his mother-

in-law Alexandra and his betrothed wife Mariamme were trapped in the Masada fortress. The 

novel also states that the more Herod neared Judea, he became more of a forsaken husband 

who yearns for his wife’s company. Initially the rebels seemed to be gaining an upper hand in 

the war, but finally Herod and his troop managed to win the siege and rescue his precious 

women of importance. Higley has thus managed to paint the picture of Herod as a lovey-dovey 

husband rather than a ruthless aristocrat as per mentioned in actual history. 

The Queen’s Handmaid deftly presents the shrewd way in which Herod decided to take 

Jerusalem, before he entered the city. He declares to his family that he will take the city with 

“force of his magnanimous personality alone” (ch. 15).  He first sends emissaries at the gates 

of the city proclaiming that Herod has come in peace. But ironically the people were well aware 

of the existence of Roman legions on the outskirts of the city.  
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By origin, Herod was an Idumean. The people of Jerusalem were too conscious about 

his Idumean bloodline and they refused to accept him. But Herod moves one step further and 

marries the Hasmonean princess named Mariamme and announces it gleefully, thereby making 

claims to his kingship legitimate. His campaign was successful enough that he managed to stir 

the hearts of many Jews. Herod takes this as his cue and with his Roman legion led by 

Macherus, he takes Jerusalem by force which now has much less resistance. The novel vividly 

presents a scene of bloodshed and chaos during this siege: 

Everywhere, people ran and people screamed. Some bloody already, lurching and clutching at 

walls, searching for home and safety. A woman ran past, about Lydia’s age, one cheek slashed 

from lip to eye. Her gaze tumbled over Lydia without comprehension, without reason. Lydia 

gasped with pity. The siege fires were everywhere now. Smoke snaked upward from the city 

in a hundred columns of death, lives and homes reduced to ash. It burned her eyes and clogged 

her throat . . . The fighting grew fiercer the nearer she came to the Temple area. Its enclosure 

walls hid an enormous courtyard. The Temple itself soared above the walls, its face set toward 

the east. Sunlight glanced off gold and Lydia blinked against the glare, raised a hand to her 

brow. Bodies were everywhere. Romans, Jews, and Herod’s men alike littered the paving 

around the Temple walls. Blood pooled in cracks, ran like liquid mortar in tracks around the 

flat-hewn stones. Bashed heads, gored chests, lopped limbs. (ch. 17) 

Before being taken as prisoner, in the novel, Antigonus rushes to the feet of the Roman general, 

trying to gain his favour, only to be mocked by the general who calls him with a female version 

of his name, ‘Antigone.’ Historically there is no such claim to this incident. But the way Higley 

incorporated this fictional scene makes the reader contemplate on how miserable Antigonus 

would have been treated in the hands of Romans. History narrated with spice and heart-

touching scenes is one of the specialities of historic fictions, which is aptly found in Higley’s 

novel.  

In the end, Antigonus was taken as a prisoner. He was taken to Antioch and executed, 

ending Hasmonean rule. Josephus states that Mark Antony beheaded Antigonus (Antiquities, 

XV 1:2 (8–9). Roman historian Cassius Dio says that he was crucified and recorded in his 

Roman History: "These people [the Jews] Antony entrusted to a certain Herod to govern; but 

Antigonus he bound to a cross and scourged, a punishment no other king had suffered at the 

hands of the Romans, and so slew him". In his Life of Antony, Plutarch claims that Antony had 

beheaded Antigonus, which serves as the first example of that of a punishment being inflicted 

on a king. 
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While Herod used the Hasmoneans to legitimize his own rule he was, at the same time, 

fearful of them and regarded them as threats. For instance, Aristobulus III, a grandson of 

Hyrcanus, and the brother of Mariamne, was made high priest in 36 BC. In the following year, 

however, fearful that the people of Jerusalem might make the Hasmonean Aristobulus their 

king as well, Herod murdered him. 

Hyrcanus was a victim of Herod’s jealousy as well. Although Herod honoured the 

former monarch, with every mark of respect, he was waiting for a chance to get rid of him. 

This opportunity came in 30 BC, when Hyrcanus was accused of plotting with the King of 

Arabia, condemned, and executed. Even his beloved wife, Mariamne, was not spared, being 

charged with adultery (Herod in fact was suspicious that his wife and her family were plotting 

to dethrone him), found guilty, and executed. 

In the novel, death of both Mariamme and Aristobulus are scripted as doings of Herod’s 

sister Salome, who worked behind the scenes. Aristobulus was murdered submerging him 

forcefully in Herod’s pool under the guise of playing in the pool. Mariamme, on the other hand, 

was proved guilty through a false trial where she was blamed for two things: for not visiting 

the king’s chamber for a year and for being close with Herod’s trusted friend Sohemus, 

although their relationship was nothing more than an innocent friendship. Higley’s version of 

story tells us that Herod went into madness after Mariamme’s death. This information is passed 

on from David, one of Lydia’s friends who warn her about Herod, as she decides to leave the 

palace after Mariamme’s death: “Be careful,” David said. “Herod is beside himself with grief 

and rage. He staggers from room to room, crying out for Mariamme as if she lives.” (ch. 37) 

In actuality, after Mariamme died, Herod did go mad for a while, but soon he managed 

to find another girl with same appearance and same bearings of that of his beloved Mariamme 

and history labels her as Mariamme II. If Higley has attempted to make Herod seem like a 

ruthless yet ardent lover, like in Chinese webcomics, then she has done a really great job in 

moving the hearts of readers, making them think almost for a second that Herod’s love for her 

was genuine and not an obsession.   

Higley has not only displayed actual history through her fictional writing, but has also 

made allusions to the birth of Jesus Christ in her novel. When the death of Herod was imminent 

in the battle against Syria, Herod gave his brother Joseph an order to kill Mariamme and her 

child, if the news of his death would reach them, lest she remarries another man after his 

demise. Simon and Lydia somehow learns of this plan of Herod and decide to take away nine 

months pregnant Mariamme away from the palace to some safer place. This incident is more 
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relatable with that of Joseph and Mary (who is pregnant with baby Jesus Christ) flee from 

Nazareth, when Herod had ordered the death of all children below age two.  

Just as how the pregnant Mary ends up in Bethlehem, Mariamme arrives at Bethlehem 

during night time to take rest. The only difference is Mariamme managed to get an inn to stay, 

whereas Mary never got one. Both of them go into labour at midnight. Here comes the 

interesting fact: when Mariamme was asked for her name during her labour pain, she 

introduced herself as ‘Mary’ and gave birth to a healthy baby boy. This incident of Mariamme 

giving birth to her son is illustrative of Mary giving birth to baby Jesus Christ. Again, 

Mariamme had extra assistance of a midwife during the childbirth, and there is no solid 

evidence of Mary from Bible giving birth all by herself. So it is normal to perceive that she 

might have had the assistance of a midwife, which has been left unrecorded by the historians, 

owing to its insignificance. 

With all the major historic incidents of eminence narrated, now it is requisite to explore 

how Higley brought these all together and cooked it into a story that would become a best-

seller. In the novel, Lydia is found out to be a lost- Judean princess with the help of the pendant 

she received from Samuel in Alexandria and through the words of Banafrit who discloses the 

fact that Lydia is the daughter of a Hasmonean princess Shira and the king of Cyprus who 

happens to be the twelfth brother of Ptolemy. The circumstances of the death of Ptolemy’s 

brother, king of Cyprus, is factual, but details of his wife’s identity are unknown. It is here that 

Higley fictionalized her connection with Judea, by creating an imaginary character named Shira 

making her a sibling of Alexandra.  

With all the characters put into place, the story will be as follows: King of Cyprus and 

Hasmonean princess Shira must have come in contact with one another, after Rome took over 

Judea. In Egypt when Cleopatra’s sister tried to take over the throne, she eliminated all the 

possible heirs to the throne in which King of Cyprus and Shira should have been murdered. 

But unfortunately Cleopatra killed Benerice and took over the throne. Apart from being the 

Egyptian Pharaoh, Cleopatra herself has Greek bearings, that would make Lydia half Greek, 

half Egyptian (as she was raised in Alexandria) and half Hasmonean, making her a potential 

heir to all the three kingdoms. With this information at hand, Higley has also included a 

fictional scene where Cleopatra, on her yearly visits to Judea meets up with Lydia once again. 

Cleopatra being aware of Lydia’s new found identity is threatened and she tries to intimidate 

her, to which Lydia gives a sharp reply: 
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“Cleopatra shouted in Lydia’s face. “You think I fear you? You worthless little worm-

servant! You are nothing but a half-breed, raised in the sewers. You are no more to me than an 

insect.”  

“And yet here you are.” Lydia kept her voice low. “Seeking me out. Attempting to 

intimidate me.”  

It felt like freedom, to speak thus to Cleopatra.” (ch. 31) 

Higley could have turned the plot the other way around, and made Lydia the queen of 

Egypt through Herod who has better relations with Octavius Caesar, when Cleopatra and Mark 

Antony died at once. This could have altered the historicity of the novel, making it more absurd 

and unrealistic. But she does not do that; she has rather created a strong character who stays 

unwavered by wealth, power or aristocratic life. Lydia decides to embrace the identity of a 

normal Jewish woman and lead a peaceful life with new beginning at the end of the novel.  

Higley has created her character in such a way that she moves throughout the novel 

seamlessly without any block. Whether be it Egypt, Rome or Judea, there is inaccuracy, with 

no complete facts about the names or identities of the slaves of these great messed up 

aristocratic families. This enables Higley to fit Lydia beautifully into the position of a slave 

who could have had the possibility to rewrite the history, thus without altering the actual 

history. 

In all the three kingdoms, as far as Higley is concerned, Lydia has served as a maid. 

And this addition of character in no way alters the historic happenings of the novel or the course 

of the plot. It is just that the whole history is reviewed from the eyes of a nobody, on whom 

Higley has bestowed a character and a purpose to keep the pace of the plot in motion. 

The driving force behind all this that holds down Lydia from making any clear decisions 

is the ancient scrolls and the task to hand it over to Chakkiym. Chakkiym means ‘wise men’ in 

general. Apart from the three wise men who travelled around the globe to meet baby Jesus 

Christ, the other place in Bible where wise men are mentioned more is in the Book of Daniel.  

According to the biblical and archaeological history, Daniel was made the ruler over 

Babylonian provinces by Nebuchadnezzar. And being a ruler gives him the privilege and 

possibility of raising a retinue of people on his own. In the last chapter of book of Daniel, 

Daniel gets a vision from heaven, where an angel instructs him to seal up some words revealed 

to him, which should not be opened until the time of Messiah. In New Testament, in one of the 

biblical stories that has been recorded, Jesus Christ is seen reading from the scrolls of Isaiah 

the Prophet in the synagogue. Connecting these two incidents, Higley has drawn the plot of the 
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existence of wise men apart from the Pharisees and Sadducees, who protect the fictional scrolls 

of Daniel which has been passed down from generation to generation. 

Humans are prone to make mistake in one way or the other. To epitomize this 

characteristic, Higley makes one of the descendants of these wise men to lose this scrolls and 

makes it to be found by another Jew in exile named Samuel. Here too, Higley has drawn this 

name from the biblical character named Samuel, who anoints the Israeli kings Saul and David 

respectively. This can be interpreted in novel in a similar manner: by presenting her mother’s 

necklace and the divine scrolls, Samuel the prophet anoints Lydia to undertake the journey of 

her life. At the end of the novel, Simon and Lydia travel to Persia to hand over the scrolls to 

the wise men. The recent excavation of Dead Sea Scrolls from Nag Hamadi Wadi provides the 

possibility of existence of Daniel’s fictional scrolls. This paper has shed light on the fine line 

that separates fantasy from antiquity with numerous possibilities for reality. 
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ABSTRACT 

Technology shapes distinctive cultures and differentiates one from another. It also 

permits humans to intermix and comprises the elements of tradition such as travel, food, 

government, education and art. Technology is impeded in human life and culture too. In 

various parts of the world, it has been used for connecting and refreshing people. But the 

impact of technology in culture and the cultural defeat by means of technologies in today's 

world is unknown. Employing the impact, diffusion, the changes occurred as the technology 

underwent a developmental process that really needs to arrive and be analysed. Technology 

makes people walk in new phases of life along with cultural values. Society and culture set the 

priorities for the development of science and technology. Technology and society or generation 

and tradition refers to co-dependence, co-affect and co-manufacturing. This unbreakable 

connection existed from the beginning of mankind and it has always been a matter of topic 

whether technology is boon or bane for society. The impact of technology on culture, tradition 

and social values is undoubtedly huge and classified as how it results in this society today and 

how it influences human activities. 

Keywords: technology, culture, impact, variation, society.  

Introduction  

Culture refers to the intellectual and moral characteristics standard of a particular 

society or era. This includes, for example, art, literature, music, and philosophy. It can also 

refer to the way people behave towards each other, including their values and morals. Culture 

is often seen as something that distinguishes humans from other animals, and also thought to 

be one of the things which make humans unique as species. Culture is the collective term to 

identify the ideas, customs and social behaviour of a particular people or society. Culture is a 

vast area and a particular culture can be observed among a particular group of people which 

was created by a group of people, over a long period of time. While traditions are the ideas and 

beliefs that are passed down from one generation to another generation as a part of a culture. 

Many cultures have common rituals and ceremonies that are passed down from generation to 

generation. These rituals and ceremonies help this world to keep the culture alive and pass it 

on to the next generations. 

Objectives 

The research aims  

• To find the relationship between culture and technology 
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• To find significance of culture and technology in relation with modern generation 

• To explore the rise and fall of culture and technology in relation to one another 

Methodology 

 Theoretical research is a logical exploration of a system of beliefs and assumptions. 

This kind of research includes theorizing or defining how a cyber system and its environment 

behave by exploring or playing out the implications of how it is defined. The paper entitled 

“Culture and Technology: An Inevitable Correlation” is done based on the theoretical research 

method. The research is made through numerous observations which includes articles, web 

documents and facts.  

Culture and Technology 

There has always been a connection between culture and technology.  Technology has 

always influenced human culture just as culture has sparked advancements in technology. 

There is a complex relationship between both culture and technology. There are no real starting 

or ending points in this case. They both interconnect to influence each other as they develop 

and change overtime. In the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries, technology and culture both 

significantly influenced one another. Owing to the evolution of culture over the decades, 

technology has also developed in many ways.  Technology is an imperative term which is 

incorporated in all aspects of culture including travel, food, government, education and art. 

 Technology shapes different cultures and differentiates one from another. It allows 

people to intermingle. Through the development of computers and teleconferencing, a 

specialized learner can access knowledge through a conference halfway across the world 

without leaving a person's home. Technology does allow for every opportunity to be afforded, 

but creates more opportunity than in the past. These technological advancements allow the 

opportunity previously separated by socioeconomic status to be taken away. Established 

traditions and customary ways of life are dislocated by the invasion of foreign influences and 

images from the new global cultural industries which traditional communities find particularly 

seductive, impossible to reject, but difficult to contain. 

Current Technology 

Worldwide communications nowadays are stimulated through cultural variations, like 

email, mobile phones, etc. In this generation, people started using technologies as their day-to-

day life's routine, and it ended up becoming one's culture. Technology started ruling the world 

and it is more common and an easiest way to connect with people. During Covid-19, people 

who are not aware of technology have also ended up using technology to spend their time. 
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Academics and universities commenced technologies as a main source to reach students. 

Technology plays a major role in connecting people without delay. Technology also 

additionally given the modern gadgets in current decades, like smartwatches, tablets, and voice 

assistant gadgets. Those gadgets enable people to switch cash immediately and make purchases 

for the whole lot from clothes, meals, delivery, groceries, furniture and more.  

Technology has modified traditional modes of entertainment, how people meet each 

other and consume all types of media. It also makes advancements in safety when it comes to 

home security and medical devices in a more user-friendly manner. Technology is not only 

increasing the human lifespan but also the way we live (Barbara's Bray). Initiated with the use 

of the printing press, allowed the masses to receive news, read books and attend school. 

Communities developed within large cities to protect and sustain the different cultures. Every 

nation and its community have their own identical coherence, culture, tradition and social 

norms and values. After seeing successful technology like Alexa, Google Assistant, Cortana 

and self-driven cars, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has generated plenty of noise from the users. 

Artificial Intelligence is one of the new traits which highlighting and triumphing inside the IT 

enterprise for the last five years. Introducing the world's first artificial womb facility, powered 

entirely by renewable energy. It is known as Ectolife which allows a barren couple to conceive 

a baby and become the true biological parents of their own offspring. It is considered as the 

best invention for women who have complications in their uterus due to cancer or any other 

surgeries.  

  Premature births and C-sections will soon be a thing of the past. It allows the baby to 

develop in an infection free environment, the facility features seventy-five highly equipped 

labs and each state of the art lab can accommodate up to four hundred growth pods or artificial 

wombs. A single building can incubate up to thirty thousand lab grown babies per year. This 

current invention can be considered as the best creation of all. AI provides a computer program 

the ability to think and learn on its own. It is a stimulation of human intelligence into machines 

to do things that we would normally rely on humans. Chat GPT, Google Bard, Microsoft Bing, 

and such AI programs strive for the whole educational system with extraordinary solutions. 

Earlier and Current Generation in Culture and Technology  

In the past, writing letters, sending faxes, or using wired telephones were the best way 

to communicate remotely with someone. In order to connect with someone today, there are 

many more efficient options available. Modern technologies are the outcomes of the 

advancement of traditional technologies. As the time passes, the new innovations replace the 

older ones based on the existing concept of knowledge and ideas. For instance, if one compares 
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the television before ten to fifteen years and now, they can find vast differences between them. 

The televisions at that time used to be very heavy with black and white screens and antennas 

were required in order to operate them. But now, the TVs are found in many shapes and sizes 

with various specifications. In the market, customers can find the traditional televisions with 

improved and additional features. One can spend their time on social media, chatting, video 

calling, mailing someone or else through audio call. These new methods can help people to 

keep in touch with loved ones, especially when people live in remote areas and to monitor aged 

relatives who live alone.  

 Social media is a great way to keep in touch, in general, allowing one to see what their 

loved ones are doing through the photos and updates of their posts. Wired phones replaced with 

smartphones. Hand written letters dispatched through postal carriers changed through emails 

which might be added in seconds. Film cameras also updated into digital and Map books used 

to find out a way to attain vacation spots which were modified into Google’s map. In meetings, 

senior employees prefer notepads and pens while the younger workers bring their smartphones 

and gadgets to take notes. Devices and gadgets which are used today were radically different 

in the past. Some of the first gadgets and devices were simple, so big and controversial, only 

few people had access to the gadgets. In this century, technology becomes simple and everyone 

attempts to access it.  

The current generation learners can collaborate on institution tasks using technology - 

based tools such as wikis and google docs. The walls of the classrooms are no longer a barrier 

for the learners for communicating and working collaboratively. It also changes the role of the 

teachers and the learners. Culture is segregated when people start using technology in their 

daily life, the way their culture is brought up changes to technology which also influences the 

world. The relationship among technology and culture is cyclical. Logically, a culture develops 

technology based on the needs or desires of the people. Technology spreads and it is absorbed 

into the lives of the people and it affects their culture and way of life. 

Impact of Technology in Culture 

Technology is changing every aspect of human lives. The benefits provided by new 

digital approaches are having a huge impact on this society. However, one of the greatest 

business challenges is not about the devices, software or solutions, it is about how people 

manage the process of cultural change. In agriculture, the introduction of machines for sowing 

and harvesting greatly reduces the need for manual labour. There was less need for large 

families to work on farms. In the criminal justice system, the ability to examine innocence 

through DNA testing has saved the lives of people on death row. The amount of inequality to 
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access the technology also increases. There are two forms of divisions which give unequal 

access to technology. In that, the higher income people have greater access to technology than 

lower income people. It is known as ‘digital divide’ and then it creates the second division 

called ‘knowledge gap’. Few colleges have the best technical labs with the latest gadgets that 

increase the possibilities of gaining good proficiency. On the other hand, with less 

technological resources, they will not gain any growth which is not enough for their job market. 

Technology also has a great impact on a global scale. 

In one way, technology impacts global cultures through media globalization. It is 

known as the main way to influence people through media technology. People are able to get 

information immediately because of mobile phones and the internet. One of the biggest 

advantages of these technological advancements is that it led to increasing the sense of 

globalization and bringing together people across boundaries. Now with technology, people 

can connect all over the world and know their culture.  

Advantages 

Every nation and its community had its own identical coherence, culture, tradition and 

social norms and values. Living standard of people has particularly risen up and has become 

sophisticated due to technology. Nowadays education has been gradually conquering modern 

technology. Moderately it is acceptable but it differs from place to place. On the other hand, it 

has abundantly increased the usage of preservatives from the marketplace rather than natural 

products. Most people refer to this for time preservation, packed and canned foods are most 

common among this generation. The previous generation used to obtain advice and ideas only 

from their elders in cooking and marital life. But now websites, search engines and other online 

platforms such as YouTube, Google, etc. provide and promote self-learning in a self-paced 

manner. Science and technology can be beneficial to all communities as long as they are used 

by people with a well-balanced mind. Though IVF and surrogacy it is welcomed and well 

received throughout the world, there is a cultural stigma that prevails not only in third world 

countries but also in second and first world countries laying emphasis on the authenticity of 

child's development, the incapability of the parent as a failure and controversies that revolve 

around the procedure itself. Without culture, technology cannot be retained, therefore they are 

interdependent.  

Disadvantages 

To a certain extent, the modern world would definitely change the purity of traditional 

culture. It has also had a great impact on society by replacing spirituality. Because of 

technological development, it results in gradual curtailment of adoption rates and the need and 
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hope of people is exploited. Though AI implores people with new visions and new angles, it 

dims culture-based creativity, especially in the areas of conforming to old conventions of the 

society. Many people have become jobless because of the intervention of the society. 

Findings 

• Culture can improve the development and acceptance of advancements in science and 

technology.  

• It mostly happens when there is a fear of the new battle or replacing a cultural heritage.  

• Culture and society both set the priorities for the development of science and technology.  

• Culture affects the time and energy and financial resources which are dedicated to research 

and development, and its priorities in particular projects.  

• It affects how much personal sacrifice people are willing to endure the pursuit of science 

and technology development.  

• It determines the reward from society for their achievements which are financially and 

otherwise.  

• Society is a shared understanding whose personality is its culture, and whose knowledge is 

its science, which it uses to create the technology it needs to achieve its aims. 

• People try to carry both culture and technology as the equivalent manner to balance them 

in this world. 

Conclusion 

Implementation of technology influences the values of society by changing 

expectations and realities. Over emphasizing technology which has created lack of trust among 

people. Technology can also be blamed for unemployment, cultural lag, changes in social 

institutions. Development of technology is to be from our tradition, culture and heritage. There 

is a saying, ''technology stems from humanity''. Our tradition connects us throughout history. 

Cultural practice is necessary and unavoidable for sustaining this society. The development of 

technology is a series of processes which evolve through time. Tradition, culture and heritage 

are soil fertilizing a better society, a better world, with advanced technology. Because culture 

and values are not static. They evolve constantly with time and contextual changes. Technology 

is also included as a part of this modern culture. There cannot be any loss because of modern 

technology, merely a change in it. Whether the change is a loss or an improvement, it depends 

on the person analysing it, not the change in itself. In this evolving world, culture and 

technology plays a major part and it became the source of living. The culture and technology 

are coexisting and interrelated to each other. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Land and its people are inseparably assembled to constitute the ecosystem of any 

topographical region. Being naturally gifted with an attractive topography, the North East 

region of India has produced literary texts into which nature and its significance in human life 

have automatically negotiated their ways. The tribes of Arunachal Pradesh are the preservers 

of natural resources by maintaining an equilibrium with nature. But, the post-independent 

scenario of the land has undergone drastic changes both environmentally and socio-politically. 

The aim of this study is to decode the eco spiritual qualities of the tribals with reference to 

Mamang Dai's The Legends of Pensam. Dai’s concern, in her work extend from harmful effects 

of deforestation, human encroachment on forest lands, the human-induced dangers which flora 

and fauna have to endure, human relationship with non-human beings and deification of 

nature. The study further highlights the vision of abolishing social ideologies and hierarchies 

that perpetuate ecological destruction, and to use traditional as well as scientific knowledge 

to ensure ecological stability. 

Keywords: Eco spirituality, Sustainability, Topography, Deforestation, Stability. 

 

The obligation to conserve natural resources and protect global ecosystems in order to 

support health and well-being is known as environmental sustainability. Forward thinking 

attitude is the important element in sustainable developments. In fact, the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) defines it as “meeting today’s needs without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their needs.” (Sphera) Many green ideas and business 

responsibility fall under the broad category of sustainability. Ecocriticism is a literary theory 

that studies science, literature, anthropology, sociology, psychology, and other topics in order 

to better understand how people see nature. It makes an effort to examine how the environment 

is expressed in literary writings and theoretical discussion. The theme of nature has been 

prominent in many English-language literary works. The destruction of the ecosystem 

throughout the world has been greatly influenced by colonialism, and for a very long time, 

people believed that nature was some kind of endless supply. Numerous works of Indian 

English fiction also have this topic. Many authors make it their main topic, while others make 

it secondary to their main story. In order to better understand ecocriticism, I wish to employ 

Indian English literature in this essay. 
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 The Northeast Indian states of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, and Tripura, which together make up around 260,000 square 

kilometres, are well-known for their abundance in natural resources and cultural variety. Its 

position is also extremely geopolitical due to its proximity to the foreign lands of Bangladesh, 

Myanmar, Tibet, and Bhutan. This region has a better connection to and appreciation for nature 

than the rest of the country. As the environment has been a crucial component of their way of 

life, Northeast India has developed its own vernacular architecture that has changed over time 

and is mindful to the local climate, people, and materials. The importance of sustainability and 

its development has never diminished. 

Arunachal Pradesh is recognised as one of the major ‘biodiversity hotspots’ of India 

and the entire world, for its extensive variety of flora and funa. This northeastern state is home 

to a variety of indigenous tribes along its valleys. One of these societies includes the Adi tribe, 

whose members live in perfect harmony with the natural world. They continue to live 

traditionally, totally reliant on nature, without disrupting the area’s ecological equilibrium. 

However, Arunachal Pradesh’s current situation is undergoing quick changes. The ancient way 

of life and belief system of the Adis, which in the past were in harmony with pristine nature, 

have been severely damaged by the socioeconomic, political, and environmental developments 

of this state. 

Due to the presence of numerous ethnic groups with a variety of cultural practices, 

dialects, and religious beliefs in northeast India, it is referred to as a melting pot of different 

races, castes, and cultures. One of India’s most underrepresented regions is this one. A 

collection of literary writings that is wholly distinct from that of the rest of India may have 

developed as a result of the region’s geography and the blending of several ethnic groups. The 

literature in English from the northeastern section of India has been stereotyped, just like the 

area itself. However, if we conduct a critical analysis of the literary works produced in this 

region, we will discover that the majority of the writers including Mamang Dai, Temsula Aao, 

Aruni Kashyap, and Easterine Kire are intentionally address geopolitical and environmental 

issues like resource exploitation, ecological degradation, and drastic climate change in their 

works. 

 Mamang Dai, as a member of the Adi community, is naturally acquainted with their 

historical traditions, worldview, and collection of myths, stories, and fables. She is a noted 

poet, journalist, and a former civil servant of Arunachal Pradesh. Dai respectfully depicts the 

Adi tribe’s relationship with the natural environment while retaining its ancient practises, tales, 

and beliefs in all her works. One of the ethnic sub-groups of the Tani people, the ‘Adi’ tribe, 
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may be found in a number of districts of Arunachal Pradesh, including East Siang, West Siang, 

Upper Siang, Lower Dibang Valley, and Lohit Namsai. By telling the simple, harmonious 

stories of the ignorant ethnic group living in the wild, lush, and green Siang valley of Arunachal 

Pradesh, a site recognised for its biodiversity hotspots with vast range of flora and animals, Dai 

hopes to dispel the old dust of “stereotype” created for this region. However, the country’s 

post-independence environment and sociopolitical structure have seen significant changes. The 

altered landscape of the area has drawn the attention of Dai’s literature, and her most recent 

book accurately illustrates the challenges that the Adis in this area face as they work to modify 

their lifestyles for survival despite all the difficulties. 

Mamang Dai’s The Legends of Pensam is a novel that has a strong ecological concern. 

History, myth, tradition, memory, and fiction merge together in this novel, which showcases 

the unique ecology of Arunachal Pradesh. The clash between tradition and modernity and the 

degeneration of traditional values during the colonial period as well as the ecological 

degradation of the land can well be studied from an ecological viewpoint. The novel advocates 

the restoration of the age-old bond between man and the nature as a way of retaining the identity 

of the tribal communities in the contemporary world of globalization and modernization.   

 An anthropological study that supports tribal spiritualism is found in The Legends of 

Pensam. Dai emphasises the generosity of her kin in the Prologue, “I was born in the 

mountains, in a village where boys kicked rocks around pretending at football (3). The book is 

filled with shamanic and mountain ceremonies, highlighting the tribal clans' profound faith in 

the enduring consequences of these practises. For instance, everyone in the Adi tribe believes 

that Biribik, the water serpent, represents all spirits, and that anytime there is an odd sight in 

the river, something horrible would undoubtedly happen in the village. The sufferings are then 

treated and cured using an old Serpent ritual. In fact, the novel’s recurring motif is this. The 

important aspects of ecospirituality that are discussed in this book include pahari pratha, or 

mountain rites and spiritual practises, connected to Northeastern tribes, as well as folklore and 

myths. Dai considers the Adi’s  ecological and spiritual concerns in all her works. 

 Dai emphasizes the Adi community's position as being stuck between myth and fact. 

She skillfully weaves together four interconnected pieces of tribal lore: ‘a matter of time’, ‘a 

diary of the world’, ‘a song of the rhapsodist’, and ‘daughters of the village’. which caused 

readers hearts to race. The book features likeable individuals whose established beliefs and 

traditional rituals centre on their precarious lives. The novel’s prologue opens with a myth 

about a woman who fought a powerful force to weave a tapestry. Regarding the storylines 

presented in the work, the initial portion comes off as hallucinatory, fantastical, unrestrained, 
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and open-ended. When the protagonist Hoxo opens his eyes after being unexpectedly dropped 

from the sky, he discovers bamboo, a green waterfall, and walls of trees that are covered in 

greenery. Lutor, the renowned Ida clan head and a resident of the settlement, discovers him. 

As a result of their superstitious beliefs, none of the locals inquire about the infant. None of the 

locals question about the infant due to their superstitious beliefs. Unfortunately, Lutor 

encounters Birbirik, a water snake with a horned head that resembles a malicious spirit, which 

leads to his death later during a hunting adventure. Here we discover stories inside stories about 

the mythology, spirits, and culture of the Adi tribe. This section of the book describes the 

character’s enigmatic deaths amid the hills deep and dark trees.  

 In another story Pinyar the widow says, “Faith is everything” (35). After experiencing 

her husband's betrayal, losing her kid, and having her home burned down, she was weary of 

her existence. As we can see, “It seems my destiny is cursed” (28). The final tale in this segment 

depicts the terrible reality of outsiders entering the uninhabited areas of the Adi tribes and how 

this has affected the local’s perception of them as a disease. Their people was devastated by 

this abrupt transformation since the declining beauty of nature seemed unfathomable to their 

impressionable eyes. As Hoxo says, “We saw a new glimmer in the distance. Our footsteps led 

us down unknown paths” (42). However, the desire to maintain their origins and live a 

traditional tribal lifestyle was rekindled in their hearts as a result of the social changes. 

The second part of the novel starts with the entrance of migluns (Britishers) in the Adi 

lands. These newcomers started to rule the region by building roads, assuming political 

authority, and propagating Christianity, ushering in ‘civilization’ in a region that had 

previously been uncivilised. To understand more about the culture and traditions of the tribal 

people, Mona and Jules, a couple from other regions, travel to the village. They both take part 

in the village’s customary celebrations and rituals, and they both enjoy the folk music 

performed by the locals. They return from the area with a wealth of impressions, tales, and 

experiences from the Adi people, making the trip worthwhile.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The third part of the novel tells the love tale of Nenem, a mythical figure who falls in 

love with David, a British officer; their relationship lasts for a time until they are split up. 

Nenem, a nature lover, is unwilling to uproot herself from her own country and move to another 

for the sake of love because David has been assigned somewhere else. This demonstrates how 

the indigenous people rely on a close relationship with nature to survive. Nenem states: “No 

one dies of love. I loved him, and now I am enough on my own” (109). With an angelic heart 

and a dovelike mind, she represents a legend. Losi, her daughter, is born after she marries Kao. 

When her hamlet floods after an earthquake, she is forced to leave it and relocate. Her life is 
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suddenly filled with uncertainty. She begins to feel unhappy, suffering swirls inside her feeble 

heart, and she eventually exits this world. The life of Nenem illustrates how being cut off from 

one’s roots brings early death and how one’s existence is connected to the wonders of nature.  

The novel’s fourth section of the narrative sheds light on the continuous changes in the 

neighbourhood that terrorise the populace. As the trumpets of modernity blow, innocence is 

lost, beauty is fading, and the atmosphere is foul-smelling. Through the characters, the hatred 

towards the modern age is underlined. As Larik says, “This terrible road is all they have for us 

in 50 years! And what does it bring us? Outsiders. Thieves. Diseases” (156). The locals 

maintain their usual customs, culture, and beliefs despite the changes, demonstrating their 

steadfast affection for the beautiful area. The Adi tribes rich oral legacy, distinctive indigenous 

culture, and communal living are all shown in the book. Members of the older generation are 

shown in the text whistling in protest at the shift and to protect their indigenous heritage from 

being wiped out. As a result, the villagers move back and forth between living a traditional and 

contemporary lifestyle. In the course of the novel, Dai vividly depicts the Adi tribes colourful 

culture and history, inspiring awe at their efforts to preserve their pristine culture by writing 

down oral tradition for future generations.  

Dai describes the topography and anthropology of the North East India in the  Author's 

note to The Legends of Pensam: 

Arunachal Pradesh in North East India, bordering Bhutan, china and Myanmar is one 

of the largest states in the country, and also one of the greenest. It is the homeland of 

twenty six tribes with over one hundred and ten sub-cans… The mightiest of its rivers 

is the Siang… Siang valley is the territory of the Adi tribe who are the subject of this 

book. (qtd. in Satapathy and Nayak) 

Verrier Elwin, one of the greatest defenders of the North East, mentions the same valley in one 

of his important ethnographic works. “Siang, the happiest of the NEFA divisions, is the home 

of bright colours, lovely weaving, dancing, singing and an enchanting people formerly known 

collectively by the Assamese word Abor which means independent, but who now call 

themselves Adi or hillsmen”. (Elwin)  

The basic goal of ecocriticism is to evaluate any literary work in terms of how it relates 

to the environment. It looks at how the natural world and the environment are portrayed in 

literary and cultural writings. Ecological imbalance, environmental degradation, and their 

effects on human civilization are the primary concerns of ecological studies. This coexistence 

of the natural and human worlds has been questioned in a variety of discourses, from ecological 

studies to ecocriticism. Glotfelty, in the Introduction to The Ecocriticism Reader: Landmarks 
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in Literary Ecology, states “ecocriticism takes an earth-centred approach to literary studies.” ( 

Glotfelty) Chingangbam Anupama, in her scholarly essay An Ecocritical Approach: A Study 

of Selected North East Indian Poets, points out that “ecocriticism deals with the expression of 

judgment upon the writings which marks the relation between nature and man or effects of 

culture on nature.” (Anupama 59-67)  Prof. Thomas K Dean of the University of Iowa includes 

culture in ecocriticism and says: Eco-criticism is a study of culture and cultural products like 

art works, writings, and scientific theories that is in some way connected with human 

relationship to the natural world.  

 One of the most significant changes to the region has been the fast urbanisation of 

North-Eastern India, which has led to the adoption of a smart city development plan by nine 

cities. In order to turn these traditional cities into smart cities with infrastructure and services 

for all demographics, an inclusive governance was formed. For these smart cities, it has been 

highly successful to boost economic growth through sustainable development, such as the use 

of renewable energy, recycling programmes, and efficient waste management. Smart cities are 

now being created in Aizawl, Guwahati, Shillong, Agartala, Imphal, Pasighat, Kohima, 

Itanagar, and Gangtok with a sustainable emphasis on their economies, tourism, resource 

management, energy sources, biodiversity, and urban transportation.  

As the name implies, bioclimatic architecture incorporates the local microclimate into 

construction plans for environmentally friendly outcomes. It improves the balance between 

social inclusion, environmental conservation, and economic development. Even if the majority 

of the North Eastern vernacular architecture is environmentally, materially, and energetically 

sustainable, the region will gain immensely from continuing to use these practises. Maximizing 

the use of natural and renewable resources, designing for climate change, reducing the use of 

artificial energy and water, and having effective building systems in place are the fundamental 

tenets of sustainable building design.  

In the Northeast of India, bamboo is one of the most plentiful and sustainable resources. 

Manipur and Arunachal Pradesh are the two wealthiest states in India for cultivating bamboo, 

each with 53 types. Bamboo is primarily utilised for building and structural purposes, as well 

as to replace wood in industrial, handicraft, and culinary goods. Numerous studies have 

demonstrated the value of bamboo in reducing soil erosion and enhancing soil water retention, 

among other things. Additionally significant carbon sources and sinks are bamboo forests. 

Bamboo is able to isolate carbon more quickly, which aids in limiting forest fires thanks to its 

fast biomass buildup and efficient solar energy fixation. In the North-East Region, bamboo is 

an essential component of sociocultural and economic life. 
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The Northeastern region of India has a history of placing a high value on the 

environment in both its lifestyle and culture. There are still a lot of important gaps in our current 

understanding of other aspects of sustainability, despite the fact that environmental 

conservation has been passively practised here for more than 5,000 years in ancient India. 

Deforestation, quarrying, overharvesting, and pollution are only a few of the environmental 

hazards that have resulted from the search for development in impoverished countries. By 

incorporating all local communities and governing authorities, resources may be used 

sustainably with the right sustainable management and education. They can work together to 

turn the Northeastern region into a place where India can develop its future. 
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mwtop fhl;Lk; mw ,yf;fpaq;fs; 
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Kd;Diu: 

 mwj;jpd; Nkd;ik mfpyj;ijf; fhf;Fk; caph;ik. nfhbad mfyTk; ed;ikfs; 

ngUfTk; mwr;nray;fs; NkNyhq;f Ntz;Lk;. kdpjdpd; kpUfj;jd;ik mfy md;G top 

Kf;fpak;. me;j md;G topia mila mwtopj; jlk; kpf mtrpak;. cyfpd; 

jw;Nghija Nghf;F kpfTk; nfLikj;jd;ik tha;e;jjhf cs;sJ. vt;TapiuAk; 

Jr;rnkd epidf;Fk; gof;fk; mjpfhpj;J tpl;lJ. vtUf;Fk; ed;ikfs; nra;a 

Nahrpg;gjpy;iy. ,jpypUe;J khw mwtop kpf Kf;fpak;. Ch;Nghw;wTk; cyfk; fhf;fTk; 

vOe;jNj mw ,yf;fpaq;fs;. ,e;j mw ,yf;fpaq;fs; fhl;Lk; mwtopia tpsf;Ftjhf 

,f;fl;Liu mike;Js;sJ. 

mw ,yf;fpaq;fs;: 

 fsg;gpuh;fs; fhyk; jkpofj;jpd; ,Uz;l fhykhf fUjg;gLfpd;wJ. ,f;fhyj;jpy; 

gz;ghlw;wr; nray;fSk; gy nfhLikfSk; jiy tphpj;J MbaJ. mjdhy; md;G 

topiaf; fhl;lTk; mwtopiag; Nghjpf;fTk; vOe;jNj mw ,yf;fpaq;fs;. 

gjpndz;fPo;f;fzf;F E}y;fspy; cs;s jpUf;Fws;, ehybahh;, ehd;kzpf;fbif, 

,d;dhehw;gJ, ,dpait ehw;gJ, jpUfLfk;, Mrhuf;Nfhit, gonkhop, rpWgQ;r%yk;, 

KJnkhopf;fhQ;rp,  Vyhjp, Mfpa gjpndhU E}y;fs;  mw ,yf;fpaq;fshff; 

nfhs;sg;gLfpwJ. 

jkpo; r%fj;jpy; ePz;l fhykhfg; gy;NtW Fyq;fSf;Fs;Sk; murh;fSf;Fs;Sk; 

ele;j ,iltplhj Nghh;fs; mf;fhy kf;fSf;F xUtpj kdr;Nrhh;itak; tpuf;jpiaAk; 

mspj;jd. nfhiy, nfhs;is, fs; Fbj;jy; , guj;ijah; xOf;fk; Nghd;w jPar;nray;fs; 

kpFe;jpUe;jd. ,f;fhyj;jpy; rka gpur;rhuk; nra;ate;j rkz, ngsj;j rkaq;fs; 

,g;Nghf;iff; fz;bj;jd. r%fj;jpd; midj;Jj; jug;gpdUf;Fk; murd; Kjy; Fbkf;fs; 

tiu midtUf;Fk; Gjpa fUj;Jf;fisAk; ePjpiaAk; Nghjpj;jd. mwE}y;fspd; 

fUj;Jf;fs; ngUq;Fog;gj;jpy; Mo;e;jpUe;j jkpo;r; r%fj;jpw;F xUtpj njspitf; 

nfhLg;gJ Nghy; mike;jpUe;jd.  

mwr;nray;fs;: 
 tho;f;if tho gy newpKiwfs; cs;sd. ,e;j newpKiwfisf; ifahz;L 

thOk;NghJ Njitaw;w gpur;ridfs; fisag;gLfpd;wd. gy caph;fs; fhf;fg;gLfpd;wd. 

ngUk; Nrjq;fs; epfohky; mfy;fpwJ ehk; thOk; G+kpapy; mikjpia epiyehl;LtJ 

ek; xt;nthUthpd; flik MFk;;. Njitaw;wr; nray;fisj; jtph;j;J caph;fs; ,d;Gw;W 

tho vJ Ntz;LNkh mij kl;LNk Nkw;nfhz;lhy; ,t;Tyf tho;T rPuhfTk; 

rpwg;ghfTk; mikAk;. mwr;nray;fspd; Njit vjw;F vd;W Muha;e;jhy; ,t;Tyf 
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tho;it tpLj;J kW cyf tho;it mila xt;nthUtUk; mwj;ijf; ifahs 

Ntz;Lk;. mJkl;Lky;yhJ ehk; nra;Ak; ey;y nray;fs; ekf;Fj; njhpe;Jk; njhpahkYk; 

gpw caph;fis tho itg;gjhf mikAk;. ‘mwk; nra tpUk;G’ vd;whh; xsit. jd;Dld; 

tuj; Jiz Ntz;Lnkd;why; mwk; nra;a Ntz;Lk; vd;W $Wfpwhh; tpsk;gpehfdhh;.  

,jid> 

 “,d;dhik Ntz;bd; ,untOf> ,e;epyj;J  

 Kd;Djy; Ntz;bd; ,ireLf> jd;ndhL  

 nry;tJ Ntz;bd; mwk; nra;f> nty;tJ  

Ntz;bd; ntFsp tply;” 

vd;Dk; ehd;kzpf;fbif ghly; top mwpa KbfpwJ. 

 “kd;dh cyfj;J kd;Djy; Fwpj;Njhh; 

 jk;Gfo; epwP,j; jhk;kha;e; jdNu” (Gwk;-165) 

 vd ,t;Tyfpy; epiyahdg; Gfio epWtNtz;Lkhdhy; ey;yr; nray;fisr; nra;J 

tpl;Lj;jhd; kiwjy; Ntz;Lk; vd GwehD}W Gyg;gLj;JfpwJ. kzpNkfiyAk;> 

 “mwnkdg;gLtJ ahnjdf; Nfl;gpd; 

 kwth jpJNfs; kd;Daph;f; nfy;yhik 

 cz;bAk; cilAk; ciwASk; my;yJ 

 fz;lJ ,y;” (kzpNkfiy MGj;jpuNdhL mzpgy;ytkile;j fhij 228-230) 

vd mwj;jpw;F tpsf;fk; jUfpwJ.  

“<jw;F  nra;f nghUs”; (ehyb 90)vd ehybahUk;,  

epiwneQ;R cilahid ey;FuT mQRk; (jphp 72) vdj; jphpfLfKk,; 

 fz;Zf;F moF fz;Nzhl;lk; (rp.% 7) vdr; rpWgQ;r%yKk; mwj;jpd; 

Njitia vLj;jpak;Gfpd;wd. 

epiyahik: 

,e;j cyfj;jpy; khw;wq;fNs khwhjitfshf cs;sd. vijANk 

epiyahdjhff; nfhs;sKbahJ. ,g;gbahd cyfpy; kdpjd; cyfpay; rhh;e;J Xbf; 

nfhz;bUf;fpwhd;. ts;Sth; ,jid>  

 “epy;yhj tw;iw epiyapd vd;WzUk;  

 Gy;ywp thd;ik fil” (Fws;-331) 

vdj; jd; Fws; top cyFf;F czh;j;j Kw;gl;Ls;shh;. khdpl tho;T rLjpapy; kiwe;J 

NghFk; kha tho;thfNt cs;sJ. vj;jid cwTfs; ,Ue;jhYk; vt;tsT nry;tq;fs; 

Nrh;j;J itj;jpUe;jhYk; cynfyhk; Gfo; xq;fp ,Ue;jhYk; xUehs; midj;ijAk; 

tpl;Ltpl;L ,t;TyfpypUe;J kiwe;J tpLNj kdpjj;jpw;F tFf;fg;gl;l epajp. ,J 

midj;J caph;fSf;Fk; nghUe;Jk;. cyf epiyahikia czh;e;jth;fs; jq;fspd; 

KJikapy; Jd;gq;fs; te;J NrUk; vd;gjw;fhf ,sikapNyNa ftdkhf 

mwr;nray;fisr; nra;J tho;e;jpUg;gh;. ,sikapy; jhd; tpUk;gpagb mwj;jpw;Fg; 

Gwk;ghf elg;gth;fs; KJikapy; Jaug;gLthh;fs;. ,t;Tz;ikia ehybahh;> 
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 eiutUk; vd;nwz;zp ey;ywpthsh; 

 Fotp aplj;Nj Jwe;jhh; GiujPuh 

 Kd;dh ,sik kfpo;e;jhNu Nfhy;Cd;wp  

 ,d;dhq; nfOe;jpUg; ghh; (ehybahh;11) 

vd mwptWj;JfpwJ.vt;tsT nty;tk; Nrh;j;jhYk; mJ xUehs; tpl;Lr; nrd;W tpLk;. 

vdNt jd;dpiyapy; khwhJ kdpjd; thoNtz;Lk; vd;gij, 

  “Kw;ngU fypw;gpd; rpWfhik rpwe;jd;W.” (KJnkhopf;fhQ;rp rpwe;j gj;J) 

vd KJnkhopf; fhQ;rp vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. 

 “fhYk; ,uz;Lk; Kfl;lyf; nfhd;Ws 

 ghYs; gUq;fop Kg;gj;jp uz;Ls  

 NkYs; $iu gphpAk; gphpe;jhy;Kd;  

NghYaph; kPsg; Gfmwp ahNj” (jpUke;jpuk; ahf;if epiyahik 5) 

ed;wp czh;T: 

 ed;wp czh;T ehdpyj;ijf; fhf;Fk; cah; ftrk;. khdplj;jpd; czh;tpy; 

ed;wpawpjy; fhzhky; Ngha;f;nfhz;bUg;gJ kpfTk; Ntjidf;FhpaJ. jf;fNeuj;jpy; 

nra;Ak; cjtpahdJ jiyKiwiaf; fhf;Fk; ,ay;gilaJ. cw;w Neuj;jpy; 

nra;ag;gLk; cjtp cyiff;fhf;fk; rpwg;gilaJ. ,jidNa Fws; 

 “fhyj;jpdhw; nra;j cjtp rpwpnjd;dDk; 

Qhdj;jpd; khzg; nghpJ” 

vd;W Fws; Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. ed;wp czh;tpy;yhjth;fisf; fPNohh; vd ehybahh; 

Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. ,jid, 

 “jpidadj;Nj ahapDk; nra;ed;Wz;lhy;  

 gidadj;jh cs;Sth; rhd;Nwhh; - gidadj;J  

 vd;Wk; nrapDk; ,yq;fUtp ed;dhl 

 ed;wpy ed;wwpahhh; khl;L” (ehyb 344) 

vd;w thpfspy; nka;g;gpf;fpwJ. 

 ed;wpg; gad; J}f;fh ehzpyp vr;rk; ,oe;J tho;thh; (jphp 62) 

vd jphpfLfKk;,  

 ed;wpg; gad; J}f;fp tho;jy; edpapdpJ (,dp ehw; 30) 

vd ,dpait ehw;gJk; ed;wpawpjypd; ngUikia tiuaWf;fpd;wd. GwehD}w;W 

thpfspy;, 

 “epyk;Gil ngwh;tjhapDk; nkhUtd;  

nra;jp nfhd;Nwhh;f; Fa;jp apy;nyd 

mwk;gh bw;Nw” (Gwk; 34:4-5) 

vd;W $wg;gl;bUg;gJ ed;wpawpjypd; cah;it ahtUk; Ghpe;J nfhs;Sk; tz;zk; 

mike;Js;sJ. 
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KbTiu: 

 Kd;Ndhh; tFj;j mwnewpfis filgpbj;J tho;tJ khdplj;jpd; jiyaha; 

flikfspy; xd;W. ey;y nray;fisr; nra;a MuhaNtz;ba Njit ,y;iy. gpw 

caph;fsplk; md;G fhl;LtJld; milf;fyk; nfhLf;fTk; khdplj;jpd; ,ay;ghf 

mikjy; Ntz;Lk;. jhtp XLk; ejpNghy; tho;Tk; Xh;ehs; jhtp kiwe;JtpLk;. nfhQ;rehs; 

cyfpy; nfhQ;rNkDk; mwj;ij filgpbj;jhy; nfhQ;rNkDk; ca;tila topgpwf;Fk;. 

mwE}y;fis mwpe;J mtw;wpd; fUj;Jfisg; Nghw;wp filgpbj;J tho;tpy; 

,dpikailAk; epiyia va;JNthk;. 

ghh;it E}y;fs;: 

1. mwthzd; f.g 2008 mw,yf;fpaf; fsQ;rpak;> jkpo;f;Nfhl;lk> 2 Kdpuj;jpdk; 

njU> mike;jf;fiu> nrd;id - 600029. 

2. ,uhkehjgps;is (tp.c) 1942 jpUke;jpuk;> jpUney;Ntyp njd;dpe;jpa irt rpj;jhe;j 

E}w;gjpg;Gf;fofk; > jpUney;Ntyp. 

3. kzpthrfd; Q (c.M) 1998 GwehD}W %yKk; ciuAk;> ckh gjpg;gfk;> kz;zb> 

nrd;id - 600001. 

4. Ntq;flrhkpehl;lhh; e.K(c.M) 2007 kzpNkfiy> rhujh gjpg;gfk; rhe;jp mLf;fk; 

fpU~;zhGuk; njU> nrd;id - 14. 
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jkpo; tsh;j;j fpwp];jtk; 
 

nr. Rdpjh 
jkpo;j;Jiw> jpUr;rpYit fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)> ehfh;Nfhtpy; - 629004. 

kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhh; gy;fiyf;fofk;> jpUney;Ntyp - 627012. 

kpd;dQ;ry;: joysunitha91@gmail.com.  

 
Ma;Tr;RUf;fk; 

 jkpo;ehl;by; gz;ilf;fhyj;jpy; gy rkaq;fs; ,Ue;jd vd;gij ehk; mwpNthk;. 
jkpo;ehl;by; ,Ue;j irt> itzt rkaq;fSk; jkpo;ehl;bw;F te;j rkz> ngsj;jk; 
Nghd;w kjq;fSk; jkpo; tsh;r;rpf;F vg;gb cWJizahf ,Ue;jdNth mJNghy;> 
fpwp];jt kjKk; jkpo;ehl;bw;F te;J jkpopy; rpy khw;wq;fis nra;J jkpo; tsu 
toptFj;jJ vdyhk;. jkpo;ehl;bw;F rkag;gzp GhpAk; Nehf;Fld; fpwp];jtg; 
nghpNahh;fs; gyh; te;jdh;. [hz;gphpl;Nlh> ngh;dhz;lR> ,uhgh;l; Nehgpyp> tPukhKdpth;> 
Nghg;igah;> fhy;Lnty; Nghd;w Nkdhl;lhH nra;j njhz;bdhy; fpwp];jt rkaKk; 
jkpOk; tsh;e;jd. mtHfspy; xUrpyiug; gw;wp kl;LNk ,f;fl;Liuapy; 
Ma;Tnra;ag;gl;Ls;sd. 
Kd;Diu 

 jkpo;> ,yf;fpar; nrOikf;Fg; ngah; ngw;w nkhop. moFk;> MoKk; epiwe;j 

nra;As;fshYk;> ghly;fshYk; jkpo; ,yf;fpa cyfk; Mokhf tsh;e;jpUe;jd. jkpo; 

nkhopf;F xNu xU Fiw kl;LNk ,Ue;jJ. gjpdhwhk; Ew;whz;bd; Jtf;fj;jpy; jkpopy; 

ciueil E}y;fs; ,y;iy. ntWk; ghly;fs; kl;LNk ,yf;fpaj;jpy; ,Ue;jd. 

ciuapilapl;lg; ghl;Lilr; nra;As;fs; $l ftpijahfNt mike;jpUe;jd. 

 Xiyr; Rtbfspy; Mzpfshy; vOjpf; nfhz;bUe;j fhyk; mJ. gf;fk; gf;fkhf 

ciueilia vOJtJ Rygkpy;iy. vOJk; Ntiy FiwthfTk;> mJ jUk; gad; 

kpf mjpfkhfTk; ,Uf;f Ntz;Lk; vd;gJjhd;> me;jf; fhyg;Gyth;fspd; vz;zkhf 

,Ue;jd. vdNt mth;fs; ftpijfisNa ,yf;fpaj;Jf;fhd tbtkhf;fpf; nfhz;lhh;fs;. 

,jdhy; ciueil ,yf;fpak; jkpopy; tsutpy;iy. ,Ue;j rpy ciueil E}y;fspy; 

ngUk;ghyhdit rk];fpUjj;jpNyNa mike;jpUe;jd. 

ciueil ,yf;fpak; 

 ciueil ,yf;fpaq;fshy;jhd;> kf;fSf;Fj; jfty;fis kpf tpiuthf> 

vspjhf tpsf;f KbAk;. ftpijfis kdg;ghlk; nra;J> mtw;wpd; nghUswpe;J 

fw;gjw;F Vuhskhd Neuj;ijr; nrytpl Ntz;b ,Ue;jjhy;> ciueil ,yf;fpaj;jpd; 

Njit ,d;wpaikahj xd;whf ,Ue;jd. 

jkpopd; Kjy; ciueil E}y; 

 jkpopd; Kjy; ciueil E}iy vOjpa ngUik ,NaR rig ghjphpahh;fisNa 

rhUk;. fpwp];jt kjj;ijg; gug;Gtjw;fhf te;j mth;fs;> Kjypy; nkhopiaf; fw;whh;fs;. 

mth;fspy; gyh; ey;y jukhd ,yf;fpa E}y;fisg; gilf;FksTf;F nkhopawpTg; 

ngw;whh;fs;. fp.gp.1577-y; ‘fpwp];jt NtNjhgNjrk;’ vd;w ciueil E}y; ntspaplg;gl;lJ. 

,Jjhd; jkpopy; ntspahd Kjy; cuieil Ey;. ,e;E}y; ntspahfp> ,uz;L 

Mz;LfSf;Fg; gpd; ‘fpwp];jt tzf;fk;’ vd;w E}y; Md;hpf; vd;w ghjphpahuhy; 

mr;rplg;gl;lJ. mjd;gpd; gjpNdohk; E}w;whz;by; tho;e;J te;j uhgh;l; Nehgpyp> 
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gjpndl;lhk; E}w;whz;bd; njhlf;f fhyq;fspy; tho;e;J te;j tPukhKdpth; Nghd;Nwhh; 

gy ciueil Ey;fis ,aw;wpdhh;fs;. 

ciueil E}ypd; tsh;r;rp 

 gjpdhwhk; E}w;whz;bNyNa ciueil E}y; mwpKfk; MfpapUe;jhYk; mJ tsuj; 

njhlq;fpaJ gj;njhd;gjhk; Ew;whz;by;jhd;. mJtiu kpfTk; Fwpg;gpl;l E}y;fs; kl;LNk 

jkpo; ciueil tbtpy; vOjg;gl;ld. ,ilg;gl;l E}w;whz;Lfspy; ciueil 

tsuNtapy;iy vd;gJ tpag;gspf;fpwJ. gj;njhd;gjhk; E}w;whz;by; mr;Rg;nghwpfs; 

Mq;fhq;Nf epWtg;gl;ljhy; ciueil E}y;fs; Vuhsk; ntspte;jd. fpwp];jt kjj;ijg; 

gug;Gtjw;fhf vspa tpiyapYk;> ,ytrkhfTk; E}y;fSk; gpuRuq;fSk; mr;rplg;gl;ld. 

 fpwp];jth;fspd; Gjpa mZFKiw ,e;jpahtpypUe;j gpw kjj;jpdiu 

vOr;rpf;nfhs;sr; nra;jd. mth;fSk; jq;fs; gq;Ff;F E}y;fisAk; gpuRuq;fisAk; 

mr;rpl;L ntspapl;lhh;fs;. jkpo; nkhopapy; ciueil E}y;fs; Vuhsk; tuj; njhlq;fpd. 

,e;j mr;RE}y;fs;> tpiyapy; kpfTk; Fiwthff; fpilj;jjhYk;> gy E}y;fs; 

,ytrkhff; fpilj;jjhYk; r%fj;jpd; fPo;j;jl;L kf;fshYk; kpf vspjhf E}y;fisg; 

ngw Kbe;jJ. kjg; gpur;rhuj;jpd; ntspr;rj;jpy; jkpo; ciueil tsh;e;jJ. 

 mr;Rg;Gj;jfq;fspd; tuT> ,yf;fpa tsh;r;rpapy; kpf Kf;fpakhd xU 

jpUg;GKidahf mike;jJ. ,e;jpahtpNyNa Kjd; Kjypy; mr;R Muk;gpj;jJ jkpo; 

nkhopapy;jhd;. mijAk; nra;jJ ,NaRrig ghjphpahh;fs;jhd;. mr;Rg;nghwpfs; Kjypy; 

NfushtpYs;s nfhr;rpapy;jhd; epWtg;gl;ld. mjd;gpd;dh; jpUney;NtypapYs;s 

Gd;idf;fhay; vd;w ,lj;jpy; mr;Rg;nghwp xd;W epWtg;gl;lJ. jkpopd; Kjy; ciueil 

E}y;fs; ,uz;LNk Nfushtpy; mr;rplg;gl;ljhf ek;gg;gLfpwJ. 

mr;Rj;njhopypd; Klf;fk; 

 ,e;jpahtpd; tzpf khw;wq;fs; mr;Rj; njhopypy; xU Njf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;jpd. 

,NaR rig ghjphpahh;fis lr;Rf;fhuh;fs; tpul;babj;jhh;fs;. vdNt> mr;Rj;njhopYk; 

Klq;fpaJ. mjd;gpd; ]Pfd;ghy;F vd;Dk; Nldp\; rigiar; Nrh;e;jthpd; Kaw;rpahy; 

n[h;kdpapypUe;J mr;Rg;nghwpfSk; mr;R vOj;Jf;fSk; tutiof;fg;gl;L 

juq;fk;ghbapy; mr;Rf;$lk; epWtg;gl;ld. 1713-k; Mz;by; epWtg;gl;l ,e;j mr;Rg;nghwp> 

gy E}y;fisg; gjpg;gpj;jJ. ,e;jpah;fs; mr;Rg;nghwp jahhpf;ff;$lhJ vd;w rl;lk; $l 

me;jf; fhyj;jpy; ,Ue;jJ. me;jr; rl;lk; 1835-y; jhd; tpyf;fpf; nfhs;sg;gl;lJ. mjd; 

gpd;dh; mr;Rj;njhopy; mRu tsh;r;rp fz;lJ. 

jkpo;nkhopapd; tsh;r;rp 

 fpwp];jt kjj;jpdhpd; kjg;gpur;rhuk; xUtifapy; jkpo;nkhopia tsh;r;rpailar; 

nra;jJ vd;why; mJ kpifay;y. jkpo; kPJ jzpahj jhfk;nfhz;L ,ij mth;fs; 

nra;atpy;iy vd;whYk; fpwp];jtj;ijg; gug;g Ntz;Lnkdpy; jkpo; nkhop njhpepjpUf;f 

Ntz;Lk; vd;gij mth;fs; mwpe;jpUe;jhh;fs;. vdNt mth;fs; jkpo; nkhopiaf; fw;W> 

nkhopngah;g;G ,yf;fpaq;fisAk; gilg;G ,yf;fpaq;fisAk;> mr;R> ciueil Nghd;w 

jsq;fisAk; tphpTgLj;jpdhh;fs;. 
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jkpo; nkhopapd; tsh;r;rpf;F njhz;lhw;wpa Nkdhl;L fpwp];jth;fSs; xUrpyh; :- 

G+Z}y; Nghl;l fpwp];jth; uhgh;l; b Nehgpyp – jj;Jt Nghjf Rthkpfs; 

 fp.gp.1606-y; jkpo;ehl;Lf;F te;j Nehgpyp ,j;jhyp ehl;ilr; Nrh;e;jth;. ,NaR 

rigiar; Nrh;e;j ,th; kJiuf;F te;jNghJ> jkpofj;jpy; NtNuhbg; NghapUe;j rkag; 

gphptpidfis Kjypy; ftdpj;jhh;. ngUk;ghyhd kjr;nra;jpfs; vy;yhk; mbj;jl;L 

kf;fs;> my;yJ fPo;r;rhjp vd;W nrhy;yg;gLfpw kf;fis kl;LNk nrd;W Nrh;fpwJ 

vd;Wk;> cah;Fy ,e;Jf;fs; fpwp];jtj;ij epuhfhpj;jhh;fs; vd;gijAk; mth; Ghpe;J 

nfhz;lhh;. clNd mtUila ghh;it> cah;Fy ,e;Jf;fspd; Nky; tpOe;jJ. mth;fis 

fpwp];jt kjj;Jf;F khw;w Ntz;Lk; vd;W jpl;lkpl;lhh;. 

 mjw;F ,d;ndhU fhuzKk; ,Ue;jJ. cah;Fy ,e;Jf;fs; kl;LNk 

fy;tpawpTlDk;> r%f khpahijf;Fhpa kdpjh;fshfTk; ,Ue;jhh;fs;. vdNt> mth;fs; 

fpwp];jt kjj;ijj; jOtpdhy; fpwp];jtk; kpf Ntfkhf tsUk; vd;gJ mtUila 

fzpg;G. mth; cah;Fy ,e;Jf;fspd; eilcil ghtidfisAk;> czTg; 

gof;ftof;fq;fisAk; Kjypy; fz;lwpe;jhh;. mth;fSila milahsq;fs; vd;ndd;d 

vd;gijAk;> rh];jpu rk;gpujhaq;fisAk; Mokhff; ftdpj;jhh;. mth;fsplk; ,Ue;j 

jPz;lhik vd;w rh];jpuk;jhd;>; fpwp];jtj;ij nfhz;L nry;y kpfg;ngUk; jilahf 

,Uf;fpwJ vd;gij mth; mwpe;J nfhz;lhh;. 

 gpuhkzh;fisg; gw;wp ed;F Ghpe;Jnfhz;l Nehgpyp> xU gpuhkzh;Nghy Ntlkpl;lhh;. 

jq;f G+Z}y; mzpe;jhh;. new;wpapYk;; khh;gpYk; re;jdk; G+rpdhh;. mirt czit 

xJf;fptpl;L> irt czit kl;LNk cz;lhh;. ngaiuAk; jj;Jt Nghjf Rthkpfs; 

vd;W khw;wpf; nfhz;lhh;. mtUila Ntlj;ij ek;gpdhYk; mtiu gpuhkzh; vd;W 

ek;GksTf;Fg; G+h;tPf gpuhkzh;fs; Kl;lhs;fs; ,y;iy vdNt> mtiur; Nrhjpj;jhh;fs;. 

 mth;fis rkhspf;f Nehgpyp xU jpl;lkpl;lhh;. kpfTk; gioa Xiy xd;wpy; 

rk];fpUjj;jpy; xU ];Nyhfk; vOjpdhh;. mjpy; Nuhkpy; cs;s ,NaR rigg; 

ghjphpahh;fs; cz;ikapNyNa G+h;tPf gpuhkzh;fs; vd;W Fwpg;gpl;L midtiuAk; ek;gr; 

nra;jhh;. mjw;Fg; gpwF Nehgpypahy; cah; Fy kf;fNshL cwthl Kbe;jJ. gyUf;Ff; 

fpwp];jt kjj;ijg; gw;wp tpsf;fpdhh;. mth;fis jd;ghy; ,Oj;jhh;. 

ciueil E}y;fs; 

 jkpo; nkhopia ed;whff; fw;WNjh;e;j ,th;> Vuhskhd ciueil E}y;fis 

vOjpdhh;. gy fpwp];jtj; jj;Jtq;fis jkpo; nkhopapy;> jkpo; kf;fSf;fhf  vOjpdhh;. 

,NaR ehjh; rhpj;jpuk;> QhNdhgNjr fhz;lk;> epj;jpa [Ptd; ry;yhgk; cs;gl gjpNdO 

ciueil E}y;fis  jkpo; nkhopapy; vOjpdhh;. 

 ,tUila ,e;j Ntl mZFKiwiaf; fpwp];jtj; jiyikaplk; fz;bj;J 

ahiuAk; Vkhw;wp kdk; khw;Wjy; jtW vd;W fbe;J nfhz;lJ. jhd; ahiuAk; Vkhw;Wk; 

Nehf;fj;jpy; ,ijr;nra;atpy;iy vd;Wk;> cah;Fy ,e;Jf;fis neUq;fpg; goFk; xU 

tha;g;ig Vw;gLj;jpf; nfhs;sNt mg;gb ele;J nfhz;ljhfTk; Nehgpyp tpsf;fpdhh;. 

fpwp];jt kjj;ij gug;Gtjw;fhfj; jd;Dila tpUg;G ntWg;Gfis tpl;L Xh; cah;Fy 

,e;Jitg;Nghy ele;J nfhz;lJ> ghh;itf;Fj; jtwhf ,Ue;jhYk; mbg;gilapy; mth; 
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epiwNtw;wpaJ ‘vy;yh ,dj;jhUf;Fk; ew;nra;jpia mwptpAq;fs;’ vd;w ,NaRtpd; 

fl;lisiaj;jhd; vd;W $wp Nuhk; ,th; Fw;wkw;wth; vd;W mwpf;if ntspapl;lJ. 

 ,e;jr; ryryg;Gfs; ntspNa njhpa Muk;gpj;jd. cz;ik njhpe;j cah;Fy 

,e;Jf;fs;> ,tiug; Gwf;fzpj;jhh;fs;. ,tiu ahUk; Nrh;j;Jf; nfhs;stpy;iy. jdf;F 

kJiu cah;Fy kf;fsplk; ,Ue;j MjuT tpyfptpl;lij mwpe;j Nehgpyp> tl 

jkpofj;Jf;Fj; jd;Dila gzpia khw;wpf;nfhz;lhh;. fp.gp.1656-y; nrd;idapy; 

fhykhdhh;. 

tPukhKdpth; - fhd;];lz;ild; N[hrg; ng];fp 

 Nghh;r;RfPrpauhd th];Nfhlfhkh> INuhg;ghtpypUe;J ,e;jpah tUtjw;fhd 

fly;topiaf; fz;Lgpbj;jg;gpd; Nghh;r;RfPrpah;> lr;Rf;fhuh;> gpnuQ;Rf;fhuh;> Mq;fpNyah; 

MfpNahh; ,e;jpahNthL fly; tzpfk; Nkw;nfhz;ldh;. INuhg;gpah; tUifAk; 

Mq;fpyj;jpd; nry;thf;Fk;> Nkdhl;Lf; fpwp];jth;fspd; njhlh;Gk; jkpo; Gjpa jpirapy; 

gazk; nra;a tha;g;G Vw;gLj;jpf; nfhLj;jd. mt;tifapy; jkpo; nkhopapd; tsh;r;rpapy; 

rka njhz;lhw;w te;j fpwpj;Jtg; ghjphpkhh;fspd; gzp Kf;fpa gq;F tfpf;fpwJ. 

mth;fspy; tPukhKdpth; jkpo; nkhopf;F Mw;wpAs;s gzp Nghw;wj;jf;fJ. jkpo; vOj;jpy; 

mth; nra;j rPh;jpUj;jk; kfj;jhdJ. 

fhd;];lhd;bad; N[hrg; ng];fp vd;gJ ,tUila ,aw;ngah;. ,jw;F 

ijhpaehjh; vd;W nghUs;. gd;nkhop tpj;jfh;. cyfnghJkiw vd;W Nghw;wg;gLk; 

jpUts;Sthpd; jpUf;Fws; ntspehl;lthpd; ftdj;ij <h;j;jJ vd;why; jkpoh;fspd; 

ngUikiaAk;> jdpr;rpwg;G tha;e;j nkhopiaAk; gz;ghl;ilAk; ,yj;jPd; nkhop 

ngah;g;ghy; INuhg;gpa ehLfSf;F Kjd; Kjypy; ntspg;gLj;jpa ngUikf;Fhpath; 

tPukhKdpth; Mthh;. 1710-y; ,e;jpah te;jhh;. J}j;Jf;Fbia Nrh;e;j flw;fiug; 

gFjpfspy; rpy fhyk; jq;fpapUe;jhh;. mg;NghJ jkpio ed;whff; fw;Wf;nfhz;lhh;. jdJ 

,iwgzpf;F nkhop jilahf ,Uf;f$lhJ vd;gjw;fhf jkpo; nkhopiaf; fw;W 

Njh;e;jhh;. jkpo; nkhopapy; Gyikg; ngw;w gpwF jk;ngaiu tPukhKdpth; vd;W khw;wpf; 

nfhz;lhh;. jkpopd; kugpid mbg;gilahff; nfhz;L fhg;gpak; ghbdhh;. ftpijfs; 

Gide;jhh;. ,yf;fz E}y;fs; ,aw;wpdhh;. ciufs; vOjpdhh;. Kjy; jkpo; mfuhjp 

tpukhKdptuhy; ,aw;wg;gl;lJ. ,Unkhop mfuhjp> gd;nkhop mfuhjpfs; cUthf;fpdhh;. 

nkhopngah;g;G> ,yf;fzg;gzp> mfuhjpg;gzp> Ma;T newpg;gzp vd gy tifapy; 

jkpOf;Fj; njhz;L nra;jhh;. 

 ehfhpfk; Njhd;Wtjw;F Kd;Ng> kf;fs; ,df;FOf;fshf ,aq;fp te;j NghJ 

Xa;T Neuq;fspy; rf kdpjh;fsplk; njhlh;G nfhs;tjw;Fk;> FLk;g cwtpdh;fSld; 

nghOij fopf;fTk; fijf;$Wk; kuigf; ifahz;L te;Js;sdh;. kf;fs; kj;jpapy; 

fijfSf;F ey;y nry;thf;F ,Ug;gij czh;e;j mwpQh;fs; jk; fw;gid tsj;ijAk; 

kf;fspilNa toq;fp te;j fijfisAk; ,izj;J Gjpa fijfisg; Gide;jdh;. 

,f;fijfs; mwf;fUj;Jf;fis typAWj;jTk;> rka fUj;Jf;fis gug;gTk;> 

nghJkf;fSf;F kfpo;r;rpA+l;lTk; gad;gl;ld. fw;Wty;y mwpQh;fs; jhq;fs; ,aw;wpa 
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nra;As;fspYk; fhg;gpaq;fspYk; fijfs; ,lk;ngwr;nra;jdh;. ciuahrphpah;fSk; 

fijfisr; rhd;whfg; gad;gLj;jpdh;. 

 jkpopd; Kjy; fhg;gpakhfpa rpyg;gjpfhuj;jpy; fPhpg;gps;isia nfhd;w ghh;g;gdpa 

ngz;zpd; fij gQ;rje;jpuf; fijia rpW khWjYld; vLj;jhsg;gl;Ls;sJ. 

 kf;fspilNa toq;fpa tha;nkhopf;fijfs; jkpo; ,yf;fpaq;fspYk; 

ciuE}y;fspYk; gad;gLj;jg;gl;l NghjpYk; 19-k;E}w;whz;L tiu mf;fijfs; E}yhfj; 

njhFf;fg;gltpy;iy. jkpopy; ciueil tsh;r;rpAwhikNa ,j;jifa epiyf;Ff; 

fhuzkhFk;. 19-k; E}w;whz;bNyNa jkpo; ciueilapd; epiy ,t;thW ,Ue;jnjd;why; 

18-k; E}w;whz;by; ciueilapd; epiy vt;thW ,Ue;jpUf;Fk; vd;W ek;khy; Ghpe;J 

nfhs;s KbfpwJ.; rka fUj;Jf;fisAk; mwpTiufisAk; $w kl;LNk gad;gl;L te;j 

ciueilia tPukhKdpth; khw;wp Ntbf;iff; fijnahd;wpid vOjpj; jkpo; 

ciueilapy; fij vOJk; gzpapidj; Jtf;fpdhh;. 

 gukhh;j;j FU vd;w FUitAk;> kl;b> kilad;> Ngij> kpNyr;rd;> %ld; vd;w 

mtuJ Ie;J rPlh;fisAk;> mth;fsJ %lj;jdkhd nray;fisAk; 1. Mw;iwf;fle;j 

fij 2. Fjpiu Kl;il thq;fpd fij 3. thlif khNlwpg; gpuhazk; NghdJ 4. Fjpiu 

gpbf;fj; J}z;by;tpl;l fij 5. Fjpiu Nkdpd;W}Uf;Fg; Nghd fij 6. gpuhkzd; nrhd;d 

GNuhfpjf;fij 7. FjpiuapypUe;J tpOe;j fij 8. FUit Nrkpj;j fij vd;Dk; vl;Lf; 

fijfis eifr;Rit jJk;gr; rpj;jhpj;Js;shh;. ,e;j vl;Lf; fijfSk; xU 

njhlh;Giladthf mike;jpUe;jhYk; xt;nthd;Wk; xU jdpf;fijahf mike;Js;sd. 

 jkpo;ehl;by; toq;fpte;j fijfisAk;> jhk; mwpe;jpUe;j gpwnkhopf; 

fijfisAk; jk; fw;gidapy; Njhd;wpa fijfSld; ,izj;Nj ,e;E}iy 

cUthf;fpAs;shh;. ,f;fijapy; cg;G%l;il Rke;J nry;Yk; fOij Mw;wpy; tpo> cg;G 

fiue;JNghjy;> Mw;iwf;flf;Fk; nghwhik czh;T nfhz;l eha; jd; epoiyf;fz;L 

rz;ilapl;L thapy; ft;tpapUe;j fwpj;Jz;il ,oj;jy; vd;w ,uz;L fijfs; “Mw;iwf; 

fle;j fijapy;” fpisf;fijfshf tUfpd;wd. ,t;tpuz;L fijfSk; <rhg; 

ePjpf;fijfshFk;. 

 Fjpiu Nkdpd;W}Uf;Fg; Nghd fijapy; rpWePUf;F thpNghl;l kd;dd; xUtdpd; 

nray; $wg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,J ,yj;jPd; vOj;jhsh; ‘A+td;];’ vd;gthpd; mq;fj EypypUe;J 

vLj;j epfo;r;rpnad;W kiwj;jpU Qhdg;gpufhrk; mbfshh; $wpAs;shh;. FUit Nrkpj;j 

fijapy; tUk; ‘cyf;ifg; G+ir’ Fwpj;j fij jkpo;ehl;by; toq;Fk; 

tha;nkhopf;fijahFk;. 

 ,f;fijapy; kpsph;e;j eifr;Rit kf;fisg; nghpJk; fth;e;jjhy; njYq;F> 

kiyahsk;> fd;dlk; Nghd;w njd;df nkhopfs; gytw;wpYk; ,Jntspte;jJ. ,e;E}y; 

tPukhKdptuhy; vOjg;ngw;w jOT E}yhFk;. INuhg;ghtpy; gpugykhf ,Ue;j eilia 

tPukhKdpth; jkpo; gz;ghl;bw;Nfw;g nkhopngah;j;jhh;. tPukhKdpthpd; ciueil vg;gb 

,Ue;jJ vd;gij mwpa tpUk;GNthUf;F %yE}y; fpilg;gjpy;iy. 

 jkpopd; Kjy; mr;RE}yhd ‘jk;gpuhd; tzf;fk;’ njhlq;fpg; gy E}y;fis 

fpwp];jt ghjphpkhh;fs; ciueilapy; vOjpAs;sdh;. tPukhKdpth; vOjpAs;s 
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Kg;gJf;Fk; Nkw;gl;l E}y;fspy; ciueilE}y;fs; Ntjpah; xOf;fk; Ntjtpsf;fk;> 

Ngjfk; kWj;jy;> Y}j;jh; ,ay;G> gukhh;j;j FU fij Nghd;w E}w;fs; MFk;. 

 tPukhKdpth; fpwp];jt rkaj;jpd; topahf rpw;wpyf;fpaq;fisg; ghb 

jkpo;j;njhz;lhw;wpAs;shh;. nfhs;splj;jpy; tlfiuapy; cs;s jpUf;fhtY}h; vd;Dk; 

Chpy; vOe;jUspAs;s milf;fy khjhitg; gw;wp ‘jpUf;fhtY}h; fyk;gfk;’ ghbAs;shh;. 

fpwp];jt rka et fd;dpaUs; xUtuhd fpj;Njhp mk;ikahhpd; jpUTUtj;ij 

jpUf;fhtY}hpy; mikj;J mth; ngUikia mk;khid E}yhf ,aw;wpdhh;. ,J fpj;Njhp 

mk;khs; mk;khid vd;W toq;fg;ngWfpwJ. NkYk; jQ;iria Mz;l kuhl;ba 

kd;ddhy; Juj;jg;gl;lgpd; fpwp];jth;fSf;F milf;fyk; nfhLj;Jf; fhj;j 

Njtkhjhtpd; Nky; ‘milf;fy ehafp ntz;gh’ vd;w ,yf;fpaj;ijg; gilj;jhh;. 

kl;Lkpd;wp jkpopYs;s eakhd ePjpfis vy;yhk; njhFj;Jj; ‘jkpo; nra;As; njhif’ 

vd;w E}iy ntspapl;lhh;. ,it jtpu ‘fUzhfug; gjpfk;’ vd;w E}iyAk; md;id 

mOq;fy; me;jhjp vd;w rpw;;wpyf;fpaq;fisAk; jkpOf;F toq;fpr; rpwg;gpj;Js;shh;.  

jkpOf;F gy ed;ikfs; nra;J> jkpo; %yk; fpwp];jtj;jpd; tsh;r;rpf;Fk; jd;dhyhd 

gq;fspg;ig mspj;j tPukhKdpth; 1742-y; fhykhdhh;. 

]Pfd; ghy;F 

 fpwp];jt kjj;jpYs;s Guhl;l];lz;l; gphptpypUe;J Kjd; Kjyhf ,e;jpahTf;F 

tUifj; je;jth.;  jd;Dila ez;gh; gpspn\s vd;gtUld; 1705-k; Mz;L 

juq;fk;ghbf;F te;J Nrh;e;jhH. ,th;> n[h;kd; ehl;bYs;s Gy;];dpl;]; vd;w efhpy; 

gpwe;jth;. nld;khh;f; ehl;bd; murd; ehyhk; /g;nulhpf; vd;gth; jkpo;ehl;Lf;F 

kjNghjfh;fis mDg;gNtz;Lk; vd;W tpUk;gp miog;G tpLj;jhh;. ,ijf;Nfs;tpgl;l 

n[h;kd; ehl;L ]Pfd; ghy;f; jd;Dila ez;gUld; nld;khh;f; ehl;L muriur; nrd;W 

re;jpj;J jkpo;ehl;Lf;Fg; gazkhdhh;. 

 rpWtajpypUe;Nj ,iw gf;jpapy; rpwe;j tpsq;fpa ]Pfd; ghy;f; jkpo;ehl;by; 

fpwp];jt kjj;ijg; Nghjpf;fj; njhlq;fpdhh;. nkhop mth;fSf;F xU jilahf ,Ue;jJ. 

fw;Wf;nfhz;l jkpio itj;J ,iwgzp nra;J te;jhh;. tPukhKdptiug;Nghy> ,th; 

jkpopy; ngUk; Gyik ngw;wthpy;iy. kjj;ij vLj;Jiuf;FksTf;Ff; fw;wpUe;jhh;.  

 ,th; nra;j kpfg; ngUk;gzp n[h;kdpapypUe;J mr;R ,ae;jpuj;ijAk; jkpo; 

vOj;Jf;fisAk; tutioj;jJjhd;. ,jd; %yk; Vuhskhd ciueil E}y;fs; 

nghJkf;fspilNa ngUksT Goq;fpd. fpwp];jt kjj;ijg; gug;gTk;> jkpo; nkhopia 

tsh;f;fTk; ,e;j mr;R ,ae;jpuq;fs; cjtpd. Myaq;fs;> fy;tp epiyaq;fs; 

Nghd;wtw;iw Vw;gLj;jpAk;> fpwp];jt kjk; rhh;e;j E}y;fis jkpo; nkhopapy; nkhop 

ngah;j;Jk;  fpwp];jt kjk; tsu kpfg;ngUk; J}zhf epd;whh;. ,th; %ykhfj;jhd; 

Guhl;l];lz;l; fpwp];jtkjk; ,e;jpahtpy; Kistpl;lJ. 1719-k; Mz;L ,th; 

kuzkile;jhh;. 

kjg; gpur;rhuj;jpy; NkYk; rpyh; 

 ]Pfd; ghy;Ff;Fg; gpd; gpuhd;rp]; tapl; vy;yp]; vd;w Mq;fpNyah; fpwp];jt 

kjj;ijg; gug;Gtjpy; <Lgl;lhh;. ,th; tPukhKdpthpd; tho;f;if tuyhW> mth; vOjpa 
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E}y;fs; Nghd;wtw;iw mr;rpy; nfhz;Lte;jhh;.jpUf;Fwspd; Kjy; gjp%d;W 

mjpfhuq;fis Mq;fpyj;jpy; nkhopngah;j;jhh;. gyiu fpwp];jt kjj;Jf;Fs; nfhz;L 

te;j ,th;> 1819-y; fhykhdhh;. 

 ,tUf;Fg;gpd; rhh;y]; jpNahgpy]; vl;th;l; ,NudpA]; vd;w n[h;kdpah; 1814-y; 

nrd;idf;F te;jhh;. ,th; Y}j;jud; kp\d; vd;w fpwp];jt kjg;gphpitr; rhh;e;jth;.  

,iwgzpiag; ngUk;ghYk; kdpjNea gzpfspd; %ykhf ntspg;gLj;jpdhh;. tpjitfs; 

kWtho;T> gs;spf;$lq;fs; fl;l epyk; thq;fpf;nfhLj;jy;> Myaq;fs; fl;l cjTjy;> 

Viofspd; tWik Nghf;f cjTjy; vdg; gyr; nray;fisr; nra;jhh;. kf;fNshL 

kf;fshf tho;e;jhh;. ,tUila gzpfspy; ftug;gl;L gyh; fpwp];jtj;ij 

Vw;Wf;nfhz;ldh;. 1838-k; Mz;L ,th; fhykhdhh;. 

 mah;yhe;Jf;fhuuhd uhgh;l; fhy;Lnty; njd; jkpofj;jpy; Vuhskhd fpwp];jth;fs; 

cUthf ngUk; gq;fhw;wpath;. jpUney;Ntypia mLj;Js;s gFjpfspy; ,tUila 

Nghjidfs; fhuzkhf> rpy E}Wfshf ,Ue;j fpwp];jth;fspd; vz;zpf;if yl;rj;ij 

jhz;baJ. ‘jpuhtpl nkhopfspd; xg;gpyf;fzk;’ vd;w E}iy vOjpa ,th; mjid 

Mq;fpyj;jpy; nkhop ngah;j;Js;shh;> ‘ew;fUizj; jpahd khiy’> ‘jhkiuj; jlhfk;’ 

Nghd;wit ,th; ,aw;wpa gpw E}y;fs;. 1891-k; Mz;L ,th; fhykhdhh;. 

KbTiu 

 cyfpd; %j;j nkhopahk; jkpo;nkhopapd; tsh;r;rpapy; gy rkaq;fspd; gq;fspg;G 

,Ue;jhYk; Nkdhl;L fpwpj;Jtr; rhd;Nwhh;fspd; njhz;Lfs; kfj;jhdJ. mth;fSs; 

tPukhKdpthpd; mUk;ngUk; njhz;Lfs; jkpo;nkhopf;Ff; fphPlk; Nghd;wd. jkpo;nkhop 

tsh;r;rpapy; Gul;rpia Vw;gLj;jpa tPukhKdpth; Mw;wpa rpwe;j gzpfs; jkpo; $Wk; 

ey;Yyfk; ,Uf;Fk;tiu rpwe;J ,Uf;Fk;. vOj;Jr;; rPuikg;Gg; gzpapypUe;J njhFg;G> 

mfuhjp nkhopngah;g;G> xg;gpyf;fzk;> ,yf;fzk;> ciueil> rpw;wpyf;fpak;> fhg;gpak;> 

,yf;fpak; ,itfisnay;yhk; vLj;jpak;gpa ,k; Nkdhl;Lr;rhd;Nwhh;fshy;jhd; 

jkpod;id tsk; ngw;wpUf;fpwhs;. 

 ,d;Wk; fpwp];jt rkakhdJ gy;NtW ,yf;fpaq;fshy; jkpo;nkhopapd; 

tsh;r;rpf;F rpwe;jg; gzp Mw;wp tUfpd;wJ vd;gjpy; vs;ssTk; Iakpy;iy. 

ghHitE}y;fs;: 

1. f.ifyhrgjp. jkpo;ehty; ,yf;fpak;. Kjy;gjpg;G. Fkud; gjpg;gfk;> nrd;id. 2020.  

2. fh.rptjk;gp. jkpopy; rpWfijapd; Njhw;wKk; tsh;r;rpAk;. %d;whk gjpg;G. 

jkpo;g;Gj;jfhyak;> nrd;id. 1980. 

3. fh.rptjk;gp. jkpo; ,yf;fpaj;jpy; kjKk; khDlKk;. Kjy;gjpg;G. epA+nrQ;RupGf 

`T];> nrd;id. 2012. 

4. kapiy rPdp.Ntq;flrhkp. fpwp];jtKk; jkpOk.; Kjy;gjpg;G. nfsuh gjpg;gfFOkk;> 

nrd;id. 2020.  

5. r.itahGhpg;gps;is.,yf;fpakzpkhiy.,uz;lhk;gjpg;G.jkpo;g;Gj;jfhyak;>nrd;id.  

1954. 
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Itif epyKk>; czTk; 
 

k. [];bd; gpAyh 
jkpo;j;Jiw> jpUr;rpYit fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)> ehfh;Nfhtpy; - 629004. 

kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhh; gy;fiyf;fofk;> jpUney;Ntyp - 627012. 

kpd;dQ;ry;: justinbuela@holycrossngl.edu.in.  

 
Ma;Tr;RUf;fk; 

kdpj ,dj;jpd; mbg;gilj;Njitfspy; xd;W czT. ,j;jF cztpid 
jkpopdk; Nghw;wpg;ghJfhj;jJ. MNuhf;fpakhd cztpid cl;nfhz;L kfpo;NthL 
tho;e;jdh;. midj;Jg;gFjpfspyk; xNu tifahd czT tpistjpy;iy.epyj;jpw;Nfw;g 
khWgl;lJ.tpisr;ry; mjpfkhd fhyq;fspy; cztpidg; gjg;gLj;jpAk; gpwUf;Fg; 
gfph;e;Jk; mspj;jhd;.; czT  njhlh;ghd nra;jpfs; xNu fsj;ijf; nfhz;litahfNth 
xNu fhyj;jpw;FhpadthfNth ,y;yhky; Itif epy tho;fsq;fs; NjhWk; 
khWgl;ld.mth;fsJ czT Kiwapid Muha;tNj ,f;fl;Liuapd; Nehf;fk;. 
Kd;Diu 

       tpUe;Njhk;gypy; jiyrpwe;j jkpodpd; gz;ghl;L tsh;r;rpf;F top tFj;jJ 

czT. mth;fsJ tho;tpay; milahsq;fspy; mth;fspd; czT gof;fk; cly; rhh;e;j 

Njitahf ,d;wp r%fk; rhh;e;jjhf ghuk;ghpaj;jpd; ,d;wpaikahjjhf ,Ue;jJ 

vdyhk;. tpUe;jpdh;fSf;Ff; nfhLf;Fk; khpahijahYk;  FLk;g epfo;TfshYk; Ch; 

rhh;e;j epfo;TfshYk; mth;fs; tho;tpy; czT ngw;wpUe;j rpwg;G GydhFk;. Cd;> 

cz;> czT vd;w Nth;r;nrhw;fs; “cs;” mjhtJ cl;nfhs;Sjy; vd;gjpypUe;J 

gpwe;jjhFk; vd;fpwhh; njh.gukrptd;.  

“czhNt ty;rp Az;b Nahjd 

Krik gjNk apiuah fhu 

KiwNa A+l;l KzntdyhFk;”1 (gpq;fy epfz;L -1153) 

       czh> ty;rp> cz;b> Xjdk;> mrdk;> rjk;> ,iu> Mfhuk;> ciw> Cl;lk; 

vd cztpid gpq;fy epfz;L gynghUl;fshy;  Fwpf;fpwJ. njhy;fhg;gpah; 

fUg;nghUl;fspy; “nja;tk; czhNt” vd;wiof;fpd;whh; 

kdpj clyhdJ czthy; tho;tJ. ,t;TlYf;F Kjd;ikahdJ 

czT.czntd;W nrhy;tJ epyKk; ePUNk.Mifahy; ey;y epyKk; ey;y ePh;g;ghrdKk; 

kpfkpf ,d;wpaikahjit.czT epyk; ePh; Mfpatw;wpd; nfhil ePiuAk; epyj;ijAk; 

Nrh;j;J itj;jth; clk;igAk; capiuAk; gilj;jth; Mthh; vd;gNj ,g;ghly; jUk; 

nghUshFk.; ”cz;bf;nfhLj;Njhh; caph; nfhLj;NjhNu” “cz;b Kjw;Nw cztpd; 

gpz;lk”;              

                         “czntdg;gLtJ epyj;NjhL ePNu> 

              ePk; epyDk; GzhpNahh; <z;L  

clk;Gk; capUk; Gilj;jprpNdhNu”2(Gwk; 18 ) 

               Mk; jq;fs; kz;zpy; tpise;j nghUl;fis rikf;fTk; 

kPjkhdtw;iwg; gjg;gLj;jTk; ,d;Dk; mjpfkhdtw;iw gpw epyj;jhhpilNa 

mailto:justinbuela@holycrossngl.edu.in
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gz;lkhw;wTk; gpwUf;Fg; gfph;e;J nfhLf;fTk;  gofpf;nfhz;l goe;jkpo; kf;fspd; r%f 

nropg;gpd; milahskhf czT ,Ue;jJ. rq;fhyj;J tho;e;j kf;fspilNa czT 

Njitia epiwT nra;jhYk; mJ ,dk; rhh;e;j gz;ghl;lhYk; Rw;Wg;GwR; #oy;fshYNk 

tiuaWf;fg;gl;lJ. FwpQ;rp> Ky;iy> kUjk;> nea;jy;> ghiy vd tifg;gLj;jg;gl;l 

epyq;fspy; vy;yhk; xNu tpjkhd nghUl;fs; fpilf;fg;ngwtpy;iy. me;je;j epyj;jpy; 

XLk; ePuhy; jhdpaq;fs; gy tiffspy; tpistpf;fg;gl;ld. mjdbg;gilapy; 

mWRitNahL kUj;Jt FzKk; nfhz;l nghUl;fis rikj;J cz;Zk;   xU czT 

Kiwia tof;fj;jpy; jkf;fhd milahskhff;nfhz;L thk;e;jij ,f;fl;Liuapy; 

fhz;Nghk;. 

njhy;fhg;gpak; Rl;Lk; czTk; ePUk; 

           “nka;jphp tifapd; vz;tif cztpd; nra;jpAk; tiuahh;”3 (njhy; 

kugpay; 623nghUs;) 

    ney;> fhzk;> tuF> ,Wq;F> jpiz> rhik> Gy;> NfhJik Mfpa vz; tif 

jhdpaj;ij cUthf;fpg; Ngzpaijr; Rl;Lfpwhh;. ,th; Itif epyq;fspYs;s kf;fspd; 

czT> ePh;> njhopy; Mfpatw;iw $Wk;NghJ fPo;fz;lthW tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;. 

• FwpQ;rp epy kf;fs; czthf jpiz> Njd;>fpoq;F> %q;fpyhprpiaAk; ePuhf 

mUtpePh;> Rid ePiuAk; tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;; 

• Ky;iy kf;fs; czthf tuF> rhikiaAk; ePuhf fhd;ahw;W ePiuAk; 

tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;.  

• Ghiy epy kf;fs; czthf Mwiye;j nghUs;> #iw nfhz;l nghUisAk; 

ePuhf mWePh; $tYk;> Rid  ePiuAk; tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;.  

• kUjepy kf;fs; czthf nre;ney;> ntz;nzy;iyAk; ePuhf Mw;WePh;> 

kidfpzw;WePh;> ngha;if ePiuAk; tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;.  

• nea;jy;epy kf;fs; czthf cg;Gf;F tpiykhwpa gz;lk;> kPDf;F 

tpiykhwpa gz;lj;ijAk;  ePuhf kzw;fpzW> ctw;F ePiuAk; 

tifg;gLj;Jfpwhh;.  

          ,t;thW tifg;gLj;jg;gl;l epyj;jhhpd; czTtiffshtd  

FwpQ;rp  

   kiyAk; kiyrhh;e;j ,lKkhfpa FwpQ;rp epy kf;fs; kiy kw;wk; kiyrhh;e;j 

fhLfspy; fpilf;Fk; czTfshd fpoq;F> Njd;> jpiz> %q;fpyuprp> gyh>kh> fs;> 

Cz; Nghd;w czTfis gr;irahfTk; rikj;Jk; cz;ldh;. 

                           “Njdpdh; fpoq;fpdh; Cd; Mh; tl;bah; 

rpW fz; gd;wpg; gKJspg; Nghf;fpg; 

nghUJnjhiy ahidf;NfhLrP uhfj; 

        J}nthL kype;j fha fhdth;”4 (kiygLflhk; 155) 

vd;gjd; %yk; fhdth;fs; rpWFbapy; NjDk; fpoq;Fk; ngwyhk;. fhdth;fs; ahidj; 

je;jj;jpy; ,Ugf;fKk; cwp fl;b Njd;> fpoq;F> fhl;Lg;gd;wp CDk; fye;j czT 
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gz;l $ilfis (tl;by;) jk; Fby;fSf;F Rke;J nrd;wij mwpaKbfpwJ.”nea;nahL 

kaf;fpa cOe;JE}w;wd;d tiyaQ;rpyk;gpd ”;nea;nahL fye;j cOe;j khitg; Nghd;W 

jpiz fhty; fhf;f te;j cd;id jiytd; fhz tUthd; vd;w Iq;FEW}W Njhop 

$w;W ghly; %yKk;  “rhuy; gytpd; nfhOe;Jzh; eWk;gok; ,Uq;fs; tpluis tPo;e;njd 

ntw;gpy”; kiyr;rhuypy; nfhOj;j gyhg;gok; fy;Yf;Fifapy; tPo> mq;Fs;s Njd; $L 

rpjWk; vd;gjd; %yKk; ,th;fsJ czT Kiwia mwpa KbfpwJ.mUtp ePhpy; mbj;J 

tug;gl;l gyhg;goj;jpd; nfhl;ilfspypUe;J vLf;fg;gl;l khitAk;>Gspak;goj;jpd; 

Gspg;igAk;>ciyahf thh;j;j NkhUf;F msthff; fye;J>  %q;fpy; tsh;e;J Kw;wpa 

ney;yhprpia> kiyr;rhuy;fspy; kzk;tPRk;gb Johtp rikj;j cztpid jhKk; cz;L 

tpUe;jpdh;fSf;Fk; mspj;jij kiygLflhk; vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. 

“fhh;ngay; jiy,a fhz;G ,d; fhiyf; 

fspw;W Kf thpapd; njWo;tP G+g;gr; 

nrk;Gw;W <aypd; ,d;misg; Gspj;J 

nkd;jpid ahzh;j;J….”5 (Gwk; 119 1-3) 

fhh; fhyj;jpy; ahidapd; Kfj;jpYs;s rpWGs;spfisg; Nghd;W njWo; G+f;fs; G+j;jd. 

nrk;Gw;WfspypUe;J ntspte;j <riy ,dpa Nkhhpy; fye;J nkd;jpid czNthL 

cz;ldh; vd;fpwhh; fgpyh;.  rpwpa jiyAila nrk;kwp Ml;bdJ  gOg;G epwk; mika 

Kw;wpa japhpNy nfhy;iyapy; tpise;j tufhprpNahL> fhh;fhyj;J kionga;J ePq;fpa 

<ukhd thapiyAila Gw;wpypUe;J ntspg;gLk; <aiyAk; rikj;j ,dpjhd #lhd 

GspaQ;Nrhw;wpy; nrtiyg;gRtpd; ntz;nza;ia fye;J cz;ljhf mfehD}W 394 tJ 

ghly; vLj;Jiug;gjd; %yKk; fhdth;fs; czT Gyg;gLfpwJ. ,itjtpu Ntl;ilapy; 

fpilj;j ,iwr;rpia Rl;Lk;> ghidfspy; ,l;L rikj;Jk; cz;ldh; gko;> %q;fpy;ney;> 

Njd; fye;J fs;spidj;jahpj;J %q;fpyhy; Md FohapDs; milj;J itj;jdh;. 

,jid Njwy;> ewT vdTk; mioj;jdh;. ,ffs;spid  tpohtpd; NghJk;> 

ntw;wpiaf;nfhz;lhLk; NghJk;> rlq;F epfo;Tfspd; NghJk; Mz;fSk; ngz;FSk; 

cz;lNjhL tUk; tpUe;jpdh;fSf;Fk; mspj;J kfpo;e;jijAk; mwpaKbfpwJ. ,t;thW 

FwpQ;rpepy kf;fs; czT KiwapidAk; czT cw;gj;jpj; jpwidAk; ed;F 

czuKbfpwJ. 

ghiy 

      FwpQ;rpAk; Ky;iyAk; Kiwapy; jphpe;j twz;l jhpR epyNk ghiyahFk;. 

Tpw;gpbj;J Ntl;ilahLk;  vapw;wpah;fs; Gspf;Fok;NgHL fye;j Nrhw;wpid Ntl;ilahb 

nfhz;L te;j Mkhd; ,iwr;rpNAhL cz;ldh;. vWk;Gfs; Nrh;j;J itj;j Gy;yhprpiaj; 

Njbr;Nrh;j;J>khd;fisf;fl;bapUf;Fk; tpsh kuj;jpd; mbapNy mfo;j;jpUf;Fk; cuypNy 

ney;iyf;nfhl;b cyf;ifahy; Fw;wpf; nfhopj;njLj;j gpd;dh;  fpzw;wpy; rpwpjsT 

CwpapUf;Fk; ePiu Kfh;e;J thapoe;j ghidapNy Cw;wp Nrhwhf;fp  (fUthL) 

cg;Gfz;lj;Jld; cz;gh;. ,jid ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil gpd;tUkhW vLj;Jiuf;fpwJ. 

“Ez;gy; mlf;fpa ntz;gy; vapw;wpah; 

Ghh;itahj;j giwjhs; tpstpd; 
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ePoy; Kd;wpy; epyTuy; nga;J 

FWq;fho; cyf;if Xr;rp neLk; fpzw;W 

ty;Y}w;W cthp Njhz;bj; njhy;iy 

KuT tha;f;Fop Khp mLg;Ngw;wp 

tuhJ ml;l th^d; GOf;fy; “6 (ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil 94- 100) 

NkYk;>   

                   “nfhLtpy; vapdh; FWk;gpy; Nrg;gpd; 

                    fsh; tsh; <e;jpd; fho; fz;ld; 

                   Rty; tpis ney;ypd; nrt;tpo;r; nrhd;wp 

                   Qkyp je;j kdTr;#y; cLk;gpd; 

                   tiwfhy; ahjj;J tapd;njhWk; ngWFtPh;”7  

                                 (ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil 129 -133) 

vapdh;fs; Nkl;L epyj;jpy; tpise;j new;Nrhiw cz;ldh;. mJ fsh; epyj;jpYs;s 

<r;rkuj;jpd; tpij Nghd;W fhzg;gl;Lj. ,r;Nrhw;wpid eha;fs; gpbj;Jf;nfhz;L te;j 

cLk;Gg; nghwpaNyhL cz;ldh; vd;gijAk; mwpa KbfpwJ. 

Ky;iy 

   “khNahd; Nka fhLiw cyfk;” vd;ghh; njhy;fhg;gpah;. jpUkhiy nja;tkhf 

topgLk; Ky;iyj;jpiz kf;fs; tho;T jpwe;jntsp Nka;r;ry; epyj;ijr; rhh;e;jjhf 

,Ue;jJ. Nka;r;riyj; njhopyhf cila ,th;fs; “,Uq;fpis nQz;bd; rpWghh;g;gd;d 

gRe;jpiz %uy; ghnyhLk; ngWFtPh;” mjhtJ Mah;epy kf;fs; ,lj;jpy; jq;fpdhy; 

mth;fs; nghpaRw;wkhfpa ez;bd; ghh;g;ig (FQ;R) xj;j grpa jpid mhprpahy; Mf;fpa 

Nrhw;iwg; ghYld; ngWtPh; vd;w fbaY}h; cUj;jpuq;fz;zdhhpd; thpfs; ,q;F xg;G 

Nehf;fj;jf;fJ.   

“nrt;tP   Ntq;ifg; G+tpd; md;d 

Nta; nfhs; mhprp kpjit nrhhpe;j 

Rty; tpis ney;ypd; mtiu mk;Gspq;$o; 

Mw;F ,il coe;j Dk; tUj;jk; tPl 

mfYs; Mq;fz; fop kpile;J ,aw;wpa 

Gy;Nta; Fuk;igf; FbnjhWk; ngWFtPh; 

nghd; miwe;jd;d Ez; Neh; mhprp 

,Otp ntz; vwpe;J  ,aw;wpa khf;fz; - mkiy 

jz;zPJ nfhope;j G+op md;d 

cz;Zeh;j; jLj;j Ez; ,b Etiz 

             neha;ku tpwfpd; nQfpop khl;b”8  (kiygLflhk; 434-446) 

             ,utpy; Ntq;if kuj;jpd; G+f;fs; Nghd;w mofhd %q;fpy; mhprpahy; rikj;j 

czTk;> Nkl;L epyj;jpy; tpise;j ney;ypd; mhprpiaAk; mtiuf;fha;fshy; rikj;j 

Gspf;Fok;Gld; cz;ldh;. mkiyahfpa nghq;fw;Nrhw;wpy; ntz;nza;  Nrh;j;J  
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nts;shl;L ,iwr;rpAld; $l;bAk>; gyfhuk; (Etiz) vDk; jpizkhT Mfpatw;iwAk; 

cz;ldh;;.  vd  fgpyh;$WtjpypUe;J Ky;iy epy kf;fspd; czTk; tpUe;Njhk;giyAk; 

mwpa KbfpwJ. 

  kUjk; 

     Nrhw;W tsk; kpFe;jJ kUjepyk;. Gpwepyj;J kf;fisf;fhl;bYk; tWikawpahJ 

tsKld; thoe;jdh;. Ng&Uk; rpw;W}Uk; nfhz;bUe;j ,th;fsJ tPLfspy;  nre;ney; 

ntz;nzy; mhprpr;NrhWk; fha;fwpfisAk; epuk;g cz;ldh;. kUjepy nry;th;fs; tPl;by; 

ntz;ikahd new;Nrhw;Eld; tPl;by; tsh;j;j ngl;ilf;Nfhopapd; nghhpaiyr; Nrh;j;J 

cz;ldh; vd;gij “njhy;grp mwpahj; Jsq;fh ,Uf;if Ky;yy; Ng&h; kbapd; kbah 

tpidQh; je;j ntz;nzy; ty;rp kidtho; mspfd; thl;nlhLk; ngWFtPh;” vd 

ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil Mrphpah; $Wfpwhh;. fy;tpawpTk;  kf;fSf;F ey;topfhl;Lk; 

khz;Gk; jdf;nfdthohj; jd;ikAk; nfhz;l kUjepy me;jzh;fs;>  

“kiw fhg;ghsh; ciwgjpr; Nrg;gpd; 

ngUey; thdj;J tltapd; tpsq;Fk; 

rpWkPd;GiuAk; fw;gpd; eWEjy; 

tisf;if kf^c tapdwpe;J ml;l 

Rlh;filg; gwitg; ngah;gL tj;jk; 

NrjheWNkhh; ntz;nza;apd; khJsj;J 

cUg;GW gRq;fha;g; NghnohL fwpfye;J 

fQ;rfk; eWKwp mis,g; ige;Jzh; 

neLkuf; nfhf;fpd; eWtb tpjph;j;j 

jifkhz; fhbapd; tifg;gl ngWFtPh;”9 (301-310) 

      ahh; jdJ  ,y;yj;jpw;F te;jhYk; mth;fis tuNtw;W new;Nrhw;wpidAk; 

khJsk;gpQ;irg; gpse;J kpsFk;> fwpNtg;gpiyiaAk; fye;J gRk; nea;apNy 

Ntfitj;jg; nghhpaiyAk;> tLkhq;fhapidAk;> gUg;Grhjk;> japh; rhjk;> Gsprhjk; 

Nghw;wtw;iw mspg;gjhf ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil Mrphpah; $WtJ GydhfpwJ.  cyfpw;Nf 

cztpLk; kUjepy coth;fs; jhk; tho;e;j gFjpfspy; tpise;j czTg; 

nghUl;fisNa rikj;J cz;ldh;. ,q;Fs;s ngz;fs; jq;fs; iffshy; Fw;wpa 

mhprpahy; Nrhwhf;fp taypy; gpbj;j ez;ilAk; jq;fs; nfhy;iyg;Gwj;jpy; tpise;j 

gPh;f;fq;fhiaAk; Nrh;j;J rikg;gh;. jdJ ,y;yj;jpw;F tUk; tpUe;jpdh;f;Fk; mspj;J 

kfpo;th;  .,jid rpWghzhw;Wg;gil 

“,Uq;fho; cyf;if ,Uk;G Kfk; Nja;j;j 

mitg;G khz; mhprp mkiy ntz;NrhW 

fitj;jhs; mytd; fyitnahL ngWFtPh;”10 (192-195)  

tay;fspy; gpbj;j thiskPd;> J}z;bypy; gpbj;j tuhy; kPd;> ,iwr;rpj;Jz;Lfs;> kJ> 

gioafQ;rpAk; cz;ldh;. ney; tpisr;ry; Fiwthf ,Uf;Fkplq;fspYs;s coth;fs; 

Gd;nra;g; gaph;fis tpistpg;gh;. mth;fsJ ,y;yj;jpy; tufhprpr;NrhWk;; GOf;fpa 

mtiug;gUg;Gk;> mtiu tpij> %q;fpyhprp> ney;yhprp ,tw;iwg; GspAld; Nrh;j;J 
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rikj;Jk; cz;ldh;. ,t;Toth;fis  Vio coth;fs; vd ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilAk; 

kiygL flhKk; Fwpg;GpLfpwJ. ,jd;%yk;  ,k;kf;fs; czT KiwapidAk; czT 

cw;gj;jpj; jpwidAk; ed;F czuKbfpwJ 

nea;jy; 

flYk; fly; rhh;e;j ,lKkhd nea;jy; epy kf;fs; gpw epy gFjp kf;fisf;fhl;bYk; 

kPid rikj;J cz;ldh;. ,q;Fs;s guj;jpah; cg;Gf;F tpiyahfg;ngw;w  ney;ypdJ 

mhprpahy; Mf;fg;gl;l ntz;Nrhw;wpy;  Gspapl;L rikj;j mapiu kPd; Fok;igAk; 

fUthl;Lg;  nghwpaiyAk; jdJ je;ij cz;zj;jUths; vd  Flthapw; fPh;j;jdhhpd; 

ghly; $Wtjd;%yk; ,th;fsJ czTKiw GydhfpwJ        

“cg;G nehil ney;ypd; %uy; ntz;NrhW 

Mapiy Joe;j mk;Gspr; nrhwpe; 

nfhOkPd; jbnahL FWkfs; nfhLf;Fk;”11(mfehD}W 60) 

          ,q;Fs;s Eisr;rpah; mhpj;j fs;isAk; cyh;e;j Foy; kPdpd; 

#l;biwr;rpiaAk; cz;ldh;.  ney;iy ,bj;J khthf;fp Mz;gd;wp cz;zf;nfhLj;J 

ed;F nfhOf;f nra;J  mjidf;nfhd;W mjd; ,iwr;rpNahL fspg;G kpFe;j fs;isAk; 

cz;ldh; vd;gij> 

“mhpj;j gok;gL Njwy; gujth; kLg;g 

fpis kyh;g; gilg;igf; fplq;fpy; 

mwy; Foy; ghzp J}q;fpatnuh 

        Twy; Foy; #l;bd; tapd;tapd; ngWFtPh;” 12 

       (rpWghzhw;Wg;gil 154-163) 

“G+k;Gw ey;yil ais,j; Njk;gl 

nty;iyA kpuT kpUKiw fopg;gp 

ty;tha;r; rhbapd; tior;rw tpise;j 

nte;eP uwpay; tpuyid eWk;gpop 

jz;kPd; #l;nlhL jsh;jYk; ngWFtPh;”13  

        (ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil 271-282) 

    fhtphp G+k;gl;bdj;J fly; rhh;e;j kf;fs; fly; ,wh>tay; Mik ,itapuz;ilAk; 

gf;Ftk; nra;J cz;ldh;. NkYk; gdq;fs;>ney;yhprpf;fs; ,tw;iwAk; cz;ldh;.fs; 

tpw;Fk; filfspy; kPd; kw;Wk; tpyq;Fk; nghwpj;J ghpkhwpdh;.  

“fly; ,wtpd; $L jpd;Wk; 

tay; Mikg; GOf;F cz;L”14 (gl;bdg;ghiy -65-66) 

 ,jd;%yk;  ,k;kf;fs; czT KiwapidAk; czT cw;gj;jpj; jpwidAk; ed;F 

czuKbfpwJ 

KbTiu 

   rq;ffhy kf;fspd; czT kuG kpfTk; Nghw;Wjw;Fhpajhf ,Ue;Jj vd;gij mij 

Muha;e;j mwpQh;fs; $Wth;. MNuhf;fpakhf KJikapYk; ,sikahf tho;e;jw;F 
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,th;fsJ czNt kpfrpwe;j rhd;whf cs;sJ Itif epyq;fspYKs;s kf;fs; 

,aw;ifNahL ,iae;J jq;fsJ njhopy; Kiwfspy; nrk;iaAk; tsikiAk; fye;J 

gy jhdpaq;fisAk;> kJ kPd;> ,iwr;rp> jk; epyk; rhh;e;j gz;ghl;L  khw;wq;fSf;Nfw;g 

cztpid rikj;J  cz;L kfpo;e;jdh; vd;gij mwpa KbfpwJ. caph; tho;f;iff;F 

mbg;gilahd czT ,d;W Rit ,d;gj;jpw;fhf khwptpl;lJ  vd;gjpy; Iakpy;iy 

vdyhk;. 

mbf;Fwpg;Gfs; 

1. jkpoh; czT     gf;fk; - 19 

2. GwehD}W> GypA+h; Njrpfd; ciu    gf;fk; - 417 

3. .Ruhtpd; ts;Sj;jpd; kPl;rp      gf;fk; - 125 

4. kiygLflhk;     gf;fk; - 368 

5  GwehD}W       gf;fk; - 134 

6. ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil    gf;fk; - 86 

7. NkyJ              gf;fk; - 214 

8. kiygLflhk;        gf;fk; - 380 

9. ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil     gf;fk; - 216 

10. rpWghzhw;Wg;gil     gf;fk; - 144 

11. mfehD}W       gf;fk; - 117 

12. rpWghzhw;Wg;gil     gf;fk; - 143 

13. ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil    gf;fk; - 215 

14. gl;bdg;ghiy      gf;fk; - 305 

 

ghh;it E}y;fs; 

1. gpq;fy Kdpth;. gpq;fy epfz;L. fof ntspaPL. 1971   

2. GypA+h; Njrpfd; ciu. GwehD}W. rhujh gjpg;gfk;. nrd;id.  2010 

3. Nr.ehuhazrhkp. Ruhtpd; ts;Sj;jpd; kPl;rp. Ruh Gf;]; gpiuNtl; ypkpnll;. 2003  

4. Kidth; tp. ehfuhrd;. kiygLflhk;> gj;Jg;ghl;L 2-k; gFjp. epA+nrQ;Rhp Gf; ̀ T]; 

(gp)ypkpl;nll;). nrd;id. 2011 

5. Kidth; tp. ehfuhrd;. gl;bdg;ghiy gj;Jg;ghl;L 2-k; gFjp. epA+nrQ;Rhp Gf; `T]; 

(gp)ypkpl;nll;). nrd;id. 2011 

6. Kidth; tp. ehfuhrd;> ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil> gj;Jg;ghl;L 1-k; gFjp. epA+nrQ;Rhp Gf; 

`T]; (gp)ypkpl;nll;). nrd;id. 2011 

7. GypA+h; Njrpfd; ciu. mfehD}W. rhujh gjpg;gfk;. nrd;id. 2010 

8. Kidth; tp. ehfuhrd;. rpWghzhw;Wg;gil> gj;Jg;ghl;L 1-k; gFjp. epA+nrQ;Rhp Gf; 

`T]; (gp)ypkpl;nll;). nrd;id. 2011 

9. Nr.ekr;rpthak;. jkpoh; czT. cyfjkpohuha;r;rp epWtdk;. nrd;id. 1971 
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khztHfs; kj;jpapy; vz;kpd; Clfj;jpd; CLUty;  
 

1mUl;rNfhjhp. Md;wpd; Nkhp> *2m. nly;gpd; 
1fzpjj;Jiw> jpUr;rpYit fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)> ehfh;Nfhtpy; - 629004. 
2jkpo;j;Jiw> jpUr;rpYit fy;Y}hp (jd;dhl;rp)> ehfh;Nfhtpy; - 629004. 

kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhh; gy;fiyf;fofk;> jpUney;Ntyp - 627012. 

*nghWg;ghrphpah; - kpd;dQ;ry;: adelphinlafe@gmail.com. 

 
Ma;Tr; RUf;fk; 

 kdpjhpd; fz;Lgpbg;gpd; cr;rkhf> mwptpaypd; tsHr;rpahf Mw;wy; kpf;f vz;kpd; 
r%f Clfq;fs; (Digital Social Media) ,Uf;fpd;wd. kw;w midj;J tpjkhdtw;iwAk; 
gpd;js;sp tpl;L> ,d;W vz;kpd; r%f Clfq;fs; ,y;yhky; thoKbahJ vd;w #o;epiy 
cUthfp tpl;lJ. ,d;];lfpuhk;> thl;];rg;> Ng];Gf; vd xd;W njhlq;fp kw;nwhd;W 
vd;W Kbtpy;yhky; nrd;W nfhz;bUf;Fk; vz;kpd; r%f Clfq;fspd; epuy;fis 
nay;yhk; ghHj;J ghHj;J gpwF NtW vtw;iwAk; ghHg;gjw;F MHtk; ,Uf;fhky; ‘XH 

Clfg; Nghijf;Fs;Ns’ khl;bf; nfhz;L kdpjHfs; ntsptu ,ayhky; Nehahspahfp 
tpLfpw mtyepiy njhlHfpwJ. vz;kpd; Clfq;fs; Fwpj;j tpopg;GzHTk;> rhpahd 
tpjj;jpy; mjidf; ifahSk; jpwDk; kf;fspilNa gapw;Wtpf;fg;gLjy; 
mtrpakhfpd;wJ. ,e;j Ma;Tf;fl;Liuapd; fUj;Jk; ,JNtahFk;. ,f;fl;Liuapy; 
khztHfs; kj;jpapy; Clfq;fspd; jhf;fk; ve;j tpjkhd ghjpg;Gfis 
Vw;gLj;jpapUf;fpwJ vd;gJ Fwpj;j jfty;fs; khztHfsplk; elj;jg;gl;l 
kjpg;gPl;lha;tpd; mbg;gilapy; Gs;sp tpguq;fSld; nfhLf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ.,J vz;kpd; 
Clfj;jpd; CLUty; gw;wpa xU KOikahd Ma;Tf; fl;LiuahFk;. 
KfTiu:- 

khztH kj;jpapy; vz;kpd; Clfj;jpd; CLUty; (Gs;sp Ma;Tld;) 

vz;kpd; r%f Clfq;fs; tpLf;Fk; rthy;fs;:- 

“xUtd; vz;kpd; r%f Clfq;fisf; nfhz;l ifNgrpNahL mfpy 

cyfnky;yhk; miye;J jphpe;jhYk; jd; fy;tpia> Ntiyia> kjpg;ig> khz;ig> 

FLk;gj;ij> r%f tho;it ,oe;jhy; vd;d gad;? – vd;w khngUk; Nfs;tpapid ek; 

fz;Kd;Nd vLj;J itf;fpwJ ,d;iwa vz;kpd; Clf gad;ghL. Foe;ijfs; Kjy; 

nghpatH tiu rpwhHfs; midtUk;Clfq;fis Nehf;fp efHfpd;wdH><Hf;fg;gLfpwhHfs;@ 

khztHfs; ftug;gLfpwhHfs;>ngz;fs; jpirjpUg;gg;gLfpwhHfs;@ KjpatHfs; %o;fpg; 

NghfpwhHfs;. Clfq;fs; Vw;gLj;jpapUf;Fk; jhf;fq;fs; Fwpj;j XH Gs;spapay; Ma;Tld; 

,f;fl;Liuapy; fhzyhk;. 

mwptpay; mjprak; - miyNgrp 

Ra gad;ghl;by; cw;w ez;gdhf fw;wy; kw;Wk; Muha;r;rp> nghOJ Nghf;fhf> 

epidT+l;b> ehl;fhl;b> jfty; ngw> vd; ek;Kld; gpd;dpg; gpize;Js;sJ miyNgrp. 

‘Clf Nghij’naDk; Neha; 

 ‘Clfg;Nghij Neha;’- vd;gJ ngUtpUg;gkhfTk;> fl;lhakhfTk;> Clf 

rhjdq;fis msTf;F mjpfkhf gad;gLj;Jjy; MFk.; ,izajsq;fs; r%f 

Clfq;fs;> Clf tpisahl;Lfs;> ifNgrp gad;ghL Clfg;Nghij Nehahf 

cUkhwyhk;. ‘Nlhg;gkpd;’ euk;Gf;flj;jp %isapYs;s ,d;g topjlk; topNa %isapy; 
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nray;gLfpwJ. xU ey;y czT cz;Zjy;> ,ir Nfl;ly; Nghd;w ,d;gkhd 

nray;fisr; nra;Ak; NghJ Nlhg;gkpd;>Ruf;fpwJ. xU nraypd; %ykhf fpilf;Fk; 

,d;gk; nraw;ifahf mjpfg;gbahd ,iza gad;ghl;bd; %yk; fpilf;fg; ngWk; NghJ 

%is kpf Ntfkhf NrhHtilfpwJ. 

vd;kpd; jsq;fspd; gy;tifg; gad;ghL 

 vz;kpd; fUtpfs; ,d;iwa kdpjHfis vz;kpd;dhfNt khw;wpapUf;fpd;wd. tPl;L 

cgNahfkhfNth> fy;tpf;fhfNth> MNuhf;fpaj;jpw;fhfNth> jfty;fis mwpaNth 

my;yJ nghOJ Nghf;fpw;fhfNth mjpf mstpyhd vz;kpd; fUtpfs; 

gad;gLj;jg;gLfpd;wd. ];khHl; fhH> tpisahl;Lnghk;ik> mLg;G> lha;yl;> ];khHl; 

kdpjd; vd vz;kpd; fUtpfspd; Njit mjpfhpj;Jf; nfhz;Nl NghfpwJ. 

Mgj;jhd,izajs tpisahl;Lfs@; #jhl;lq;fs;@ 

 ,izaj;jpy; cyTk; gy Mgj;jhd tpisahl;Lf;fs; gz MiriaAk;> 

Gfo;r;rpiaAk; rpwhHfsplk; Vw;gLj;Jfpd;wd.“cioj;jhy; caHT”- vd;w mwj;jpd; 

fy;tpf;F> vjpuhd ,j;jifa tpisahl;Lf;fs; ,isNahHfis ,Of;fpd;wd. 

 “<d;whd; grpfhz;ghd; MapDQ; nra;aw;f 

 rhd;NwhH gopf;Fk; tpid” 

vd;w mwf;fUj;Jf;F vjpuhf ,d;W gs;spf; Foe;ijfs; kj;jpapYk; jPatopapy; gzk; 

rk;ghjpf;Fk; MiriaAk; ,e;j jsq;fs; cUthf;Ffpd;wd>“tpisahl;L tpidahFk;” - 

vd;gJ Kd;NdhH NghjidAk; MFk; nghk;ikfis tpl;L tpl;L cz;ikf;Fj; 

jpUk;GNthk;. 

fl;lhakhf;fg;gLk; EfHTf;fyhr;rhuk;:- 

 fp.K 3000 – y; vfpg;jpy; jPg;]; efhpy; njhiye;J Nghd n\k; vd;Dk; 

mbikiaj; jpUk;gf; nfhz;L te;J xg;gilg;gtHfSf;F chpa rd;khdk; toq;Ftjhff; 

$wp> md;iwa ghg;gpu]; fhfpjj;jpy; vOjg;gl;l tpsk;guk; jhd;; ,J tiu fpilj;j 

tpsk;guq;fspy; vy;yhk; kpfg; goikahdit. Mdhy; ,d;iwa fhyf;fl;lj;jpy; 

tpsk;guq;fspd; epiyikNa NtW. Njitf;F mjpfkhf nghUl;fis thq;fj; 

J}z;LfpwJ. (XH EfHTf; fyhr;rhuk;). 

irgH fpiuk;Nkhrbfs;:- 

 Artificial Intelligence vdg;gLk; nraw;if Ez;zwpT kdpjHfs; epidf;Fk; 

tpjj;ij efnyLf;f fzpdpfis cUthf;Ftjw;fhd top.,jid mjpf mstpy; 

gad;gLj;jp mjpy; %o;FgtHfs; cz;ikapy; ,Ue;J tpyfp xU ngha;ahd cyfj;jpy; 

thoj; Jtq;Ffpd;wdH.Nlhg;gkpd; msT FiwAk; nghJ mJ gy;NtW gf;ftpisTfis 

mtHfSf;F cz;lhf;FfpwJ. ,jdhy; czHr;rpfis Kiwahf ifahs njhpahj 

epiy> msTf;F mjpfkhf NghFk; NghJ KbTfis vLf;fj; jpzWtJ> jdpikia 

ehLtJ> mHj;jkw;w tho;f;ifia tho;tjhf czHtJ>jw;nfhiy vz;zq;fs;> gpwNuhL 

md;igg; gfpu Kbahj epiy> ajhHj;jkw;w vjpHghHg;G> r%f jdpikg;gLjy; Nghd;w 

tpisTfis Vw;gLj;Jfpd;wd. 
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vz;kpd; Clfg; ghJfhg;Gfs; kw;Wk;> nghWg;Gfs; 

 kpd;rhjdj;ij kw;wtiu Jd;GWj;Jk; fUtpahf gad;gLj;jyhfhJ.kw;wthpd; 

kpd;rhjdj;ij CLUtNth> csT ghHf;fNth$lhJ. kw;wthpd; fzpdpYs;s Nfhg;Gfis 

gJq;fpr; nrd;W jhf;fyhfhJ. kpd; rhjdk; %yk; mwpT jpUl;by; <LglyhfhJ. gpwH 

vdf;F vd;d nra;af; $lhnjd tpUk;GfpNwNdh> mij ehd; mtHfSf;F nra;ayhfhJ. 

fhty;Jiwf;F vy;iy kpwpa mjpfhuj;ij ,r;rl;lk; mspf;fpwJ. murhq;fq;fs; 

njhiyNgrp ciuahly; Nghd;w midj;Jj; jfty; njhlHG eltbf;iffisAk; 

fz;fhzpj;jpl KbAk;. 

gps;isfspd; MSik cUthf;fj;jpy; ngw;NwhH> Mrphpahpd; flikfs;: 

 Foe;ijapd; Kd; rz;ilaplhjPHfs; Foe;ijapd;Kd; Nghijg; nghUl;fisg; 

gad;gLj;jhjPHfs;.‘Foe;ijia md;G nra;fpNwd;’ -  vd;W Njitapy;yhj mstpw;F 

ghJfhj;J tsHg;gJ> mtHfSf;F tho;tpidf; fw;Wf; nfhLf;f jtWjhFk;.ngw;NwhH 

jq;fsJ MSikf; NfhshWfis rhp nra;a Ntz;L> jd; nray;fspd; tpistpw;F 

nghWg;Ngw;f Ntz;Lk;. ngw;NwhH XH ey;y Kd; khjphpahf ,Uf;fNtz;Lk;.Foe;ijfspd; 

MSik cUthf;fj;jpy; MrphpaH ngUk; gq;F tfpf;fpd;wdH. 

khztHfspd; jpwd;>gapw;rpapy; fy;tp tpopg;GzHT epWtdq;fspd; nray;ghLfs;. 

 Foe;ijfs; rpwhH kw;Wk; gjpd;kgUtj;jpdhpd; tsHr;rp vd;gJ cly; tsHr;rp> 

r%f tsHr;rp vd 5 ghpkhzq;fspd; mbg;gilapy; ,Uf;fpwJ. ,jd; Kf;fpakhdnjhU 

gzp mtHfis Mw;wy; ngwr; nra;tjhFk;. Mw;wy; ngw Ntz;Lnkd;why;> mtHfs; 

jq;fs; mwpitAk; jpwidAk;> kjpg;gPLfisAk; Nkk;gLj;jpf;nfhs;s tha;g;G ,Uf;f 

Ntz;Lk;. fy;tp epWtdq;fspy; nray;gLk; khztH FOf;fs;> ,af;fq;fs; topahf 

jpwd; Nkk;ghl;Lf; fy;tp toq;fyhk;. FO Ma;T> tpthjk;> gl;bkd;wk;> ehlfk;> fij 

nrhy;Yjy; Nghd;w cj;jpfisf; ifahsyhk;. 

,isQHfSf;fhd jPq;Ffisj;r%fg;gzpaikg;Gfspd; <LghLfs; 

 Nuhik murpy; mf;Nltpad;> Md;whdpNahtpw;F vjpuhf ehzaq;fspy; rpW Nghyp 

trdq;fisg; gjpj;jhd;. `pl;yH> KNrhypdp MfpNahH Nghypr; nra;jpfis MAjkhfg; 

gad;gLj;jpdH. ,d;W kpd; Clfq;fs; topahf kpf NtfkhfTk; Gjpa tbtq;fspYk; 

ngha;fs; gug;ggLfpd;wd. Fwpg;ghf ngz;fisg; gw;wpa Nghypr; nra;jpfs; mtiuAk;> 

mtuJ FLk;gk; kw;Wk; mtH nghWg;Ngw;wpUf;Fk; mikg;Gfs; kPJ kPl;f Kbahj 

ghjpg;Gfis Vw;gLj;jp tpLfpwJ. jpUFwspy; xOf;fKilik> ,dpait $wy;> 

Gwq;$whik Nghd;w mjpfhuq;fs; Mfpatw;iw Clff; fy;tpahf  gad;gLj;jp 

tpopg;GzHT toq;fyhk;. 

khztHfsplk; fPo;fz;l Nfs;tpfspd; mbg;gilapy; Ma;tpw;fhd juTfs; 

Nrfhpf;fg;gl;ld:- 

1. cq;fs; md;whl tho;tpy; vj;jid Kiw ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpwPHfs;? 

2. cq;fs; ,iza gad;ghl;bd; Kf;fpa Nehf;fk; vd;d? 

m. fy;tp 

M. Ntiy tha;g;Gfs; 
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,. nghOJNghf;F 

<) r%f njhlHGfs; 

c) jdpg;gl;l ,d;gk; 

3. ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jk; NghJ ePq;fs; vg;NghjhtJ jdpikahf czHfpwPHfsh? 

4. ePq;fs; ,d;lHnel;ilg; gad;gLj;Jk;NghJ gpwUf;Fj; njhy;iyahf ,Ug;gijf; 

fhz;fpwPHfsh? 

5. cq;fs; ,izag; gad;ghL vg;NghjhtJ cq;fs; gbg;igg; Gwf;fzpf;f fhuzkhf 

mike;jjh? 

6. cq;fs; nkhigy; Nghd; my;yJ ,izaj;ij jfhj Kiwapy; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhf 

ePq;fs; vg;NghjhtJ fz;bf;fg;gl;bUf;fpwPHfsh? 

7. ,izaj;ij mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhf ePq;fs; jz;bf;fg;gLk; NghJ Nfhgkhf 

my;yJ td;Kiwahf czHfpwPHfsh? 

8. cq;fs; ,iza gad;ghL cq;fs; gbg;ig vjpHkiwahf ghjpf;fpwJ vd;W ePq;fs; 

ek;GfpwPfsh? 

9. ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjd; %yk; cq;fs; nray;jpwd; Nkk;gl;ljhf 

czHfpwPHfsh? 

10. ePq;fs; vg;NghjhtJ ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtij Fiwf;f my;yJ jtpHf;f 

Kaw;rpj;jpUf;fpwPHfsh? 

11. ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjd; tpisthf cq;fs; MSik Nkk;gl;ljhf ePq;fs; 

ek;GfpwPHsh? 

12. ,izak; ,y;yhky; ntWik czHit czHfpwPHfsh? 

13. cq;fs; ,yf;Ffis mila ,izak; cq;fSf;F cjtpAs;sjh? 

14. ntspg;Gw #o;epiyfs; (mOj;jk; my;yJ rypg;G Nghd;wit) gq;fspf;Fk; vd;W 

ePq;fs; ek;GfpwPHfsh? ePq;fs; ,izaj;ij mjpfkhf gad;gLj;jpdhy;? 

15. ,izaj;jpd; mjpfg;gbahd gad;ghl;bypUe;J ntspNa tu cq;fSf;F cjt 

MNyhrid ngWtij ePq;fs; ghprPypg;gPHfsh? 

500 khztHfsplkpUe;J ngwg;gl;l juTfspd; mbg;gilapy; Ma;T KbTfs;:- 

gpaHrd; rp-rJu Nrhjidiag; gad;gLj;jp tpsf;fk; 

fy;tp epiyfspd; tpepNahfk; kw;Wk; md;whl tho;f;ifapy; xUtH vt;tsT 

mbf;fb ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpNwhk; vd;gij xg;gpLk; FWf;F ml;ltiz. 

1. 56.6% UG khztHfs; rpy Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpwhHfs;. 

2. 29.5% UG khztHfs; mbf;fb ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpwhHfs;. 

3. 2.9% UG khztHfs; vg;NghJk; jq;fs; md;whl tho;f;ifapy; ,izaj;ijg; 

gad;gLj;JfpwhHfs;.  

,NjNghy;>1.3% KJfiy khztHfs; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjpy;iy.45.3% 

KJfiy khztHfs; rpy Neuq;fspy;,izaj;ij gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 44% khztHfs; 

mbf;fbcgNahfpd;fpd;wdH. 9.3% khztHfs; nghUk;ghYk; jq;fs; md;whl tho;ifapy; 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;jfpd;wdH. “gpaHrd; rp”- rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp Rje;jpuj;JlDk; 
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14.644 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.006 MFk;. P-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> fy;tp 

epiyf;Fk; md;whl tho;tpy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjw;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f 

njhlHG cs;sJ. 

jkpo;>Mq;fpyk; fzpjk;> ,aw;gpay;> Ntjpay;> clw;fy;tp> fzpdp mwptpay;> 

tzpftpay;> fy;tp kw;Wk; nghwpapay; Nghd;w Jiwfspy; cs;s khztHfsplk; md;whl 

tho;f;ifapy; xUtH vt;tsT mbf;fb ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpwhH vd;gij xg;gpLk; 

FWf;F ml;ltiz> jkpo;j; JiwapdH 58.3% vd;gijf; fhl;LfpwJ. khztHfs; rpy 

Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. Mq;fpyj; JiwapypUe;J> 48.4% 

khztHfs; rpy Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 35.2%khztHfs; 

mbf;fb gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 1.1%khztHfs; vg;NghJk; jq;fs; md;whl tho;tpy; 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. fzpjj; JiwapypUe;J> 58.4%khztHfs; rpy 

Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 28.2%khztHfs; mbf;fb 

gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 3%khztHfs; vg;NghJk; jq;fs; md;whl tho;f;ifapy; 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. Ntjpapay; JiwapypUe;J> 69.2 %khztHfs; rpy 

Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH 23.1% khztHfs; mbf;fb 

gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. fzpdp mwptpay; JiwapypUe;j> 55.6% khztHfs; rpy Neuq;fspy; 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 27.8% khztHfs; mbf;fb gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 

32.6%khztHfs; mbf;fb gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH kw;Wk; 6.5% khztHfs; ngUghYk; 

jq;fs; md;whl tho;f;ifapy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. fy;tpj; JiwapypUe;J> 

25.0% khztHfs; rpy Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. 12.5%khztHfs; 

vg;NghJk; jq;fs; md;whl tho;f;ifapy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. ,Wjpahf 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH kw;Wk; 31.4%khztHfs; mbf;fb gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH 

kw;Wk; 10.8%khztHfs; ngUk;ghYk; kw;Wk; 2.5%khztHfs; vg;NghJk; jq;fs; md;whl 

tho;tpy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdH. gpaHrd; rp rJu kjpg;G 32 bfphp 

Rje;jpuj;Jld; 47.717 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.037 MFk;. P-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf 

,Ug;gjhy;> jpdrhp tho;tpy; JiwfSf;Fk; ,izag; gad;ghl;bw;Fk; ,ilNa 

Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. 

ngw;NwhHfspd; gpd;Gyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; khztHfspd; ,izag;gad;ghL vt;thW 

cs;sJ vDk; mbg;gilapy; nra;ag;gl;l Ma;tpd; KbTfs;:- 

gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 16 bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 35.762 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.003 MFk;. 

P-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> je;ijapd; njhopYf;Fk; ,ilNa 

Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. ,NjNghy;> je;ijapd; njhopYf;Fk;> md;whl tho;tpy; 

xUtH ,izaj;ij vt;tsT mbf;fb gad;gLj;JfpwhH vd;gJ> jdpg;gl;l 

,d;gj;jpw;fhfg; gad;gLj;Jjy; kw;Wk; Ma;Tfs; ghjpf;fg;gLtJ Nghd;w gy;NtW 

fhuzpfSf;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. 
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gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 46.336 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.001 MFk;. 

P-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> mk;khtpd; njhopy; kw;Wk; fy;tpf;fhd 

,izag; gad;ghl;bw;F ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 

20 bfphp Rfe;jpuj;Jld; 52.860 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.000. P-kjpg;G 0.05f;Fk; Fiwthd 

,Ug;gjhy;> jhapd; njhopy; kw;Wk; jdpg;gl;l ,d;gj;jpw;fhd ,iza gad;ghl;bw;F 

,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. NkYk;>mk;khtpd; Mf;fpukpg;Gf;Fk; ,ilNa 

Fwpg;gpljf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. ,izaj;ij mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhfj; 

jz;bf;fg;gLk;NghJ Nfhgkhf my;yJ td;Kiwapy; <LgLjy;> ,izag; gad;ghL 

gbg;ig vjpHkiwahf ghjpf;fpwJ> kw;Wk; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjhy; xUthpd; 

MSik Nkk;gl;Ls;sJ vd;w ek;gpf;if NknyOe;Js;sJ. 

r%f ,izg;GfSf;fhd ,iza gad;ghl;bw;F vjpuhd ghypd 

tpepNahfj;jpw;fhf FWf;F ml;ltiz tbtikf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 

bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 32.855 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.000 MFk; gp-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf 

,Ug;gjhy; gad;ghl;bw;F ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jk; NghJ jdpik czHTf;F vjpuhf ghypd 

tpepNahfj;jpw;fhf FWf;F ml;ltiz tbtikf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 

bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 15.700 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.003 MFk;. gp-kjpg;G 0.05f;Fk; Fiwthf 

,Ug;gjhy;> ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jk; NghJ ghypdk; kw;Wk; jdpik czHT 

Mfpatw;Wf;F ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ. 

,izaj;ij mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhf jz;bf;fg;gLk; NghJ Nfhgkhf 

my;yJ td;Kiwahf czHfpNwd;> vDk; fUj;jpd;gb. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp 

Rje;jpuj;Jld; 25.894 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.000 MFk;. gp-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf 

,Ug;gjhy;> ghypdk; kw;Wk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ ,izaj;ij 

mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhf jz;bf;fg;gLk;NghJ Nfhgkhf my;yJ td;Kiwahf 

czHfpd;wjhf> Ma;T KbT njhptpf;fpd;wJ. 

,izak; ,y;yhky; ntWik czHit fUj;jpd;gb czHfpNwd; vDk; gpaHrd; 

rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 22.492 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.000 gp-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; 

Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> ghypdk; kw;Wk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ 

,izak; ,y;yhky; ntWik czHit czHfptjhf> Ma;T KbT njhptpf;fpd;wJ. 

ntspg;Gw #o;epiyfspd; ghjpg;gpd; mbg;gilapy; gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp 

Rje;jpuj;Jld; 25.483 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.000 gp-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> 

ghypdk; kw;Wk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ ntspg;Gw #o;epiyfs; (kd 

mOj;jk); gad;gLj;Jtjw;F gq;fspf;fpd;wd vd KbTfs; mwptpf;fpd;wd. 

FWf;F ml;ltizahdJ fy;tp epiyfSf;F vjpuhf tpepNahfj;jpw;fhf 

tbikf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ ,izaj;jpy; nrytopj;j Neuj;jpd; msT. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 

4 bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 14.644 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.006 MFk;. gp-kjpg;G 0.05f;Fk; Fiwthf 

,Ug;gjhy;> fy;tpf;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ ,izaj;jpy; 

nrytopj;j Neuj;jpd; msT. 
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FWf;F ml;ltizahdJ Kjy; jiyKiw fw;gtHfspd; tpepNahfj;jpw;fhf 

tbikf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 12.562 kw;Wk; gp-

kjpg;G 0.016 MFk;. gp-kjpg;G 0.05 f;Fk; Fiwthf ,Ug;gjhy;> Kjy; jiyKiw 

fw;gtHfSf;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sJ ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jk; 

NghJ jdpikahf czHtjhf Ma;T mwptpf;fpd;wJ. 

jpdrhp tho;tpy; xUtH ,izaj;ij vt;tsT mbf;fb gad;gLj;JfpwhH vd;gJ> 

nghOJNghf;fpw;fhf ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jjy;> r%fj; njhlHGfs;> ,izaj;ijg; 

gad;gLj;Jk; NghJ gpwiuj; njhy;iyahff; fUJjy;> gbg;igg; Gwf;fzpj;jy;> Nfhgk; 

my;;yJ td;Kiw czHT Nghd;w gy;NtW fhuzpfSf;Fk; Jiwf;Fk; ,ilNa 

Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG cs;sij> ,izaj;ij mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;jpajw;fhf 

jz;bf;fg;gLk; NghJ> ,izak; ,y;yhky; ntWik czHit czHtij kw;Wk; 

gpaHrd; rp ];nfhaH Nrhjid Fwpg;gpLtJ Nghy; ntspg;Gw #o;epiyfs; (mOj;jk; 

my;yJ rypg;G Nghd;wit) ,izaj;ij mjpfkhfg; gad;gLj;j cjTfpd;wd vDk; 

vDk; Ma;T KbTfs; %yk; njhpatUfpwJ. 

,Wjpahf> xw;iwg; ngw;NwhH Foe;ijahf ,Ug;gjw;Fk; Ntiy tha;g;GfSf;fhf 

,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjw;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG 

cs;sJ gpaHrd; rp-rJu kjpg;G 4 bfphp Rje;jpuj;Jld; 11.634 kw;Wk; gp-kjpg;G 0.020 

MFk;. 

njhFg;Giu:- 

NkNy cs;s ml;ltizapd; mbg;gilapy;> gpd;tUk; Muha;r;rp KbTfis ehk; 

Cfpf;f KbAk; 

khztHfspilNa md;whl tho;tpy; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jtjw;Fk; 

JiwfSf;Fk; ,ilNa Fwpg;gplj;jf;f njhlHG ,Ug;gjhf Ma;T Rl;bf;fhl;LfpwJ. ,e;j 

KbT Gs;spapay; gFg;gha;T %yk; Mjhpf;fg;gLfpwJ> Fwpg;ghf gpaHrd; rp-rJu 

kjpg;igAk;> 0.037 ,d; gp-kjpg;igAk; mspj;jJ> ,J 0.05 f;Fk; FiwthdJ. 

JiwfSf;Fk; ,izag; gad;ghl;Lf;Fk; ,ilapyhd njhlHG ntWk; jw;nrayhdjy;y 

vd;gij ,J mwpTWj;JfpwJ. 

gy;NtW Jiwfspy; ,iza gad;ghl;bd; mjpHntz;zpa NtWghLfs; cs;sd. 

cjhuzkhf> clw;fy;tp kw;Wk; nghwpapay; Jiwfs; kw;w JiwfSld; xg;gpLk;NghJ 

mbf;fb my;yJ vg;NghJk; ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;Jk; khztHfspd; mjpf 

rjtPjj;ijf; nfhz;Ls;sd. ,e;jj; Jiwfspy; cs;s khztHfs; jq;fs; md;whl 

tho;f;ifapy; mbf;fb ,izaj;ijg; gad;gLj;JfpwhHfs; vd;gij ,J Fwpf;fpwJ. 

jkpo;>Mq;fpyk; kw;Wk; Ntjpay; Jiwfspy; rpy Neuq;fspy; ,izaj;ijg; 

gad;ghl;bd; ntt;NtW tiffspy; kpfTk; rPuhd tpepNahfj;ij ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wd. 

,e;jj;Jiwfspy; cs;s khztHfs; ,izag; gad;ghl;by; kpfTk; rPuhd 

tpepNahfj;ijf; nfhz;Ls;sdH> xg;gplf;$ba vz;zpf;ifapyhd khztHfs; xt;nthU 

tifapYk; (ngUk;ghYk;> rpy Neuq;fspy;> vg;GNghJk;) tpOthHfs; vd;W ,J 

mwpTWj;JfpwJ. 
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xl;Lnkhj;jkhf> ,e;j fz;Lgpbg;Gfs; khztHfspilNa ,iza gad;ghl;by; 

Jiw NtWghLfs; ,Ug;gij vLj;Jf;fhl;Lfpd;wd. Ma;Tj; Jiwapd; jd;ik my;yJ 

jdpg;gl;l MHtq;fs; Nghd;w fhuzpfs; md;whl tho;tpy; ,izag; gad;ghl;bd; 

mjpHntz;iz ghjpf;fyhk; vd;gij KbTfs; Fwpg;gpLfpd;wd. khztHfs; ve;j 

Nehf;fj;jpw;fhf b[pl;ly; kPbahitg; gad;gLj;JfpwhHfs; vd;gJ jhd; Kf;fpak;. ,J 

fy;tp my;yJ jfty; my;yJ Njitahd jutpw;fhf ,Ue;jhy;> mJ NeHkiwahd 

jhf;fj;ij Vw;gLj;Jk;. kWGwk;> b[pl;ly; r%f Clfq;fspd; mbikj;jdkhf jd;ik 

kw;Wk; khztHfspd; tho;f;ifapy; mjd; rhj;jpakhd tpisTfs; jPtpu ftiyia 

Vw;gLj;Jk;.  

b[pl;ly; r%f Clfq;fSf;F mbikahjy; vd;gJ xU rpf;fyhd epfo;thFk;> 

mJ cr;repiyf;F nry;Yk; NghJ> fy;tp nray;jpwd;> kdeyk; kw;Wk; r%f cwTfs; 

cl;gl tho;f;ifapd; gy;NtW fsq;fspy; vjpHkiwahd tpisTfSf;F toptFf;Fk;. 

,e;j Nghijf;F gq;fspf;Fk; fhuzpfisg; Ghpe;Jnfhs;tJ mjd; jhf;fj;ij eptHj;jp 

nra;tjw;Fk; rhj;jpakhd jPq;Ffisj; jzpg;gjw;Fk; gaDs;s cj;jpfis 

cUthf;Ftjw;W Kf;fpakhdJ. 

G+tpd; mHg;gzpg;G fha; MfpwJ 

fhapd; mHg;gzpg;G fdp MfpwJ 

fdpapd; mHg;gzpg;G tpijahfp tpUl;rkhfpwJ! 

,izaj;jpw;F kdpjdpd; mbgzpT 

Nghij Nehak; cUkhWfpwJ… 

tpUl;rk; cyiff; fhf;Fk; - vd;kpd; mbikj;jdk; 

tp\khfp capiug; Nghf;Fk;. 

vz;kpd;fspd; gad;gl;bid kf;fs; jq;fs; fl;Lg;ghl;bw;Fs;> itf;f Ntz;LNkj; 

jtpu> vd;kpd;fspd; fl;Lg;ghl;bw;Fs; te;J jd;trkpog;gijj; jtpg;Nghk; - Mfg;ngUk; 

rf;jpahf kdpj rf;jpahf cUntLg;Nghk;. 
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